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PREFACE.

This work is an inquiry into tlie present relations of

science to Christian thought. At no former period has

the subject assumed aspects of deeper interest than now.

The last twenty, and especially the last ten, years have

been marked by great progress in the chief branches of

natural science. A wide field has been surveyed, and

a great number of facts have been brought to light,

bearing, more or less closely, on revealed truth. Much

new and fresh material has been accumulated, of great

value to all who '' take pleasure in seeking out the

works of the Lord," and who love to trace in Nature the

goings of Him who is great in his Church, as a God of

righteousness, grace, and love. An efibrt is here made

to bring some of this material within the reach of all,

and to render it popularly interesting. In doing so, the

Author holds himself alone responsible for the accuracy

of the statements made and the scientific facts re-

ferred to.

This increase of knowledge, the fruit of success-
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fully advancing science, has come to be an occasion

of difficulty to many. Thoughtful men have seen, with

regret, several distinguished students of science, not

content to discover and expound facts, becoming hastily

anxious to present them in forms opposed to the plain

teaching of the word of God. In these circumstances

it may be profitable, and not uninteresting, to look at

the whole question both from the purely scientific and

from the Christian point of view. An}" statement, how-

ever popular and attractive, which is not the fruit of

practical familiarity with the departments of natural

science under discussion, will not satisfy that numerous

class of earnest men who wish, above all things, to

find the truth.
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SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN THOUGHT.

CHAPTER I.

INDIRECT ADVANTAGES OF SCIENTIFIC STUDY.

Influence of the study of natural science on Christian thought

—

Attitude to revealed truth—Importance of minute characteristics—

•

Things essential and non-essential—Scripture history—The lesson

of humility—Illustrations: the rose, sundews, the diving spider,

female glow-worm, the goat-sucker—Sternum of birds—Quotation
from Hooker—The lesson of labour—Man's limited powers

—

Influence of Christian thought on scientific pursuits— Fanciful

interpretations.

It is proposed in this chapter to indicate, in a very

general way, and as introductory to the discussions

which follow, some points at which Science meets
Christian thought, and sheds over it influences of a

kind highly conducive to intellectual humility, and
even to moral health.

And here, first, the reflex influence of scientific

studies on our attitude toward revealed truth is worthy
of notice. That demand for liberty of judging as to what
is inspired and what is not, as to what we may receive

and what reject of Scripture statement, and that asser-

tion of inherent spiritual capacity of true choice, which
Priestley, first, in this country set forth so powerfully

both in popular and in, so called, philosophic points
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of view, have had influences far bej^ond the sect to

which he belonged. We can scarcely open a book

which deals with the testimony of the Bible to the

ways and works of God, or with the vital question of

inspiration, without meeting with these. Men are

unwilling to take the Word as a whole, and to reserve

judgment until they have truthfully examined its claims

to infallibility. They follow the bent of individual

likings, and hasten to rash and unfair conclusions

on isolated parts. To this tendency may, in part, be

traced that disposition, at present so often met with,

to subordinate the doctrinal statements of Scripture

to its moral precepts. The former, it is said, are

only hmnan speculations, the latter must be received

and obeyed as necessary both to peace in this world

and good hope for the world to come. But to what

does this tend ? Man becomes to himself the fountain

of truth. As the spider finds the material for its

net in itself, so man finds his ground of confidence.

His taste, his prevailing habits, the breath of circmn-

stances, the passing whim, his social relations, are all.

permitted to influence him in determining what is

true and what is false.

Now, one of the earliest impressions made on the

student in biological investigations, is, that there

can be no true knowledge of any one form of life, if

our examination has been confined to individual parts

of structure. We wander from the true track, and are

sure to land in error, when we imagine, either that the

minutiae of structure are not of equal value with the

great points, or that acquaintance with the leading

features supersedes all necessity of becoming acquainted

with those which lie farther out of sight. We first
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learn the lesson of trust, by taking tiie form as having

a right to the place traditionally assigned to it by

science ; and then we study it under the feeling that we

must know it as a whole, by the examination of all its

parts, before we can attempt to remove it from this

place. Indeed, in the deeply interesting study of the

relations between different forms of life, success almost

ahvays depends on the power to appreciate minute and

often, apparently, very remote characteristics of indi-

vidual parts.

The indirect influence of the Jiabit here implied is

most valuable. We come imperceptibly to see the dan-

ger of trusting to our own views as to the value of this

or that feature, unless we have regarded it both in the

light of the whole organism and also in that of closely

related forms of life. To have rejected one part

because it seemed to us unimportant, or perhaj)s not

even necessary to the whole, would have been to misin-

terpret nature, and to miss the discovery of the thoughts

of the Creator. The rudimentary teeth in the jaw of

the foetal whale might seem useless and superfluous,

when we look to the habits of the full-grown animal

;

but how suggestive these are, when we regard them in

the light of unity of creative plan in certain great

groups of animals! What to superficial thinkers may

often seem trivial, unimportant, almost unworthy of

the great and eternal God, is often of highest value.

In nature, in providence, in grace, illustrations are

abundant. What important events, rmming through

all church history, turned on the removal of a few

shepherds from Shechem to Dothan,* on the walk of

a king's daughter by the Nile,t or on the wandering of

* Gen. xxxvii. t Exod. ii.
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a few mules from tlieir owner's fields !
* Tlie Supreme

Ruler works thus still. What a historj^ followed the

unusually severe frost which marred the Russian cam.-

paign of the first Napoleon !

Again, much is said, in the midst of present inquiry,

about things essential and non-essential in the Word of

God. We are ready either to deny the justice of this

distinction and to suspect as lax all who hold it, or to

be so influenced by it as, virtually, to make it the occa-

sion for rejecting everything which we do not like. But

there is a better way—a way by which the distinction

may be recognised as valuable, while we yet abate

nothing from the weight of the things themselves.

This we may learn from nature. Take, for example,

the bone (the sternum) which forms the true frame-

work of the body of any closely-related families of

birds, or even of genera, belonging to the same family,

or the structure and form of the teeth in any two

closely-related groups of mammalia. In the former

case, as among the thrushes, for instance, there are

several remarkable modifications. Then, were we to

predicate similarity of structure from the character of

the food, in parts not directly associated with digestion,

we should be far misled. In the grain-feeding peacock,

the part just referred to is marked by two outstanding

lateral processes ; in the grain-feeding pigeon by one

only. In the latter case we might compare the teeth

of the insect-feeders with those which subsist on vege-

tables. The teeth of the latter would have been as

eff'ective for crushing insects as the former, yet what

well-marked difierences characterise them ? As far as

present knowledge goes, we must fall back on other

* 1 Sam. ix.
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ground tlian teleology, and appeal to other kinds of

analogy than are generally dealt with. All we know
of these forms warrants the inference that such pecu-

liarities are not essential to the life and preservation of

the animals. In a word, we are entitled to speak of

them as non-essential. But they claim our regard

because they exist by divine appointment. More light

may show us uses connected with them of which pre-

sent science never dreamed. Thus, with much of Holy
Scripture. Historical events are recorded, family ar-

rangements described, trifling incidents have prominent

places assigned to them, genealogical lists are preserved,

and cerenjonial practices spoken of, whose bearings on

God's great plan of self-manifestation, as a God of

grace and righteousness, we cannot at present see ; but,

as in nature, they, too, are here by Divine appointment.

This fact strikes at once a blow at the root of a habit

which soon leads all who yield to it to take, in the long

run, the very ground of those who make their opinions

the standard of truth.

Then, how much this variety in non-essentials illus-

trates another feature of the Word ! What diversity

of gifts, of individual peculiarities and dispositions, of

tastes even, God has made use of in revealing to us

his mind ! The end casts its light back on the means.

We see the reason as we study. In every part what
freshness, what variety, what constantly- recurring

novelty, what ever-changing interest, associated with

oneness of purpose, end, and aim ! If we open our

eyes on nature we see the same God working. The
leaves of every species of plant perform the same

fimctions, and are destined to the same ends ; but what

wondrous variety!—variety again, not, as we think.
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essential, unless we are raised to sympathy with the

Creator, and discover in beauty the highest usefulness.

The leaves of different species of trees differ, but this is

only half of the truth. It would puzzle the closest

observer to find any two leaves on any one branch

exactly alike.

Once more. " The kingdom of men found in

science," says Bacon, " is like the kingdom of God. It

can be entered only in the character of a little child."

Every right-minded successful observer will, sooner

or later, be taught this lesson in the study of nature, as

in the study of the Word. Even in common and long

familiar phenomena we are shut up to it when we look

at them closely and fairly. What was mysterious to one

age may, indeed, become plain to another ; but it is soon

seen that the result, in most cases, has been to associate

even the well-known with yet other aspects of uncer-

tainty. Have we fully explained why the calyx of the

rose is green, and the corolla red, or white, or variegated,

by being able to trace it to the presence of chlorophyll

in the sepals, or by saying that colour depends on the

nature of the surface on which light falls ? While

watching one of the sundews (Dioncea muscipiila), we

notice that so soon as an insect touches a certain part

of its unfolded leaf-lobes, the leaf suddenly closes on it

and kills it. Do we know all about this when we trace

it to the great irritability of a few hair-like spines on

each leaf ? Is there not much more to be known ?

Are there flesh feeders among vegetables as among ani-

mals ? Is the decay of the animal matter, under the

influence of the atmosphere, necessary to supply nourish-

ment to the plant ? Or, is this no more than an effort

of nature to preserve her balance by interposing checks
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against insect increase, in the same way as the instinct

of certain animals hurry them to destroy vermin which

they will not eat ?

We take into account the various mental pro-

cesses and correct knowledge of natural laws implied

in the invention of the pneumatic-trough and the

diving-bell ; but the tiny Argyroneta had applied the

principles of the former, ages before its invention, and

before Priestley and Scheele had used it in the greatest

discovery of modern chemistry—the isolation of oxygen

as an elementary body. Guided by Him, whose con-

stant and unerring in-working we call instinct, this

insect weaves for itself a waterproof dwelling, and

fastens it to the vegetation at the bottom of the water.

The water which fills it when fastened in its place,

must be expelled. In order to this, the owner of the

house entangles air-bubbles on the surface of the stream

by a process of great simplicity and beauty, and, with

these adhering to the small hairs which cover it, finds

its way to its nest, sets them free in it, expels a cor-

responding volume of water, and repeats the process

till sufficient space for a habitation is filled with air.

We are well acquainted with the facts, but have we

solved all the difficulties associated with seeming acts

of volition, and even complicated processes of reasoning,

by merely saying that every diving spider does the

like thing ?

The female glow-worm—a flat, grey-brown wing-

less beetle—alone possesses the electric light and bril-

liancy for which it is noted. Is the reason of this

limitation to the female, and its use, explained by

affirming that the light is given to enable the winged

male to know where she lurks ? But there are other
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insects similarly constituted which are destitute of this

luminosity.

Or, to take our illustration from higher forms, it

used to be thought that we had accounted for the

serrated, or pectinately incised middle toe of the goat-

sucker (Cajyrimulgifs), by assigning to it the duty of

cleaning the bristles which thickly beset this bird's

mouth. But a comparison of the bristles with the ser-

rature, shows that they are too thick for the incisions

—

they could not enter them. Besides, the closely-related

genus, Podargiis, which resembles our goat-sucker in

its habits, has no serrated claw, while other birds, des-

titute of the bristles, have.

In some birds, again, at certain seasons, such a

change takes place in the plumage for a few weeks as

to make them appear different species. Have we ex-

plained this by tracing it to the power of love at the

breeding season ? A pretty thought, no doubt ; but

then other closely-related birds, having the same in-

stincts, undergo no such change.

Once more, the bony framework in birds, to which

reference has already been made, is in some species

marked by two small oval holes, covered by a thin

membrane ; in others, and especially in almost all, if

not in all, used as food by man, these bone-enclosed

holes give place to deep indentations—sinuses which

give rise to well-marked lateral processes—united by a

very thin transparent membrane also. With nothing

in bird-anatomy are we more familiar. But can we

explain the final cause ? Much, very much, remains to

be known, even in those things with which we are most

familiar. At every increase of knowledge the day

seems breaking into perfect brightness ; but the next
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step shows tliat when the light was brightest we were

on the threshold of the dark.

ovSe ra iravra

Ek Qeov avQpooiroL yiyvaxTKOfxeu oAA.' exi iroWa

KeKpvnrai.

But this fact is not a bar to research. On the con-

trary, it is an incitement thereto. And as we search

and ponder, wait and watch, in the spirit of learners,

we enter lovingly into the sentiments so tersely and

admirably expressed by Hooker :
—

" When I behold

with my eyes some small seed or grain whereof

nature maketh a promise that a tree shall come,

and when afterwards of the tree any skilful artificer

imdertaketh to frame some exquisite and curious work,

I look for the event ; I move no question about per-

formance either of the one or of the other. Shall I simply

credit nature in things natural? Shall I in things

artificial rely myself on art, never ofiering to make

doubt ; and, in that which is above both art and nature,

refuse to believe the author of both except he acquaint

me with his ways, and lay the secrets of his skill before

me ; when God himself doth speak those things, which

either for height and sublimity of matter, or else for

secrecy of performance, we are not able to reach unto ?

As we may be ignorant without danger, so it can be no

disgrace to confess that we are ignorant."

But if we are to get deeper insight into the ways of

God, and bring to light many evidences of Divine

wisdom which still lie hidden, even in common things,

success must be won by work. The lesson is not one of

lowliness only, but one of labour chiefly ; such know-

ledge never, like the manna in the olden time, drops

down from heaven. It is with this, as with earth's
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treasures, they lie far out of sight. Nature has to be

conquered before she will tell us all her secrets, or yield

into our bosom her riches. Toil of brain, work of

hands, and sweat of brow must unite in action before

the silver and the gold, the iron and the coal can be

pressed into man's service, or any of those " stores of

fire" be reached, which Marlowe has so graphically

strung together :

—

" Fiery opals, sappliires, amethysts,

Jacinths, hard topaz, grass-green emeralds,

Beauteous rubies, sparkling diamonds,

And seld seen costly stones of so great price,

As one of them, indifferently rated.

Might serve in peril of calamity

To ransom great kings from captivity."

Nor is the lesson of the limited nature of man's power

less distinctly taught than the spirit in which he should

seek scientific knowledge. Illustrations in abundance

are at hand. For example, in chemical analysis the

only limit recognised is that reached when compound
bodies are resolved into elementary substances. But if,

in organic chemistry, we try the opposite process—try

to bring back the elements into their former place,

condition, and form—in a word, try to build up the

organism, on the very threshold we are made to feel the

impossibility. The child may take down the most com-

plicated mechanism. There his power ceases. So in

nature. Nor is the state of mind resulting from this of

little value. As to create is God's prerogative, so he

alone knows the heart and can reveal the future. In

actual life, at present, this state of mind will find room
for exercise ; for, even though unwilling to waste pre-

cious time in detecting the tricks of pretenders to a

knowledge of, and control over, the unseen world and
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the heart of man, we are quite safe in turning away

from them. Such knowledge and power belong to God

alone.

But are the habits of thought now insisted on favour-

able to the acquirement of secular knowledge?—Are

we not asked to carry into the study of science impres-

sions which will ever lead us to see external nature

under, so to speak, a theological atmosphere, and to deal

with the facts of science from the theological point of

view? Will this be helpful to impartiality? Such

questions have been often put, and even good men have

given currency to the assertion, that while men of

science can deal with theological questions without bias

and partiality, theologians are not able to study science

in the same spirit. Of necessity, it is alleged, they

must be men of one-sided views, and, as students, sadly

wanting in depth and comprehensiveness. Just as if

there were something in revealed truth when system-

atised, calculated to dwarf the understanding and to

narrow the intellect. Now, it is acknowledged in the

outset, that we wish to carry our personal love to the

Saviour, and what attainments we have made in biblical

knowledge, into the following discussions, claiming

credit for an impartiality which we are convinced can

only be found in such an attitude. Yea more, we wish

to lift the facts and discoveries of science up to the

higher platform of religious truth, and to present them

for service to Him whose are " the earth and the fulness

thereof."

Indeed, it would be difficult to believe that any man

can shake himself free from moral tastes, and confine

himself simply to bare, naked phenomena in the study of

nature. Men are not angels
;
yet, the nearer we come
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to their point of view, the truer will be our interpreta-

tion, because they see all things in the light of their

Lord's glory. It is, however, an intellectual impos-

sibility to limit attention to isolated facts. We are

impelled by the very laws of our mental constitution to

put this and that together ; in a word, to seek the inter-

pretation of facts ; and the man of science who stands,

personally, nearest the Creator is sure to form the justest

estimate of his works. Some of the post-Cuvierian

French naturalists, and one or two of the present

English advanced school, have protested against the con-

clusions of teleology, and boldly denied that plan, pur-

pose, creative forethought, can be legitimately said to

have determined the forms of animals, their relation to

external nature, and the like. The triumph of these views

would be the death of discovery. Had such a belief been

held by the great masters of science—by Cuvier or by

Owen, for example—comparative anatomy would have

been yet only in its infancy, and those grand generaliza-

tions of geology, touching the climatal condition of the

earth and the relations between this and its inhabitants

in pre-Adamic epochs, would not have been heard of.

It is unhappily too true that there have been unwise

men in science as in theology—men whose fancy has

far outrun facts, and who, in looking into nature,

have put light imaginings in the place of scientific

inductions—men who have told us that nature is no

more than a system of symbols, that no phenomena are

understood unless seen to have direct moral lessons, and

who find all the moral qualities of man to have been

first realised in the lower animals. No wonder that

inquirers who mistook this for the science of theology

should have dreaded the theological spirit. But all
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this has been equalled by interpreters of tbe Word wbo
have told us that the account of creation in Genesis

has no reference to the external world, but only to its

archetype in the Divine mind, condescendingly named

by them '^ the seat of the incorporeal essences of the

natural elements ''—that the man made in the image of

God was not the progenitor of our race, but *' the ideal

exemplar of God "—that the mist from the ground was,

as a symbol of intellect, the prophecy of the true

historical Adam, and the herb of the field, as typical

of sense, the prophecy of the coming One.

This sort of thing—mist borrowed from a very early

age—has influenced not metaphysics only, but biblical

interpretation, if not pulpit ministrations. But dark-

ness is not depth. Haze is not an infallible mark of

genius. Now there is no better safeguard against this,

no better cure for its- fascination over young and often

inferior minds, than those patient investigations to

which all are called who give themselves to the study

of any branch of Natural Science. Nor are actual at-

tainments in science absolutely necessary in order to

this. An intelligent interest in the progress of science,

and the power to appreciate its facts, tend in the same

direction. These re-act in a highly profitable way on

man's mind as a student of the Bible. As he reads, the

oft-recurring question is not '' How does this expression

or that harmonise with my preconceived views of the

character and ways of God?" It is rather—"What
special truth is taught me here, if I am as faithful in

interpreting the words of the living God as I am when

seeking to ascertain the meaning of words used by my
neighbour?" The value for, and constant appeal to

facts—to well-xinderstood phenomena—characteristic of
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true science, slied a most healthy influence on our

liabits of tliought. Tliey tend, moreover, to foster at

least an intellectual readiness to hearken to the exhor-

tation, " Search the scriptures," k^^vvar^ rag ypa(j)ao

an expression which indicates an attitude to truth

better illustrated in earnest scientific study than in

aught else. Its import is, track the truth as the

hound does the game, by the foot scent.
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CHAPTER II.

SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN THOUGHT.

The two records—Christ the Creator—The Holy Spirit's teaching and

human learning—Scripture writers, their knowledge of nature

—

Science and illustration of Scripture—Instance from geology

—

Instance from anatomy— Meteorology — Chemistry — Natural

science and natural theology—Influence of Christian education on

students of science—Points of harmony between Scripture and

science—Illustrations : mode of study, stability of nature, natural

history of man, geologic history of the earth—Light shed on

Ephes. iii. 8-11, and Coloss. i. 16-18—Miracles—Testimony of

geology to miraculous working—Interferences with course of

nature—Mooted points—Retrograde movement—Attempt to stop

controversy—Quotation from Augustine.

" There are two books," says Sir Thomas Browne,

quaintly, " from which I collect my divinity ; besides

that written one of God, another of his servant nature

—that universal and public manuscript which lies

expansed unto the eyes of all." The words are inte-

resting ; not, however, so much because they give great

prominence to a view of nature too seldom seen, as that

they very clearly point out a chief source of error, to

many who have earnestly sought after God in his

works. The message which he sends to man by '' his

servant nature" must never be allowed to overshadow,

or to weaken that which is contained in his holy word.

Indeed it may, in a sense, be said that the former never

assumes its highest bearings to any but to those who,

in the disposition of little children, have welcomed the
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latter as the word of a Father. It lias not unfrequently

happened that able students, who have begun to work

under the impression that the revelation of God in

nature is in all respects of equal value and importance

with that contained in his word, have soon wholly

turned aside from love to the Scriptures. Nevertheless

the revelation is one, but it is presented to us in two

distinct and broadly defined aspects. Both claim our

attention. The one as characterised by countless evi-

dences of the manifold wisdom, goodness, and love of the

Creator ; the other as unfolding the unsearchable riches

of the grace of the Redeemer. Taken together, they

make known to man all that God wishes him to know

of his person, works, and ways. They have far too

often been regarded as in some sort antagonistic. A
theology not pervaded by the mind of Christ has

frequently pointed to the eager, painstaking, earnest,

and loving study of nature, as scarcely compatible with

a childlike trust in the blessed promises of the written

word.

It is a ground of thankfulness that this state of mat-

ters is rapidly passing away. Advancing science meets

everywhere a revived Christianity, and both profit by

the contact. Science takes Christianity by the hand and

leads her into regions everywhere radiant with evi-

dences of the presence of her living Lord. Christianity

stands by Science at those innumerable points where she

meets phenomena which she cannot explain, and teaches

her the lesson of simple faith where she cannot under-

stand. Indeed the two must meet. How important,

then, that they should do so as humble handmaidens

of the same exalted Lord ! Every step in science sug-

gests topics which have direct religious bearings ; and
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Scripture holds out the Creator's welcome to all who
long for those deeper insights into the ways of God,
which lie not near the surface of any of his works

;

" The works of the Lord are great,

Sought out of all them that have pleasure therein."

But the invitation to search into nature is not to be

regarded as only a preparation for controversy. The
study of science assumes aspects far more interesting

than those which are merely polemical. " It is not," as

the late Archbishop Whately has so well said, '' for the

refutation of objectors merely, and for the conviction

of doubters, that it is worth while to study the two
volumes—that of nature and that of revelation, which
Providence has opened before us—but because it is both

profitable and gratifying to a well-constituted mind to

trace in each of them the evident handwriting of Him,
the Divine Author of both." It will be found, that it

is only as we acknowledge this higher and more im-

portant view, that we shall be able to wield with skill

the weapons which science puts into our hands in

defence of revealed truth. In this we find the qualifi-

cation not only for standing on the threshold of the

temple of Truth to thrust back intruders, but to enter

in, kindly to take the gainsayers with us by the

hand, and to show them a sight fitted to disarm the

bitterest enemy, and to turn deadly hatred into love ;

—

even this, that those works with which science deals,

and into which she bends her steady gaze, were aU
made by Him who laid down his owti life for us on
Calvary. The Saviour himself was the creator of all

things. The Holy Spirit testifies that he is '' Lord of

All." Now, what is implied here ? Not kingship over
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redeemed souls only. King lie is ; but lie is mncli more.

Of the world of life and loveliness, of brightness and

beauty, wbicb lies around us, lie is the creator and bead.

How little is made of this aspect of the glory of the

eternal Son, even by the church which he has redeemed

by his own precious blood, and which should ever stand

near to him, and ever readily enter into the Father's

thoughts concerning him! But great prominence is

given in the Bible to this view of the glory of Christ.

" God, who at sundry times, and in divers manners,

spake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath ,

in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he

hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also he

made the worlds." Thus the Father's words to him

were not only, " Thou art my Son, this day have I

begotten thee," but also, " Thy throne, O God, is for

ever and ever," "And thou. Lord, in the beginning

hast laid the foundation of the earth, and the heavens

are the work of thy hands." (Heb. i.) Thus it was

that " when on earth all things served him, from the

greatest to the least, even to the fishes that walked

through the paths of the sea. He was the Lord over

all nature."

This being true, we might have anticipated that men

who stood so near to Christ in sympathy and aim, as

did the inspired writers of Scripture, would make much

of the phenomena of that world of matter over which

he is creator and head. Such was the case. Indeed it

was in this as it was in regard to their other attainments.

We cannot have studied the Bible with much intel-

ligent care, if we have failed to discover how ready the

Holy Spirit has ever been to accept the treasures of

human learning, when brouglit to the altar of God by
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humble worshippers, and how cordially he has ever

owned and blessed their use in the service of the sanc-

tuary. This indeed is true of all human attainments.

It was true of the learning of Egypt carried into the

work of God by Moses ; of the political sagacity and

remarkable administrative abilities of Daniel ; and of

the profound scholarship, dialectic skill, and vigorous

intellect of Paul. But, perhaps, it was specially true of

the knowledge of nature, both in its obvious features

and in many even of its most remote processes, pos-

sessed by the writers of Scripture—knowledge acquired

by the servants of God after much laborious, painstak-

ing investigation and unwearied observation. The more

deeply we have studied the Word in the light of

favourite pursuits, the more we must have been struck

with this.

If we take any book of the Bible—the writings of

Moses, of Solomon, of Isaiah, of Joel, or of Amos, for

example—what do we find? In almost every verse

there are allusions to the outward world, to outstanding

phenomena, general features, and special adaptations.

Indeed, these form the garb in which, as in a royal robe,

many of the grandest and most precious of God's great

thoughts of grace are presented to man. In almost

every case they bear testimony to a carefidness of

observation, a close watching of natural processes, ami a

fine power of appreciating the precise points at which the

phenomena may he associated loith the thoughts without

degrading the thoughts, which we might advantageously

imitate more lovingly than we have ever done.

Again, science has recently rendered most valuable

service to religion by setting many long familiar

passages of Scripture before us in new, peculiarly fresh.
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and often striking aspects. Take, for example, the

expression, " foundations of tke world. ^' You have the

words, " The Lord layeth the foundations of the earth."

This was his special work. Accordingly he asks one of

the greatest of his servants

—

" Where wast thou when
I laid the foundations of the earth ? " He could not

answer. He must be dumb. But one, in whose heart

he even then was, revealed in after ages what might have

been the answer on His behalf in the depths of the

eternal counsels—" When he appointed the foundations

of the earth, then I was by him, as one brought up
with him, and my delights were with the sons of men "

(Prov. viii. 29-31). This was he "who verily was fore-

ordained "—as substitute and surety— '' before the foun-

dation of the world." The same who, in the hearing of

a little company, knit to him by love, said to the Father,

" Thou lovedst me before the foundation of the world."

Job's Redeemer answered the challenge, that sovereignty

in nature might be seen subordinated to sovereignty in

grace ; for in all this we had a standing :
'' He hath

chosen us in him before the foundation of the world,

that we should be holy and without blame before him
in love." Now, why this reference ? Is it not to

impress the disciple with the thought of the eternity of

the Father's covenant love ? Yes ! But see how he is

to be led into this. Reason is carried back to a point

in the world's age, at which, if it would go farther, it

must borrow the wings of faith. And this is done in a

way fitted to influence the whole spiritual nature of

man. In olden times saints were met by the assurance

that four or five thousand years before their day God
had loved them, in order that they might wonder as the

mind went back to the very edge of the uncreated, and
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that tliey might be fitted to listen intelligently wlien

told of love to tliem even before that—''I liave loved

thee with an everlasting love." The force of the appeal

being, " Go back in imagination over those thousands of

years that lie between your day and Eden. During all

these I have loved you." But how this thought has

been intensified, this lesson deepened by geological

discovery. We are not now led over 6,000 years only,

but are called to a survey of world on world ; a series

of creations each one of which implies the lapse of ages,

compared with which the time between this day and

Eden comprises a period relatively little greater than

that which passes while we read a few pages. Yet

all through those great ages, all through the mighty

upheavings which marked the beginning and close of

epochs, and all through the immense periods of their

continuance under divinely given and divinely guided

natural laws, the Father loved us ; we were "chosen by

him in Christ before the foundation of the world."

Or take another well-remembered word: "I will

praise thee ; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made"
(Psalm cxxxix. 14). Try and enter into the Psalmist's

thoughts here. Regard " substcnice^' in the context, as

used in the Psalm to indicate, as I think we are

warranted to do, "strength," the framework of bones

and muscles. Then realise the twofold meaning implied

in the phrase " curiously wrought ;
" namely, something

interwoven and beautified in the act. Then look at these

expressions in the light of present attainments in human
anatomy ; and have we not now more cause for the

intelligent cry than at' any other time we could have

had—" Marvellous are thy works, and that my soul

knoweth right well " ?
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Again, in liow many new and unexpected liglits has

recent meteorology set tlie key verse of Psalm xxxvi.
" Thy mercy, O Lord, is in the heavens ; and thy faith-

fulness reacheth unto the clouds " ? Has not chemistry

given new interest to that numerous class of passages

in which the varied phenomena of evaporation, of dew,

of cold and heat are referred to ? It has even seemed

as if, at one point and another, were about to travel

beyond what has hitherto been held to be its allotted

sphere, namely— to deal with matter, with substance

only—and to shed remarkable illustrations on the great

mystery of the resurrection of the body itself. These

facts are mentioned at this point, not because they

are the only ones, or even the most striking, but

because they come first to mind. Many more illustra-

tions of the benefits conferred by science on revelation

will occur in the sequel.

We come now to consider the relation of natural

science to natural theology. Here we see its chief

value. In apj)reaching this subject let us note (1)

The striking change which in the space of a few years

has taken place in the attitude of science to revelation,

while we indicate certain symptoms of reaction from

present attainments
; (2) The leading questions in

regard to which controversy is still waged. We shall

then, more in detail, review the present state of the

question of unity of plan in creation—of adaptations

between means and ends : in a word, the doctrine of

final causes.

It is a valuable testimony to the influence of Chris-

tian education in the commimity, and over many of the

ablest thinkers of the day, that one of the first questions
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sure to arise tlie moment discoveries in natural science

are announced, is one toucliing their bearing on re-

vealed truth. Are they in harmony therewith ? Or do

they even seem antagonistic? So alive to this have

some of the foremost naturalists become, that they are

ever forward to urge, directly or indirectly, that this or

that, in new discoveries, does not conflict with Scripture

statement. This state of mind has been most favourable

to the growth of knowledge—to the progress of science.

A very general approach has been made to standing-

ground as helpful to science as it is safe for Christian

thought. This, no doubt, is, in part, to be traced to

more frequent and freer intercourse between theologians

and men of science ; but even more to the circumstance

that a greater number of the former than used to be

the case, have come to occupy leading places in fields of

investigation, which before were left to the avowed

sceptic, and the open enemies of revealed truth. Each

class, moreover, has come to see how much it owes to

the other. The student of science feels that he is

indebted to enlightened and accomplished Christian

men, in preparing the popidar mind for receiving his

discoveries, in smoothing down the opposition of good

but often not very well-informed men, and in welcoming

every new fact, as opening up fresh views of the works

and ways of God. The Christian again sees how much

help science has brought to hiin in his efforts to improve

general education, to further the social and industrial

good of the people, to present the truths of the unchang-

ing Word in many-sided and fresh aspects, and to let in

new and before imlooked-for light upon the testimony of

Scripture to the majesty, greatness, omnipotence, wis-

dom, and eternal beauty of Jehovah.
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" Thine, this universal frame

Thus wondrous fair ; thyself how wondrous then !"

May this accord not only continue, but embrace many
more toj^ics than it has yet done !

Let us briefly indicate some of the points at which

this accord may be seen.

First as to modes of study. Few men will now
protest against the application of even a sifting pro-

cess of historical criticism to the chronological and

historical facts of the Word of God. Science says,

Try my claims ; look my facts in the face, this is all

I ask. The Word by its very presence, as an open

Bible, seems to say, "Deal thus with my claims to

inspiration and Divine authority. The more these are

examined the brighter will be the testimony." Science

speaks with the same tongue. Receive none of its pre-

tensions until you are satisfied by close research that

they are made for good reasons and based on good

ground. Thus they are at one as to the mode of study.

Again, in scientific investigations, everywhere the

action of forces are met with which seem to bear testi-

mony to the stabihty of nature. These are generalised

under the name of natural law. In this form they used

to be isolated from everything like a controlling will,

and were accounted sufficient to explain both the exist-

ence and continuance of the phenomena in which they

are met with. It is now seen that the Bible speaks in

many places as strongly of this stability of nature as

science has done, and is as ready to acknowledge the

action of these forces. But in order that science may be

blessed and set in the highest of all relations, the Scrip-

tures show, that He of whom the scientific student has

caught a glimpse, as of one passing by in ill-defined,

mysterious grandeur, as the sovereign controller o^
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natural forces, is none other than the Everlasting Father

the portion of his people he, who gives his bosom to

his children to rest on when they are weary.

But this harmony presents itself in yet broader

and more interesting bearings, well deserving recogni-

tion. And first, as to the natural history of man him-

self. At almost every point of inquiry into this history,

based on correct principles, remarkable corroborations

of the Scripture account of man have occurred. Science

equally with Holy Writ regards him as the last created

form of animal life, it acknowledges his headship over

nature, it accords to him his rightful place as the

interpreter of the works of his Creator, and, in the esti-

mate of most, it asserts and defends the great doctrine

of the unity of the human race, on which, both by

direct statement and inferentially, the Bible so earnestly

insists. But on every side there are symptoms of re-

action. Influential parties have come to question each

of these topics. Farther on we will deal with the

grounds of the reaction, and point out how firm the

true foundations still are.

Then, second, as science has advanced and thrown

its influence over the highest Christian thought of the

nation, how much fresh light has been shed on the

geologic history of the earth itself in its relation to the

bringing in of man. We have not been looking for

science in the Bible. Let us never seek to make it

responsible for what it was never designed to teach.

But if, while following recognised principles of inter-

pretation, and not wayward fancy, we find God waiting,

as it were, to accept our highest point of view, and from

this standing-ground to show us that he had, not indeed

anticipated our discoveries, but been before us in the

knowledge of his own plan, both in itself and in the
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manner of its working out, let lis not refuse to walk

farther into the light. We shall have occasion to point

to a numerous class of Scripture passages with the

illustration and exposition of which we have not

hitherto associated the teachings of science, but, it is

earnestly hoped, the reader will not imagine, that in

doing this, even a tendency exists to make more of

science than there is warrant for.

The drift of these remarks will be apparent if

we take the following as an example :
— " Unto

me, .who am less than the least of all saints, is

this grace given, that I should preach among the

Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ ; and to

make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery,

which from the beginning of the world

—

airo rtov

ai(l)i'(jjv—hath been hid in God, who created all things

by Jesus Christ ; to the intent that now unto the prin-

cipalities and powers in heavenly places might be

known, by the church, the manifold wisdom of God,

according to the eternal purpose

—

Kara TrpoO^aiv Tioi>

aibJVMv—which he purposed in Christ Jesus our

Lord" (Ephes. iii. 8-11). Compare this with Col. i.

16-18, "For by him (God's dear Son) were all

things created, that are in heaven, and that are in

earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or

dominions, or jprincipalities, or powers : all things were

created by him, and for him : and he is before all

things, and by him all things consist. And he is the

head of the body, the church." Now we need not here

deal with the exegetical questions which these verses

give rise to, or even with their references to power,

linked with a heart of infinite and everlasting love

and a mind of infinite wisdom. But the references to
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the divine purpose of tlie Creator, and to the design of

creative energy, raised by such an expression as "all

things were created for him "—etc clvtov—to sub-

serve the purpose he had in view, namely, the manifes-

tation of his own glory, and the glory of the Father in

connexion mth his own headship over the church,

warrant us to turn aside and inquire, if there be any-

thing in the words of geologic science, to show that, even

then, he had been ever working upwards to this grand

end. And here again the hints of Scripture come out

as broad statements of truth, when science adds her

testimony to these. Our own epoch not only overtops

geologic ones : it could not have been without them.

From the very foundation rocks themselves, as we shall

have occasion to point out, up to the soil which

nourished the vegetation of Eden, this finds its illustra-

tion. In the elements stored in non-fossiliferous rocks,

in the remains of organisms which later were introduced,

we may read not prophecies only of man's appearing,

but evidences of Divine preparation for this. Yea,

without following fancy or leaving the track of sober

science, we can appeal to countless phenomena, broadly

indicative of arrangements which had in view the

spiritual history of man himself—of one who was to be

disciplined, by contact with trial, with work, with weari-

ness, for a sphere into which none of these can ever

enter. And if so, how can we refuse to take another

step, and acknowledge the intimate relation between

creation and redemption—between the arrangements

even of geologic times, and the suitableness of the

present material earth to receive Him and to give Him
a body, '' by whom we have received the Atonement " ?

It is true then, not only that aU the things of our epoch
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were created for Christ, but all things of all the epochs

were so.

But, third, the great question of miracles has come in

for a share of the benefits of this better understanding be-

tween theoloi?ians and students of science. The time has

not long gone by, when a very general feeling existed on

the part of both, that there was not the least likelihood

of any approach to harmony between them. Suspicion

hung, like a hound, on the track of discovery, or brooded

over it like a dreary mist on a lovely landscape. A
strong impression prevailed, that the prominence con-

stantly given, in scientific investigations, to the action of

natural law, the forwardness of students of nature to

trace all phenomena no higher, and their evident love

to dwell on it, as having been working in remotest

geologic epochs much in the same way which it does now,

were nothiner more than covert efibrts to undermine the

foundations of revelation, and to bring thought back

to the darkness and helpless negations of the Demo-

critic point of view—the point of new atheism. But

imexpected discoveries were made by onlooking

Christian apologists. They were agreeably surprised

to see, in the very suspected quarters themselves, a

thousand witnesses arise to speak to the truthfulness of

their own cherished beliefs. Natural law was indeed

not equal to explain all phenomena. The presence of a

Divine person was acknowledged, shedding his glory

forward from primeval times. The darkness was parting,

and a light, like that of the Shekinah, was seen bursting

forth and gradually widening the gloomy portals through

which it was to burst. In one word, the workers in

the fields of science were publishing the evidences of

miraculous interference, with what had been known as
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immutable natural law, as wonderful as any to wliich

the theologian had pointed, and in defence of which he

had buckled on his armour. This opening up of new

fields of illustration—new and fresh aspects of the sub-

ordination of law to the will of a personal God, and

new proofs of personal interference with what had been

named " the ever and evenly-working forces of crea-

tion,"—could not but smooth down opposition, beget an

altered mien to science, and lead to a better under-

standing between all parties in search of truth.

Nor is it uninteresting or unsuggestive to note, that

all this has come about in consequence of those very

views regarding the history of the earth, which,

early in the present century, so greatly alarmed the

church. Instead of now finding cause for fear in the

claims then urged for an immense period of duration

before Adamic time, we find in this view of the earth's

age some of the most valuable evidences of miracu-

lous action, and some of the most striking proofs of the

working of that very hand which, later, touched the

dead and brought them to life again. We have now

only to set out from the right point of view—a point of

view to which we are shut up if only honest in truth-

seeking—that, namely, of the being of God, and of

belief in nature's testimony to his eternal power and

Godhead. And this the Bible itself accredits even to

the^Gentiles. Starting thus, our investigations will soon

shut us up to the acknowledgment of numerous evi-

dences of direct interference with the material earth

itself. These breaks are not as if a link in the chain

had given way. Though this might almost be granted

and our ground continue strong ; for what hand but that

of the supreme God could have interclasped me links
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again? They are ratlier tlie results of the divine,

intellio^ent Worker's interference. He had halted in

adding link to link. He had broken the even succession

of the ages of nature, and thus had given proof that

the Creator is above, and can control, all nature.

But here we have not the highest proof. Here we have

chiefly the evidence of the sovereign working of the

will of an Omnipotent One. The miracle is most ap-

parent in creating, in giving life. And this is very

fully shown by the introduction of new species, the

bringing in of living forms which had no place in

creation before. In this we have proof of miraculous

action as remarkable as that seen in the chamber

at Shunem, or at the tomb in Bethany, or by the gate

of jSTain, or in the desert track on the eastern shore of

blue Gralilee. " It is a truth," saj^s Agassiz, " which I

consider now as proved, that the ensemble of organised

beings was renewed not only in the intervals of each

of the great geological divisions which we have agreed

to term formations, but also at the deposition of each

particular member of all formations." " As far," says

Professor Le Comte, another able and accomplished

observer, "as the evidence of geology extends, each

species was introduced by the direct, miraculous inter-

ference of a personal intelligence." " There has," he

adds, '' indeed been a constantly increasing series ; but

the connexion between the terms of the series has not

been physical or genetic, but intellectual ; not founded

on the laws of reproduction, but in the eternal counsels

of the Ahnighty." This, no doubt, strikes the point of

interest. The introduction of even one new species

testifies both to creative forethought, and to the putting

forth of power above nature.
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Thus far tlien the analogy from geology. The inference

is irresistible. If, in realising his great world-plan,

miracles are seen to stand out as proofs of eternal power

and Godhead, is there not, to say the least, a very

strong presumption, that we might expect, from the

same quarter, similar proofs of the authority of that great

revelation in which his righteousness and grace are made

known to man ? And, if we narrow the question, and fix

our attention on man, the inference becomes even more

weighty and well defined. JN^ot only are we sure that there

have been periods marked by great luxuriance of vegeta-

tion and numerous forms belonging to the highest groups

of mammalia, during which man had no existence, but

also that his appearing is of a comparatively recent date.

On this point, as we have seen, the testimony of science

and revelation is one. His creation was the fruit of a

miracle even more wonderful than the creation of matter

itself. The very language employed by the Holy Spirit,

when preparing for this, seems to point to the power,

authority, and dignity of God^s noblest, yet now vilest,

creature. But gather up the testimony of science to

the adjustments even of natural conditions necessary in

order to man^s very existence, and you will see how
strong the evidence of the presence of a wonder-

working One is, and how irresistible the conclusion that

man's existence is the fruit of direct miraculous power.

This question of adjustment is itself of highest interest.

Unreflecting persons, having traced man's coming to the

Divine purpose and the exercise of an Omnipotent will,

see no further than the fact of his creation. They do not

see how that fact influenced all nature ; they do not see

how thoroughly it must have altered ten thousand

things the moment it was realised ; they do not see that
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only the putting forth of a wisdom and power, equal to

creative, could have prevented all things hastening to

inextricable confusion when such a new creature was

introduced.

Man's relations to the earth and to all in it were to

be of the most intimate, complicated, and often most

subtile kind. The soil needed to be fitted for a vege-

tation unlike any that had previously been ;
the depen-

dence of the vegetation on a condition of atmosphere of

a very peculiar kind had to be determined, and man's

own relations to other forms of life to be fixed. It was,

indeed, impossible for him to be ushered into being with-

out a place having been provided for him, which implied

direct interference with every other form of life, and

the readjustment of conditions of the most varied kind.

But who could grasp the difficulties implied? ^Y]lO

could grapple with them but the Almighty, who

is above his own workmanship, and can do all things

according to his own sovereign will ? Again, then, the

inference is irresistible :—if we have proof of all this as

to man's creation, what wonder that, at a higher point

in his history, we should see the hand of the wonder-

working One stretched forth for the highest of moral

ends, man's advancement to fellowship with his heavenly

Father ?

If we refuse to look at these things, to weigh them,

to be influenced by them, it must only be because we

love to continue ignorant. If they do not teach us the

lesson that miraculous working has all along charac-

terized the dealings of God with creation, and with his

creature man, it must be because we cast the shadows

of prejudice on *vhat is true, and fail to see the fair

face of truth through the darkness. The influence
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of such considerations lias come to be felt by all workers

in science, and a far better understanding tban liitlierto,

now prevails between tliem and those whose chief study

has been the word of God. So thoroughly indeed is

this the case, that the departure from this point of view,

which at present is becoming so strongly marked, pays

remarkable homage to the prevailing state of feeling,

but in doing so increases the danger. The working of

miracidous power is acknowledged, and then the force

of the testimony is destroyed, by making it no more

than the action of a law higher than is commonly called

natural—a law lying so far out of sight that we get only

a glimpse occasionally of its continued action—a law

which stands, in some measure, in the same relation to

that with which we are acquainted, as does that under

which the vast elliptical journey of some of the comets

is performed to the revolutions of the planets within

our system. They would thus make the law the same,

and only extend the intervals between its apparent

action, or would hold it no more than the action of forces

belonging to " a world whose phenomena are only half

revealed to us."

I come now to some of the mooted questions. They
are merely mentioned here, and will be more fully

handled afterwards. Notwithstanding these approaches

to agreement on many most important points now re-

ferred to, there are not a few signs of a great change in

a wrong direction—in a direction avowedly hostile to

revealed truth. This retrograde movement was begun

and is persevered in by a very influential class of

observers—men deservedly noted for great scientific at-

tainments. This is worthy of notice, were it on no other

account than the contrast it presents to the attitude of the

D
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cliurcli to science itself. We are persuaded there neyer

was a time at whicli the leading and influential thinkers,

belonging to all divisions of the Christian church, stood

in more friendly relations to science than they now do.

This is not only highly to their credit, it should also he

a rebuke to those who have assumed a very different

attitude to the Bible. The leaders of the retrograde

movement claim for science a power for which she has

never been, and never will be, equal—even to explain

the origin of both organic and inorganic forms, and

to determine the great question of the credibihty of

the Scriptures. But both points are entirely removed

beyond the province and scope of natural science.

This indeed had come to be so strongly felt by many
sincere and able students of natural science, that it led,

some time ago, to an attempt to pledge workers to abstain

from all allusions to the Bible, and from all attempts to

show either harmony or discrepancy between revelation

and science. But this is very like tying up the hands of

Christian apologists, and assuming an attitude of

timidity and hesitancy, for which assuredly there is not

a shadow of reason.

Besides, to refuse to look at the religious bearings of

science, and to league against the habit of giving to natu-

ral phenomena well-marked theological relations, would

not be to check the evil, if it be an evil ; it would only

be to yield the citadel to the enemy, and dream that we

were quite safebecause permitted to live beyond the gates.

It would be to permit the Word to be buried out of

sight under man's knowledge. It would be to put out

Samson's eyes, and give him no opportunity^ to destroy

his enemies. The Bible can bear to be looked at in

daylight, and to be put to any test by honest men, yea,
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even by dishonest men, if tliose wlio love it are equal

to what God requires of them as his servants, his work-

men, his witnesses. Where the unrest is greatest it

will step in with its " Peace, be still :" where the billows

roll highest, like the sea-bird in the storm or the ark of

safety on the wild, dark waters of the deluge, it will

ever rise to the top ; where the battle rages most

furiously it will send its champions into the thickest of

the fight. It will ever be seen as most precious when
it is set in fullest, brightest light. Diamond-like,

" in depths of earth

Long hidden by its weight of clay,

Is, while obscured, of little worth,

But priceless in the beams of day."

I^ow, when called to deal with, consider, and sift any

of those great physico-theological questions, which,

whether we will or no, continue to interest the great

bulk of the intelligent members of our churches, be-

cause of their apj)arent bearings on revealed truth, we
should try to do it in that spirit so admirably described

by Augustine, in one of his suggestive notes on

Genesis xviii. "If we read anything," he says,

" which may produce diverse opinions without da-

maging our faith, let us not rush impetuously by posi-

tive assertion to either the one extreme or the other;

lest, when a more thorough discussion has shown the

opinion, which we had adopted, to be false, our faith may
fall with it ; and we should be found contending not for

the doctrine of the sacred Scrijotures, but for our own
;

endeavouring to make our doctrine to be that of the

Scriptures, instead of taking the doctrine of the Scrip-

tures to be ours.'* To cherish this feeling will always

leave much room for charity, and for respect for the
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lionest and sincere convictions of otliers, even when we
are ready to enter an earnest, if not even an indignant,

dissent from their conclusions. This is not so easy as

at first sight it might appear. Our self-will, our im-

patience of contradiction, our pride, and our deplorable

deficiency in that humbleness of mind, before which

truth loves to unrobe her beauty and spread out her

treasures, are all ready to urge us to denounce those

who diverge even an hand's-breadth from our views of

truth. But a calmer spirit, a more dignified attitude,

and a broader charity, are the ornaments of those who
love earnestly the True One. May these be ours

!

When controversy arises, the state of the question

is very much this,— the Bible is accredited with views

held to be plainly opposed to scientific facts, directly in

the teeth of certain new branches of knowledge. Thus

at one time its references to the earth and the sun were

held to contradict the astronomical helio-centric theory

;

its alleged record of a completed creation was said to be

antagonistic to the nebular hypothesis ; and its account

of the origin of all things was believed to repudiate the

discoveries of geology. However, let us be thankful

that we have got, in the main, fairly right in all these

topics ; and that only those who are both ignorant

themselves, and who believe, that their neighbours are

no better, make any use of them, either as refuges of

error or as presumed elective weapons against the

truth.

But there are other topics on which this kind of

accord has not been reached
;
questions of deeper signi-

ficance and more difficult to be dealt with ; scientific

questions, on the corners of which unbelief loves to hang

its spoils. Such questions as '* the origin of species,"
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" tlie Genesis account of creation/* "the antiquity of

man/' *' the relation of the embryonic condition of cer-

tain forms of the higher animals of the present time to

the fully developed analogous forms of geologic time/'

the "alleged identity between thought and so-called

nerve force/' and the like.

Now it would not be easy to rate too highly sound

and intelligent views on these questions. Indeed, they

are interesting even from the speculative—the purely

intellectual—point of view ; and a thorough discussion

of them is fitted to put man on his mettle, and to test a

great variety of gifts. But is not their interest greatly

deepened and intensified when we remember that each

of them can, yea, has been, set in lights which at once

take a firm hold of popular attention, and cast a spell

over many for whose spiritual and eternal well-being

the church of Christ is called to watch ?
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CHAPTER III.

CHRIST IN HIS OWN WORKS.

Eemark by Paley—Infidel objection—Discovery slow—Illustrations

—

Sources of knowledge—"Known unto God are all his works"

—

All things by Christ—Sovereign control of second causes—Dr.

Chalmers on argument for being of God—Distinctions between

properties of matter and forces of matter—Illustrations from the

coal measures and from the nature and relations of elementary

substances—Interest of this field—Forms of simple substances

—

Law of definite proportions—" My Father worketh hitherto."

"I REMEMBER," says Palej, *' hearing an unbeliever

say, that, if God had given a revelation, he would have

written it in the skies I" The flippancy of the remark

could only be equalled by the ignorance of the man who

made it. A little insight into even the best known of

the sciences, and a very superficial view of, or acquaint-

ance with, the most useful branches of industrial art,

would have convinced its author of his ignorance, and

shown him how pointless and far from truth such

sayings are. It has been ordered that all broad and

solid acquirements, even all worthy knowledge, can be

reached only in ways which interest the whole powers

of man, and enlist them in its pursuit. At ten thousand

points, in our following after the highest truth, we are

forced to cry out, *' Yerily, O Lord, thou art a God that

hidest thyself!" As, for example, in studying the

heart of God revealedin the Bible, and the ways and

thoughts of God in providence. In the study of the
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works of God this is specially the case. Tlie evi-

dences of the wisdom, power, and goodness of God, to

be met with in nature, can never be seen till searched

into ; never known, till wooed by long watching, patient

investigation, and hearty toil. They often lie far out of

view. But, even when on the surface, a highly com-

plicated series of relations generally requires to be

taken into account, before we can fully appreciate the

value of the testimony to certain attributes of Jehovah,

rendered by well-knoTVTi individual instances. Nice,

complicated, and fine processes of analysis, are very fre-

quently the road to the understanding of commonest

facts, and to the power to set these facts in their very

highest relations ; those, namely, in which they become

true witnesses for God. How long men had to wait

before the circulation of the blood was fully explained

!

Yet, in this fact—in the structure of the vessels for

the blood which is the life, in the provision made for

its oxygenation, for the removal of those elements

of death which float sluggishly in the veins—what

an impressive testimony we have to the wisdom, power,

and goodness of the blessed Creator ! Indeed, illustra-

tions lie around us in thousands.

When we indicate the scope of the subject now
under notice we shall understand its limits. The field

which stretches out before us, and which invites to

thoughtful survey, is both wide and fruitful. There is

room in it for many workers, and rich rewards for all.

There are harvests to be reaped better than golden.

The facts of all the sciences court inquiry, court atten-

tion, present themselves to man as if uttering an almost

articulate claim to be set in the light of Him to whose

goings forth in creation they bear testimony.
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Here, then, are some of tlie sources from wliicli we

might draw our materials. The place of our world in

the solar system, as related, for example, to the sun and

moon, is suggestive of a most interesting class of in-

ductions. The connections between the earth and its

atmosphere form the foundation for a great series of

Divine co-relations ; as, for example, those between the

organic and the inorganic world, or between animal

life and vegetation, or the links between groups of

invertebrates, and between divisions of the vertebrates

—

fish to fish, reptile to reptile, bird to bird, mammal to

mammal; and again, fish to reptile, reptile to bird, bird to

mammal. In addition to these there are the subordinate

relations in respect of food ; as of one animal to an-

other, of certain animals to certain vegetables, and the

like. These all offer instruction to inquirers, and court

attention. The mode of their testimony varies ; but,

even as the facettes of the convex mirror, cut on many

planes, all reflect the likeness of the one spectator

gazing on them, so each of these subjects has, at least,

one great truth to present, however varied the lights in

which it is set forth—the truth, namely, of the Godhead,

of Him by whom they were all created. Let us gather

a few of the fruits which hang in richest clusters in

every part of a field, which, indeed, is a garden of the

Lord, in even a truer sense than was the southern plain

of the Jordan, on which Abraham looked down from

Mamre before it was scorched and scathed by the fire

from heaven.
" Known unto God," said the Apostle James, in con-

nection with one of the most glorious manifestations of

grace in Apostolic times—" known unto God are all his

works from the beginning of the world." Touching
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lightly tlie lines of tlioiiglit to wliich reference has

already been made, let us see where this expression mil

lead us. We m.aj take the words as our motto while

following some lines in the geologic testimony to the

upward working of Jehovah.

When in the study of the works of God we go as

far back as science will accompany us as a guide ; when
as to matter we reach the very threshold of the un-

created, we meet with innumerable proofs of a personal

intelligence—ever guiding, every working. Retracing

our steps, and following the mighty, ever-deepening,

ever-widening stream of realised being—of the building

up of the world and of the bringing in of life—we find

the same proofs at ten thousand points in geologic

history. Everywhere, indeed, it is not substance only,

not matter alone that we have to deal with, but sub-

stance, matter stamped broadly with the deeply graven

seal of mind—of personal intelligence, then, of supreme

wisdom, of omniscience, of God ! Yes, he stands

before the many-sided mirror, and the image reflected

from every facet is that of the All-wise. Clouded,

no doubt, because of the observer's ignorance, and,

because clouded, often standing out in threatening,

awful mien, as even the forms of our best loved friends

do when they approach us in a mist.

And here we meet a characteristic distinction between

the two parts of the one revelation referred to above,

for the word and the world are, as we have seen, one

great discovery of God to man. In the latter, " the

invisible things of him from the creation of the world

are clearly seen, being understood by the things that

are made, even his eternal power and Godhead." But

men's natural ignorance casts its influence over even
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this revelation in creation. *' Their foolish hearts were

darkened," the result was inevitable ; ''they changed

the glory of the incorruptible God into an image made

like to corruptible man." In the former everything is

changed, because we have been lifted to the higher

platform, and been guided thereto by another spirit.

"We all, with open face, beholding as in a glass the

glory of the Lord, are changed into the same image,

from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord."

Dimness, indistinctness, haze, thus hang over the

outward revelation in the material world, so long as the

Creator is not seen, and his purpose in all not discerned.

"\ATiile this is the case, we cannot form any right views

of Him by whom all things were made. His being, his

character, what he loves, and what he hates, cannot be

kno^^Ti. But in the other part of the revelation light

breaks like a flood around us, scatters the dimness, and

shows us the true Creator. Then, what an altered

image ! Not the face of one to be dreaded, as if shadowed

by angry clouds, but of one to be loved ; one whom even

the Eternal Father himself so highly honoured, and

loved, and gloried over as, before angels, to hail him

thus—"Thy throne, God, is for ever and ever."

Thus, again, the Father gives us the key to the

authorship of all creation. Not only the great globe

itself, not only the teeming world of animal life and of

vegetation, but the divine beauty, divine usefulness in

every part, and the divine harmony in all the parts, as

related each to each, and each to all, point to a friend,

a brother. The. shape and veination of every leaf, the

adorning of every flower, the art in the structure of

every feather, the painting of every tiny wild bird's

wing, and the intricate mechanism in the hmnblest
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mammal, equally with the huge Adansonia of tropical

Africa—to which Ilmnboldt ascribes an age implying

that it stood where it now stands before the tower was

built at Babel—or with the New Zealand dinornis,

eleven feet high, or with ostrich or eagle, with leviathan

or huge behemoth themselves, minutest as greatest,

were all the workmanship of Him whose hands on

"the solitary Mount" were nailed to the transom of

the Eoman cross. " All things were made by him ; and

without him was not anything made that was made.

He was in the world, and the world was made by him"

(John i. 3, 10). " For by him were all things created,

that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and

invisible" (Col. i. 16). "God hath in these last days

spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath appointed

heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds
"

(Heb. i. 2). The testimony of Holy Scripture on this

point is clear and decided, and shows how little truth

there is in ihQ too common impression that earnest and

devoted attention to any branch of natural science is

inconsistent with simple faith in the Lord Jesus Christ,

love for his person, and zeal in his cause. The Father

ascribes creation-work to his eternal Son, and should

we not love to do so too ? This may be fully acknow-

ledged even when we see the Father's glory as Creator

likewise.

In referring here to the geologic testimony to the

Creator, we wish, first, to state some things illustrative

of his presence amidst, and his control over, those

forces which have left traces of their action in the most

remote pre-Adamic epochs. Divine presence and

divine power, among and over second causes, are here,

then, the theme. We would, moreover, carry the
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argument fartlier than the apologists of the early part

of this century did, who limited their discussions to the

modifications of matter ; because there are features to be-

met with in the seal impressed even on elementary sub-

stances, which bring us to the threshold of, if not

fairly into, the presence chamber of the Almighty and

Eternal God—the great I AM.
" The palpable argument for the being of a God, as

grounded on the phenomena of visible nature,'* wrote

Dr. Chalmers, " lies not in the existence of matter, but

in the arrangements of its parts,—a firmer stepping-

stone to the conclusion than the mere entity of that

which is corporeal to the previous entity of that which

is spiritual. To us it marks far more intelligently the

voice of a god, to have called forth the beauteous and

beneficent order of our world from the womb of chaos,

than to have called forth the substance of our world

from the womb of nonentity." But the fact is, the

value given here to these modifications—to the evidences

of this plastic power—greatly, if not altogether, depends

on our being able to trace the working of the same

power in regard to these entities, the simple ele-

mentary substances whose qualities underlie all phe-

nomena.

In pushing our thoughts farther let us bear in mind
the following distinctions :—There is a difiference

between the properties of matter, that is, inherent

specific qualities, and the forces of matter, namely,

those qualities brought into action—elicited, discovered,

by collocations, by adjustments, by such arrangements

as develop mutual relations, guided and dealt with

according to ever-working law. These forces, again, are

to be distinguished from what is styled " the laws of
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nature," an expression wliicli is used in a highly popular

sense, and means no more than the continued action of

such forces.

Let us take, as our first illustration, the interval

between the point of time when a provision was made

for the growth of the rank and remarkably luxuriant

vegetation peculiar to the coal measures, and the point

at which the Divine Worker was to bring the coal within

man's reach ; the period between the mountain lime-

stone below, and the Permian above. It is one of

peculiar and deep interest on many accounts. The

limestone occurs in wide areas; in some 23laces it is

more than two thousand feet in thickness. During the

time of its formation the waters of the ocean and of the

estuary must have been heavily charged with carbonate

of lime which yielded material to the myriads of polypes

with which to build themselves houses. Conditions pre-

vailed wholly unlike anything that we can trace between

that period and the true beginning. As the giant ages

rolled on and upward, the coal measures proper came

into existence. Now how complete, how thorough, how

absolute must have been the control over natural laws

in order to this result. How gloriously manifest the

Divine presence in order to all the adjustments necessary

to this change. (1.) A soil differing very widely as to

chemical constituents from all previous soils had to be

provided. (2.) An atmosphere, like to which nothing

exists in our epoch, had to be hung over God's green

earth—an atmosphere holding carbonic acid in a pro-

portion fatal to most, if not to all, true forms of land

life. Whence this soil and whence this vast abun-

dance of carbonic acid? For in the full know-

ledge of recent objections we still hold that both
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the soil and the atmosphere of the coal period were

unique.

The waste and wear of previously existing rocks,

throughout long ages and under changeful climatal

conditions, might be used to prepare the soil. As
regards the preponderating jD^^esence of carbonic acid,

we can do no more than guess at the likelihood of

the action of complicated processes in natural che-

mistry, associated with the formation of the mountain

limestone, as the most likely way by which this

peculiar atmosphere was prepared for the support of

the rank vegetation which flourished in the immense

water-locked, low, swampy plains of that period. But

this uncertainty as to the source, only raises our admira-

tion as we look at the marvellous results. A vegetation

was realised, adjusted to the atmosphere, which in its

turn found in the vegetation the divinely appointed

organisms fitted to reduce it, to appropriate it. By a

precisely similar process, but on a far grander scale, to

that illustrated in the relation of our present vegetation

to its surrounding atmosphere, the carbonic acid in the

air was received, fixed, and stored up as carbon, the

principle of true wood in the plants. Great ages of

luxuriant growth glided by. The treasures for the store-

house were provided, but were not yet laid up in their

places. But the storing time came. The unseen hand

took the control of the forces, which by his power were

called into action—awakened from a long slumber and

sent forth to do His bidding, whom all must obey. The

denselywooded plains, and the rank jungle which covered

great areas, sank out of sight. Moist for a season with

the waters which in wild violence had rushed over

them, they were buried deep in the earth's crust, and
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laid up, there to wait for other changes, as remarkably

illustrative of the controlling presence of the Almighty

as those which had preceded them. The saturated

earth was to become a great laboratory. As the vegeta-

tion gradually decomposed, carbonic acid gas was

evolved. Oxj^gen came to be set free, and the first

great stage in the process was reached ; the decomposed

vegetation became lignite or wood coal.

But at that point natural chemistry had not done more
than begin itswork ; it had only begun to give the promise

of those remarkable results which have brought, directly

and indirectly, so much blessing to man. Conditions,

again divinely realised as the fruit of the still upward
working of the imseen hand, are brought about, by
which the lignite parts with its over-charge of hydro-

gen, under the well-known form of carbureted hydro-

gen, and what remains is common coal. For other

ends the action of all these varied forces had been so

modified at one point and another, at one period and
another, as to have left illustrations of the condi-

tions of the material at every stage of the process neces-

sary to the production of pure coal. These are all as

well marked as are the products which coal yields to

the chemist in the process of destructive distillation.

Now, as regards the natural process, at any other stage

than that at which the fuel was laid u]d in the earth,

and in any other condition, coal would have been com-

paratively useless in the industrial arts.

The face of the earth was again changed. Plains

once more stretched out in the sunlight, clothed once

more in beauty, but for the most part having a widely

different vegetation. Little hills rejoiced before the

Lord. Huge mountains touched with their lofty sum-
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mits the clouds. How was such, a change produced ?

There were wild upheaval, and rocking earthquake, and

the violent action of tremendous ph^-sical forces which

shook the solid earth to its foundations. These were

chiefly caused by the escape of those gases to which

reference has been made. They needed to be set free

in order to the preparation of the coal, which sheds

comfort in quiet homes, which sheds light on loving

faces when the darkness is deepest all aromid. Yea, they

needed to be set free in order that another product,

itself the fruit of yet more wonderful natural agen-

cies, should be put within the reach of men ; a product

for which gold, had we mountains of it, could never be

a substitute; whose help all industrial art demands;

without which there could have been none of the

highest forms of civilization— even iron, which goes

alike to form the pen with which we write, the steam-

engine of land and water traffic, and the thick-ribbed

walls of the deadly Armstrong gun! The eater is

everywhere seen giving meat—the strong one sweet-

ness. The vegetation of the coal measures was pre-

pared for another age. The physical conditions of the

earth at that time were realised, in order to the highest

ends of usefulness and beauty in the present condition of

things.

These same forces, then, which elevated mountain

ranges, which in some places reversed great series of

strata, which in others lifted them from the plain of the

horizon, setting them at various angles to it, or even

assigning to them a vertical position, were our heavenly

Father's ministers. By them he put the coal and the

iron within our reach. Yet, even while standing in the

midst of these results, and even while attempting to
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guess at, if not to estimate, the measure of the forces

connected with, them, there have been many students

—

yea, able students—who have not had power to see

anything more than what they have loved to name
^' abnormal forms of the action of natural law." They
have not bared their heads or stood awe-stricken in the

presence of an almighty personal Worker.
Trying to account for this state of miad one gets

sadly puzzled. Yet why should we ? It is not more
wonderful than is the fact, that even the same minds
should have so often, in the present times, been duped
by the childish follies of spirit-rapping and the

silly superstitions of table-turning. Present to

such persons the most imposing forms of truth, or

shut them most closely in by the walls of well-set

reasoning, they will manage to miss all the good which
accrues therefrom to others. They cast the shadows of

their prejudices forward on truth, and refuse to bow
to it unless obscured by these. Nevertheless, but for

the evil case and bad condition in which some workers
are, comparatively little prominence would have been
given to the phenomena at which we have glanced, as

fruitful in every aspect of evidence of the j)resence and
directing energy of an all-wise and almighty One. The
denial leads to the fuller illustration of the truth denied,

and the proofs of the constant care which the Creator

throws over his works come to be multiplied, whenever
doubt is cast on their existence. The evil beginning

thus is hastened to a good end. Where we dreaded

disaster, we reap the fruits of success.

" I have seen

The thorn frown rudely all the winter long,

And after bear the rose upon its top."

E
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Leaving, then, tlie geological testimony to the pre-

sence, throiigliout all the periods of the earth^s history,

of a directing personal Will, we glance at another aspect

of truth, lying further out of sight, and associated

with more remote phenomena than those hitherto

reviewed. We seek now for marks of divine wisdom, in

the preparation of those elements which enter into the

phenomena by which the directing care and controlling

will of Jehovah have been so signally manifested to

thoughtful men. We are here taken much farther away

from the complicated effects of manifold adjustments,

and are set to watch at the very brink of creation itself.

We are led into a field of observation to whose edge

geology leads us, and where it leaves us in order to give

place to inorganic chemistry as a guide. If we follow

reverently, as true students ought to do, we shall not

fail, we cannot fail, to see a divine Will and a glorious

Personality, at the most remote point to Avhich we can

carry our science. We are indebted to inorganic

chemistry for a knowledge of those elementary sub-

stances from whose combinations, relations, and adjust-

ments, such grand and striking effects as those at which

we have been rapidly glancing have been produced.

In number there are about sixty substances which

are held to be elementary, simple, undecomposable.

Were the history of this list written ; were the labours

of the highest intellects on it recorded ; were the grounds

on which, at one time and another, some elements have

been removed from the list duly chronicled ; were the

relations of beauty in which they have been seen fully

sketched ;—were all this done in language becoming the

theme, we should have a chapter in science more fasci-

nating far than fiction. When some one shall arise
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wlio will bring to liis tlicme great scientific attainments,

a painter's eye, a poet's imagination, a Christian's heart,

and withal the power to wed his thoughts to the rolling

music of Milton's Averse, or to the artistic beauty and
stateliness of Dante's, we shall have a hymn almost
worthy to be offered to the Creator himself.

In glancing at the divine wisdom revealed in the
preparation of these elementary substances, we are first

struck with their forms. Some of them are solid, some
fluid, some gaseous. Had they been all met with under
any one of these conditions alone, the present creation

could not have been realized. These forms or conditions

were intentional. They are the results of creative

forethought. They were then, from the beginning,
designed for higher ends. Yet these ends could not
be reached except by combination of elements, by
collocations, by adjustments. They were thus originally

designed for this very use.

Here again nothing is fortuitous—nothing hap-
hazard. The very mode in which they will go together,

miite mechanically, incorporate (if we might so say), has
been made the occasion of bringing out an unalterable

law—a law determined when they were created. No
skill, no perseverance, no power of the chemist can alter

that law of definite proportions under which they all

are. Yea, so thoroughly fixed, so unalterably stable is

this original property—this evidence of the direct im-
print of creative will—that it meets you, not in primary
compounds merely, but even in most compKcated ones
also. From the point of view of present knowledge,
you might as soon expect to destroy the individuality

of the rational will and break down all distinction

between the right and thewrong, the good and the evil,
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as to cliange this cliemical law. Deal with, these elements

as you may, subject tliem to the severest tests, still the

invariable analytic results will point to the law as some-

thing completely beyond man's power. Now, let us

ask sincerely, " What is the legitimate inference here ?
"

Is it not of necessity this—When you have pushed your

inquiries farthest back, when you have reached the point

which lies on the very threshold of the uncreated, the

unrealised, you meet with clear, bright proofs of inten-

tion, of mind and will, of personality, yea, of the true

and living God himself, above and amid all these sub-

stances.

But this is very far from an adequate statement of

the case. Watch the important part which several of

these simple, undecomposable, elementary substances,

have played in the organic world from the very

morning of life—from the time when those simple

forms lived which have left traces of their presence in

the Laurentian rocks—from the time when the pretty

Oldhamia anfiqua floated in the waters in which the

Cambrian series of rocks was formed, and when the

Arenicola didyma burrowed in their moist sands, up to

this present hour, and the teeming life which charac-

terises our period, and notice the every varying forms

under which these unalterable proportionate relations

occur, and can we resist the conviction, that their

Creator gave to these elementary substances proportions

which no power of man can set aside and no influence

of natural law explain ? It is impossible. But there

was an end in view. That end was animal life and

vegetation in geologic ages as in the present time. Now,

from the moment at which these unalterable properties

were, communicatee!, the manifestation of Him who did
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SO lias been increasing—lias been ever upward in order

to a fuller discovery of liis own glorious character. Does

not all this let fresh and unexpected light on the testi-

mony of Him who had been with the Father from the

beginning, '' as one brought up with him "—the testi-

mony even to this, ^'My Father worketh hitherto".^

Take an illustration of this point. (1.) Suppose, for

example, that we had started from the point of view of

chemical combination by weight, the application of the

law alluded to would show us, that all bodies which can

unite with other bodies in several proportions have pro-

perties which are marked by definite simple relations to

each other. (2.) While the same chemical compounds

contain the same elements in unvarying proportion, it

is ever to be kept in view, that the same elements in

uniting do not necessarily produce the same substance.

Here other considerations must be recognised. The

mode in which the union takes place, the circumstances

under which it does so, the relations of the separate

elements, or of all the elements to each other, and to

associated though not incorporated elements, on the one

hand, and the design of the person, divine or human,

working with them, on the other hand, must all be

taken into account. Thus only can we explain

that wonderful diversity of form which everj^vhere

meets the eye in nature, and which is all the result

of the chemical combinations of a very few elements.

(3.) This diversity is not limited to form, it reaches to

properties also. It is here, especially, that the action of

this beautiful law is most manifest. Suppose you take

the compounds of nitrogen and oxygen, and so describe

the proportions that one of them shall always remain

t he same. Nitrogen is, say, marked by 14, and oxygen
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by 8, the number representing the quantity of that

substance in tlie first compound. Thus the oxygen

in the protoxide, the first compound, is 8, and the

nitrogen 14. In subsequent combinations the nitrogen

remains the same, and the quantities of oxygen increase

by multiples of 8. Thus binoxide gives nitrogen 14,

oxygen twice 8 = 16. Nitrous acid gives nitrogen 14,

oxygen thrice 8 = 24. Hyponitric acid gives nitro-

gen 14, oxygen, 4 times 8 = 32 ; and Nitric acid gives

nitrogen 14 ; oxygen 5 times 8 = 40. (4.) If we

carry our researches into chemical equivalents, this

law of definite proportions is even more strikingly

seen. Taking oxj^gen, again, as marked by 8, and

using it as a representative, because of its wide range

of afiinity and its susceptibility of exact analysis,

it will be found that every element with which it

combines has an invariable proportion in relation to

8 of oxygen. Thus the equivalent of hydrogen is 1,

because only 1 of hydrogen will join with 8 of oxygen.

You may alter, at pleasure, the representative number,

but you will always get the same proportion. Thus,

suppose you make oxygen 100, hydrogen would be

12-5, which is just the proportion; as 1 is to 8, so is

12-5 to 100. The equivalent of nitrogen, again, is 14

when oxygen is marked 8 ; it is 175 when oxygen is

taken as 100, and so throughout a numerous series.

Hydrogen and oxygen, nitrogen and oxygen, carbon

and oxygen, phosphorus and ox^^gen, &c., invariably

combine in definite proportions. The term cquicalcnt

correctly expresses the law, for it is applied to a quantity

capable of replacing another quantity in combination.

Oxygen being 8, one part of hydrogen goes as far in

combining with, or saturating the oxygen, as 14 parts
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of nitrogen, 35-5 of clilorme, or 127 of iodine, or 31 of

pliosphorus would ; tliese nuDibers marking tlie equi-

valent substances. Now, it does not say mucli either

for a man's intelligence or his common sense, if he can

either believe or can say that this law is fortuitous, and

that it does not bear on it the broad mark of personal

gift and control.

Before we pass from this subject, let us state briefly

the truths we have been seeking to dissociate from

those cross and uncertain lines of thought in which

they are so much entangled, and which we have tried

to illustrate by the light of science. We have followed

the footsteps of a Divine person, willing, working, and

controlling according to a sovereign wiU. "We have

seen him guiding great forces all through one of the

immense periods of geologic history, and leading them

to ends as remarkably illustrative of divine, beneficent

forethought, as they are of the grandeur and majesty of

the glorious Worker himself. A glance at the elements

which have borne a leading part in order to these

results, shows us the seal of the same AU-wise One

impressed on them, sunk deep into their very essence.

He who gave to these elements the properties charac-

teristic of each, and who determined their union with

one another by a law of definite, unalterable propor-

tions, must have been before them, above them, over

them, as their guide. And thus, when we travel beyond

Eden, beyond the world on world,

" With other powers

And other forms of life than ours,"

whose history is written on the fossiliferous rocks, yea,

beyond the lowest rocks themselves, and stand in
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thouglit on tlie edge of the true beginning, we cannot

open our eyes, we cannot examine intelligently one

particle of matter, or one true elementary substance,

without being constrained to recognise will, forethought,

personality, as before all creation, the uncreated One,

Jehovah himself.

Starting from this standing point, the evidences of

the presence of a Divine person in guiding natural

laws, in adjusting their action to the support of new
species, and in causing antagonistic natural forces to

work out remarkable harmonies, might have been

pushed much further, and into other relations, but let

these suffice as casting light forward on our Lord's

words, " My Father worketh hitherto."
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CHAPTER lY.

ARGUMENT FROM DESIGN.

"God created all things by Jesus Clirist"—Special adaptations

—

Correlations of structure—Cuvier's law—Bridgewater-treatise point

of view—Structural differences between carnivorous and rumina-

ting animals—Quotation from Aristotle—Evidences of progress

—

Photograplij'—Objection to argument from special adaptations

—

"Consider the lilies"—Presence of a personal God in natru-e

—

Illustrations of Gen. ii. 7 ; Eccles. iii. 20, &c.—Man and the earth

—Vivian's dependence on elements in oldest rocks—The animal and

the vegetable—Wheaten flour—Discoveries of MM. Dumas and

Bousingault—Adaptations.

We take as our text and starting-point here tlie words,

—" God created all things by Jesus Clirist ;
" " By liim

were all things created that are inearth;'' '* All things

were created for him and by him/' " That now might

be known by the church the manifold wisdom of Grod."

We do not limit the words to the "visible;" they

include the "invisible" also. The sovereignty of

Christ over the whole spiritual world, his presence in

providence, his gracious rule in the church, his con-

trol of all things for the good of the individual believer,

are all covered by these expressions. We have now,

however, to do with "the visible things," which yet

cannot be understood if studied by themselves.

They must be regarded in the light shed down from

above ; they must be associated with the will, and, shall

we say, the heart, of the supreme and eternal God. To

attempt to regard them as isolated and removed from
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that liglit, would be to find ourselves in the heart of

controversy, in the midst of vexations, uncertainty,

and unrest, dealing with creation as if it had no crea-

tor. The former method leads to peace. The contrast

is as great here as in Raphael's grand picture of the

Transfiguration. Below, under the clouds, at the foot

of the Mount, all is confusion and the helplessness of

unbelief. The world is seen sneering at the disciples,

whose want of faith makes them powerless as to the

great work expected from them. In their Lord's bodily

absence they should have been able to give proof of their

nearness to and fellowship with Him whose will con-

trolled all matter, and who could cure all physical suffer-

ing—suffering resulting from the power of another will,

by which confusion is wrought both in matter and

in mind. Above, bej^ond the clouds, on the brow of

the hill, among the sunlight, all is order, and rest, and

peace, and tempered glory. The disciples failed because

they realised not how very near they were to Him, the

head, and source, and fountain of their strength. We
must keep the " visible and invisible " together, even

when we search into one branch. If we concentrate our

attention on " the invisible," we become poor specu-

latists, dreamers, mystics ; if we limit it to '' the visible,"

we become dry, hard materialists,'self-centred worldlings,

seeing no God, above, around, below. But God's wish

is, that even as he, in bringing out the glory of his Son,

links up both as if they were one, by simply revealing

him as '' Lord of all," so should we be forward to give

prominence to the personal Will which underlies all

phenomena, and which indeed assumes phenomena as

a royal robe in which the Divine One himself appears

to man.
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Tlie student of natural tlieology lias Mtlierto sought

for his chief treasures, arguments, and weapons of

defence, in those special adaptations of means to ends,

which, especially in organic nature, crowd on the intelli-

gent observer. The argument from special adaptations

can at once be set in highly influential popular aspects,

whilst their correlations, deeper and more difficult of

a23preciation, would fail to interest men. This has, of

course, and perhaps rightly, determined the direction

w^hich the majority of workers are likely to take. A
great work is to be done ; men are to be guided out

of the dreary dark into God's bright light ; they are

to be brought back to God ; but life is short, and the

readiest methods are almost sure to be the favourite

ones. There will, however, always be some who will go

deeper, and bring up what we believe to be the higher

kind of testimony.

Let me illustrate this. " Every organised being,"

says Cuvier, "forms a whole, a single circumscribed

system, the parts of which mutually correspond and

concur to the same definite action by a reciprocal

re-action. I^one of those parts can change without the

others also changing, and consequently each part taken

separately, indicates and gives all the others.'^ The

principle stated in those words is that of the now well-

known correlation of animal forms and structures. The

application of this principle is much more difficult, it

demands a much more intimate knowledge of the

individual parts of animal structure, and of their rela-

tions to homologous parts in other animals—and must

be associated with a far higher power of generalisation

than can be looked for, or is even necessary to the

discovery of adaptations between this or that pecuKarity
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of structure, and the habits of the animal in which
it occurs. Take, for example, the canine teeth of

the tiger, and notice how accurately and thoroughly

adapted they are to seize, to hold, and to tear the

animals on which it preys. If a skull turn up in your

rambles, in which you meet with the same form of

teeth, more or less modified jDerhaps, you associate these

with habits corresponding to those of the tiger. This

kind of teeth is peculiar to the carnivore, you say, and
you see in this an illustration of the wisdom and good-

ness of God. Thus far the argument from special

adaptation. Beyond this the apologists of the earl}^ part

of this century—the authors of the "Bridgewater

Treatises," for example—seldom went. But carry your

observation to the whole skull, and look next at the

trenchant teeth which lie behind these canine ones. The

position and form of these indicate that, if they are to

receive the canines, their points must not meet, but

overlap. They must act as scissor-blades over each

other, and to be eflfective must have a provision which

shall do for them what the close-fitting pivot of the

scissor-blades does for them—keep them close together.

If, in case of the scissors, the pivot be loose, cutting is

either impossible, or must be done in a very slovenly

way. Follow then the bones farther back, and you

notice a process, or condyle, which articulates with the

skull proper, and fits very closely into a corresponding

hollow in the hinder part of the skull. These bones

are associated with powerful biting muscles, which keep

them as tight as if pressed on both sides with strong

double elastic springs, and thus their movements must

all be on one plane. They could not perform the half-

rotatory movements which their homologous or corre-
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sponcling parts in the ruminants do. A little closer

observation shows that the plate of bone, known as the

coronoid process, which affords the surface of attachment
to these biting muscles, is fully developed, broadand high,
while the surface on the skull where the chief bitino-

muscle arises is large and deep, and marked by a high
ridge of bone,—everything pointing to strength, to

compactness of parts, to great power in the organs.

But leaving the bones of the head, and looking at

those of the fore-leg, sjow are at once struck with
peculiarities which distinguish the fore-leg of the
tiger in a way most broadly marked from that of the
ox, or stag, say. The blade-bone differs, so does the

thigh-bone, so the bones below the elbow—the radius

and ulna—and so do the bones of the feet. Carryino-

your researches and comparisons farther, it is dis-

covered that the form and structure of the teeth in

every case determine the form and'structure of the fore-

leg, or are determined by them,' for the relation is recipro-

cal. Or starting from the observation of evidence of a

retractile claw, or from the condyle, or projection of

the blade-bone, or from the mode in which the radius

and ulna are joined, or from the mode in which the
condyle of the lower jaw articulates with the skull, or

even from the- form of a single tooth, you can, in the

application of this principle of correlation, determine,

not only what must have been the character of the
bony skeleton, but what must have been the kind of the
digestive and other organs, and what, too, the habits of
the animal ; whether it was a carnivore, or a vegetable
feeder, or an animal accustomed to feed both on flesh and
on vegptables. This principle may be applied to the
whole animal creation. All are aware of the grand pur-
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poses to whicli Cuvier put it, in determining the forms

and habits of animals which, belonged to geologic time,

from individual parts. And all know how, in ninety-nine

out of every hundred cases in which Cuvier described

animals, a small, and often, seemingly, subordinate part

of which had at first been brought to him, when all

the parts were discovered in the progress of science, his

opinion was found to be correct. Now, we do not ex-

aggerate the importance of this when we say, that it

has opened up to the natural theologian a field sugges-

tive of truth in every corner of it—a field like to

which he had known nothing previously.

Pursuing our investigations from this point of view,

we are led far beyond those outstanding adaptations

open to the notice of all, and have revealed to us in

the deepest forms of animal structure, features of

mutual dependence of parts, and of the relations of

widely difierent organs, which at ten thousand points

shed light on the presence of the Divine Worker. We
see creative forethought under new and richly varying

lights ; we meet everywhere with plan, from which,

while there is no divergence, there are yet such modifi-

cations as point to specific differences, as constant in the

individuals as the plan is manifest in the groups.

In a fragment of Aristotle, preserved by Cicero in his

" Be Natura Deoriim,^' the full approach of the Grentile

mind to the true appreciation of the argument from

evidences of design is stated with great beauty. " If,"

he says, " there were beings who lived in the depths

of the earth, in dwellings adorned with statues and

paintings, and everything which is preserved in rich

abundance by those we esteem most fortunate ; and if

those beings could receive tidings of the power and
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miglit of the gods, and could then emerge from their

hidden dwellings through the open fissures of the earth

to the places we inhabit ; if they could suddenly behold

the earth, and the sea, and the vault of heaven ; could

recognise the expanse of the cloudy firmament, and the

might of the winds of heaven, and admire the sun in

its majestic beauty and radiant effulgence ; and, lastly,

when night veiled the earth in darkness, they could

behold the starry firmament, the changing moon, and
the stars rising and setting in their unvarying course,

ordained from eternity, they would surely exclaim,

'There are gods, and such great things must be the

work of their hands.'
"

These views came in course of time to be carried into

other and more limited departments of nature than
those so forcibly referred to in this extract. Busy
workers entered the field, which, even to the heathen,

seemed so fruitful and full of interest. And, scattered

over the early literature of Christianity, you find many
proofs of the readiness with which the mind enters upon
the study of anything in nature which testifies to the

presence of a designing and controlling One. But the

argument was long limited to adaptations lying on the

surface of things—to phenomena with which all were
familiar who chose to open their eyes. It remained for

recent students of science to push their inquiries into

quarters more remote—to deal with phenomena lying

farther out of sight, to lay under tribute the deepest

relations and correlations of animal structure. The re-

sult has already been a rich testimony to the personality

of God, and to His goodness and greatness of whom it

is said,

—

" The sea is lus, and lie made it

;

And his hands formed the di-y land."
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But the eyidence lias only begun to gather. Much land

remains to be possessed ; many fruits, richer and riper

than all gathered before, remain to be brought in. As

science advances, the demand for competent workers on

the side of truth increases. It is, indeed, here very much

as in the mechanical branches of purely physical science.

Every mechanical invention lays the foundation for

other inventions ; every contrivance is a step to other

contrivances ; for in each, suggestions occur of applica-

tions of the different parts before undreamed of. New
relations of parts give rise to other relations, and they,

in their turn, serve the same end. In most pieces of

complicated mechanism, the characteristic parts become

so many hints of their own application and fitness for

other ends than those which they hold in the individual

piece. In like manner, almost any discovery in art

contains the prophecy of many more discoveries. The

history of the steam-engine very fully illustrates the

former, that of photography the latter. ^Yhat a story

is that of the applications of the science of thermo-

dynamics since 1824, when Camot published his essay,

" Reflections on the Motive Force of Fire," up to the

present day; and how suggestive from this point of

view is the progress of photography since 1802, the

true birthtime indeed of this interesting art, when Sir

Humphrey Davy published, in the Journal of the Eoyal

Institution, "An Account of a Method of Copying

Paintings on Glass, and of making Profiles by the

Agency of Light on the Nitrate of Silver."

The change indicated here, and the gradual steps which

led to it, are not more remarkable than what is now to be

noticed in the department of Natural Theology, brought

about chiefly by Cuvier's enunciation of the great law of
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tinity of plan in certain groups of the animal kingdom,
and the application of the principle of correlation to the
true interpretation of all the parts of individual animals.

It has indeed been alleged, that the value of the tes-

timony of special adaptations to the wisdom and good-
ness of the Creator is weakened by the circumstance,

that it very much depends on the student's previous
acquaintance with mechanical contrivances—that, in

fact, it would have been nothing without this. But it

is just here that we find much to set this doctrine in

its most powerful and interesting relations. Mind, spon-
taneously acting, seeks through observation to gather
together phenomena with which reason shall deal in

discovering their nature, and in unfolding their relations.

Thus acting, mind no sooner sees results analogous to

the fruits of its own working than, by a law which it

cannot resist, it traces them to another mind. If then
we find in nature phenomena of fitnesses, of remarkable
harmonies, as radiant with evidences of a present work-
ing, guiding, superintending mind, as in any of the
simpler or the more intricate fruits of man's wisdom in

mechanics, or in the industrial arts, to what conclusion
can we come? Must we not seek to associate these
evidences of mind with a living person ? Must we
not seek to know aU that can be kno^Ti about him ?

Woidd it be in any sort unworthy of us, even if we
should try to find grounds for loving him.^ And
should we not be true to ourselves, as it certainly would
be safe, to cry out for more light, if we found our in-

quiries, when pushed to the utmost in this quarter, land
us deeper in the darkness as we follow the light of nature
farther ? Would it not be as manly, as it would be safe,

to welcome that revelation of God which is above
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nature ; and to say after all our wanderings and uneasi-

ness, after all our questions and all our sustained

studies, " Here will we rest " ? The inference from

these fitnesses that a personal God, wise and loving,

is present in his works, is as irresistible as" is the

inference from the examinat'on, say, of the air-pump,

that its construction is the fruit of personal human
skill.

Now, it lies as a duty one very Christian observer of

the works of God to make use of this argument for the

very highest end, even for the enforcement of great

spiritual truths touching creation and providence, which

are ever suggestive of the near presence of God. And
many may wield the power as those who know their

ground—who know the limits and weakness as well

as the value and strength of the argument

!

See how our Divine Master used it ! See how he

set forth the art of God in nature alongside of the wis-

dom of man in art, in such a way as to make the former

" a grappling band to knit the heart to God." " Con-

sider the lilies how they grow" (ttwc av^avei), in what

manner they add part to part and develop throughout the

whole. " They toil not, they spin not ; and yet I say

unto you that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed

lik:^ one of these." Solomon's royal robe was rich with

the fruits of many minds working thereto ; but what

was i(. when brought into comparison with even the

lowliest, of the works of our heavenly Father, " who so

(ouTwv") clothes the grass of the field" ? Thus the need

of practical knowledge; for this appeal can only bo made

efiectively, and to profit, when we speak of what we have

ourselves examined, searched into, and in some measure

understood. In any department this is true. Suppose
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tliat all the knowledge we liacl of tlie microscope con-

sisted in having heard, in a very general way, of its

structure and uses. Would this equal in value the know-
ledge gained by using it ? Or would this, again, be as

influential when we should be called on to describe it

to others, as the experience got in taking it down piece

by piece, and in building it up again ? More ; would

not our power over it be increased, if we had seen the

brass and the steel formed from the shapeless lump into

tubes and wheels, the lenses adjusted to the vision, the

power of each determined, and its visual range, when
associated with the others, definitely fixed? In the

study of science it is the same. If we would set its

fruits in the highest aspects, and press them into the

service of the sanctuary, we must have, to some extent,

a practical insight into those works of creation which
supply so many evidences of the presence, power, and
personal control of the Creator.

It is, no doubt, sadly true that many workers see

these evidences of design, but no designer ; many ac-

knowledge the influence of contrivance, in the continu-

ance of order in nature, who are forward in with-

holding the recognition of the presence of a person, and
of his working in order to this. There is no explaining

this; except, indeed, that moral features make '^ the wish
father to the thought,'^ that God is not in his own temple,

and takes no charge of his works. But sadder than this

Ls the fact that multitudes look eagerly to such quarters

for guidance. They look in vain ! Such guides will never

lift them up out of the dreary dark. Thinking of this,

one is reminded of that part of Jean Paul Eichter's

well-known terrible dream, where he says, "I passed

through unknown shadows on whom ancient centuries
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were impressed ; they were all standing around tha

empty altar. On the church dome was a dial-plate

whereon no number appeared, but a darU finger pointed

thereoUy and the dead sought to see hj it.^' Yes ! imbe-

lief is as old as creation. Ungrateful, it brings no gift

to the altar ; its finger points only downwards to the

dark, and they lose all who follow its direction. But we
have an altar which is not empty ; for we have laid the

ofierings of love and service where our Eedeemer once

lay. We have a better guide ; the finger of the living

God points, and all who follow it find themselves led

up to the light, yea, into the very presence of their

heavenly Father himself.

Let us turn, then, to some of those adaptations which

bear striking testimony to the presence of a personal

God in nature. Illustrations of this on a large scale

have already been noticed, in the review of that work

of superintendence implied in the introduction and

guidance of great geologic epochs. We saw the

dependence of organised being—animal and vegetable

—on the inorganised soil and atmosphere. So many
and so varied were the lines seen to be which all termi-

nated in man, that we were shut up to the conclusion,

that the highest and yet the truest view of the physical

world is, that it was formed for man. If this be so,

and no doubt it is, then the Creator had moral ends in

view, to the furtherance of which nature was divinely

adapted. We wish here to state this more fully; its

discussion is pleasant ; its testimony to creative fore-

thought is decided, strong, unambiguous. Its one

outstanding lesson is, that the Divine Worker is more

than almighty—he is all-good, all-wise.

Take these texts as our starting point here : new light
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will break in upon tliem as we proceed. " The Lord

God formed man of tlie dust of the ground," (Gen.

ii. 7). "All go unto one place; all are of the dust,

and all turn to dust again/' (Eccles. iii. 20),

In the application of inorganic chemistry to the

soil, fourteen idtimate elements are isolated as constitu-

ents, which assume a relation of deep interest when

looked at from the present point of view. These are

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, potas-

sium, sulphur, chlorine, silicium, sodium, aluminium,

calcium, iron, and magnesium. JN'ow, organic chemistry,

dealing with the various solids and fluids in the body of

man, has, by careful and rigid analysis, revealed to us

the fact, that, all these, in various conditions and in

various combinations, are to be met with in man's

body. Their presence there is the proof that they were

the elements divinely allotted to the construction and

the support of man's body, originally and naturally the

place of God's in-dwelling, and once more, in grace, to

become God's home on earth :
" I will dwell in them."

The soil was thus adapted to the highest end, save one,

to which it coidd ever be applied ; namely, being formed

into a body for man. The highest of all ends, however,

being its use, under the power of the Holy Ghost, to

yield a body to God's eternal Son :
" A bod}^ hast thou

prepared me"—a dust-formed body, endowed, as to these

elements, just as ours are.

Again, the individual dies, but the race lives on

:

" All are of the dust, and all turn to it." But this

" turning to it " is not unfruitful. It is the restoration

of the inorganic elements to the dead material soil, in

order that they might hasten once more into their

highest relations, and in other organisms perpetuate
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the race. But '' many tliat sleep in the dust shall

awake." " The dead shall rise again." It is a miracle,

great as the resurrection, to see these elements again in

living hodies. The resurrection of the great day itself

will he the highest of all miracles, for it will he the

testimony that Jehovah can preserve individuality^,

maintain the personal identity of each of his people,

while dispensing with the elements to which reference

has heen made. "It is sown a natural body, it is raised

a spiritual body. There is a natural body, and there is

a spiritual body."

Our inquiries, when j)^^shed into remoter quarters,

open up to us relations of fitness deeper even than

these. Bear in mind that the plant has ever preceded

animals in creation. ]N^ot only does God, as the Avitness

to his own work, state this precisely and clearly, in

Genesis i., but the great book of nature, even in the

earliest chapters which deal with geologic time, point

in the same direction. The plant has lived without

man. Man cannot live without the plant. ''Each

moss," says Thomson,
" Hoi is a rank

Important in the jilan of Him wlio framed

This scale of beings, holds a rank, which lost

Would break the chain, and leave behind a gap

Which Nature's self would rue."

But the poet's words fall far short of the mark to which

we point. One or two details must be attended to,

before the Divine wisdom in the adaptations now in

view^ can become brightly manifest.

In certain districts whose soil is chiefly decomposed

lava, remarkable richness and luxuriance of vegetation

have been observed. Treated chemically, among other

constituents, a considerable amount of phosphoric acid
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is obtained. AVheii the red, scoriaceous, recent lava of

Vesuvius is treated in the same way, lilie results occur.

Passing the soil and the recent lava, and applying the

same analytic method to the oldest igneous rocks, the

observer is struck with the fact, that in them also traces

of jDhosphoric acid are noticed. In the course of his

inquiries into the same class of unstratified rocks, he

finds—as, for example, in certain felspathic, and in some

micaceous minerals, another element already found in

the soil, namely, potash. When felspar proper and

bi-axial mica are dealt with, the fact of the presence

of potash cannot be doubted. Phosphorus was dis-

covered so early as 1669 by Brandt of Hamburg. It

was not till 1807, that Sir Humphrey Davy isolated

potassium as an independent constituent of the soil.

Their presence in the soil results from the disintegra-

tion of those rocks to which reference has been made,

rocks which, though having representatives formed in

recent historical time, yet lie nearest of all other rocks,

to the beginning, the point farthest removed from pre-

sent history. But plants droop and die if these elements

be not supplied to them. Where they exist in due pro-

portion the soil is most fertile. We come, then, to see

their value for the plant.

The first creative step associated with the bringing in

of matter, gave to the rocks their elements. The rocks

by original constitution were fitted for supplying the

food which the first vegetation would at once demand.

They were then, 1st, adapted to the vegetation when
created ; and, 2nd, as elements they require to be set free

sparingly and at intervals. The nature of the rocks in

which they are found is such, that all the wear of

water, and all the wasting influence of atmosphere
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cannot do more than furnisli them in very small

quantities to the plant. If supplied in large quantities

they would be hurtful. The measure obtained, the

result arrived at, being the fruit of a previous adaptation,

the outstanding work of creative forethought. The

vegetable could not live without these ; nor could the

animal ; nor could man who is at the head of all.

There is not a plant on the earth in which phosphoric

acid and potash do not occur. In some of the most

useful, the proportion of phosphorus is minute
;

yet,

if you remove it altogether, their power to nourish

the animal frame is lost. In wheaten flour, for ex-

ample, to every 1,000 parts there is not more than one

of phosphorus
;
yet were the flour destitute of this, it

could not assist in the formation and growth of brain,

and bone, and nerve. With this it is useful in the

highest degree ;
without this it is useless.

The series of adaptations increases. "He causeth

grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for the good of

man.'' ''And God said, Behold, I have given you

every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all

the earth, and every tree in which is the fruit of a tree

yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat." ''Every

moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you
;
even

as the green herb have I given you all things." Thus,

again, the Divine creative forethought. The i)hosphorus

and the potash, on which the vegetation of the very

earliest epochs depended, equally with that of our own,

were laid up in the earth to wait the day of their being

needed. A vegetation was created fitted to appropriate

these from the soil. Man eats the green herb or the

animal which has eaten it, and these elements enter

into his constitution. The solid parts even of our Lord's
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body, were made to depend on those very substances,

wliicb be bad bidden in tbe bowels of tbat eartb wbose

foundations be laid. In bow many new ligbts may

tbe words of tbe wise man be put—" God requiretb

tbat wbicb is past !

''

Tbe closest relations tbus exist between tbe vegetable

and tbe animal, and tbe dependence of eacb on tbe

otber is very broadly marked. Nevertbeless tbey are

distinct. Eacb bas peculiar offices assigned to it in tbe

scbeme of nature, wbicb bear on tbeir face a protest

against every attempt to blot out tbe line of separation,

as if all life were one, and as if tbe so-called vital

forces wbicb work in vegetation were generically tbe

same as tbose met witb in tbe lowest forms of animals.

Tbus tbe importance of keeping tbe distinctive func-

tions of eacb before us, if we are to appreciate tbe

evidences of divine wisdom in tbese relations. Tbe

difficulty of scientifically defining tbe difference, is.

acknowledged readily by most, and is, no doubt,

great. Perbaps, bowever, organic cbemistry supplies

tbe most satisfactory statement, wbose importance

will appear as we proceed. Tbe well-known and

bigbly-accomplisbed Frencb cbemists, MM. Dumas

and Bousingault, publisbed in tbe AnnaJes de

Chemio, in 1842, an admirable cbaracterisation of

tbe chemical difference between tbe plant and the

animal. In their programme of lectures on organic

nature tbe leading facts are stated thus: — "An
animal, in a chemical point of view, constitutes an

apparatus of combustion, by which carbonaceous

matters, burnt incessantl}^ are returned in tbe

shape of carbonic acid ; in which hydrogen, burnt

incessantly, is returned as water ;
whence, in fire, free
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azote is ceaselessly exhaled in the breath, and, in

the state of oxide of ammonium, is thrown oflP in the

urine. On the other hand, vegetables, in their natural

and healthy state, decompose carbonic acid incessantly,

fix the carbon, and set free the oxygen. They decom-

pose water, seizing on its hydrogen, and disengaging its

oxygen as before. They either abstract azote directly

from the air, or take it indirectly from oxide of ammo-

nium or nitric acid, thus acting in every particular

inversely, or in opposition to animals." We cannot

fail to see here, that, regarded from the chemical point

of view, the difference between the plant and the

animal is well marked ; but the constant interplay of

phenomena, the strongly marked inter-actions, the

striving of apparently antagonistic forces, and, withal,

the harmonies which result therefrom, present to us

subjects of thought as beautiful as they are true.
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CHAPTEE y.

THEORY OF LATENT VITALITY IN MATTER.

Eefusal to acknowledge the testimony of special adaptations—Old

scientific heresies—Origin, growth, and energies of living forms

—

Creative energy—Vital phenomena—Phenomena of intellect and

will—Quotation from Dante—Review of argument for latent

vitality—Its unscientific character—Scripture view—The student of

science not entitled to ignore the testimony of Scripture—Sir

Charles Lyell—Mr. Darwin—Vague theories—Eecent ohjections

not original—Ancient physicists—Quotation from Jeremy Taylor

—

Spermatic virtue—Illustration of Psalm xix.—Bihlical references

to light—Spectrum analysis—Remarkable results—Darkness

—

Illustration of Isa. xlv. 7 ; Job xxxviii. 19, 20 ;
Matt. vi. 23

;

and Luke xi. 23.

The preceding references to the soil, tlie plant, and

the animal, when regarded from the highest point of

view, show us, among many other things, the following

series of admirable adaptations :—1st, That the chemical

constituents of the soil had their distinctive character

given to them for the purpose of supporting vegetation.

2nd, That the vegetation thus supported has ever found

its highest purpose and use in yielding support to

animals. And 3rd, That the lower animals attain to

their highest use, to the expression of the Divine pur-

pose regarding them, when they are pressed into the

service of man. Now, it is extremely doubtful if the

survey of an}^ other field of inquiry could furnish so

many, and so variedly interesting testimonies to the

creative forethought, the Divine control and ceaseless
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superintending care of tlie great Creator, as tliat wliicli

has been thus passed in rapid review.

It would not, however, be wonderful, it need not

greatly surprise students of the Word and of the

world, if men were to enter these spheres of investi-

gation, holding earnestly, along with much knowledge

of these and related phenomena, that we may be,

and indeed are, mistaken, in associating these fitnesses

with the action of an all-wise and an almighty Will.

One of the almost inevitable consequences of devotion

to certain favourite pursuits, is their tendency to

occupy the whole mind, and to blind the student

to all above and beyond them. Hence arises a strong

inclination to find the explanation of phenomena in

relations which are only results of the same laws as

the phenomena themselves, and insufficient to do more

than bear testimony to their existence, without rising

higher ; without suggesting the working of a present

personal will to account for appearances, and as origin-

ating and controlling the forces which lead to them.

One fruit of this state of mind must have often

pressed itself on our notice. The novelty of new

discoveries is claimed for facts long known to all

;

theories, with which the world had been familiar

for centuries, come to be stated as if nobody had ever

heard of them before. That their authors get a

hearing, is a proof that in many things each gene-

ration starts on its course, in comparative ignorance

of the experience of the preceding one. Self-love

is thus often saved the humiliation implied in the

discovery, that our new truths were well known long

ago. But this satisfaction is itself the result of

corresponding habits of thought. The garments are
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made to look new by slight alterations in the fashion,

and speculations, long believed to be dead, are brought

out in a new guise, to do their work once more in lead-

ing needy, hunger-stricken souls away from the truth

itself, and from that healthful influence which comes

to us all in the belief of the presence of an ever-

working, personal^ God.

We are led into these remarks by the most recent

attempt Avhich has been made to remove the idea of the

presence of a Creator from the domain of science, and

to give wider currency to the old prejudice that he is

most to be accredited with impartiality, discrimina-

tion, and steadiness of observation, who can most

completely emancipate himself from the thought that

God, and not Law only, reigns over all. What shape do

the phenomena of organic nature assume when looked

at, searched into, tried to be explained from, this point

of view ? Take the following extracts from a paper

published recently on Vitality :

—

" The origin, growth, and energies of living things

are subjects which have always engaged the attention

of thinking men. In endeavouring to account for them

a special agent was assumed which was, to a great

extent, free from the limitations observed among the

powers of inorganic nature. This agent was called the

vitalforce ; and, under its influence, plants and animals

were supposed to collect their materials and to assume

determinate forms. Within the last twenty years, how-

ever, our ideas of vital processes have undergone pro-

found modifications ; and the interest, and even dis-

quietude, which the change has excited in some minds,

are amply evidenced by the discussions and protests

which are now common regarding the phenomena of
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vitality. In tracing out these phenomena througli all

their modifications the most' advanced philosophers of

the present day declare that they ultimately arrive at a

single source of power, from which all vital energy is

derived ; and the disquieting circumstance is that this

source is not the direct fiat of a supernatural agent,

but a reservoir of what, if we do not accept the creed

of Zoroaster, must be regarded as inorganic force. In

short, it is considered as proved that all the energy

which we derive from plants and animals is drawn from

the sun.

" Besides the mechanical actions which he produces

in the surrounding planetary system, the sun acts as a

radiant body from which issues, in the form of minute

waves, a power whose functions have but recently been

fully apprehended. These waves, impinging upon the

optic nerve, produce light, and impinging upon other

nerves produce heat, the impressions of heat and light

depending on our organisation, different parts of which

are affected differently by the self-same thing. But

the function of the sun is not only to illuminate and

warm us ; for, without his vibrations, vegetable life

—

and consequently animal life, which depends ultimately

on that of vegetables—could have no existence. A
few years ago, when the sun was affirmed to be the

source of life, nine out of ten of those who are alarmed

by the form which this assertion has latterly assumed

would have assented, in a general way, to its correct-

ness. Their assent, however, was more poetical than

scientific, and they were by no means prepared to see

a rigid mechanical signification attached to their words.

This, however, is the peculiarity of modern conclusions:

that there is no creative energy whatever in tlie vege-
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table or animal organism, but that all the power wliicli

we develop by the combustion of wood or coal, as well

as that which we obtain from the muscles of men and
animals, has been produced at the sun's expense."

Again :

" If, then, solar light and heat can be produced by
the impact of dead matter, and if from the light and
heat thus produced we can derive the energies Avhich we
have been accustomed to call vital, it indubitably follows

that vital energy may have a purely mechanical origin.

" In the case of vital phenomena, the source of power
consists in the forcible separation of the atoms of

chemical compounds by the sun ; of the carbon and

hydrogen, for example, of the carbonic acid and water

diffused throughout the atmosphere, from the oxj^gen

with which they are combined. This separation is

effected in the leaves of plants by solar energy. The
constituents of the carbonic acid and water are thus

torn asunder in spite of their mutual attraction, the

carbon and hydrogen are stored up in the wood, and
the oxygen is set free in the air. The building up of

the vegetable, then, is effected by the sun, through the

reduction of chemical compounds. All the phenomena

of animal life are more or less cotnplicated reversals of

these processes of reduction. We eat the vegetable,

and we breathe the oxygen in the air, and in our

bodies the oxj^gen which had been lifted from the carbon

and hj^drogen by the action of the sun, again falls

towards them, producing animal heat and developing

animal forms.''

Once more

—

"It is generally supposed that our earth once be-

longed to the sun, from which it was detached in a
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molten condition. Hence arises tlie question, ' Did

that incandescent world contain latent within itself the

elements of life ?' Or, supposing a planet carved from

our present sun, and set spinning round him at the dis-

tance of our earth, would one of the consequences of

its refrigeration be the development of organic forms ?

Structural forces certainly lie latent in the molten mass,

whether or not those forces reach to the extent of

forming a plant or an animal. All the marvels of crys-

talline force, all those wonderful branching frost-ferns

which cover our window-panes on a winter morning

—

the exquisite molecular architecture which is now
known to belong to the ice of our frozen lakes— all

this ' constructiveness ' lies latent in an amorphous

drop of water, and comes into play when the water is

sujSiciently cooled. And who will set limits to the pos-

sible play ofmolecular forces in the cooling of a planet ?

"In discussing these questions it is impossible to

avoid taking side-glances at the phenomena of intellect

and will. Are theyy by natural evolution, capable of

being developed from incandescent matter ? AVTiether

they are or not, we do not seem to possess the rudiments

of an organ which could enable us to comprehend the

change ; we are utterly incompetent to take the step

from the phenomena of physics to those of conscious-

ness. And, even granting the validity of the above

explanation, the questions still remain, * Who or Avhat

made the sun and gave his raj^s such power ? Who or

what bestowed upon the ultimate particles of matter the

forces whose interaction, combined with the energy of

the solar rays, produces plants and animals ?' Science

does not know : the mystery, though j)ushed back,

remains as deep as ever.^'
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Most impotent conclusion ! You start topics whicli

shake old beliefs, or you raise them with the intent of

doing so
;
you set me questioning about the origin of

all, and when, to save myself from the terrible grasp of

downright materialism, I push the inquiries further, in

the hope of meeting the clear proofs of the working of

One whose thoughts shall meet mine, whose affections

shall answer to mine, you leave me in the very heart

of the dismal darkness
;
you offer me only blank, black

despair. " Science does not know : the mystery

remains as deep as ever ! " I ask for bread, and you give

me a stone ! Yet how many sincere seekers after truth

have had this bitter experience ! JN^o wonder that, in

the fire of their disquietude, and in the unrest of

their earnest, questioning dispositions, so many should

have broken away from that control, which the thought

of the presence of a personal Creator near them in his

works of creation and providence, really has over men.

And no wonder if those thus once left in the dark, but

recovered from it by Him who came "to seek that

which was lost," should look back with trembling on

the past, and long that others may be kej)t from such

experiences. How many might use the noble words of

Dante, and yet how few, alas ! compared with those

who could not :

—

" In midway of this our mortal life

I found one in a gloomy wood astray,

Gone from the path direct ; and e'en to tell,

It were no easy task, how savage wild

That forest, how robust and rough its growth,

Which to remember only, my dismay

Renews, in bitterness not far from death."

" Science does not know ; the mystery, though pushed

back, remains as deep as ever !
" Now, let us not give

G
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the go-by to the very weighty questions suggested by

these extracts. Especially let us understand the true

attitude of science when shut up to such an acknow-

ledgment as that now quoted— an acknowledgment

which must be wrung from her most devoted students

at ten thousand different points as well as here.

I. This mode of concluding remarks like these is not

worthy of science, is, in a word, a departure from the

true methods of scientific investigation. Suppose, to

take an illustration from zoological classification, we

should enter on the study of the lowest group of ani-

mals—the sub-kingdom Protozoa—isLking the edition

of the " S'l/stema NaturcB'' of 1766 as our guide. The

first step brings us to the Linngean, Class YI. (Vermes),

over which we notice the haze still hanging. We pass

on in our survey of Intestina, Mollumi, Tcsfacea, and

uncertainty increases. In Lithophyta and Zoophyta we

find ourselves on the edge of the darkness. We look

out on it, but no light breaks on the horizon. Another

step and we find ourselves in the midst of that group

which the great Swede, in the childlike humility which

is the ornament of true science, named Chaos. Arrived

at this point should we, at this time of day, with the

works of Otto Friedrich MuUer, Lamarck, Cuvier,

Ehrenberg, Dujardin, Milne Edwards, Owen, and

Huxley, before us, be entitled to say, in answer to the

very questions which Linnaeus put,

—

'' Science does not

know; the mystery, though pushed back, remains as

deep as ever " ? Is it not the duty of the student of

science to consult every record, to look into every work

in which any sort of light is shed on the forms of life

which he is investigating? And should there be a

book claiming to have perfect information on the sub-
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ject, would it not be botli our duty and our privilege to

consult it, to study it with unbiassed attention, yea, to

test by every fair method the claims of its author

to belief, to respect, to that homage which generous

natures ever readily accord to truth ? Now on this ver}^

topic on which we are asked to believe, that the light

shed down is not from man's imperfect knowledge, but

from full-orbed truth, from science walking on her otstl

lofty eminence, we have a book, making claim to perfect

knowledge ; and every student of science is bound to

turn to it when he reaches a j)oint beyond which he

cannot go. We have the Bible, with its record of crea-

tion, with its account of the order of present things,

and with its clearly expressed utterances on the origin

of all. Not, indeed, as an authority in science—let
us ever guard against even appearing to set it up as an
arbiter, where it claims for itself no such office—but yet

an authority to appeal to at points which science can-

not settle, but which science must ever have before it

;

points at which the Bible reveals facts, in order that it

may carry the instruction into her own sphere, and
instil the knowledge among her own truths.

Nor let it be imagined, that this reference to the

Scriptures is made in any other spirit, or fiom any
other point of view, than such as are in complete

harmony with true science, and with true methods

of scientific investigation and research. The longer

we work in this field, the closer we watch pheno-

mena, and the larger the survey of any one dej^artment,

the more anxious we are to show that all workers in

these fields have strong claims on our sympathies and
forbearance. It is a great mistake to suj^pose that the

word of God narrows the work of creation to a point, to
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a period of a few days, or even that everything was

called into existence in a perfect form. It would not

detract from the glory of the Creator if we discovered

that the first form of this earth was a nebulous mass,

which, as the ages rolled past, assumed the form of

incandescent matter, and in time became encrusted.

In the first grand step upwards to the present earth we

can see miraculous power, direct control of a personal

God, as clearly in this as we could in the instantaneous

creation of the earth and all that is in it. We would

thus leave theorists at perfect liberty, so long as their

speculations do not jar on our deepest and most momen-

tous beliefs. These beliefs are from God, equally with

those works of his hands with which science specially

has to do.

"VYhen, then, this claim in behalf of latent vitality in

matter, of mechanical force as a life-originating power,

is made, it was the duty of the author of the theory to

inquire, if there was a difierent account, alleged to be

infallible, of the very phenomena to which he appeals.

This, to say the least, were only fair when the book

referred to is known to be the only one which lays

claim to infallibility on this great question. " Science

does not know; " but this book professes to tell us, and

its utterance is directly, broadly, most distinctl}^ a flat

contradiction of such views as those now alluded to.

Now, it will not do for any observer to say, " I have

nothing to do with the Bible," for he has to do ivith it on

all the points in his studies o)i which it contains information;

and he must first deal with its value as an authority

before he can fairly, honestly, manfully, and in the

spirit of true science, set it aside. None of us imagine

that the Bible was ever designed to teach geography;
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but would any sane geograplier fix tlie site of

Hebron, or of Bethel, or of Ramab, from an inde-

pendent point of view, and refuse to take the Bible

references into account, because he might think them

directly opposed to his opinions ? So of a hundred

other topics. Now, what we have a right to claim from

all who deal with questions on which the Bible has

given a distinct utterance is, that they should weigh

the force and full value of this, whether they are will-

ing or no to admit that it should have any authority

over their lives. Had the question been simply one, for

example, of the scientific difference between the plant

and the animal, or of the mode in which animal life is

sustained under the ministry of associated forms, or,

indeed, any question within the true sphere and pro-

vince of science, it would have been a plain absurdity

to demand a reference to Scripture. But when the ques-

tion is one which, in its very nature, is beyond the reach

of science, and must be settled by a reference to the

Creator's testimony to his own works, then we are bound

to consider this testimony. We are entitled to say to such

theorists, " You claim to enlighten us on the origin of

all. Deal with the Scripture account. Set it aside

first, and then we will give heed to your theory—

a

theory whose scope, we fear, is ' like lime-twigs set to

catch my winged soul.'
"

II. The mode in which it is attempted to pledge

us to the erroneous views expressed in the preceding

extract should be noticed. In adverting to these we
are anxious not to make more of them than is war-

ranted; because, if anywhere, it is especially the case in

science, that to exaggerate the effect of any hjqiothesis,

is to miss its scope, and to deal unfairly by its author.
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But all science, worthy the name, seeks truth. Like the

charity of which the apostle writes, " it seeketh not its

own." Xow, principles are hinted at here which, if

followed out, would land us in a materialism, deeper,

darker, more hopeless than our fathers ever heard of.

These, moreover, are set forth in quarters more in-

fluential on British thought than almost any others

;

and we venture to say, that in a few years the views

now noticed will have called forth kindly echoes from a

numerous class, who, unable to indulge in such specu-

lations for themselves, will gladly welcome them as

seeming to put God farther away, than from their point

of view, he now seems to be.

Besides, statements like these coming from such

quarters are fairly in the teeth of all those inductions,

on a scientific basis, touching the order of nature, the

adjustments of creation, the adaptations between means

and ends, and the evidences of different aspects of plan

in the organic kingdoms, to which the student of

natural theology has ever loved to turn, and of which

he has made so much use. They must thus be looked

in the face closely, and, if possible, removed out of the

way.

Let us put, as strongly as possible, the present

state of the question. When, many years ago. Sir

Charles Lyell brought his great abilities to illustrate

what is known, in geology, as the theory of the con-

tinuous and quiet action of natural law, one of the

strongest arguments against it was the repeated evi-

dences of breaks in the geologic series of rocks, con-

nected with the introduction of new forms of animal

life and of vegetation. Is there not, it was argued, a

very strong presumption that these breaks in the sue-
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cession of life were contemporaneous with breaks in the

superi30sition of rocks ? Lamarck's theory of develop-

ment did not afford a good standing ground on which
to meet this, because while the transition from one well-

worked group of strata to another could be detected, no
such links in the so-called "chain of being" could be
found. Accordingly, Sir Charles Lyell did more than
perhaps any other British worker in science to cast ridi-

cule on, to damage, if not to destroy, the Lamarckian
hypothesis. He saw clearly that the loss of so many of

the highest forms of animal life and of vegetation, with

which as a geologist he was familiar, was wholly

against this theory. But when Mr. Darwin came
forward with his apparently formidable array of alleged

facts, all held to bear witness to the destruction of num-
berless forms by forces which had ever worked as

quietly as the natural laws of his geologic hj^pothesis,

Sir Charles could not help stretching out a ready hand
of welcome. This was just what his theory needed.

Thus Mr. Darwin's theory as to the Origin of Species,

fitted exactly into Sir Charles Lyell's theory touching

the uniform action of natural law in geologic periods of

the earth's history. In both cases, if a Creator was
acknowledged at all, he was pushed so far out of sight,

he was thrust so far away from his own works, he
was banished into such a remote corner of his own
dominions, that neither his presence nor his power were
much thought of. His being was not denied or called

in question. That he might be, was indeed accorded.

What he might be, what he has been, what he is,

were questions in which the theorists were as little

interested as the unlettered peasant is in Newton's
" Principia," or in the latest treatise on the differential
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calculus. Yet there is no denying, tliat even the sense

of the presence of a personal God in the world, the

dim and shadowy, though remote indications of the

Creator, exercised a disturbing influence. Could there

not be creation by law, as well as manifestation by
law ? Could not the ever-working forces be dissociated

from a personal will, and be found to act in virtue of

inherent vital power ? To the illustration of an hypo-
thesis which implies all this, and much which lies

deeper down in the dark ignorance of the real and the

true, the author now in view has given himself. The
theory of inorganic force, of latent vitality in matter,

is the only other element which that of Sir Charles

Lyell needed. It may now be held to have received the

coping-stone. Thus, inorganic force having been made
an originating, a creating power, the physical history

of the globe becomes only one great commentary on its

constant working, and the whole world of animals and
plants are regarded as simply the products of a mind-
less influence. Thus, again, "the black finger" in

Richter's dream ''points, and the dead seek to see by it."

In looking somewhat more closely at these views, it

will at once be seen how vague and uncertain some of the

statements are, and yet how skilfully they have been

framed. We are, indeed, far from averring that their

author was under the power of any long-cherished dislike

of truths most generally believed by men. The words,

however, bear the construction now j^ut on them.

The old belief that the organs of plants were only

the channels through which vital force acted, and not

the force itself, is here said to be wrong. The force

and the organism are one and the same. Both have

been derived from the sun. You might, with far more
proprietj^, say that the iron of the steam-engine is
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identical witli tlie steam wliicli works on it and hj it,

or that tlie houses in which we dwell differ in nothing

but arrangement from the minds of those inhabiting

them. Indeed, matters are carried thus far, for it is

suggested that every mind may liave precisely the same

nature as the body in which it is lodged, and which it

was previously held only to animate.

'No wonder that such views should have led to dis-

quietude. " Philosophers of the present daj^," we are

told, " declare that they ultimately arrive at a single

source of power, from which all vital energy is derived,

and the disquieting circumstance is, that this source is

not the direct fiat of a supernatural agent, but a reser-

voir of what must be regarded as inorganic force."

Disquietude thus arises among those who had been in

the habit of tracing all to a supernatural source— to a

Creator, to God. But take this on the writer's own
ground. You say that the sun is the source of vital force.

We have a history which takes us back over thousands of

years, yet it records to us no fruits of the sun's creative

energ}^, but innumerable proofs that the sun is used

in supporting organisms already in existence. During

these thousands of years no new path has been struck

out, no new forms realised, no hints even that the sun is

about to add to the variety of its works, and introduce

a race which shall be more ready to receive this kind of

speculation as if it were science, than the truth-seekers

of the present generation are. But, suj^pose we should

push the question further. The sun is a source of power

—Is the power eternal ? If not, whence came it ? It

underlies phenomena, and we trace these to its work-

ing ; but the question still arises, Whence came it ? Are

we answered when we are told that " solar light and

heat can be produced by the impact of dead matter " ?
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"WTience the matter wliich, in different masses, shall

meet in sucli terrible collision as to educe a world of

light and heat ? But '' the sun acts as a radiant body,

from which issues, in the form of minute waves, a

power whose functions have but recently been fully ap-

prehended. These waves, impinging on the optic nerve,

produce light, and impinging on the other nerves pro-

duce heat." Was there ever such an artificer ? He first

makes the nerves, and then he produces heat and light

by his waves ''impinging on the nerves." And yet ''there

is no creative energy in the animal and vegetable." If

by this oracular statement it is meant, that neither the

animal nor the vegetable have power to create, we all

knew that before ; but if it be meant that they have not

been created, then how came they to be ?

But it is generally supposed that the earth once

belonged to the sun, from which it was detached in a

molten condition. Hence arises the question—"Did

that incandescent world contain, latent within itself,

the elements of life ? " If the life was latent in the

earth, it must have been so in the sun ; but that life is

only a fruit of inorganic force. Here, according to this

philosophy, we meet with one eternal entity, inorganic

force. But enough on these points. It is, surely, not

necessary to point out how very little weight is to be

attached to the query in regard to man's spiritual nature,

his intellect and will—"Are they capable of being

developed by evolution from incandescent matter?"

III. The views thus submitted to us, with such a

show of freshness, have not even the dubious merit of

certain being original. In referring to this, w^e shall

notice speculations of great beauty mixed up with them

by other authors. If we consult Eitter's " Gcschichte
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der Philosophic,''^ or Lewes's ''Biographical History

of Pliilosojjliy/' we sliall find a good summary of

tlie j^hilosopliy of tlie ancient physicists. On the

threshold we meet a statement of the doctrine of

Thales (b.c. 636)— '' Seeing aromid him constant trans-

formations,—birth and death, change of shape, of size,

and of mode of existence—he could not regard these

variable states of existence as existence itself. He
therefore asked himself the question, What is that

invariable existence of which there are variable states ?

In a word, What is the beginning of things ? He looked

around him, and the result of his meditation was the

conviction that Moisture was the Beginning.^' "He
found moisture everywhere. All things he found

nourished by moisture ; warmth itself he declared to

proceed from moisture ; moisture the seed of all things."

Here was the deification of water. This element was

soon seen to be equal to all things. Water condensed

became solid, and was supposed to be met with in this

condition in the rock crystal. The decay of this, under

the influence of surrounding moisture, becomes earth.

Thus he could, from his point of vicAV, name facts in

proof as strong as those of the theorist to whom we have

referred. He clearly got hold of the idea which is here

made so much of, that nature should be able to explain

the alleged mystery of its own existence.

Then came Anaximenes (b.c. 548). " Water was not

to him the most significant element. He felt within

him a something which moved him, he knew not why
;

something higher than himself; invisible, but ever-

present. This he called life. His life he believed to

be air.'^ The air was thus the beginning of things.

*' He looked aroimd him, and thought his conjecture
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confirmed. Tlie air seemed miiversal ; tlie eartli was as

a broad leaf resting upon it. All tilings were produced

from it; all things were resolved into it." ''Air

breathed and expired seemed the very stream of life,

holding together all the heterogeneous substances of

which the body is composed, giving them not only

unity, but force, vitality."

Here we have the very ring of the words used by the

modern physicist. After Anaximenes came Diogenes

of ApoUonia (b.c. 460). "Adopting the tenet of

Anaximenes, he gave a wider and a deeper signification

to it by attaching himself more to its analogy with the

soul. Struck with the force of this analogy, he was led

to push the conclusion to its ultimate limits." " What
constitutes air the origin of things ? Clearly it is vital

force. The air is a soul ; therefore it is living and

intelligent. But this force or intelligence is a higher

thing than the air tlirough which it manifests itself

;

it must consequently be prior in point of time ; it must

be the
«/>X'''

philosophers have sought. The universe is

a living being spontaneously evolving itself, deriving

its transparencies from its own vitality." The stars

were regarded by him as the respiratory organs of the

world. All creation, and all material action were but

respiration and exhalation.

This will show that the views to which our attention

have been called are not original. They were expounded,

and attracted a listening company more than two

thousand years ago. Nor can we withhold our sym-

pathy from these men

—

" Yearning in desire

To follow knowledge, like a sinking star,

Eeyond the utmost Lound of human thought."
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They could do nothing but grope after the Author of

all, striving in suffering, and under the burden of weari-

ness, to attain unto the knowledge of Him or It ; felt

to be above and beyond them. Anxious to break through
the mystery which enveloped them, but with like suc-

cess, as the child who tries to grapple with the darkness,

what wonder if their highest attainments should now
provoke a smile, and their profoundest theorising seem
but as foam floating on the deep waters of modern
Christianised thought ? But to be taken back to their

point of view by a leader—a leader, even, of most
varied accomplishments—is sometliing like an insult

thrown in the face of those who love truth, and know
that all truth is associated with the person of Him who
is "the true God and eternal life.''

If the author of this h}^othesis has borrowed from
the ancients, and said nothing about it, he has been
even more indebted to some moderns, without acknow-
ledging that the beauty which he has so blurred by
putting it in false, coloured lights, is not of his own dis-

covery, nor of his setting. Such as are acquainted with
the singularly attractive letters of Liebig on Chemistry
will see the justice and fairness of this statement. In
another work, much less known, the phenomena of air

and of light are set even more beautifully before us.

I mean "The Chemical and Physiological Balance,"
by MM. Dumas and Bousingault (1844). An extract

from this little work will show on what borrowed
bases original (?) speculations often rest. Having
described those remarkable interactions, that constant
interplay of influence and relations between the
atmosphere, the plant, and the animal, to which we
have already referred, they say, "Thus is the mys-
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terious cycle of organic life upon the surface of the

globe completed and maintained. The air contains or

engenders the oxydized substances required—carbonic

acid, water, nitric acid, andammonia. Vegetables—true-

reducing a2:»paratus—seize upon the radicles of these,

carbon, hj^drogen, azote, ammonium, and with them

they fashion all the variety of organic and organisable

matters, which they supply to animals. Animals, again,

true apparatus of combustion, reproduce from them

carbonic acid, water, oxide of ammonium, and azotic or

nitric acid, which return to the air to reproduce the

same phenomena to the end of time. And if to this

picture, already so striking by its simplicity and gran-

deur, we add the indubitable part performed by the

solar light, which is alone possessed of power to bring

into play this immense, this unparalleled apparatus

constitutedby the visible kingdom in which the oxydized

products of the atmosphere are subjected to reduction,

it is impossible not to be struck with the import of

these words of Lavoisier :
' Organisation, sensation,

voluntary motion, life, only exist on the surface of the

earth, and in places exposed to the light.' It might,

indeed, be said that the fable of Prometheus was the

expression of a philosophical truth which had not

escaped the penetration of the ancients. Without light,

nature were mthout life, and without a soid. A bene-

ficent God, in shedding light over creation, strewed the

surface of the earth with organisation, with sensation,

with thought." Who can doubt that this is the very

view of our theorist, set before us with more beauty, and

2^las the acknowledgment of a personal, beneficent God !

There is the greater need for our being well informed

on such topics as those now referred to, because of the

great and increasingly prevalent confusion of thought
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in regard to tliem ; and all tlie more so, that they have

come to influence not the physicists only, but the

naturalists also. A short time ago Professor Huxley
published a volume on the " Elements of Comparative

Anatomy," in which this statement occurs when charac-

terising a very low form of life—the Gregariua, met

with as parasitic in the intestinal canal of the common
earth-worm :

—" It seems difficult to imagine a state of

organisation lower than that of Grcgarinida, and yet

many of the Rliizopoda are still simpler. Nor is there

any group of the animal kingdom which more ad-

mirably illustrates a very well-founded doctrine, that

life is the cause and not the consequence of organisa-

tion." The remark is, when regarded by itself, per-

fectly true ; but, when taken in the light of a previous

statement, its edge is at once blunted, its point broken

off. *' It is possible and conceivable," he says, " that

every animal should have been constructed on a plan of

its own, having no resemblance whatever to the plan

of any other animal. For any reason we can discover

to the contrary, tltat comhination of naturalforces which

we term life might have resulted from, or been mani-

fested by a series of infinitely diverse structures."

" That combination of natural forces which we call life."

Organisation, then, results from a combination ofnatural

forces—is caused by it—is the fruit of its working

—

for it is life. What the forces are, and what the mode
of combination—whether under law or by haphazard

—

we are left to guess.

Before leaving this subject, let us call to mind the

singularly beautiful use which Jeremy Tajdor'has made
of those views of the ministry of the heavens, which

were floating in the minds of the thoughtful in his day,

and on which recent science has shed so much light.
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His words will lead us back again to the point of

view characteristic of our present inquiries, which

the sharp and somewhat angular utterances of the

controversial spirit so often unavoidably disturb.

" To sum lip all," he says, in his sermon on " The

Christian's Conquest over the Body of Sin," " every

good man is a new creature, and Christianity is not so

much a Divine institution as a Divine frame and

temper of spirit, which, if we heartily pray for and

endeavour to obtain, we shall find it as hard and uneasy

to sin against God as we now think it impossible to

abstain from our most pleasing sins. For as it is in

the spermatic virtue of the heavens, which diffuses itself

universally on all sublunary bodies, and subtilely insi-

nuating itself into the most dull and inactive element,

produces gold and pearls, life and motion, and brisk

activities in all things that can receive the influence

and heavenly blessing, so it is in the Holy Spirit of

God, and the word of God, and the grace of God, which

St. John calls 'the seed ofGod ;' it is a law of righteous-

ness, and it is a law of the spirit of life, and changes

nature into grace, and dulness into zeal, and fear into

love, and sinful habits into innocence, and passes from

grace to grace, till we arrive at the full measure of the

stature of Christ, and into the perfect liberty of the

sons of God." Yes ! this is the highest use to which

any of us can turn our knowledge of the ministry of

the heavens, and our acquaintance with its fruits be-

held in the phenomena of nature. Thus shall we be

led into His presence whom it is our highest privilege

to know in order to love, and to love in order to serve.

This reference to the ''spermatic virtue'' of the

heavens, to illustrate the prevailing and ever-acting
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yirtue of the seed of God, is very beautiful. It is, how-

ever, as true as it is beautiful An illustration of its

truthfulness, which the eloquent preacher had not in his

view, will now occur to most. It is in the line of our

present remarks, and may be glanced at in passing.

We refer to Psalm xix. When we appeal to the

ministry of the heavens as a ministry of blessing and

life to living beings, let us ever hasten to set this in its

highest relations—even in those in which the Creator

himself has set it. Whilst men turn their faces to the

sun, with feelings akin to the early disciples of Zoroaster,

and their backs on Him who set the sun in the heavens,

let us show that his children have ever been ready

to acknowledge, that in no other part of cosmical

arrangement is the glory of the Creator brighter. If

the doctrine of latent light and heat is sought to be es-

tablished by the aid of modern physical hypotheses,

now so loudly vaunted, let us not fail to suggest

(without accrediting the Hebrew sage with a knowledge

of facts which is peculiar to recent science) that He
who has covered himself with light as with a robe, and

who dwells in it as in a temple, so guided the devout

meditations of his servants, that they should ever

answer to advancing knowledge.

" The heavens declare the glory of God

;

And the firmament showeth his handy work.

Day unto day uttereth speech,

Night unto night showeth knowledge."

^Yhat force ! what significance in the very language !

" Uttereth "—literally, maketh to gush forth as waters

from a pent-up spring. He who had dwelt from ever-

lasting: in his own ineffable bliss, uncreated, inde-

pendent, eternally glorious, calls the world into

H
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existence, sets his throne on the riches of his own

universe, and from the heart of time—day and night

—out gushes the deep, though inarticulate testimony to

the glory of its Creator ! You stand before one of those

great pictures, in whose unfading colours genius has

told some world-famous historic tale. The grouping of the

figures, their colouring, the delicate handling of the least

details strike you at once, and you pay well-deserved

homage to him whose mind conceived, and whose

cunning hand realised the whole. " Speech '' were

useless; "voice" would but mar the enjoyment. The

greatness of the painter bursts forth in every part.

And this is the highest testimony to the genius of the

artist. Such is the testimony uttered by God's works

to God. '' There is no speech nor language. Their

voice is not heard "—but their testimony is all the more

powerful on this account.

"Their sound is gone through all the earth,

And their signs to the end of the world."

I say " sound " and " signs," for such is the true

rendering. In the one case reference is made to a

musical instrument ; we have this music without words,

a hjmm from the heart of creation in praise of its

Creator. And, in the other case, to a sign indicative ot

the glory of him to whom it points. " In Reason's ear

they all rejoice." If we stand amidst creation as

worshippers we shall be able to hear with the heait

what " day says to day " of this glory, and what '' night

says to night."

But whence this testimony from the heavens ? It is

because God has set the sun in them. And, thus set,

he is looked to as the source of " light and heat."

*' Light," or manifestation, "heat," or influence, being
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the terms expressive of tlie twofold ministry. Circling

in the heavens, all men see his brightness—streaming

down on the earth, every living thing acknowledges his

power. See the results useful in the highest degree !

" He gives us fruitful seasons, filling our hearts with

gladness.'' But David had jet another end in

view in this reference— an end which, in true keep-

ing wdth the thought throughout, is only hinted

at here, but is plainly stated by David's Lord—" That

ye may be the children of your Father which is in

heaven ; for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and

on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the

unjust."

Here then is the point—the formal exegesis of the

symbols among which he has been walking. What the

sun is in the natural, that the word of Grod, the revelation

of God, is in the moral world. " Light," in opening to

us the knowledge of the Father ;
" heat," in influencing

our whole spiritual nature—yea, in so pervading it and

assimilating it to its own nature, that the very

judgments of God themselves were " more to be

desired than gold, and sweeter than honey from

the comb." What more can be sought for but a sense

of dependence ? This is given, and shows itself in the

cry of prayer, ''Cleanse Thou me from secret faults."

" Thy pervading, penetrating, sunlike light shows me
the sins that lie far out of sight, or suggests that

they are present ; thy powerfully influential heat

goes into my heart of hearts, and hastens to make
me find my all in Thee, Lord, my strength and my
Redeemer." Is not the ministry of the heavens worth

noting, then?

Now the immediate agent in this ministry, is just that
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liglit, to whicli, some, going back to the point of view

of primitive theism when it began to fall from its high

position and to ascribe divinity to the works of God, are

at present bent on making equal to the production of

all vitality, and consequently of all thought and all will.

It would then mar the completeness of our review were

we not to linger for a few minutes around this subject,

and try to ascertain what the scriptural views of

it are. This investigation may perhaps open up to us

aspects of the question even more interesting than

those already referred to; as honouring to God and as

worthy of those who wait on him as the others are dis-

honouring to God and unworthy of man himself.

As in other cases, so here, the key-verse to the

understanding of many verses, more or less closely

related, is to be found in the latest-written books of

Scripture. We take James i. 17, as our starting point,

where God is said to be irarpuQ tCov (pwrcov—" the father

of lights." Going back more than 700 years in the

history of the church, we meet with an exj)ression

which sets this before us in another aspect. "I am
the light," literally, "1 forming the light," ^'I

Jehovah." It is an unceasing manifestation of his

power—power first shown in the original calling forth

of light. God said, " Let there be light, and there was

light." Here, once more, the phj^sicist hastens to ex-

plain phenomena, and urges a cosmical theory to illus-

trate the origin of light, and the origin of worlds formed

from the light. Thus we have the rotating fire-mist of

irregular densit}^ supposed by La Place to be the begin-

ning of all the worlds in our system. " In condensing

by cold, this leaves, in the plane of the equator, zones of

\apour which must have commenced circulatino- round
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tliG sun, the central point, in the form of concentric rings

like those of Saturn. These ultimately break, and the

separate portions continue in the same orbit :

^'—and

thus and thus, world on world. It has already been

stated, that there can be no objection to this theory,

if it be acknoAvledged that a divine and omnipotent

One called the mist into existence, and who, having

given it this law, watched over the development of the

worlds up to this present order of things. It would

satisfy even a highly poetical imagination to find that

this world, and the solar system as a whole, had origin-

ated in a spark struck off from that *' light inaccessible'^

in which "the Father* of lights " dwells.

But we tread on safer ground in gathering up the

Biblical references to this element. Safer, yet not less

beautiful. Created light keeps its place in the world,

either latent, as in ten thousand kinds of matter, if

not in all, serving highest ends in the great system of

creation, or forming the glorious atmosphere of the

sun itself, from which it streams to the earth for

highest ends—ends, too, which even a professed atheist

could not help admiring. " Look," says SheUcy

—

" Look at yonder earth

:

The golden harvests spring ; the unfailing sun

Sheds light and life ; the fruits, the flowers, the trees,

Arise in due succession ; all things speak

Peace, harmony, and love."

It remained that one should be created who could

enjoy the light, thus shed into and over all things by

the Source and Lord of all. '' God created man." " The

seeing eye the Lord hath made" (Proverbs xx. 12).

" The light of the body is the eye" (Matt. vi. 22). And
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man lias entered into the Divine purpose

—

" Truly the

light is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for the eyes to

behold the sim" (Eccles. xi. 7). Its moral bearings now
begin to aj^pear :

" The light of the eyes rejoiceth the

heart " (Prov. xv. 30). JSTow we need only fall back on

the testimony of science to the wonders of Divine me-

chanism in the eye thus prepared for the light, to feel

that God so formed it that man might rise into sympa-

thy with Him, ''the Father of light." "God saw

the light that it was good," is the word expressing

the Divine estimate of it. '' Truly light is sweet," is

the word which testifies that in this the Christian man
has risen to his privileges, and regards the light as

God did.

But having reached this point in regarding light as

God's creature, we now come to the brink of yet higher

bearings,—bearings suggestive of most beautiful, and

yet most weighty analogies. And first, notice how
man is again brought up to the Creator's point

of view. One of his inspired servants is led in the

spirit out into the wide field of nature. He observes

and records his observations of the phenomena of

clouds, and winds, and rain, of calm and storm in air

and ocean, of the lightning's flash and of the rolling

thunder, of mountain and valley, of river and spring,

of the grass for cattle, of the herb for man, of corn and

wine, of beast and bird, and of innumerable creeping

things. After all this he returns to meditate on the

treasures which the seeing eye had brought home to

the enlightened mind and heart. He had gained the

true standing ground ; he had reached the true point of

view ; and in the face of all he had seen, his heart was

touched, and thus rose up his hymn :

—
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" Bless the Lord, my soul.

O Lord my God, thou art very great

;

Thou art clothed with honoiu- and majesty.

Who covercst thyself with light as with a garment."

Tlie observation of tlie same plicnomena by those wlio

had no true knowledge of God, and thus knew not of

that victory over themselves which is above nature,

and which helps us to take nature into the presence

of God, degraded the light by offering worship to the

host of heaven, a homage which was the first gross

idolatry into which men fell. Degrading as this was,

it was not, however, far less so than '' the changing of

the glory of God into an image made like to corrupt-

ible man, and to birds, and four-footed beasts, and

creeping things."

*'Thou coverest thyself with light as with a gar-

ment." Jehovah accepted the testimony, and in doing

so invited to yet closer application of these figures.

" God is light, and in him is no darkness at all," says

St. John, that he might make to us all this appeal,—"If

we say that we have fellowship with him, and walk in

darkness, we lie, and do not the truth." Truth-doing

is walking in the light. But how are we with our

darkness thus to walk ? The answer was ready—" The

blood of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanseth us from all

sin;" "us," truth-doers who walk in the light. What
light ? " God is light." " He is the Father of lights."

He is the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is

"the Sun of Righteousness," "the Light of the

World," "the true Light." And all brought to him

can say, " The Lord is my light and salvation," or

can pray, " Lord, lift up the light of thy countenance

upon me." Thus we get back again to the nineteenth
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Psalm. The tabernacle for tlie sun, which he set in

the heayens, sujiplies the typical analogy of another

which is hinted at in the opening of John's Gospel,

o Aoyoc (Taps iy^i'^ro Km laK^vwa^v iv r]f.iiv

^' tabernacled among ns," in that visible firmament

through which the angel was seen flying, having *' the

everlasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell on

the earth."

In this line of remark, this attempt to trace these

analogies, we are not pushing the words of Scripture

bej^ond their true scope ; we are not applying to them

barren principles of accommodation. We see that the

Spirit of God himself applies the words in such ways

as warrant our views. We can hardly have failed to

notice, at how many points numerous facts of science

connected with light are suggestive of the very same

thoughts as those pointed to by Biblical writers. We can

hardly have failed to see, that every reference to light

associates it immediately with Him who is the " Father

of lights,"—the great Creator. And in this language

we have a strong protest against all theories of latent

light and heat as the possible source of vitality, which

regard it as '' not the direct fiat of a supernatural

agent, but a reservoir of what must be regarded as

inorganic force."

But this subject claims attention from yet another

point of view. Advancing science is every day mid-

tiplying the number of analogies between the state-

ments of the Bible and the phenomena of nature.

Many very recent, but deep and difficult researclies

into the nature of the spectrum, both of the solar

and the electric light, illustrate very fully how im-

portant is the service which science may render to >^crij)-
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ture, by shedding- new and unlooked-for meaning on

many passages with which we have long been familiar.

If we transmit a ray of light through a triangular

prism, it is decomposed in passing, and instead of

one whitish streak, we see its seven colours—violet,

indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, red. This is

named the " luminous spectrum." " We are so accus-

tomed to associate the word rm/ with the idea of

light, that the term dark, or invisible, or obscui-e rays,

stimulates the imagination by its strangeness. And

such is more particularly the case when we are told

that the major portion of the radiation of the sun itself

is of this invisible character. This great discovery was

annoimced sixty-five years ago by Sir William Herschel.

Permitting a sun-beam to pass through a glass prism,

he formed a coloured spectrum of solar light ; and,

carrying a small thermometer through its various

colours, he determined their heating power. He found

this power to augment gradually from the violet to the

red ; but he also found, to his surprise, that the calorific

action did not terminate where the visible spectrum

ended. Placing his thermometer in the dark space

beyond the red, he found the heating power there to be

greater than in any part of the visible spectrum. Sir

William Herschel concluded from his experiments that

besides those rays which, acting separately upon the

retina, produce the sensation of colour, and the sum of

which constitutes our ordinar}^ sunshine, a vast outflow

of perfectly invisible rays proceeds from the sun ;
and

that, measured by their heating power, the strength or

energy of these invisible rays is greater than that

of all the visible rays taken together. This result

was questioned by some, and confirmed by others
;
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but tlie correctness of Sir William Herscliers announce-

ment was soon completely established. Forty years

after the discovery of those invisible rays by bis

father, Sir John Herschel made them the subject of

exj)eriment. He made an arrangement which enabled

him to estimate the heating power of the spectrum by

its drpng power. Wetting by a wash of alcohol, paper

blackened on one side, he cast his spectrum on this

paper, and observed the chasing away of the moisture

by the heat of the rays. His drying paper presented

to him a tliermograph of the spectrum, and showed the

heating power to extend far beyond the red.

''By the introduction of the thermo-electric pile,

Melloni created a new epoch in researches on radiant

heat. This instrument enables us to examine, with a

precision unattainable with ordinary thermometers, the

distribution of heat in the solar spectrum. Melloni him-

self devoted some time to this subject. He had made

the discovery that various substances, in the highest

degree transparent to light, were eminently opaque to

those invisible heat-rays. Pure water, for example, is

a body of this kind. Only one substance did Melloni

find to be equally pervious to the visible and the invisible

rays, namely, transparent rock-salt. As in the case of

the solar spectrum, the heat was found to augment from

the violet to the red, while in the dark space beyond

the red it rose to a maximum. The position of the

maximum was about as distant from the extreme red in

the one direction, as the green of the spectrum in the

opposite one.

" Abandoning prisms of glass, which had been always

employed previously, Melloni made use of a prism of

rock-salt in his experiments on the solar spectrum. He
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was thus enabled to prove that the ultra-red rays dis-

covered by Sir William Herschel formed an invisible

spectrum at least as long as the visible one. He also

found the position of maximum radiant power to lie as

far on one side the red as the green light of the spec-

trum on the other.

" Dr. Franz, of Berlin, subsequently examined the

distribution of heat in the solar spectrum, employing

for this purpose a flint-glass prism. He showed that

the inaction of the ultra-red rays upon the retina did

not arise from the absorption of those rays in the

humours of the eye ; at all events he proved that a

sensible portion of the invisible rays was transmitted

across the eyeball of an ox, and reached the back of the

eye. Professor Miiller, of Freiburg, afterwards examined

very fully the heat of the solar spectrum ; and repre-

senting, as Sir William Herschel also had approximately

done, by lines of various lengths the thermal intensity

at various points, he drew a curve which expressed the

calorific action of the entire spectrum.

''At various intervals during the last ten years Pro-

fessor Tyndall has occupied himself with the invisible

radiation of the electric light ; and to the distribution

of heat in its spectrum he directed attention in a dis-

course given on the evening of Friday, the 20th of

January, 1865, at the Hoyal Institution. The instru-

ments made use of were the electric lamp of Duboscq

and the linear thermo-electric pile of Melloni. The

spectrum was formed by means of lenses and prisms of

pure rock-salt. It was equal in width to the length of

the row of elements forming the pile, and the latter

being caused to pass through its various colours in suc-

cession, and also to search the space right and left of
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the visible spectrum, the heat falling upon it, at every

point of its march, was determined by the deflection of

an extremely sensitive galvanometer.

" The augmentation of temperature be3^ond the red in

the spectrum of the electric light is sudden and enor-

mous. Representing the thermal intensities by lines of

proportional lengths, and erecting these lines as perpen-

diculars at the places to which they correspond, when

we pass beyond the red these perpendiculars suddenly

and greatly increase in length, reach a maximum,

and then fall somewhat more suddenly on the opposite

side of the maximum. When the ends of the perpen-

diculars are united, the curve beyond the red, represent-

ing the obscure radiation, rises in a steep and massive

peak, which quite dwarfs by its magnitude the radiation

of the Imuinous portion of the spectrum."

By a series of delicate arrangements the dark rays

have been separated from the luminous ones and experi-

mented on, and it is now established that the spectrum

is twofold—dark and light ; the dark meeting the light

division at the point of highest temperature—namely,

the edge of the red colour. From this point it rises

till it reaches a distance equal to that between the green

and the red in the spectrum.

Bearing these facts in mind, we are in circumstances

to associate certain passages of Scripture with them,

and to acknowledge that the discoveries referred to

illustrate by analogy some well-known Biblical state-

ments. *' I form the light, I create darkness," says the

Lord by his prophet (Isa. xlv. 7). Darkness is not

always, as we have been accustomed to think, the mere

absence of light. Evil is not the mere absence of good
;

sin is not the mere absence of holiness. These are
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all positive qualities. They are real. This is the

testimony of the highest science as to the nature

of darkness. But with this agrees the witness of

the word of God—*'I create darkness." From this

point of view, the challenge of Jehovah seems grand

indeed—" Where is the way where light dwelleth? and

as for darkness, where is the place thereof, that thou

shouldest take it to the bound thereof, and that thou

shouldest know the paths to the house thereof?" (Job

xxxviii. 19, 20).

But, perhaps, the most striking passage suggestive

of a similar meaning, is that uttered by our Lord

himself: "If the light that is in thee be darkness,

how great is that darkness " (Matt. vi. 23). Again,.

" Take heed that the light which is in thee be

not darkness" (Luke xi. 35). We now know that

there are dark rays in sunlight ; that, if we may use

the expression, there is light which is dark, and which,

when isolated from those luminous rays which temper

it and which can make it of the highest use, is both

terrible in its effects and destitute of all beauty. It has

no element in it which glorifies its Creator habitually

before men. It is darkness. But does not the Spirit

of God say to all saved by grace, " This was your condi-

tion morally—'Ye were sometimes darkness' (Ephes.

v. 8) ;
ye had left ' the paths of uprightness to walk in

the ways of darkness' (Prov. ii. 13) ;
' Take heed, there-

fore, that the light which is in thee be not darkness '
" ?

It is not indeed alleged that all this was in the mind of

Christ when he uttered these words, or that he had a

special eye to the analogy pointed to above. We do

not know, however, what was in his mind. His mind

wandered throughout all his own woi'ks, and may have
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had the points now noticed fully in view. We venture

no farther, warned by Bacon's weighty words. "There

are/' he says, "those who attempt to fly up to the

secrets of the Creator on the waxen wings of sense."

Guided by the light which in science shines brightly

out, especially for those that love God, we would enter

into his presence, but we cannot even then penetrate

the secrets of the All-knowing, the mystery of the All-

wise. " Lo, these are parts of his ways, but how little

a portion is heard of him ?
"
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CHAPTER YI.

GENERAL ADAPTATIONS.

Illustrations from the earth's surface—Influence of these on man's

moral nature—Evidences of intention—Moral hearings—Power
and phenomena— Personal will in nature—Contour of conti-

nents and progress of inhahitants—Relations hetween them

—

Illustrations—Coast-line and commerce—xVtlantic and Pacific

Oceans — The earth made for man— Development theory;

mistakes—True point of view—Progress in creation—Hugh
Miller's view of development defective—Complication of struc-

ture and zoological rank—Importance of geological study to

Christians—Natural law—" There was not a man to till the ground"
—Knowledge of Adam's immediate descendants—Physical features

of original seat of human race, and of Palestine.

I HAVE already referred to certain adaptations on a

large scale—a class of fitnesses wliicli have been, per-

haps, too mucli left out of sight, but which are highly

fruitful of suggestive materials to the student of

natural theology, who looks at them from the point

of view that the world was made for man, and that

this end was in the mind of the Creator from the

beginning. Among others, the fitness of the soil to

yield a body to man has been rapidly reviewed. Let

us now see if there be any features in the earth's sur-

face, and in the configuration of its great masses,

especially fitted for calling out, engaging, and develop-

ing the intellectual gifts and the moral qualities of

certain great families of mankind. Here we shall have
to draw illustrative matter from physical geography

—

from the geology of the surface chiefly. These subjects
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have not received tlie tlioughtful consideration they

assuredly deserve.

I. There is what may he called the final cause of

creation, on the one hand, and, on the other, the

barrenness of natural science, so long as it is separated

from the moral world, and pursued apart from those

ethical relations implied in the revelation of God

in his works. In order to discover the final cause

or purpose of creation, we are not limited to the

Scriptures. There, no doubt, it is written so clearly

that he even who runs may read. But if we deal

with any invention in mechanics, if we take a machine

of any description, examine it piece by piece, put

these in their place again, and consider it as a whole,

the first step we make to a just appreciation of it

is when we know the intention of its inventor. This

may be discovered in one of two ways. It may either

be broadly announced by the mechanist himself, or

it may be inferred after a close study of the various

parts of the machine. The latter is the most in-

teresting method, because it never fails to set us in

close sympathy with the inventor, while it brings into

lively exercise a class of powers having a strong re-

semblance to, if not identical with, those which led to

the invention. AYhat is gained here ? Much more

than an intimate acquaintance with the thing itself.

There is some knowledge of the mind of the inventor

himself. One moral nature is brought into close rela-

tion with another. Then we become acquainted with

its bearing upon other inventions, with its influence

on the social life and industrial arts of a nation, and,

in some measure, with a highly complicated moral

world, which these deeply affect at mixny points, and
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lightly touch at many more. The invention by itself,

separated from the thought of its author, would not

interest us much. It could not ; for all the points

which truly touch one man are the points which stand

more or less closely related to the moral nature of other

men. If objects are to influence, we must ever have

persons in view. The inventor cannot stand alone.

JN^o more can his invention. The attempt to make any-

thing stand by itself and for itself, to isolate it and

confine to it the aim and end of its own existence,

would be to attempt the destruction of moral relations

in physical phenomena. But the union between these

has existed from the beginning, and will continue

to exist. Thus if we leave ethical considerations out

of view in our study of creation, we signally fail to

study it aright.

We have already seen that the soil was created for

the vegetable, the vegetable for the animal, the animal

for man, who is himself animal, jjIus spirit—mortal and

immortal—the link which lifts nature into the very

highest ethical relations ; for by him that which is

purely physical, purely material, is brought into the

presence of God. The natural is associated with the

supernatural, and God is seen, acknowledged, and loved

as the author and maker of his own world. Man is the

link here, and without man nature would thus have

fallen far short of its design. Nature is bound together

in every part—the organic with the inorganic, mole-

cules with molecules, equally in the body of the earth

and in the organisms which peoj^le its surface ; but a

merely physical tie says nothing about God, tells none

of the highest truths. Man, doubly endowed man, with

animal nature and reasonable soul, plants his foot on
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tlie soil, and the earth in that instant is associated with

heaven. He reads its final purpose, the end and aim of the

Creator in creation ; and his utterance, equally now with

that of the written and infallihle word, is that this pur-

pose, end, and aim is the glory of God. His testimony

becomes a psalm in honour of his Maker. Thus again,

" The heavens declare the glory of God ; and the firma-

ment showeth his handiwork. Day unto day uttereth

speech, and night unto night showeth knowledge.

There is no speech nor language, where their A^oice is

not heard. Their line is gone out through all the earth,

and their words to the end of the world."

This prominence is given to the relational and moral

bearings of such considerations, without any formal

attempt to analyse the nature of the various steps by

which they are reached. It is, however, worth while

to linger here for a moment, and to mark carefidly and

distinctly these steps. Assuming that power lies be-

hind phenomena, and that effects imply an imderlying

and ever-working causal influence, we can test such

assumptions from various points of view. Beginning

with that knowledge of ourselves which is obtained by

direct and immediate introspection, we rise to the know-

ledge of intelligent beings beyond om^selves. The con-

necting link, the step from fundamental self-knowledge

to the knowledge of others or of another—being found

in our studies day by day, the process implied here

is both easy and interesting. I become conscious of a

power to will, to think, to love ; but this power, which

implies personality, would be hid from all but myself

were it not for its manifestations. Will leads to

action ; thought, to the emplojTnent of certain means

to definite ends ; and emotion, feeling, affection, sur-
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round endeavour with a moral atmospliere. In my
intercourse with men I see fruits of working wiU,
active intelligence, and influential love, similar to those

of which my knowledge of myself has made me con-

scious—a knowledge of whose reality I am so fully

persuaded, that^ I should resent as an insult every
attempt to cast doubt on its being true and funda-

mental. In this discovery, then, I at once conclude that

those fruits spring from the action of powers similar

to my own—from a person who wills, thinks, and loves.

But, in my scientific studies of Nature I meet with
thousands of illustrations in the same direction. And I

conclude—I cannot help concluding—that these, too,

are the fruits of active will, of reason, of love—in a

word, of a person in whom all these reside.

But the inquirer does not stop here. He is not satis-

fied with the induction which a multitude of facts war-
rants and makes sure, that a living agent is the source

of the power which lies behind the phenomena ; he seeks

after Him if haply he might find him. Thus, natural

theology becomes more in wise hands than a defensive

armour—its whole tendency is to allure towards Grod.

.

In the evidences of plan, of design, and in the varied

adaptations and adjustments of organic and inorganic

nature, Kght is shed on His person and presence. In
the revelation which he has given of himself in the
Bible he is clearly seen, and we are led to love him.
But it is just here where our studies assume their highest

bearings. We trace our Heavenly Father's presence
everywhere, and we dwell on the fruits of this, that we
might be led into higher admiration, deeper reverence,

and more ardent love.

II. If, then, we isolate nature from such moral con-
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siderations, we destroy its truest and highest signi-

ficance and interest. For example, in the subject now

under notice—the great features of the earth's surface,

the configuration of its continents—we are left wholly

in the dark, as to purpose, design, adaptation, unless

we find close and intimate bearings on the work and

destinies of man. What at first sight seems so for-

tuitous as the contour of a country ? What, apparently,

so haphazard as the outlines of a continent? Yet

a glance at these from the point of view of phy-

sical geology, on the one hand, and the condition of

men associated with them, on the other, presents us

with most interesting siibjects of thought. But in

approaching these, let us take heed that we do not

push our inductions too far, and do not attempt to

base our inferences on facts which might be ques-

tioned. With this caution, however, we cannot resist

the impression, that as in the kingdom of grace God

manifests his sovereignty in the election according to

kingly and absolute will, so in the wide kingdom of men,

in the universal human family, he discovers the same

sovereignty in the habitations assigned to, in the work

required from, and in the opportunities of service given

to certain great divisions of the human race. This,

itself, apart from other considerations, is not without

use as an analogy. The subject under notice will bring

us to the illustration of these remarks. If they be true,

as we think they are, they may be suggestive of some

new points of view in the moral government of God.

Eitter, the prince of physical geographers, was the

first to call attention to tlie fact, that a most intimate

relation obtained between progress in civilisation and the

contour of continents inhabited by the leading divisions
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of tlie human race. Indeed, lie went so far as to make

tlie former wholly dependent on the latter. A glance

at the geological map of the world will illustrate this.

The southern extremities of all the continents are bold,

massive, abrupt. In America there are the rocky pre-

cipices of the last links of the Andes at Cape Horn.

In Africa, the high plateaux of the Cape of Good Hope,

and the peak of the Table Mountain. In Asia, the out-

lines of the Grhauts, terminating in the rugged rocks of

Cape Cormorin ; and, ifwe assign the rank of a continent

to Australia, there are the abrupt masses at South Cape,

A^an Diemen's Land. In these again, to the east of their

southern peaks, a large island or group of islands occurs.

America has the Falkland Islands, Africa has Mada-

gascar, Asia has Ceylon, and Australia has New Zealand.

Another characteristic feature is the tendency of the land

on the west and south-west to press towards the central

mass of the continent. In America this is seen beginning

at Cape Blanco, and obtaining its highest development

at Pisagua Bay, on the coast of Peru, the summit of

the bend being Cape St. Poque, on the opposite side

;

while the coast line up to the mouth of the Amazon

has a remarkable resemblance to the coast line of the

concave bend on the African coast from below Sierra

Leone to Fernando Po. In Africa, the bend towards

the interior is thus represented by the Gulf of Guinea.

In Asia it is marked, though less distinctly, by the

Arabian Sea, the extremity being the Gulf of Cambay.

In Australia it is seen on the south in the great Austra-

lian Bight.

If we look at the proportions of land and water, we

see that there is more land at the north than at the

south ; that it expands as you ajoproach the north, and
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narrows as you proceed to the south. This feature has

led to the grouping of the whole under two hemispheres,

the land hemisphere and the water hemisphere ;
the

former lying on the north of a circle drawn through

Peru, and passing near the Cape of Good Hope, the

latter taking in all to the south. London thus stands

near the centre of the land hemisphere.

Once more, looking at the coast line of these conti-

nents, another most important feature strikes us. Some

of the continents are marked by great irregularity, by

deep indentations, by gulfs stretching far into the land,

thus greatly extending the coast line. Asia has a

coast line of 30,800 miles, or one mile of coast to 459

square miles of surface ; Africa 14,000, or one mile to

every 623 of surface ; North America has one to every

228 ; South America, one to every 376 ;
while Europe

has one mile of coast line to every 156 miles of surface.

It will at once be seen that these indentations serve

two important ends :—1st, They break up a continent

into many independent nations, separated by the water

bovmdary at one point, but united by the land each to

each ; hence national rivalry, enterprise, patriotic endea-

vour. 2nd, They present a more ready access to foreign

and distant nations, inviting in this way all those civi-

lising influences which follow in the steps of legitimate

commerce.

Now, let us add to these phenomena of contour those

of elevation and depression, seen in the existence of

mountain ranges, plateaux, and great plains, and a series

of most deeply interesting adaptations are set before us.

In most cases, the rise of land proceeds from the coast

to the interior, where mountains reach a point of highest

elevation. The gradual character of this slope is, no
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doubt, sometimes partially interrupted, as is tlie case

in the region about the Dead Sea and the Caspian,

both of which are below the level of the ocean ;
but

this does not alter the general fact. The highest range

of land line is seldom in the centre, and the elevation

for the most part proceeds from the poles towards the

regions of the equator. What are the effects of this

seemingly trivial fact ? If the contrary were the rule,

what would be the result ? Would it not be found that

those countries whose inhabitants are most noted at

present for skill, for commercial enterprise, for all the

arts of civilised life, and for the highest development of

Christianised thought, would be frozen and uninhabi-

table—dreary fields of snow and thick-ribbed ice ?

Another point attracts attention here, namely, the

relations of the great Atlantic and Pacific depressions

to the neighbouring continents. The long slopes of

the mountain ranges run towards the Pacific, the short

slopes towards the Atlantic. The former ocean is

studded with islands, not only near the coast line of the

continents, but at a great distance from them. But

if we follow meridian 45°, which passes through

Cape Farewell, Greenland, and strikes South America

more than 100 miles to the east of the Ptio Para, we

have a line passing not very far from the centre of the

great Atlantic trough. The absence of islands here

at once strikes us. But take meridian 165° east

or west, and we find the ocean on all sides of it

studded with groups of islands. The Atlantic trough

is an immense valley, sloping on the east and west to

the shores of the neighbouring continents. The Pacific

Ocean occupies a series of deep hollows, the ridges

bounding which can be traced in the island groups.
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The depression represented by the Atlantic trough has

separated the land of the Old World from that of the

'New, and the violent volcanic action, whose traces are

seen in numerous islands of the Pacific, has resulted in

those deep indentations in the coast line, and in those

shore-clusters of islands which, as we have seen, stand

in such close relation to the progress of the race, and

to the advancement of certain great families of man.

Looking at these phenomena from our present point

of view, can we resist the impression that there has

been the working of omnipotent intelligence— the

putting forth of power on the part of Him who wields

the most mighty of natural forces for the realisation

of his will as to the world—as to man ? The form of

the surface as it now presents itself to us is the fruit of

Divine plan ; is, in a word, something which was fore-

seen before it was realised.

Thus, then, the following inferences from the pheno-

mena now reviewed are w^arranted and legitimate.

1st. Continents have been developed according to a

Divine plan ; their present form is the expression of

laws carried out thereto in the course of ages.

2nd. The earth was made for man, and was to be given

to him. Had he been introduced earlier, the grant of the

earth would have been in vain, unless on the supposi-

tion of several races having been created at the same

time, and planted in different localities. There are not

even the slightest traces of man up to the close of the

tertiaries.

3rd. This growth of continents—this development

of physical features in the enlargement of surface and

in the great variety of outlines—was associated with

palaeontological characteristics as remarkable as those
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we have referred to. There was development from lower

to higher, from the fommcnifcm of the Laurentian

rocks to the mammalia of the tertiaries, and from the

latter to the hringing in of man. We must admit this.

If then we attempt to meet the seductive materialism

of the so-called Development Theory from the old point

of view only, we will find ourselves foiled in the first

encounter with the enemy. Let me illustrate this.

It was generally thought that the palseontologic

aspects of the development theory had heen conclusively

set aside, by an appeal to the presence of very highly

organised forms in some of the oldest fossiliferous

strata. The object of this appeal, however, was the

disproof of a gradual development of any sort, as the plan

of God's revelation of himself in his works. The apolo-

gists who hastened to break a lance with " the develop-

ment men " were not contented with setting aside the

arguments of their opponents. Nothing would satisfy

them but the total annihilation of the theory which

had begun to work such havoc. The refutation was

pushed beyond its proper limits. And a great feature

of God's plan of self-manifestation came to be regarded

with such suspicion, that danger was believed to lurk in

the very word " development." It is to be feared that we

are not quite beyond this yet. Under its influence we

are apt to shut our eyes to the godlike grandeur of that

purpose and plan which, in the history of God's self-

revealing, we see gradually unfolding before us. In

opening up these general adaptations we have already

seen, that from earliest ages there has been growth,

development, a grand march of the organic and the

inorganic from little to great, from great to greater

still. Our vantage ground when called to grapple with
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tlie form of error now referred to, will be found in

the intelligent appreciation of the facts, and in the

frank acceptance of the law of development from lower

to higher. There is so much truth mixed up with the

error, that any attempt to see in it only error, is to do

idolence to the truth, and not to gain the s^anpathy of

truth-seekers, who maybe bitter, perhaps, and ignorant,

but, nevertheless, honest.

In pleading for the recognition of a theory of

development in the history of Grod's dealings with his

own earth, we are in no danger of resolving all the

phenomena of nature into one primal form, one great

life-germ, whose beginning is lost in the darkness which

stands on the threshold of the unrealised. Instead of

this, we get quit of all disturbing forces, and narrow

the ground for that personal encounter in which truth

has never yet been, and never will be, overthrown.

In opening the Scriptures, this method of the divine

government meets us at once. Take the creative days

devoted to the realisation of the organic, the living,

and what do we find ? We find a march upward ;
we

find gradual development as an outstanding feature in

the Divine procedure. First we have the vegetable,

then the living forms whose home is the water, then the

fowls of the air, then the world of land animals, then

man, animal and spirit, mortal and immortal, whose body

makes him kin to all below him, whose soul removes

him infinitely above all below him, and sets him next

to the Creator himself. In all this we have a most

suggestive analogy. As it was in these days of crea-

tion, so was it from the very dawn of life on the earth.

No student could review intelligently the present

scheme of zoolos^ical classification without feeling that.
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in dealing with tlie Infusoria^ lie is in contact with

animals much lower in the scale, taking structure as his

guide, than he meets in the Acfmozoa, or that these

latter are far inferior, say, to the Insecta, which again

are not to be compared with the class Fishes, the lowest

of the true vertebrates. In complication of structure

and associated features, the class Birds is as high above

them as that of the true mammals is above birds, or as

the genus Homo, in virtue of a higher complication

still, psychical as well as physical, mental and moral as

well as corporeal, is above the genus Simla or Gorilla.

No one can question the fact of upward progress in

these cases. It is true that each is perfect in its kind,

and that the simplest as well as the most complex bears

its own characteristic testimony to the wisdom and

goodness of the Creator. But here we have no occasion

to give weight to this fact. It is granted by all. The

value of the testimony, however, is comparative. We
may admire the wisdom, for example, which can present

us with functions analogous to those performed by true

organs of locomotion in creatures in whom they do not

exist, with the power of measuring distances where there

are no eyes, with digestion without a stomach, with

apparent muscular action where there are no muscles,

and nerve action where no trace of a nerve system has

been discovered ; but such animals can never be held

equal to those in which such functions stand closely

related to corresponding organs and are seen to depend

on them. In proportion to the measure in which the

zoological systematist succeeds in truly interpreting the

mind of God in his works, is his success in arranging

them in an order true to nature. And as far as they

are true to nature, they are seen, as we ascend, to point
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to man. All tlie lines of creative power converge

around him, wlio was made, thougli last, in " the image

and likeness" of the Creator.

^N'ow if we connect these thoughts with the views

just given of the gradual development of the material

earth, we shall see the value of the analogy. The

earth's stages were characterised by distinctive groups

of plants and animals. The marine protozoa formed

the starting point ; the higher forms in the lower groups

followed ; true vertebrates were introduced ; and, when

the earth was fitted for his habitation, man was ushered

on the scene. ^Vhile there had been prevailing types

which determined the paloeontological character of

each great epoch, there had been other types scattered

sparsely among them. When man appeared, all the

lowest, equally with the highest, were associated with

him, that he might stand out as the head to whom all

the past had pointed, and around whom all the present

creation is grouped.

We must admit, then, the fact of progress in creation

—

of gradual development of groups, of a rise from lower to

hio-her. And it is here that we can without distraction

look at, deal with, sift, and try the claims of genetic

development of individuals from other individuals lower

in life than they, and of a different type, or even of a

different species. If any man volunteers the statement

that dead matter, in virtue of some chance collocation,

or under the influence of certain fortuitous forces, rises

into life of the very lowest form at first, and gradually

attains to higher individuality, until it reaches mind-

endowed man, we need not charge him with atheism,

for of that there can be no doubt, but we may ask him

for facts. And if he try to draw us into the darkness
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by appealing to remote geologic ages, we may be quite

as able to read these oldest records as be is, and still

ask for facts. But our ground would not be safe if

we pushed any one set of well-known phenomena into

antagonism with the princi23le of progress in creation to

which we have referred.

It was here that Hugh Miller left a joint loose in

that massive armour which he wore, and his enemies

were quick to see it. Having, as in the Aderolepis*

found evidences of highty complicated structure preva-

lent in the remains discovered in pal[Eozoic strata, he

said, " Instead of progress we have a fall in the creative

type.'^ The earlier fishes and reptiles he held to have

been more highly organised—characterised by a more

complex structure than those which came alter them.

This induction he believed to be warranted, by observ-

ing that certain fishes had not only marks which gave

to them specific individuality, but features which, after-

wards, came to be realised in forms later introduced.

Now this in reality was not degradation, but the con-

trary ; not a fall from the creative type, but the setting

of that type in a still higher relation.

A simple illustration will show our meaning. The

studies and sketches of Raphael were distinguished

by specific and characteristic features which none of

the paintings founded on them possessed, while, at the

same time, they had the general features, in outline,

of the finished works themselves. But no artist would

set the study of the sketch above the highly and elabo-

rately finished work of art, on the ground merely of its

twofold suggestive character, as being its own witness

and the prophecy of the perfect picture ; and no one

* A ^gantic ganoid fish of the Old Red Sandstone.
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would be warranted in affirming that there was a fall

from excellence in the finished picture compared with

the richly suggestive sketch. This is the weak point

in Hugh Miller's otherwise magnificent argument ; this

is the feature, moreover, which his opponents have

lifted into a position of such prominence as to represent

it overshadowing all the rest. Nor can it be denied

that they have found a most assailable point, when

attention is directed to this. But no naturalist will

now point to the heterocercal ganoids of the palaeozoic

strata, as higher in the scale than the homocercal genera

later introduced, just as no observer would now claim a

higher place for the cartilaginous sturgeons, representa-

tives of the ancient ganoids, than for the osseous forms

to which the great majority of present genera belong.

In Hugh Miller's day the question was surrounded

with many difficulties, from which it is not easy to

free it even now. Almost every working naturalist

was carried away by the thought, that complication

of structure should determine the rank of the creature

in the systematic scale. Professor Owen was in his

strength, and was working with wonderful success

from this point of view—a point of view which

Agassiz was among the first to question. Nor is it

easy to hold and act upon clear and sharply defined

convictions here, because there is a large and most

important sense in which the theory under considera-

tion is true. But there is another sense, as important,

in which it is not true. Let me try to make this plain

by drawing the distinction which undoubtedly exists in

nature. Complication of structure should determine the

rank of the creature when all the parts point to generic

characteristics or to marks limited to the group in
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wlilcli the animal occurs. But wlicn complexity of

character is the result of the presence of one series of

parts helonging to the type under notice, and another

series of parts which point to some other type, the

position of the animal is, confessedly, much lower down.

l^ow this was precisely the case with the forms illus-

trated with such power and eloquence by Hugh Miller.

There were plain hints, not a few, in the structure of his

ancient ganoids of rej)tilian forms, and their modem
representatives exhibit the same. Thus the prophecy

of the coming beings waited for its interpretation : the

interpretation was met with in the bringing in of true

homocercal fishes on the one hand, and of true reptiles

on the other. The earh^ ganoids had thus strong resem-

blances to fish, and as strong to reptiles, but the pre-

sence of both in one determines that one to be lower

than the highest of the true species of either type. In

human affairs it is indicative of far higher attainments

in civilisation, when the industrial arts are practised by
the men who have been trained to them, than when
several arts are practised by the same man. Society is

much more rude where the same man is carpenter

and mason, blacksmith and village doctor, than where

these arts are distributed among men whose time and

talents are severally limited to each—where men are

either carpenters, or masons, or blacksmiths, but do not

unite in any one individual more than one art. Thus
this feature, instead of being the contradiction of

development, in the sense now pleaded for, is its

illustration. It was the prophecy that the time was ap-

proaching when the piscine features would be embodied

in the true fish, and the reptilian in the true reptile.

In tracing the self-manifestation of the Creator
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tlirougliout this upward movement, we sliould carefully

keep before us the central thought which pervades the

slow and measured march of creative energy—we mean

the ushering of man into being. As we have already

seen, this unites everywhere moral elements with phy-

sical j)henomena. Now, there are certain steps in this

progressive development, this gradual increase of

inorganic bulk, and of organic forms, at which we have

not yet glanced, but which will reward the student of

the ways and works of Jehovah for whatever time and

labour he may spend in his efforts to miderstand them

fully and clearly.

The steps are all well marked. We do not indeed

mean to say, that they are so well defined that even the

uninstructed can trace them. "While there are just so

many features of uncertainty about them as to warrant a

strong protest against hasty generalisations, there is yet

so much certainty that we are fully justified in saying,

that this epoch or that has a distinctive existence, and

is marked by physical features peculiar to itself. Doubts

may be raised as to whether Cambrian and Silurian are

words which should, if truly applied, characterise one

great group of rocks. But no doubt exists that these

words truly express one well-marked period of the

world's history whose remotest point was associated with

the so-called Cambrian rocks, its middle with the lower,

and its top with the upper Silurian. If this last seem

to merge in the Devonian series in their lowermost

members, the appearance does no more than point to the

transition from the one period to the other. Thus is it,

indeed, with each group of strata to the top of the

Permian ; and here all is clear and distinctly defined.

Even if we were constrained to give up the theory of
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well-marked boundaries between those mentioned, we
sliould discover unmistakable evidence of a well-defined

period at the close of the Permian. So that if the

series of rocks named Laurentian, Cambrian, Silurian,

Devonian, and Carboniferous, failed to illustrate the

theory of well-defined and separate epochs characteristic

of each, the whole grouped together leaves us no room

for any other conclusion. Here, then, at least, the

footprints of the Eternal are well and deeply marked

;

and they are so in order that man in the last days might

be able to trace them. If so, how blameworthy the

ignorance which refuses to enter into the Creator's

purpose, and to learn to read the marks which bear

witness to its gradual manifestation !

Thus we are not called on to give heed to geology

merely because a knowledge of its terminology and its

facts will enable us to enter into and to take an in-

telligent part in important controversies, or because no

science has such intimate bearings on national pros-

perity. These, indeed, are important ends, but to thought-

ful Christian men its chief charm has ever been found in

that light which it sheds on the ways and works of the

God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, in Him our

Father and best and heavenly Friend. When under

the power of this motive, we cannot help feeling that

this branch of natural science is opening up to us

sources of information almost kindred in impressiveness

with those of the written Word.

There is, however, abundant evidence that the Creator

did not regard these steps of creative progress, though

well marked and defined, as complete in themselves.

If studied by themselves, and not in the light which

different parts of each period throw on the whole, we
K
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slioiild ver}^ frequently fail to see any of tliose general

adaptations to whicli reference has been made. For

example, if we again insist upon the importance already

given to the assertion, that the vegetable was formed

for the animal, what could we make of the luxuriant

vegetation of the coal measures ? What was its use ?

Not certainly the support of a multitude of vegetable-

feeding mammalia, or of any kind of vegetable feeders.

No such animals existed at the time. Here we have

a flora without a fauna to feed on it. Men talk eloquent

nonsense about the adaptive power of ever-working

and evenly-working general laws, laws which deter-

mine that where the food is, there will be the animals

to eat it, laws which make no mistakes, admit of no

interruptions, but which in their action keep up the

perfect harmony between every form of being. But

liere—and I would put it as broadly as it can be put

—

here we have an order of things in no way adapted to

the period at which it appeared, for the fauna of the coal

measures was not herbiverous. And yet what a magni-

ficent argument in natural theology is deducible from

this very circumstance. The physical condition of the

earth at that period was, by a personal overruling One,

brought into existence in order to the production of a

material which was to be adapted to the circumstances

and wants of a race to be born millions of years later.

Talk, indeed, of law as equal to such an adjustment, as

equal to bring into being and to guide to fullest develop-

ment the vegetation which, in some form, was to be

stored deep down in the earth, and to adjourn for great

ages the appearance of the race who were alone to

benefit by the provision! "But it was law in the

hands of an Omnipotent and All-wise One." True, but
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why not say so at once, and not discourse of "law/'

as if it were everything. If you grant a controlling

will, that is all that we plead for. This granted, why
not regard phenomena from this higher point of view,

and accept and readily acknowledge that natural law

is nothins: more than the form throuo^h and under

which the power and wisdom of the Supreme Creator,

Ruler, and Judge, are manifested and brought into

action.

While on this point, we call attention to an expres-

sion which occurs in Gren. ii. 5 :
" There was not a man

to till the ground ;" to tiU, ahvad, to work, to make it

yield to him its treasures, to serve the ground in order

that a profitable return may be gained. This word is

applied in the first place to the preparation of the

surface soil, in order to its continued fruitfolness.

But we learn from the sacred narrative that it soon

came to have a wider import. Meanwhile, notice

that the very arrangement which has been pointed

out in regard to the vegetation of the coal measures,

has its illustration here. The present order of

things was brought about, the sun shone out in his

strength. God made the stars also ; there was day and

night. Land and water had been definitely separated.

The land was stocked with forms of land life ; the belt of

ocean was now life-teeming. The herb and tree flourished

luxuriantly. He who at former epochs had delayed the

coming, by direct creation, of him who was to be made

likest to his Creator, and to become unlikest, might at

this period also have put man's appearing far ofi*. But

this was not in the Divine purpose. The time deter-

mined from eternity had now arrived. God looked on the

results of each day, and all seemed very good. Link after
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linlc had. been formed, but now the last rivet for the last

link must be brought forth. *'A11 is good ! But there is

not a man to till the ground. There is not a man to make
all the past answer to my high behest and purpose—not

a man to lay his hand on the soil, and to rest his heart

on me, that past creations might show forth my glory.

* Let us make man.' ' And the Lord God formed

man. And man became a living soul.'
"

Now ifwe associate with this view the remarkable fact,

that the industrial, mechanical, and fine arts sprung

into full development among Adam's grandchildren,

might we not conclude, that, in their case, "to till"

implied more than to work the surface? The very

circumstance itself, that the use of coal, iron, and

lime, is implied in the arts practised by the imme-

diate descendants of Cain, ynR convince us that the

eager, restless spirits, sprung from the elder branch

of Adam's family, had truly " tilled," had made the

earth yield service to them for their service of

work on her, and again we see the adjustment

completed. The limestone had been formed in the

ancient carboniferous seas, or in the inland lakes of the

period. The ironstone had been prepared by most

complicated and elaborate processes of natural chem-

istry; and they all waited for man to take them

and apply them to the purposes for which they had

been stored up.

This line of remark may be carried still farther. "We

may take into account the present highly complicated

social relations of man, the progress of nations, the

characteristics of present civilisation, and even the work

given to the church to do, and we shall not fail to notice

very many things which associate all these with the pre-
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paration thereto in the very earliest ages of the world's

geologic history. In the church the analogies are many

and most suggestive. How could the tabernacle and the

temple have been set up, but for the material prepared

thereto, ages before, by Him of whose revelation in a

true body the tabernacle and temple spake ? The sword

which wounded the side, and the nails which pierced

the hands of Him who has become to us our hope and

joy—"the ocean to the river of our thoughts"—were

formed of that substance which the Creator intended to

serve high ends, in connexion with the social comfort of

the human race. Man perverted it, and used it against

God's dear Son—" Him ye have taken, and by wicked

hands have crucified and slain."

Returning again to the review of the topics suggested

by the geology of the surface, we notice a further infer-

ence, namely this—that there is nothing fortuitous

in the present contour of continents, in the extent

of their coast-line, or in the depths of their in-

dentations. What woidd be the effect if Europe and

Asia were deprived of their present form, by having

all their islands massed with them, their peninsulas

destroyed, and a uniform unbroken coast line assigned

to them? The answer is not far to seek. There

would be an arrest laid on every movement for which

Europe especially is now noted. Commercial enter-

prise would be almost impossible. Intellect itself

would stagnate, and the proud Caucasian might,

in no great time, become like the Mongol or the

Negro. There would be the decay of moral effort,

and of intellectual energy. Thus, again, these

seemingly fortuitous features in the surface geology

of a country come to be associated with the Divine
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forethouglit, with tlie action of a controlling Will,

yea, with the constant working of the living and

blessed God.

If we were to limit our review to any one por-

tion of the earth's surface, where great events have

happened, and whose inhabitants have been used in

bringing about the very highest ends in the moral

government of God, the same forethought would meet

us at every point. For example, it is seen in assigning

to Western Asia the honour of having been the cradle of

the human race, and especially in giving Palestine to

the Jews. As to the former, any one refusing to look at

this subject might say, if it had pleased God he might

have planted Eden in the heart of Africa, or in the

dreary wastes of New Holland. True ! But that he

did not do so, invites us to try and penetrate the cause

of his choice. The first step in this direction sets us

again in the heart of phenomena with which it is the

province of physical geology to deal. But what can be

more interesting here than to mark the varied proofs of

the prescience of God, in placing man, at first, amidst

scenes fitted both to gratify his common and familiar

tastes and habits, and to develop the highest elements

of his moral nature ? It must ever remain significant,

as to God's will in regard to work and efibrt, that

the soil of Eden, even before sin defiled the heart of the

lord of the soil, was nothing to man without work. He
was to dress the garden and to keep it. He was to till

the ground. In this mode of life were conditions

consistent with innocence. The exact locality need

not be determined. If we know the region, it is suffi-

cient for our present purpose. It seems past questioning,

that the region which had yielded a pleasant habitation
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to the first pair, was none other than that which, as a

centre, was desolated by the wild waters of the Noachian

deluge.

In glancing at it from this point of view, we are on

sure ground, because on the question of the dispersion

of the immediate descendants of Noah, historical criti-

cism has a more firm foundation than it has on that of

the site of Eden. The lines of the dispersion have been

traced with some certainty to the district pointed

to in Scripture. Its leading features were admirably

adapted, both as a resting-place and a starting-point,

and are suggestive of God's will and God's wisdom, in

connexion with the fitness at that time of the region for

the human race.

Let us here keep before us, in a general way, the more

obvious features in the physical geography of the vast

tract of country which more or less came to be associated

with early Scripture history. This history may be broken

up into three great divisions ; namely, the period from

Adam to Noah, from Noah to Abraham, and from

Abraham to Moses—the antediluvian, the patriarchal,

and, what may not inaptly be called, the embryo-nati-

onal periods. The purely Hebrew or Jewish element

in Scripture history dates rather from the mission of

Moses than from the call of Abraham. The church

during the Abrahamic period was not confined to the

household of Terah's son. Its members demanded a

much wider platform than that lying between the

range of Ararat on the east, and the Hellespont on the

west—that is, the whole of Asia Minor—wider even

than the great tract lying between the Tigris and

the Mediterranean Sea in its northern division, and

between the Persian Gulf and the Eed Sea on its
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soutliern division. The range of Ararat has some-

times been assmned as a centre, from whicli the

gradual dispersion of men, both in Adamic and IS'oachian

times, has been traced : but both climatal and in-

dustrial considerations would make the migration from

the original seat of the himian race, and from the

spot where the ark rested, tend towards the east, west,

and south, rather than to the north. The physical

features of the surrounding region would also have a

well-marked influence. To the north, they would be

met by the barriers of the Caucasus, stretching like a

mighty natural wall between the Black and the Caspian

Seas. Comparatively little progress could be made to-

wards the east without meeting the waters of the Cas-

pian, whose shores, running southwards, would guide

men gradually into the immense plateau of Iran, which,

strictly speaking, may be held to extend from the

Indus to the Nile. Between the range of Ararat and

the Caucasus on the north-west, they would meet the

shores of the Black Sea, and, following them in a south-

westerly direction, they would ultimately be led directly

west, towards the Grecian Archipelago, and, indeed,

into the whole tract of Asia Minor. The fertile valleys

of the Euphrates and Tigris, with those of their

confluents, would lead them to the south, to the east,

and to the west. The earliest historical traces of the

location of the sons of Noah are in complete harmony

with this sketch.

The region now under notice includes the whole of

those vast tracts known to us at present under the

names of their modern political divisions, as Afighan-

istan and Beloochistan, Persia, Arabia, and the Lesser

Asia, with Egypt to its western boundary on the
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Libyan Desert. In looking at its physical charac-

teristics, Ararat is taken as a starting-point. From

the two conical peaks which give their names to this

vast range, the chain of mountains which stretches

southward has the ancient Asshur on the west. The

main ridge, as it runs to the south, throws off, to the

east and to the west, a multitude of subordinate ridges.

The great mass of rocks composing this range are

igneous. To the west of this chain the great ranges

of the Taurus and Anti-Taurus mountains diverge

into Asia Minor ; the latter being broken up into two

main divisions, the northern and southern, the former

extending from the mountains of Asshur to the Medi-

terranean, and along the nothern shores as far as the

Hellespont. In its approach to the Great Sea it throws

off to the south the ranges of Lebanon and Anti-Leba-

non, which run from north to south through the whole

of Syria, having here and there ridges which meet them

at right angles. Limestone, gypsum, sandstone, and

volcanic rocks, constitute the bulk of these. Many of

their slopes are well-wooded, and in their valleys flow-

ering shrubs and herbaceous plants are met with in

great luxuriance. In addition to these great chains,

which stretch out from the snowy peaks of Ararat,

another range lies at some distance from the western

and southern shores of the Caspian, and strikes away

to the east into the northern parts of Affghanistan, in a

line more or less continuous ; here and there throwing

off diverging arms towards the south.

The river system of this great region is associated

with the most important events which have occurred in

the history of the world, both in ancient and modern

times. On the west we have the Nile, and on the east
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the Indus. Then we have, rising among the mountains

of the great range of Ararat, the IJuphrates and Tigris,

which drain territories noted in Holy Writ and in pro-

fane history ; the Halys or Kizil-Irmak, and the Aras

or Araxes, the Gihon and the Pison^ of Eden, which

empty their waters, the former into the Black, and the

latter into the Caspian Sea.

As was to be expected, a region extending from 30"

to 70° E., and from 45° to 25° N., exhibits a remark-

able variety, both in its forms of animal life and its

vee-etation, while its mineral characteristics are no less

striking. Extending, moreover, from Scythia on the

north to the Indian Ocean on the south, and from India

on the east to Lybia on the west, its climate passes

from the extremes of intense cold to those of intense

heat. Its zoology, besides including most forms of

animal life to be found in Europe, embraces a great

variety of its own. This will be seen when it is

stated that it includes the monkey, lion, tiger, wolf,

bear, racoon, hippopotamus, camel, stag, horse, rhino-

ceros, coney, and elephant, among mammalia ; and

representatives of all the orders of birds. Among its

reptiles are turtles, crocodiles, lizards, snakes, etc. Its

vegetation includes aU the characteristic forms of cold,

temperate, and tropical climes. The list of precious

stones to be met with in this district will give us an

idea of the riches of the tracts bordering on the original

seat of the human race. Onyx, cornelian, garnet, dia-

mond, malachite, lapis lazuli, jasper, amethyst, topaz,

ruby, emerald, sapphire, blood-stone, etc., besides silver,

gold, iron, lead, and copper. In its seas, pearls abound.

The same line of remark might be followed in regard

to Palestine itself, its mountain ranges, its plains, the
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valley of tlie Jordan, and its coast-line, taking in the

Mediterranean on tlie west, tlie Dead Sea in the interior,

and the eastern horn of the Eed Sea. Enough, how-

ever, has been said to make it plain that the features

of the land which witnessed the origin of the race, and

that in which the Jews as the chosen people, the wit-

nesses for God to the world, dwelt, were most admirably

adapted, first, for the preservation of their inhabit-

ants ; second, to aiford both inducements to spread

themselves abroad, and abundant facilities thereto

;

and, third, to provoke to industry, in its three great

branches—agriculture, manufactures, and commercial

enterprise. The story of Babylon and Nineveh, the

pastoral greatness of the patriarchs, and the naval

expeditions of the reign of Solomon, might furnish

numerous illustrations of these remarks. Nor is the

edge to be taken off such statements, by asserting that

other countries, other regions, might be pointed to

in which all these features meet. It may be safely

averred that this is not so. Even Britain, which

more than any other nation has in her own experience

illustrated these characteristic features, could never

have formed a suitable natal sphere for the earliest of

our race.

Thus, then, we strike two lines of adaptation, two sys-

tems of proof of creative forethought on a large scale.

On the one hand, we have a series of moral adaptations
;

and on the other hand, a series of purely physical ones.

In the former. He who knew the end from the begin-

ning, foresaw a race fallen from holiness, from a true

knowledge of themselves and of their Creator, and pro-

vided a remedy equal to all the wants of their spiritual

nature ; and, in the latter, he determined the physical
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conditions most conducive to tlie maintenance, the

enterprise, and the spread of those for whom the whole

earth was provided. Those who receive the grace are

to hasten, if need be, to the ends of the earth to make it

known to others ; and as aU are partakers of the good-

ness, all owe to God the debt of gratitude, the offering

of thanksgiving from loving hearts.
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CHAPTER Yll.

GENERAL ADAPTATIONS CONTINUED.

The ocean— Constituents of sea-water— Quotation from Professor

Forchhammer—Oceanic equilibrium—Moral influences— Eccles. i. 7

—Oxygenation of the waters— Quotation from Guyot—Biblical

references to the sea.

The second series of general adaptations are con-

nected with the ocean. Tliey are not less interesting

than those associated with the land, regarded as God's

special gift and grant to the human race. It is, no

doubt, true, that they do not lie so ready to hand,

and so immediately within reach of the student, as

the others. Nor are they likely to be so generally

appreciated. The great majority of men have little or

no connexion with the sea, and consequently they do

not enter so readily into sympathy with the labours,

researches, and discoveries of those who have. Let us

mark the presence of the Almighty One in some of the

outstanding and evident oceanic adjustments. We take,

first, those associated with the constituents of the water

of the ocean. The number of elements hitherto found

in sea-water is thirty-one. I give here Professor

Forchhammer's list, which is the most recent. These

are oxygen, hydrogen, azote in ammonia, carbon in car-

bonic acid, chlorine, bromine, iodine in fuci, fluorine in

combination with calcium, sulphur as sulphuric acid,

phosphorus as phosphoric acid, silicium as silica, boron
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as boraoic acid botli in sea-water and in sea-weeds,

silver in tlie Pcecillopora alcicornis, copper, very fre-

quent both, in animals and plants of the sea, lead, very

frequent in marine organisms, zinc, principally in sea-

plants, cobalt and nickel in sea-plants, iron, manganese,

aluminium, magnesium, calcium, strontiimi and barium,

the latter two as sulphates in fucoid plants, sodium,

potassium, lithium, caesium, rubidium, and arsenic. Of

these elements only a few occur in such quantity that

their determination has any notable influence on the

quantitative analysis of sea-water—viz., chlorine, sul-

phuric acid, magnesia, lime, potash, and soda. The

others, as far as their existence has been determined in

the sea-water itself, are found in the residue which

remains after evaporation to drjniess and redissolution

of the salts in water. As far as the principal ingre-

dients go, they are to be met with universally, and

almost always in tbe same proportions. Thus, if chlo-

rine be taken as equal to 100, the mean proportion of

the other leading constituents is as follows :

—

Mean proportion. Maximum. Minimum.

Sulphuric acid 11-89 12-09 11-65

Lime 2-96 3-16 2-87

Magnesia 11-07 11-28 10-95

AU salts 181-1 181--1 180-6

In a paper communicated in November, 1864, to the

Eoyal Society of London by Professor Forchhammer, of

Copenhagen, he points out that tbis constant proportion

of the different constituents in the ocean depends evi-

dently not upon any chemical combination and affinity

between the different substances, but upon the enormous

quantity of salts in the whole ocean, which renders

imperceptible any difference that might otherwise arise
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from the different proportion in whioh salts are carried

into the sea by rivers. It depends, besides, on the uni-

form action of the numberless organic beings inhabiting

the ocean, which abstract sulphuric acid, lime, potash,

and magnesia from the water, and render them insoluble.

In equatorial regions there is a constant tendency to

break the balance indicated in these words. The evapo-

ration near and under the line is far more rapid and
extensive than in temperate zones. And though there

is a constant neutralising element in the rains which fall

on the sea, and the waters which reach it from the

land by the rivers, yet this would not be enough to

keep the proportions uniform. But the " equilibrium

is maintained by polar currents, which bring water
with less saline matter to the regions of the equator."

These phenomena of adjustment warrant the following

inferences :

—

1st. The water of the ocean has been prepared in

order to the support of oceanic forms of life. The
principal ingredients would in time have become exces-

sive and have destroyed life, instead of supporting it

;

but the living forms become the guardians, as it were
of their own existence, by constantly abstracting the

chief elements, and thus keej)ing the way open for their

unceasing growth. This is done by assimilating the

elements to different parts of their bodies, and, in a
sense, abstracting them from the water to render them
permanent and insoluble. In the case of fishes, for ex-

ample, some go to the general tissues, some to the bony
skeleton. In the case of molluscs, some are appro-
priated by the fleshy body, and others by the shell ; so

that the very elements which would have become hurt-
ful, if permitted constantly to increase without change,
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serve the very highest ends, while the}' yet continue in

the same place and proportion, by being thus appro-

priated by living bodies. But even in their case these

elements must not be held too long. They die. And

in the gradual decay of their bodies, in the slow waste

of their shelly coverings, the elements are either given

back when they are needed, or these forms of life are

devoured by others and brought into connexion with

other elements, in order that, after a combination of

most important and complicated reactions, they should

again return to their original form, to minister, once

more, to the support of life like their own.

We say, " support of life like their own; " a remark

which may be made casually and without much thought.

But let us look at the facts. Think of the number of

elements which have been obtained by chemical analysis

from the sea, or from the animals and vegetables

which inhabit it—elements which they, in their turn,

must have taken from the water—and does not a

natural chemistry of a most subtile kind, and yet on a

scale great as ocean itself, stand out before us, and

claim our admiration? Then we associate the animal

life and vegetation with the sphere in which they exist,

and notice unnumbered adaptations as remarkable as

those between land forms of life and vegetation, and the

surrounding atmosphere. Linking these things in the

mind, we shall not fail to enter into sympathy with the

Psalmist, when we stand on the shore and look out

on " the multitude of waters," " Let the seas praise

Him, and everything that moveth therein."

But the waters of the ocean are fitted for a yet higher

purpose in connexion with this support of marine foiTQS

of life—a purpose in the full carrying out of which
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moral elements come again into play. They not only

become a vast highway for the navies of the world,

hastening hither and thither for ends of conquest, or

for the higher ends of peaceful commerce ; they suppl}^

materials for the building up of solid and compact

masses, "which become the island homes of tens of thou-

sands of our race. In certain parts of the ocean

mj^riads of coral polypes are ever at work, secreting

from the waters in which they live calcareous matter

for their polype-stocks. This work goes on over wide

areas, and island after island have in the course of great

ages raised their heads above the surface of the sea,

while the parts which touched the atmosphere have been

worn down by its influence, and thus they have had a

soil formed fit to receive the seeds carried on the winds

or by the birds which frequent them. They became

clothed in time by a luxuriant vegetation, and are

ultimately prepared to receive man as an inhabitant.

The development here, even as in the building up of

the great geologic periods, has been gradual, and ever

with an eye to man. The results, when compared

with the workers, are remarkable. All this is the

fruit of worm-workers, whose organisation is of a most

simple kind, and whose instincts correspond with their

simple forms. Yet they are all

" Unconscious, not unworthy, instruments,

By which, a Hand invisihle was rearing

A new creation in the secret deep.

Omnipotence wrought in them, by them, with them

;

And what Omnipotence alone could do,

Worms did."

2nd. The presence of the salts in the waters of the

ocean increase their specific gravity. Hence their fitness

to receive great ships, and to carry them to their destined

L
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havens. But this very excess of salt specially fits the

waters for being acted on by the sun. Evaporation

takes place unceasingly over the whole surface of the

sea. Now, if there were no counter-forces at work to

compensate for this, the waters would become wholly

unfit for supporting life of any kind. But mark how
the balance is maintained, and by what an easy, though

beautiful and delicate adjustment, the waters are ever

renewed, and the elements which they need ever restored

to them. Hundreds of miles from the nearest coast-

line these vapours, which have risen from the sea, fall to

the earth as rain. The rains travelling down roaring

cataracts, or in pleasant, fertile valleys—sometimes just

after they had fallen from the clouds—take with them

the elements once more needed for the tissue of fish and

mollusc, for the body of the coral polj^es, and for the

hous3s which they are ever building in order to receive

man. Thus the ever-recurring circle on which the

wise King of Israel loved to meditate :

—

^' All the

rivers run into the sea
;
yet the sea is not full ; imto

the place from whence the rivers come, thither they

return again." (Eccles. i. 7).

3rd. There is a provision for oceanic circulation. It

is hardly possible to look at this without finding in it an

analogy to the circulation of the blood in man. The
headed waters of the tropical seas hasten towards the

north to modify the climate of northern regions, and

the polar currents travel to the south to restore the

balance disturbed by evaporation. One region seems to

serve the purpose of a great throbbing and unresting

heart, from which streams flow to all quarters, and con-

tinue, age after age, to pass through the vast cycle of their

rotation. Connected with this, there is what may be
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called tlie oxygenation of tlie waters, a phenomenon
answering remotely to the oxygenation of the blood. In

the latter case, the life element is inhaled immediately, in

the former, it is mediately and indirectly. If the water

is to answer its very highest ends, if it is to support life

and minister to the wants of man, it must ever be re-

plenished with the vital element. Now, notice, with

what a series of simple adaptations this is connected.

The sun becomes obscured, and the breeze freshens

from the sea ; dark clouds gather on the horizon, and
the " tide begins to return ; the heavy waves now tumble

towards the shore, and as they break in angry foam
portend a storm. The sky looks threatening, and the

thunders growl in the distance ; the sea awakens up
from slumber, and the blackening heavens lour over its

dark bosom,—while the rising blast, impelling all the

waves, drives them upon the rocks in sheets of feathery

foam, till at length ocean and sky seem mingled. The
raging winds now

—

' Take the ruffian billows by the tops

Curling their monstrous heads, and hanging them
With deafening clamours in the slippery clouds,'

from which they fall into the deep."

Thus the atmosphere meets the ocean and loads it

with the elements of life and health for the unnumbered
tribes which inhabit it. Indeed, this influence of the

atmosphere on the ocean supplies numerous illustrations

of a presiding supreme Will, an aU-wise and absolutely

good Creator, and Euler of aU. Again, " the winds raise

the waves of the ocean by an action wholly mechanical,

and producing a superficial and local agitation; but

when they blow constantly in the same direction they

impart to the waters a motion in the direction of their
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own course. Tlie sun and moon pass over tlie surface

of tlie seas, and the entire mass of waters, obedient to

tlie mighty attraction, piles itself up in a wave of whicli

tlie summit follows tlie course of the dominant lumi-

nary. This Avave occasions the tides. The unequal

pressure of the atmosphere on the different points of

the ocean, from which result differences of level, and

above all, the differences of temperature between

the tropical and the polar seas, to which correspond

different degrees of density, are so many more causes

disturbing the equilibrium of the oceanic waters, and

creating in their bosom various motionswhich continually

tend to equilibrium, but which never produce it. Some-

times the superficial mass is transported from east to west,

as in the great equatorial current ; sometimes a deep

and narrow band, a true oceanic river, flows rapidly

through waters comparatively tranquil, as the Gulf

Stream. Here currents meet and unite ; there they are

separated, and the upper and under currents run in

opposite directions. Everywhere change is going on
;

there is nowhere absolute inaction, which is as unknown

to nature in the ocean as elsewhere." *

There can be no disputing the evidences of Divine

wisdom in these adaptations, and in this vast system

of interaction between earth and air, and air and

ocean, which even the general facts glanced at open

up to us. The theme might be followed into much

deeper relations ; but let us trace those already noticed,

plainly or indirectly, in the light which is cast on them

by the Word of God.

It has been already remarked, that the key to the

understanding of phenomena, largely dwelt upon and set

* Guvot.
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prominently before us in tlie early books of Scripture,

is often to be found in books written much later. It

is so here. We may, then, bring* together the various

Biblical references to the sea, and set them in aspects

fitted to shed light on the phenomena which are

now under notice. Never are the allusions of the

writers of Scripture to the appearances and the facts of

the material world so sug*gestive and instructive, as

when the full light of recent science is made to fall on

them broadly and directly. We saw how truly this

was the case in regard to '* light." It is equally so as

to ^' the sea.'^

Near the middle of the last book of the Bible, a

remarkable verse on this topic occurs. The angel clothed

with a cloud and rainbow-crowned, whose '' face was as

the sun, and his feet as pillars of fire," was sent to unfold

the purpose of Jehovah ; and the burden of his oath

was an appeal to him as the Ever-living, " he swore by
Him who created the sea, and the things which are

therein." Thus, the sea is set in the sphere of the

church's devout study. Be its phenomena what they

may, interest is thrown around them for all who truly

love their Creator. If many who do not love him,

and who refuse to acknowledge him as their Father,

show more intelligent interest in the sea, and the

things that are therein, than those do who say

that they love him, it is to their shame, it is

a testimony against their ignorance. If I am to be

all that my heavenly Father desires me to be, I must
learn to look on all his works as he does. " He created

the sea." Were there not another reference to this fact,

this passage were enough, in itself, to explain why the

Scripture writers have so frequently drawn on its phe-
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nomena, to give point and power to their descriptions

of the ways of Jehovah.
" God called the gathering together of the waters,

seas" (Genesis i. 10). This unstable element must,

like all other elements, be put under law, and con-

fined within bounds, that there might be a habitable

earth for man and all the creatures around him. Thus

the Psalmist sings, " He gathereth the waters of the

sea together as an heap : he layeth up the depth in store-

houses " (Psalm xxxiii. 7). The bomidary was such as to

cause his servants to wonder. They looked from the

shore, as we do, and under the influence of a well-

kno\\Ti law, the billows in their heaving swells seemed

as if the}^ wovdd, or as if they did, touch the sky itself

;

and as if they were so much higher than the shore, that

they were in danger of leaving their basin and stretch-

ing over the land. Just such an impression, we, with all

our science, popularly hold. The prophets thus looked

as we do, and under the same kind of feeling. How
wonderful, they thought, is all this I Alow barrier

of sand is made Jehovah's agent for bounding the deep.

" The Lord hath placed the sand for the bound of the

sea, by a perpetual decree, that it cannot pass it : and

though the waves thereof toss themselves, yet can they

not prevail ; though they roar, yet can they not pass

over it " (Jer. v. 22). '' He hath compassed the waters

with bounds, until the clay and night come to an end "

(Job xxvi. 10). And one who knew the Father's mo-

tives here—the eternal and uncreated Son himself,

—

says, " When he gave to the sea his decree, that the

waters should not pass his commandment, then I was

by him, as one brought up with him" (Prov. viii. 29).

This reference to Jesus in his eternal Sonship takes us
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mucli farther back than the present epoch. It takes us to

the very foundations of the earth ; to those seas out of

which land first rose, and which at the beginning were

peopled with the living forms introduced by the Creator.

In the inspired narrative of the establishment of the

present order of creation, the sea is first represented

to us as hidden from the gaze of all creatures. " Dark-

ness was upon the face of the deep " (Grenesis i. 2).

But even then it was well known and perfectly seen

by Him who was about to stock it with a new world

of created beings. And the Lord lays claim to

this knowledge, as a reason why his people should be

humble before him. " They are as yesterday.'' '' But

where," he asks, ^' wast thou when I laid the foun-

dations of the earth ? Who shut up the sea with

doors, when it broke forth, as if it had issued out

of the womb ? \Yhen I made the cloud the garment

thereof, and thick darkness a swaddling band for it?"

(Job xxxviii. 4, etc.) The sea is God's, and all its

phenomena ; its teeming forms of life ; its season of

calm, when the waves thereof are still and the fleecy

cloudlets on the peaceful sky are mirrored in its

glassy waters ; its time of storm, when it is tempest-

tossed, or when breaking the power of great navies

in its fury ; all these are the wonders of God.

These are " the works of the Lord, and his wonders in

the deep. For he conunandeth and raiseth the stormy

wind, which lifteth up the waves thereof. He maketh

the storm a calm, so that the waves thereof are still

"

(Psahn cvii. 24, 25, 29). " Lord, how manifold are

thy works ! in wisdom hast thou made them all : the

earth is full of thy riches ; so is this great and wide sea,

wherein are things creeping innumerable, both small and
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great beasts. There go the ships ; there is that leviathan,

which thou hast made to play therein. These wait all

on thee" (Psalm civ. 24-27). Thus the exhortation,

" Sing unto the Lord a new song, ye that go down to

the sea, and all that is therein" (Isa. xlii. 10). The

ground, the cause, of this song and the motive thereto

is the discovery on man's part of God's absolute sove-

reignty over the deep. Most of the writers of Scrip-

ture were under the power of this thought. " Thy right

hand, Lord, is become glorious in power. . . With

the blast of thy nostrils the waters were gathered toge-

ther, the floods stood upright as an heap, and the depths

were congealed in the heart of the sea " (Exod. xv. 6, 8).

"He divideth the sea by his power" (Job xxvi. 12).

"He turned the sea into dry land" (Psalm Ixvi. 6).

Thus saith the Lord, " I covered the deep for him, and

restrained the floods thereof, and the great waters were

stayed" (Ezek. xxxi. 15). In the same strain many

more passages might be given. These are quoted to in-

troduce us again to the manifestation of the sovereignty

wielded by Him who was bone of our bone. He who

set bounds to the deep ; he who walked before the

chosen people in the march out of Egypt, and laid his

hands on the Red Sea, making a path for them to pass

over, was the same who, in later times, walked on

the deep waters, and by one word from his potent and

kingly lips bade the raging waves into a great calm,

or hastened their inhabitants to the point where his

disciples waited with their nets, or brought to the ap-

pointed place on the shore, to which he sent one of his

servants, the fish with the stater in his mouth.

Now it might have been inferred from all this, that

they who were in fellowship with him would seek to
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understand liis wonders in tlie deep, and to become

familiar with tlie sea's innumerable progeny. So tliey

did. Yet but scant attention is now given to it from tliis

the highest, and, indeed, the chief point of view, by

those whom he calls to enter into his thoughts in all his

words, and works, and ways. It was not so with these

men in the olden time. Looking at their position, the

minuteness of their information is truly remarkable.

They found it, to use their own word, " a storehouse."

They saw that it could be made to tell forcibly the tale

of its Creator's wisdom, and power and goodness.

As an illustration of their close observation, take

Lament, iv. 3, " Even the sea monsters draw out the

breast, they give suck to their young ones." It is

doubtful if, with all our light, in making a refer-

ence to the inhabitants of the sea, with the view

of teaching some great moral truth, many men
would have ventured on such a statement as this.

To do so, would not be remarkable in our case,

because of the knowledge we have of the Cetacea—
true placental mammals. But it was different with

those whose information must have been limited to the

Mediterranean forms of aquatic mammals. Only an

occasional whale would, then as now, find its way to

the shores of Syria. The seal and the dolphin are,

however, to be met with in abundance. Now, the pro-

phet knew and expressed the difference between them

and the fish of the sea,
—" They drew out the breast,

they gave suck to their young." But there is proof

that the information was even more minute. Thus the

command of God hy the mouth of Moses—"These

shall ye eat of all that are in the waters: whatsoever

hath fins and scales in the waters, in the seas, and in
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tlie rivers, tliem sliall ye eat. And all tliat have

not fins and scales in the seas, and in tlie rivers,

of all that move in the waters, and of any living

thing which is in the waters, they shall be an abomi-

nation mito you" (Levit. xi. 9, 10). "Water and am-

phibious Repiilia, Molliisca, Crustacea, Annelida, EchinO'

dennata, and Acalepha, were forbidden. But the pre-

cept implies familiarity with the forms of life to be

included under what is termed " whatsoever hath not

fins and scales." One of our ablest Hebrew scholars

and most successful commentators says on this, the

angler might reject " the unclean minnow."—Now the

minnow has both fins and scales. The truth being,

that here the distinction is not limited to fishes, but

clearly includes the other families named. If to fishes,

not more than two of the group which are naked,

finless, and scaleless, occur, and that rarely in the waters

of the great sea, or in the Nile, a river with which the

people were at that time familiar.

This closeness of observation includes other pheno-

mena, such as ocean current (Acts xxvii. 41) ; islands,

(Ezek. xxvi. 18) ; ocean valleys (Psalm civ. 6) ; appear-

ances such as these we see in the track of a vessel

—

" He maketh a path to shine after him, one would think

the deep to be hoary " (Job xli. 32) ; and the variedly

interesting phenomena of evaporation—"All the rivers

run into the sea; and the sea is not full; unto the place

from whence the rivers come, thither they return again."

(Eccles. i. 7). The same truth is implied in the highly

figurative references in Ezek. xlvii. 8-12.

Regarding it from the figurative point of view, another

class of highly interesting passages comes before us.

" The wicked are like the troubled sea " (Isa. Ivii. 20).
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The rigliteousncss of the revived people of God, ever

ready to answer heavenly impulses, is said to be " as the

waves of the sea" (Isa. xlviii. 18). The four prevailing

political systems which Daniel described are represented

as coming up from the sea (Dan. vii. 3). When the pro-

phet Micah sought to impress on the people how thorough

the putting away of sin is, from all those who go with

it to God, he said, " Thou wilt cast all their sins into the

depths of the sea" (Mic. vii. 19). In language of great

beauty, the reports of the coming up of enemies

against Damascus and Hamath, are compared to

that weird sound to which all have listened, who
have stood alone in the darkness of night on the shore

—

" They have heard evil tidings ; they are faint hearted
;

there is sorroiv o)i the sea, it cannot be quiet" (Jer. xlix.

23)—an image unmatched by anj^thing in ancient or

modern j)oetry.

Passages might be multiplied on this topic ; but turn

to one other, in which He who made the sea and all that

pass through the paths thereof, is set strikingly before us.

The Father's promise to Him is sure. Its fulfilment has-

tens as tribe after tribe acknowledge the power of his love

—"He shall have dominion from sea to sea" (Ps. Ixxii.

8.) '' I will set his hand also in the sea" (Ps. Ixxxix.

25.) His power over it is complete. Of old he used it

for the destruction of a world. Ever since then it has

had its spoils. Multitudes have found in it a watery grave,

but the time is coming when his triumph shall be seen
—" The sea shall give up its dead" (Rev. xx. 13). In

the face of all this, do we not enter with our whole

heart into the cry of the Psalmist, "Let the heaven and

earth praise Him, the seas, and everything that moveth

therein"? (Psalm Ixix. 34).
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CHAPTER VIII.

ATMOSPHERIC ADAPTATIONS.

Ancient speculations — Chemical constituents of the atmosphere

—

Mechanical combination— Natural formation of nitric acid—Its

limitation—Control of personal will over natural law—Hegel

—

Quotation from Dr. Temple—Interference with continuous working

of law— Illustrations— Sovereignty of Creator—Evidences of

—

Principle of gaseous diffusion—Biblical references to the atmosphere

—Special illustration of Jonah iv. 6-8.

The atmosphere supplies anotlier series of inter-

esting illustrations of the wisdom and goodness of

God, in those general adaptations or adjustments to

which we now turn. Whatever else we may miss in

the speculations of the ancient physicists, we are sel-

dom disappointed on the score of the highly poetical

character of many of their theories. Left to grope in

the dark after the Truth, the knowledge of which

was so often made, not the dream only, but the bold,

sustained, self-denying*, and earnest endeavour of

their lives, their imaginations were ever ready to make
up for what observation fell short of, and what, in the

absence of information above their own, was only a

wide, dark, dreary waste. But their guesses at truth

often surprise us. Their imaginings pique our curi-

osity, and we constantly ask what is implied in this

theory ? what had these old cosmical speculatists in

view when they came boldly out with this hypo-

thesis, or that ? Are we to translate their language into

modern notions ? Are we to accredit them with sounder
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views tlian is generally done, or are tlieir speculations

only dreams of ill-informed men—light imaginings,

as far from tlie mark of science as tlie men themselves

were from the knowledge of absolute, infallible, eternal

truth ? Be this as it may, some of their views on the

question now under consideration are marked with great

beauty. One of the saddest chapters in the historj'

of our race, is that which chronicles the aspirations of

those men, who so often, in the speculations of truth-

loving minds, reached the very edge of the knowledge of

that world of eternal realities which, in these last days,

has been so fully opened up to us.

" Air," said one of these men, '' is vital—a soul,

living and intelligent.'* "It is soul eternal and im-

perishable ; a substance endowed with consciousness."

Nothing short of this vague and most exaggerated

notion could give even a distant hint of what they

held the atmosphere to be. They felt its presence

;

they saw the dependence of animal life and vegetation

on it. It filled their bosoms as if it were itself life.

It fanned their cheeks in summer ; it brought with it

healthful energy in winter. Is it not, then, perennial,

divine ? Was it not more than

—

" The vague sighings of a wind at even,

That wakes the wavelets of the slumbering sea,

And dies in the creation of its breath,

And sinks and rises, fails and swells by fits " ?

Science touches these " light imaginings," and they melt

like snow-wreaths in warm sunlight. But beauty is

not lost. The ideal gives place to the true ; and modern

enlightenment finds the atmosphere which surrounds

the earth full of evidences of the wisdom, goodness,

and love of the Creator. A lengthened treatise would
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do but scant justice to this subject. We must limit our

remarks to one or two facts connected with the compo-

sition of the atmosphere.

If we take 100 parts of air by weight, this, leaving

out of view traces of carbonic acid and ammonia, gives

us oxygen and nitrogen in the definite proportion of

23 of the former and 77 of the latter. This is vital air.

All the varied phenomena of animal life and of vege-

tation on the surface of the globe, are the expression of

the air's life-sustaining power. Yet there are other

five substances which contain the same elements, and

which are yet deadly poisons. These are nitrous oxide,

nitric oxide, hyponitrous acid, nitrous acid, and nitric

acid. If you take 100 parts of each, you have the fol-

lowing properties of oxygen and nitrogen :

—

1. Nitrous oxide = 0. 36-40 + N. 63-60

2. Nitric oxide = 0. 53-33 + N. 46-67

3. Hyponitrous acid = O. 63-20 + N. 36-80

4. Nitrous acid = O. 69-60 + N. 30-40

5. Nitric acid =0. 74-10 + N. 25-90

In each of these the vital elements, the true life-

supporters, have entered into chemical combination,

have gone together in such a way as to form, by com-

bining, other well-defined substances. The oxj^gen

and nitrogen become nitrous oxide, nitric oxide, and so

on, according to the proportions in which they meet.

In the atmosphere, however, they are not chemically^

but mechanicalhj combined. There is no loss on the part

of any one of them of its original determinate form and

properties. It is here we see adaptive mind. The

adjustment of the atmosphere to the great end and

purpose of sustaining life, betokens a present, ruling,

and beneficent One. The tendency in the elements to
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combine cliemically is arrested, and, by this mechanical

combination, that which, otherwise, would have acted as

a deadly poison becomes the true supporter of life.

Again : atmospheric air is diffused by a natural law

all over the globe, meeting the lungs of the animal and

the leaves of the plant ; but the other substances,

just mentioned, with one exception, are not natural

products at all. They are the fruits of man's

science—the products of the laboratory. As to the

exceptional substance, its presence in nature, the

mode of its isolation, and the control to which it

yields, open up to us other illustrations of the pre-

sence of the great, all-wise, all-good, and almighty

Lord. As man in the laboratory, by processes more

or less complicated, combines chemically oxygen and

nitrogen to make nitrous oxide and the like, so, in this

case, does the natural electricity beheld in the sudden

lightning-flash. It urges them into combination in the

proportions which result chemically in nitric acid ; but

bounds are at the same moment set to this. It is con-

fined to the neighbourhood of the lightning-flash. It is

not pormitted to extend throughout the entire volume

of the atmosphere, influencing it in all its parts. In

such a case life would be impossible. Even that which

is generated soon loses all power to injure life, by being

widely difiiised ; while, at the same time, vapours are

evoked from the soil which hasten to neutralise its in-

fluence, even at the points where it has been generated.

Thus in this ever-prevailing action of a system of divine

checks and counter-checks, the Creator witnesses every-

where to his own overruling presence and special care.

But while this is the case, do we not see what tre-

mendous powers he has always at his command, and
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what giant forces wait in his presence, ever prompt to

do liis bidding ? The very winds are his messengers,

and the flames of fire are his ministers.

We have throughout these discussions in regard to

general adaptations—^adjustments other than what meet

us when dealing with individual parts of organism

—

given much prominence to phenomena illustrative of

the presence of a j)ersonal will in creation, but have de-

ferred the statement and illustration of the control of

Will over Law till this point. After noticing some of

the Biblical references to the atmosphere, we propose

to enter on subjects of some delicacy and difiiculty.

Into these it is necessary that we should carry well-

grounded and intelligent views regarding this question

of direct sovereign control. Reference is made to this

subject now, because, as will be seen, much light is

shed on it by phenomena associated with the atmo-

sphere. Moreover, great uncertainty manifestly pre-

vails even among educated men on this point. Many
are swayed by the last view they have heard exj^ressed,

or the last work they have read. But here, as in all

other questions which, rightly or wrongly, have had

important theological bearings assigned to them, it is

of much moment that all should have a decided and

well-grounded opinion.

In all inquiries in which, so-called, ever and evenly

working natural law bulks largely out, two aspects of

thought and speculation will show themselves, accord-

ing as the natural bias of the student may carry him.

On the one hand, some will see a principle only, ever

acting in unvarying, well-known, and easity definable

methods ; while, on the other hand, many will be dis-

posed to make little of this, and to content themselves
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witli giving constant prominence to the direct work-

ing of a Divine and sovereign will. In the former

case, you have men enamoured with the dim, the

remote, the abstract. In the latter, you see constant

yearnings after a person, and the presence of a

strong emotional nature leading to love, to worship,

to service. What is wanted here is such know-

ledge as shall reveal the blind uncertainty which

must ever characterise the action of principles when

dissociated from the rule, restraint, and limitation

of personal Will, and at the same time, individual-

ise and define the person towards whom the long-

ing goes out. The importance of such knowledge

will be manifest, if we remember that there is a

third party, who hold it their peculiar calling to guide

the other two. This is made up of highly accomplished

men, ready to express great value for the idea of

law, and equal value for the recognition of individual

will in the application and working of this law, but

who so regard both as virtually to take away what

strength is in them. In their view, the principle can-

not turn aside from its inherent characteristics, nor can

the person rise above an unchanging necessity supposed

to belong to him. Thus, again, we have modern thought,

modern enlightenment, and the so-called philosophy of

science, seeking to put all power, all force, and all per-

sonality under an iron fate, which difiers from the old

heathen fatalis vis in nothing but the dress in which it

is presented to us. As the ever-living fire of some of

the oldest materialists was self-enkindled, so this kind

of power is self-derived, and yet incapable of variation,

of halting, of deviation. The wholething, indeed, reminds

one of Hegel's noted dictum : Se^/n und nichtseyn ist das

M
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seJbc—" Being and not being are the same." All tliis

is absurd enougb, but it has its charms for certain

minds ; and the power to speak about it cheats men
into the belief that, in doing so, they are clearing up
the mystery of being, and shedding trustworthy light

on its manifestations

!

The form which this assumes when dealt with under

the influence of certain aspects of so called Christianised

thought, is suggestive. To all intents God is banished

far off. The only personal concern which he ever took

in this world and in man is ass6ciated with sovereign

purpose in a remote past eternity. " The fact is," says

Dr. Temple, *' that one idea is now emerging into

supremacy in science, a supremacy which it never pos-

sessed before, and for which^^it has still to fight a battle
;

and that is the idea of law. Different orders of natural

phenomena have in time past been held to be exempt

from that idea, either tacitly or avowedly

But the steady march of science has now reached the

point when men are tempted, or rather compelled, to

jimip at once to a imiversal conclusion ; all analogy

points one way and none another. And the student of

science is learning to look upon fixed laws as universal,

and many of the old arguments which science once sup-

plied to religion are in consequence rapidly disappear-

ing. How strikingly our view is altered from that of a

few centuries ago, is shown by the fact that the miracles

recorded in the Bible, which once were looked on as

the bulwarks of faith, are now felt by very many to be

difficulties in the way ; and commentators endeavour

to represent them not as interferences with the laws of

nature, but as the natural action of still higher laws

belonging to a world whose phenomena are only half
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revealed to iis." He adds, " If law be either almost or

altogether universal, we must expect God to be mani-

festing himself not in individual acts of will, but in a

perfection of legislation rendering all individual action

needless." Now if God be thus isolated from his own

laws, if he cease to have personal control over them, we

do not see how we can escape the inference, that Provi-

dence is nothing more than law expressed in the form

of "rigid mechanical action." Yea, we do not see

how one can fail to conclude, that man is a law unto

himself, as one separated from the very idea of the

presence of God and independent of constant personal

control.

Indeed this has come to be, very much, the case.

Many readily receive the statement of the presence of

personal will, who hasten to destroy this acknowledg-

meiat by becoming again "a law unto themselves."

They thus receive as divine, as above nature, only what

finds an echo in their own minds. This or that, it is

said, consists with the, to me, well-known character of.

the originator of Law, therefore it must be true ; or, it

does not harmonise with my views of him, there-

fore it must be false. But this is just the repe-

tition of a very old deception. The Greek sculp-

tor, under the best aspirations of his nature and

of his nation, pictured to himself ideal strength,

beauty, and grace. When he had transferred his

thoughts to the stainless marble, he gave to his coun-

trymen the statue, and both he and they worshipped

the ideal man as God.

Now it is well known, that many of the ablest

students of science work at present from this point of

view. They refuse to admit interference, control, the
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action of individual will. But on this assumption

miracles would be impossible. Phenomena so named,

would only be the action of laws belonging to a world

with which we have little acquaintance. Are there any

facts connected with the composition of the atmosphere

fitted to lead to widely difierent conclusions ? Is there

anything to show us, that while this principle of law

is indeed great and influential, it is, nevertheless, con-

trolled, yea, interfered with by a power yet greater ?

Prominence has already been given to the evidences

of interference with the continuous succession of the

stratified rocks. Indeed, our present classification of

geological epochs implies such interference. Laws had

been silently acting, and in their action producing

tremendous results. Worlds had been brought into

existence more than once—worlds stocked with teeming

organisms; but each epoch had its limit. The grand

march upward has again and again been suddenly

arrested, for not one chaos only, but many, may have

darkened the face of the earth, and hid it from the

glorious sun. Now, associated with these cosmical

changes, which determined the limits of epochs and

revealed the power of the Almighty, were pheno-

mena which have close bearings on many of the

questions agitated in regard to the true beginning

of the present epoch. For example, it is found that

fossils, first met with in one great division of rocks,

instead of perishing at the close of the epoch re-

presented by them, are carried upwards, passing

sometimes not only into the overlying series, but

through it to others still higher up. Thus the pretty

little bivalve brachiopod Lingula ranges from the lowest

Silurian up to the comparatively recent coralline crag,
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an upper tertiary deposit which comes very near the

glacial epoch itself. The corals Favosites and HelioUUs

appear in the Lower Silurian, and survive that period

;

the former passing up to the carboniferous, the latter

stopping at the Devonian. Among the gasteropodous

moUusca, again, while Holopma and Madurea come and

go with the Silurian, Enomphalus and Ilurchisonia sur-

vive it ; the former being continued to the Trias, while

the latter stops short at the Permian. The genus

Turho, again, had its representatives in each of the

epochs.

The same line of remark might be followed in con-

nexion with all the well-marked fossils of the different

formations. The Lingidce, which are still to be met

with in tropical seas, are frail organisms. Their

shell is of a thin, horny texture, ill- fitted to stand

much knocking about; yet we find that in all geo-

logic time this species had a place in nature, and

it holds that place still, for it continues to be met

with in shallow water on the coasts of India, the

Philippine Islands, and Australia. Is it likely that

our present species are lineally descended, without any

break in the genealogical line, from those of the lingula

beds of the lower Silurian ? Few, we suppose, possessed

of even a very little knowledge of the phenomena of phy-

sical geology, and with the forces which have been at

work in bringing about the changes from one period

to another—forces which even the extremest quietist

must recognise in connexion with the unconformable

character of rock masses and the like—would venture

to answer affirmatively. Whence, then, the recent

species ? Theyhave been created, introduced when they

existed not. They might have been preserved, had the
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Creator seen meet, from tlie time of their first appear-

ance near the foundation of the world, but the

phenomena referred to show that they were not. Well,

if we are shut up to the acknowledgment of creative

action here, why not acknowledge it at every point at

which we find the forms of one epoch carried on to

another ? Yea, why ask us to confess, that the large

percentage of certain very low forms of tertiary life,

which corresponds with recent ones, coidd not have
been realised at this point of the history of our earth,

as, say, the Lingula was ? If we must give in to the

presence of creative power at one point, we may as well

do it at ten thousand. But it would have been waste

of power, say some, to re-create what had been before.

Admit this principle and see where it would land us.

Would it not compel us to own, that we had come to

believe an omnipotent One could waste power ? But the

result was not worthy of such an act ! Was Jehovah's

interference with well-known laws, through his servant

the prophet, when the axe-head was made to swim to

the surface of Jordan, answered by a result worthy
of the means ? Of course, many very wise men

—

those who know so much as to imagine that they can

judge all things—would turn away with scorn or with

pity from a believer in this incident : but we put the

matter thus, that Bible readers may see the danger
of slipping into erroneous modes of thought, which,

yielded to, sooner or later lead far away from the light

of faith, and slope sharply down into the dismal dark-

ness of unbelief.

This brings us to the point we had in view,

—

the illustration of the sovereignty of the Creator over

his creatures—the control of Divine will over well-
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known laws—even God's power to interfere witli tliese

as he wills, and at liis pleasure. But what would be

the result, you ask, if you admit the active interference

of independent personal will in this sovereign way?

Does not interference at one point imply influence over

all ? This may or may not be. It may, however, be

granted when we remember that the interference is that

of One all-wise even as he is all-powerful. Confusion

might result if God were as man. Theorists first

determine that it must be so, and then they urge their

objections.

While these remarks have important bearings on the

discussions regarding the antiquity of man, they may

also be illustrated from those phenomena of the atmo-

sphere we have been considering. Take the following

question:—If the constituents of the atmosphere are

not chemically combined, but only mixed, and if the

specific gravity of oxygen is 1'1057, while that of

nitrogen is only 0*972, how does not the heavier arrange

itself below the lighter, or at least refuse to mix with

it at all? We speak of the law of gravitation as

imiversal. We should, therefore, not have an atmo-

sphere whose constituents were thus mechanically

mixed, but one in which they were mechanically strati-

fied— a bed of oxygen topped by one of nitrogen.

JSTow just as absolute pure water—water whose symbol

is HO—pure in the sense of having no extraneous sub-

stance mixed with it, is useless, so the gas which we name

the Kfe supporter would be fatal to life if it only were

inhaled. And, indeed, if the earth were thus surrounded

with a layer of oxygen, the present order of nature

would, in a short time, be in ruins. But all this is avoided

by the simple but direct interference of the Creator.
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Without suspending his great law, lie puts these gases

under another law, which neutralises the general one, in

sofar as they are concerned. This principle of modification

is known to chemists as that of gaseous cliff^usion, a prin-

ciple which is constantly at work in regard to gases

which have no tendencies to seek chemical combination.

The action of this diffusive power is most interesting,

and all the more so that it is in direct opposition to the

law of gravity. For example : if two bottles con-

taining gases which do not act chemically upon each

other at common temperatures, be connected by a narrow

tube and left for some time, these will be found, at the

expiration of a certain period, depending much upon
the narrowness and length of the tube, uniformly mixed,

even though the gases differ greatly in density, and
the apparatus has been arranged in a vertical position

with the heavier gas downwards. Oxygen and hydrogen

can thus be made to mix in a few hours, against the

action of gravity, through a tube a yard in length, and

not more than one-quarter of an inch in diameter. If

two such gases were put into a vessel, divided by, say,

plaster of Paris as a wall between them, diffusion would

at once begin, and continue till the mixture was
perfect.

But even this diffusive power, which is thus

used to modify a general law, is itself under definite

control. It has been proved that there is a fixed

relation between the rate of diffusion and the density of

the gas. The diffusive power varies inversely as the

square root of the density of the gas. Thus, if one-

half of the vessel were filled with hydrogen and the

other with oxygen, it will be found that four cubic

inches of hydi'ogen will pass into the oxygen side, while
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only one incL. has passed into the hydrogen side. Now
the densities of these gases are as 1 to 16 ; and their

relative rates of diffusion will be inversely as the square

roots of those numbers, namely, as 4 to 1. A law

somewhat analogous to this is brought into action in

the formation of ice. By this modification the frozen

water is kept on the surface, while that below is kept

fluid, at the maximum density of 40°, and thus con-

tinues fitted for the preservation of aquatic life.

These illustrations, which might be multiplied and

set in relations of the most deeply interesting kind, are

given as examples, with the view of illustrating that

personal control to which we have referred. True, it

might be said—But is not this principle of gaseous

diffusion itself a law? Granted; but then it is

in direct opposition to another, which is wider and

broader ; and how shall we account for that harmony

of antagonism seen so clearly here ? How, but by

tracing it to the interference and constant action of a

sovereign will ?

Another remark will bring us back to the point of

digression. It is made with the view of associating the

thought of a wise and beneficent provision with this

difiusive power of gases. In breathing, the lungs are

alternately filled and emptied : we take in the oxygen

of the air, which acts on the venous blood, and part with

carbonic acid to make room for the oxygen. But this

is, as far as direct action goes, very much confined to

the large air tubes ; and, were there no other arrange-

ment, the smaller vessels would all continue loaded with

the elements of death. But the principle of diffusion

presents the remedy. The healthy air taken into the

larger vessels seeks to mix with the carbonic acid still
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in those minute cells whicli terminate the broncliial

tubes. But this results in the further expulsion of

carbonic acid from the cells, as it had been already

expelled from the great air passages. Thus God shows

himself as the great Preserver of men. Thus, literally,

in Him we have our being.

We have purposely limited our remarks here to the

composition of atmospheric air, properly so called, with

the view of illustrating by what simple methods He
who wields all the forces of nature can bring about

most remarkable results. Taking the chief constituents

of air, what a striking contrast presents itself between

the effects of these constituents when in mechanical

combination, and their effects w^hen chemically com-

bined ! Everywhere we see sovereign wisdom and will

working in order to most useful and beneficent ends.

I have not touched on the numberless phenomena of

atmospheric currents, of clouds, mists, dew, and the like,

all of which abound with illustrations of the manifold

wisdom, goodness, and love of God. I am not willing,

however, to pass from the last of these general adap-

tations without noticing some of the Biblical references

to it.

Few things connected wdth the words of Scripture

strike one so much as their pictorial force. Seldom do

we meet with what is remote, shadowy, abstract. There

is just so much of this as to satisfy the imagination, or

to train it for the important influences it comes to have

in the life of faith. The men and women through

whom the Holy Ghost has spoken to the men and

women of all time, speak plainly. Even their use of

figurative language ever suggests the underlying truth,

generally when read only for the first time. Their
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utterances are often deep, they are seldom dark. The

allusions made by the writers of the Bible to nature

show both how closely they had observed the phe-

nomena of the external world, and how speedily intel-

ligible great truths become when rendered in plain

words, and associated with those natural appearances

with which all are familiar.

As was to be expected, their references to the atmo-

sphere almost all speak of its influences when in motion

—when either as the gentle breeze it fans gardens of

perfume, or as the storm it is fierce and strong,

rough and tempestuous. Here again the starting

point—the key verse—is far down the stream of

time. " Prepare to meet thy God, Israel. For, lo,

he that createth the wind, the Lord, the God of hosts,

is his name" (Amos iv. 12, 13).

The winds are, with great beauty, represented as laid

up by him as jewels in a treasure house. Indeed few verses

better express creative control, than those in which the

winds, which make sport of man's efibrts and defy

his power, are represented as thus ready to spring forth

at God's bidding from the quarters where they quietly

sleep. The occasion comes, the thoughts of Jehovah

find expression in his providence, and the ready ser-

vants leap suddenly forth ;
" He bringeth the winds out

of his treasuries" (Psalm cxxxv. 7). But this bringing

forth is not for physical purposes only ; it is for great

moral and spiritual ends also. Take one illustration

out of many. His people were on the edge of deepest

and most brutish idolatry. They were ready to fall

into a most degraded form of idol worship, when he

ofiered to them that ever yearning heart of Fatherly

Love: "Thus saith the Lord, Learn not the way
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of the heathen." Their god is only "the tree cut

out of the forest," silvered over, or decked with gold
;

^' upright as the palm tree, but speaks not ; the stock

is a doctrine of vanities ; but the Lord is the true

God ; he maketh lightnings with rain ; he bringeth

the wind out of his treasures" (Jer. x. 2-16). Thus,

too, the words of Agar to Ithiel and Ucal, " He hath

gathered the wind in his fists" (Prov. xxx. 4).

Scripture writers love to dwell on his sovereignty,

as thus strikingly illustrated by his control over

the winds. " He," says David, " commandeth, and

raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up the waves"

(Psalm cvii. 25). The ends towards which this sove-

reignty is directed, again illustrate how God wields

physical forces in order to great moral results. Many
passages show how the '' wind fulfils his word." They

are worth classifying from this point of view ; but look

at one of great beauty, in a portion of the word where

a slightly altered rendering leads us into much inte-

resting thought. That petidant prophet who had shrunk

from his responsibility as " the mouth of Jehovah,"

had been caught in his flight by '' the great wind,

which the Lord sent into the sea," and had been set

face to face with his duty. Nineveh had believed, and

its doom was delayed. Petulance became a cloud

between Jonah's soul and his God. He was angry

because the great Assyrian capital was spared. The

Lord in his grace hastened to teach him the needed

lesson, and to administer the richly merited rebuke.

" The Lord prepared a gourd, and made it to come up

over Jonah, that it might be a shadow over his head, to

deliver him from his grief. So Jonah was exceeding

glad of the gourd. But God prepared a worm when
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the morning rose the next day, and it smote the gourd

that it withered. And it came to pass, when the sun

did arise, that God prepared a vehement east wind"

(Jonah iv. 6-8). The gourd was prepared ;
the worm

was prepared ; the wind was prepared. Destined to a

certain end, each was held ready till its time came.

It is not necessary to suppose the plant (CucurUta

maxima)—a form noted for its rapid run or growth

—

to have shot up from the seed in a night. In a night,

however, it must so cover the sticks of the arbour

as to yield a shade from the sun. Nor is it need-

ful to bring in a miracle to account for the worm.

Isolating it for a certain purpose, and thus showing

his personal and direct use of the very humblest of his

creatures, the ravages of the vegetable-feeding grub

were guided up to the moment of interest in regard to

this one soul. Indeed, the presence of the worm

thus gnawing the sap vessels, which cluster around the

root of the stem, comes to shed some light on the

rapidity of growth. If you cut any plant more than

half through, you intensify its growth and fruitfulness.

It, like higher forms, is under a law by which, when

in danger, it hastens to bear fruit for the preservation

of its kind.

Thus with the wind also. It was "prepared."

Jehovah held it in his treasures, ready to carry out his

will. But the word "vehement" is full of meaning.

In the margin our translators have rendered this ad-

jective by a word which at first sight seems in marked

contrast with " vehement :
" " The Lord prepared a

silent wind." Here, as usual, they show what won-

derful acquaintance they had with the varying shades

of meaning so often met vrith in Hebrew words, especi-
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ally in such as sprung out of the people's desire to give

graphic expression to natural phenomena. The import

of the expression may be indicated thus :—While wand-

ering in a wood, when scarcely a leaf coidd be seen

trembling on its spray, you have been made to halt and

listen as a faint, far-off, indistinct, hollow sound fell on

the ear, and you remembered the sign—"the sounds

of the Lord's going on the tops of the mulberry trees."

The stratum of rapidly moving air, which had just

touched the topmost twigs of the forest, descends. The

breeze breaks among the trees. No more have you the

distant moan : the wind rises into tremendous power,

and howls through the woods. Saplings are torn up.

Branches are broken from oaks which had stood a cen-

tury. Alas for the withered stakes of Jonah's arbour !

Alas for the spreading gourd in such a moment ! So

here, the wind had been held in silence till the morning

should break, and the prophet should again need the

cool shadow underneath broad clustering leaves. It

was prepared. The moment came, and He who holds

the winds in his fists hurled forth this one to sweep

away the prophet's idol. Thus wither our gourds
;

but the Lord liveth !

These are only a few out of many purposes to which

he directs his winds as his messengers. By them he

maintains health in the atmosphere, or sends blights on

man's blessings. He can use them for dividing the sea.

He can make them the wings on which the devouring

locust shall fulfil his curse, as his great army, or on

which flesh shall be brought to nourish the thovisands

of Israel in the wild Arabian desert. At his bidding

they raise the sea into waves, in order that the spiritual

nature of men might be impressed as they saw the royal
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feet of His own eternal Son walking on the billows, or

heard his majestic voice rebuking the winds and the

waves into a great calm. Enough : the theme might
be far more fully illustrated, especially in connexion

with the proofs of the acquaintance which the writers

of Scripture had with many even of the more remote

phenomena of the winds, and in connexion also with

their use of those phenomena in a figurative way. In
all we see Him "who bringeth the wind out of his

treasures."

The adaptations on a large scale, which we have

reviewed and illustrated, are only a few out of

very many which might have been considered.

Nevertheless, it is hoped that something has been
done to show that there are rich fields still imworked
in the department of natural theology, and the

importance of such scientific attainments as fit us to

walk in those fields, to work them, to gather up their

treasures, with the view of jDresenting them to Him to

whom the wise-hearted in the olden times carried the

abundance which he had given them, that a tabernacle

of witness might, in their day, be raised before the

nations of the earth.
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CHAPTER IX.

GENESIS AND SCIENCE.

Changes in the attitude of science to Christian thought—Quotation

from Eev. Vernon Harcourt—Genesis i. and ii.—Scientific specu-

lations— Interest of to intelligent men—Historical character of

opening chapters of G-enesis—Schemes of reconciliation between

Genesis and science—Scheme of Dr. Chalmers—Scheme of Cuvier

—Views of Hugh Miller—Geological classification of Edward

Forbes—Laurentian rocks—M. D'Orbigny's arrangement—Review

of Genesis i.— Unsatisfactory character of Hugh Miller's age-

theory—Principal Dawson's views—A better scheme of interpreta-

tion and reconciliation—" Created and made"—"In the begin-

ning"—Genesis i. not to be associated with geologic time—Im-

portance of this view.

Great clianges have come over tlie attitude of science

to the church and of the church to science during the

last thirty years. Enough has been done in several

departments of natural science by theologians to beget,

in the minds of scientific workers, respect for their

attainments. But the change has told in another

direction. Few are so bold as to regard the relative

claims of the Bible and science as they were accus-

tomed to do some years ago. In 1838, the Rev. Yernon

Harcourt wrote :
*' Far be it from me to accuse the

distinguished writers on geology of raising their voice

against the declarations of Scripture : but being much

dissatisfied with the feeble attempt which they have

made to reconcile their theory with the narrative of the

Deluge in the Bible, and having reason to believe that
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it has imsettled the faith of many, I conceived it might

be of service to religion to demonstrate, that if geo-

logical speculations are at variance with Scripture his-

tory, they are not less at variance with the united

testimonies of all nations from the remotest time to

which history or tradition extends ; and consequently

that if one or the other must give way, it is incumbent

on geology to revise her conclusions, and, for her own
sake, to modify them, so as to bring them to agreement

with a truth ichich is placed hy other evidence heijond all

dispute.''''

Few speak thus now. The statement is reiterated,

until many come to believe it, that all the uncertainty

is on the side of Scripture and none on that of science.

But let us not be ashamed or afraid to appeal to the

testimony of Scripture, as that which stands on founda-

tions which have never yet been shaken. It is to be

regretted that this appeal was made by Mr. Harcourt

in a connexion which greatly weakens its force.

By way of introduction to the statement and examina-

tion of the question of the Antiquity of Man, I pro-

pose to review, from the literature of science touching

Genesis chapters i. and ii., the scientific speculations

which have gathered round the Scripture account

of creation. The importance of the subject cannot be

rated too highly. It is one, moreover, on which every

man having any claims to intellectual Christian culture

should have a decided opinion—an opinion which he

can express clearly, and in support of which he can

adduce valid arguments. To some extent, it is true,

men who have had no instruction in the branches of

science specially bearing on this subject must be con-

tent to learn from those who have. In their case, who-

N
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ever, there oiiglit to be such familiarity with sources of

information, as to be able to appeal to them as the

foundations of their opinions. It might almost seem

needless to insist on this. But the fact is, that in no

other question bearing on the relations between Bible

truth and different branches of human knowledge does

so much hesitancy prevail. A haze hangs around even

the best known aspects of the subject, and darkness

around many others. Intelligent men are found cherish-

ing impressions, as uncertain as to origin as they are

flimsy in their nature. The result being, that these

questions are gradually shaping themselves into sub-

jects of popidar discussion, w^here there are no appeals

to facts, and in which truth generally suffers. There

can be no greater risk than for men ignorant of scien-

tific facts, as scientific w^orkers, to discuss any of these

topics, from the point of view of impressions caught

from reading popular works of a physico-theological

kind. Such w^orks may be invaluable when used by

Christian men to strengthen their own faith, on the one

hand, or to acquaint themselves with the literature of

unbelief, on the other hand. But such works are

useless if their authors do not possess science suflicient

to a thorough discussion of the w^hole matter. Every

minister, especially, should be able to guide his people

on these subjects, able to carry light into the haze,

grapple with the topics raised, and thus be a true

leader and guide.

But the importance is not limited to this enlighten-

ment of the popular mind. These questions raise issues

of a most momentous kind. Suppose we were to assume

that Genesis i. and ii. are not inspired history : at what

point in the same book could we find that the principles.
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on the application of whicli we get quit of these chap-

ters, would not hold? So far as I understand these

principles, they are as applicable to Genesis iii. as to

chapters i. and ii. But, then, I do not exaggerate the

question when it is affirmed that, in the opinion of many,

the whole after Biblical record, touching salvation by a

Redeemer, proceeds on the historical truthfulness of

Genesis iii. We can make little of Calvary, if the events

recorded in that chapter are not true—not historical.

You might, indeed, allege, that that great salvation was

in itself historical and true. But if so, there must some-

where be the historical record of the coming in of sin, for

the taking away of which Jesus died. If this history is

not in Genesis iii., where is it ? If Christian apologists do

not narrow the ground thus, it will ultimately be done

for them. But not soon. No ; the haze must compact

into the '' darkness which can be felt;" the imaginings

must first be taken for truths, and the erroneous im-

pressions allowed to settle down into beliefs, and then,

when too late for themselves, the subject controverted

will be narrowed to this terrible issue.

In the review and discussions which follow, I am
anxious to avoid everything like a dogmatical spirit.

It is understood throughout, that, whilst I give expres-

sion to my own personal convictions, there is room for

difference of opinion, both as to the bearing of some of

the scientific facts and the interpretation of some of the

passages of Scripture referred to. If in any case the

estimate of other inquirers should seem too sharply

defined, the reader is asked to attribute it to the

brevity of statement unavoidable in a work like the

present.

With our knowledge of geology, it is extremely diffi-
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cult, if not impossible, to understand the sensation pro-

duced among tliouglitful, tliougli unscientific men, wlien

their attention was first called by competent geologists

to the fact that there had been, not one creation only,

but a series of successive creations. That described in

Genesis, they were told, is not the only one. It was

the latest, no doubt, but several had preceded it. It

was to the state of feeling thus called forth among pro-

fessing Christian people, that the first of the schemes for

harmonising science and the Bible addressed itself. It

would not now be profitable to enter into a full discussion

of all the schemes of harmony. Two, however, must be

characterised ; one of which is specially associated with

the name of Dr. Chalmers, the other with that of Hugh
Miller. In 1853, Hugh Miller, while still under the

influence of the Chalmerian theory, wrote :
—

" The

ferns and lepidodendra of the coal measures are as little

connected with the truths which influence our spiritual

state as the vegetable productions of Mercury or of

Pallas; the birds and reptiles of the oolites, as the

unknown animals that inhabit the plains or dispoi't in

the rivers of Saturn or Uranus. And so revelation is

as silent on the geological phenomena as on the con-

temporary creations—on the periods and order of sys-

tems and formations as on the relative positions of the

earth and sim, or the places and magnitudes of the

planets." Words like these from such a man show how

deeply Chalmers' views had influenced him. Referring

to Grenesis i., Chabners had said, " The first verse de-

scribes the primary act of creation, and leaves us to

place it as far back as we may ; and the first half of the

second verse describes the state of the earth at the

point of time anterior to the detailed operations of this
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chapter." He tlius supposed tliat an immense interval

may have elapsed between the beginning and the intro-

duction of the present order of things, sufficient to have

permitted all the great ages of geologic time to have

passed into eternity.

This view has still a strong hold on many intelligent

men ; and there is so much in its favour, even when

regarded from the scientific point of view, that we should

be slow indeed to attempt to displace it by charac-

terising it as worthless, lest something far less satisfac-

tory should at once take its place in the popular mind.

It satisfied men like Buckland, Sedgwick, Hitchcock,

and Fleming. What stronger testimony could be

alleged in its favour ? Waiving the objections which

have been urged against it by those who have no belief

in periods of general confusion and darkness, like that

implied in verse 2, on the introduction of great epochs
;

and of such, too, as complain that the sequence of

the words of Scripture is violently broken if you thus

separate the first verse from those that follow—waiving

these objections, our doubt about it rises from another

quarter. It does not harmonise with the method of

Biblical history. In no other historical narrative in the

Scriptures do you meet with a statement which has no

bearing on the facts detailed. Besides, the longer we
look at it, the less likely does it seem that, if geologic

time had been embraced in the inspired narrative, it

would have been dismissed in this summary way. This

consideration has, no doubt, greatlj^ influenced men in

the direction of Cuvier's hypothesis, namely, that the

" days '* of Genesis i., refer to immense periods,

A short time before his death, Hugh MiUer left

the Chalmerian position, and embraced the scheme
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of Cuvier. His latest views are embodied in tlie

''Testimony of the Eocks." "The conclusion," lie

says, " at which I have been called to arrive is,

that for many long ages ere man was nshered into

being, not a few of his humbler contemporaries of the

fields and of the woods enjoyed life in their present

haunts, and that for thousands of years anterior to even

their appearance, many of the existing molluscs lived in

our seas. The day during which the present creation

came into being, and in which God, when he made the

* beast of the earth after his kind, and the cattle after

their kind,' at length terminated the work by moulding

a creature in his own image, to whom he gave dominion

over them all, was not a brief period of a few hours'

duration, but extended over, mayhap, millenniums of

centuries." He adds, that the only part of the Mosaic

record with which the geologist has to do, is that which

records the work of the third, fifth, and sixth days,

*' the period of plants, of great sea monsters and

creeping things, and the period of cattle and of the

beasts of the earth." '' All geologists," he goes on to

say, " agree in holding that the ' vast geological ' scale

naturally divides into three great parts." In his usual

clear and masterly way, he gives us the state of the ques-

tion, and leaves us in no doubt as to his views. He be-

lieves that the Mosaic record of creation is not a literal

history of events as they occurred, but the description

of a series of pictorial visions as they appeared to Moses
;

that the days of Genesis i. are periods indefinitely pro-

longed, and that these periods collate with the geo-

logical classification of rocks ; Paloeozoic, or primary

;

Mesozoic, or secondary ; and Ca3nozoic, or tertiary.

It will readily be seen that when Hugh Miller set
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thus closely, side by side, tlie geologic and Mosaic

records, lie was willing to have his theory tested from

this point of view. Do the geological periods harmonise

with the Mosaic days ? I think not. Even as to the

general divisions, great difference of opinion prevails

among geologists. Indeed, the divergence is so wide

here, that, as yet, no theorist can be warranted in

coming to sweeping and decisive conclusions as to the

harmony between the periods of days in Genesis, and

the great geologic divisions. The late Edward Forbes,

one of the ablest palseontologists of his day, judging

from the characteristic fossils of the different groups of

rocks, held that the whole of the secondary should be

joined to the tertiary, and he named this great series of

groups Neozoic ; thus limiting all below the Permian to

Palseozoic, and leaving us only two great ages to collate

with three immense periods held to be mentioned in

Genesis

!

But more : the very same phenomena which have led

to these leading divisions, have ruled in determining

smaller and subordinate ones. In studying, for ex-

ample, some of the oldest rocks of Scotland, we have,

first, those to which the name of Laurentian has

recently been given, from their t^^ical development

in the basin of the St. Lawrence ; second, above these,

and not conformable with them, the Cambrian;

and higher up still, the Silurian. On the ground

of stratigraphical and lithological peculiarities, these

rocks are classified as of different ages. Then turning

to them from the palaeontological point of view, it is

discovered that the traces of rhizopods, forms of life

lying at the very bottom of the zoological scale, which

are to be met with in the lowermost division, cease
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"until we reacli the very top of tlie Cambrian, and when
we enter the Lower Silurian, zoophytes begin to prevail,

such as graptolites, rastrites, and the like. Lower and
UjDper Cambrian, Lower and Upper Silurian, Lower,

Middle, and Upper Old Red, are respectively linked

together, because the strata in their subordinate and
secondary divisions are conformable. Thus the vary-

ing forms of organic remains, and the aj)pearance and
structure of the rocks, really warrant the divisions,

while the fossils of the lower interlace with those of the

higher, through forms introduced for the first time in

the lower. For example, of, say, 108 genera which
come in with the Lower Silurian, 29 cease, and 79 in-

terlace with the Upper Silurian. The same line of

remark might be followed with regard to the various

formations in all the geological ej)ochs. Now it is

by the application of the same principles, that those

wider generalisations are reached, which are named
Palaeozoic, Mesozoic, and Caenozoic, respectively. Such
wide divisions are provisionally accepted as of value,

from considerations of convenience in working and
classification. They are of no value in any question of

important controversy in which positive certainty and
exact truth are sought. They are equally valueless so

fiir as any attempt goes to collate the days of Genesis

with the periods of geology.

If, in the classification of rocks, well-defined divisions

are sought for other than working purposes—for the

discussion of physico-theological questions on which
men are at issue—let them be made. The residt will

be very different from that obtained by the advocates of

the "age theory." M. D'Orbigny's arrangement would

probably be found nearer truth than any other yet
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proposed. This able palneontologist lield, that instead

of three great periods, a rigid, and at the same time

wide examination of fossils, warranted the conclusion

that well-marked evidence has been preserved in the

fossiliferous strata of at least 29 distinct creations

—

periods far separated from each other, by intervals

during which numberless species disappeared, and at

the close of which others were introduced for the first

time. In this light, again, the theory referred to will

not stand the test of science.

Then what as to its agreement with the Word, when

read in the light of science? Here its unsatisfactory

character is even more marked. Let us look at the

Biblical account of the third, fifth, and sixth day's work.

In doing so, the question as to the meaning of the word

day, whether it was a period of twenty-four hours, or

one of uneven duration, need not be raised.

The narrative of Scripture is in the following words :

'' And God said. Let the earth bring forth grass, the

herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit

after his kind, whose seed is in itself, iipon the earth :

and it was so. And the earth brought forth grass, and

herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding

fruit, whose seed was in itself, after his kind : and God
saw that it was good. And the evening and the morning

were the third day'' (Gen. i. 11—13).

Farther on we have,

—

"xind God said. Behold, I have given you every

herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the

earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree

yielding seed ; to you it shall be for meat " (ver. 29).

Does it admit of even the slightest doubt that the

Lord refers, in the 29th verse, to the vegetation of the
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third day ? But tlie third day, it is alleged, collates

with the PaloDozoic period
;

yet the vegetation of

that day is here given for meat to man I More ; it

is quietly taken for granted, that a luxuriant vegeta-

tion is the manifest characteristic of the Palisozoic, or

primary geologic period. But how stands the matter ?

There are about 900 species of plants known to have

belonged to the carboniferous sj^stem, nearly 800 of

which are cr}^3togams, as mosses, ferns, and the like,

but we have at least 400 zoophytes, 236 echinoderms,

220 crustaceans, 1,907 mollusca, 307 fishes, and 7

reptiles, or, say, 3,080 remains of S23ecific forms,

as against 900 plants. With such facts before

us, are we not entitled to reckon the great excess

of animal life over that of plants as a leading feature

of the Palaeozoic epoch ? How can this fact of numeri-

cal abundance of animal life be got over, if we seek

for an age of vegetables to harmonise with the account

of the third day's work.

The record of the fifth day's creation runs thus,

—

^' And God said. Let the waters bring forth abundantly

the moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may
fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven.

And God created great whales, and every living crea-

ture that moveth, which the waters brought forth abun-

dantly, after their kind, and every winged fowl after

his kind : and God saw that it was good. And God
blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill

the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the

earth" (verses 20-22).

Fishes, birds, and sea mammals, were thus the forms

created on the fifth day, which is held to answer to the

Mesozoic period of the geological record. But we have
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seen, tliat above 300 fi«lies belong to tbe older period.

The geological record thus anticipated tlie work of this

day ! Nothing has, as yet, been said of land mammals
and of reptiles, but taking the Mesozoic as commencing

at the bottom of the trias and ending at the top of the

chalk, what do we find ? Many new plants, zoophytes,

echinoderms, crustaceans, mollusca, reptiles, and

mammals appear, and make it quite impossible to

collate the two records.

So is it, too, with the sixth dnj, on which all true

forms of land life (with the exception of birds), with

man at their head, are said to have been, for the first

time, set among the living creatures of the epoch.

When we turn to the geological record, we find, that

not only had reptiles and mammals existed at the time

held to harmonise with the fifth da}^ of Genesis, but

also that in the tertiaries we again meet with new forms

which should have, on this theory, been confined to pre-

vious epochs. New plants, zoophytes, echinoderms,

mollusca, fishes, and re23tiles, are for the first time

brought into being. But this is not all. It is clear

that the orbs of heaven are represented in the inspired

narrative as brought brightly out on the fourth day.

There had been light previously, for, on the threshold

of his glorious work, God had said " Let there be light."

Now if we take this narrative as it presents itself to

unbiassed readers, this difiused light was amply sufii-

cient for the vegetation of the third day, but on the

h}^Dothesis of that day being an immense period, during

which the vegetation of the coal measures was de-

veloped, we would be forced to acknowledge that such

vegetation had grown without true sunlight. This,

indeed, is the position into which the advocates of this
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tlieoiy liave been forced, and they speak of vegetation

on whose leaves a ray of sunlight never fell ! Some
time ago an antholite was discovered in the upper coal

measures, which Dr. Hooker says, " is the spike of a

very highly-organised flowering plant in full flower."

AVho that knows anything of the dependence of such

plants on sunlight, could, for a moment, receive such a

view of the absence of sunshine when the carboniferous

flora grew in luxuriance and beauty ? The fact is, that

the conditions under which it was realised were not very

unlike what obtains in warm countries still.

I am not careful to pursue this kind of remark fur-

ther. Much more might be added ; but enough has

been said to show, that the theory now reviewed has its

strongest points in the imagination of those who still

hold by it, and not in the facts of science. Perhaps,

however, it would scarcely be fair to pass from the

subject without a notice of the pojiidar and, in most

points, able work of Principal Dawson, of Montreal.

" Archaia" is written in a fine Christian sj^irit, by a man
of acknowledged eminence, both as a theologian and

man of science. In sobriety of judgment. Christian

tone, and absence of strong bias, it contrasts most

favourably with the wild guesses, the constant desire

to oppose revealed truth, and the one-sided science

which, more or less, mark many works on the same

topics. Principal Dawson has ventured into regions in

which Hugh Miller would not have felt at home, and

from which he has wisely turned aside. He felt it

vroidd not have been in his way to discuss knotty ques-

tions in exegesis, or to deal with difficult astronomical

subjects, which any attemj)t to collate all the days of

Genesis with the phenomena of the external world
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would liave implied. To tliis task Principal Dawson

set himself, and, as tlie fruit of his investigations, he

oiFers ns the following complete scheme of harmony,

of correspondence, between the geologic and Biblical

periods.

BIBLICAL ^ONS.

The Beginning.

First (fr/j/.—Earth mantled by

the vaporous deep — Production

of light.

Second day.—Earth covered by

the waters—Formation of the at-

mosphere.

Th ird day.—Emergence of dry

land —Introduction of vegetation.

Fourth day.—Completion of the

arrangements of the solar system.

Fifth day.—Invertebrates and

fishes, and afterwards great rep-

tiles and birds created.

Sixth day. — Introduction of

mammals—Creation of man and

Edenic group of animals.

Seventh day.—Cessation of work

of creation—Fall and redemption

of man.

Eighth day.—New heavens and

earth to succeed the human epoch

—"The rest (Sabbath) that re-

mains to the people of God"
(Heb. iv. 9; 2 Pet. iii. 13).

PERIODS DEDUCED FROM
SCIENTIFIC CONSIDERA-
TIONS.

Creation of Matter.

Condensation of planetary bo-

dies from a nebulous mass—Hy-
pothesis of original incandescence.

Primitive universal ocean, and

establishment of atmospheric

equilibrium.

Elevation of the land which

furnished the materials of the

azoic rocks—Azoic period of geo-

logy.

Metamorphism of azoic rocks

and disturbances preceding the

Cambrian epoch— Dominion of

existing causes begins.

Palseozoic period—Reign of in-

vertebrates and fishes.

Mesozoic period—Reign of rep-

tiles.

Tertiary period— Reign of

mammals.

Post-tertiary—Existing mam-
mals and man.

Period of himian history.

As many of the remarks made on Hugh Miller's

scheme are applicable here, it will be sufficient to

notice that of Principal Dawson in a very general way.

Beginning at the bottom, we have an eighth day intro-

duced, to embrace the prophetic period of the new
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heavens and the new earth. Of course we are taken

out of the sphere of science, unless, indeed, we should,

with Hitchcock, proceed to illustrate one of the passages

referred to, by attempting, at least, to show how geology

teaches that there is fire sufficient in the earth's crust to

set '^ the heavens on fire, and to melt the elements with

fervent heat.'' But as the author does not plead for

synchronism between this eighth day and any geologic

2)eriod, we need only look to the other passage referred

to, namely, Hebrews iv. 9, " There remaineth therefore

a rest (o-a/3j3artcryuoc) to the people of God." It need

scarcely be shown here, how singularly inappropriate this

reference is. Every onewho has read the passage thought-

fully, knows how far from the mark the popular impres-

sion as to this text is. God had promised to Israel the

Canaan rest, as he had given before to the patriarchs the

seventh-day rest. jN^either of these was complete and

satisfactory so long as it was isolated from another,

even the rest of the soul in the Lord Jesus Christ, be-

lieved in and received as the eternal Son of God, the

Saviour. Look, says the Apostle, at your highest

privileges, as identifying you with a favoured people

;

yours, with them, is the rest which is associated with

the memory of God's rest when he finished his creative

work
;
yours, too, is the satisfaction that the promise

was fiiMled to the fiithers in the gift of the land. But

there is yet another to which I wish to shut you up

—

" There remaineth therefore a rest ;" enter into this.

It is now provided for you by the coming of the Mes-

siah, promised to the fathers. Believe on him ; know,

receive, and enjoy the true rest of the people of God.

The seventh day is held to synchronise with the period

of human history. Much might be written on this
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point ; but, again, witliout entering into questions as to

the meaning of the word day, the alleged difference

between sabbath and seventh day, and the like, there is,

to the Christian, this £atal objection,—the theory would

destroy our sabbath. " Remember the sabbath day, to

keep it holy. Six days shalt thou labour, and do all thy

work : but the seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord

thy God : in it thou shalt not do any work." If the

whole human period be the sabbath, the seventh day,

how shall we not do any work therein ? Yet it has

been kept by man from the earliest times, as we know

from the Holy Ghost himself. Men have rested from

their sore toil of head and hand. They have entered

into quietness and peace with the dawn of the sabbath,

as the day of sweet content and delight, when they had

been weary with the distracting cares and wasting

labour of the week. Show us how we are to secure our

sabbath before you ask us to accept this conjecture.

The sixth day is collated with the tertiary and post-

tertiary periods. We do not see why the author has

separated the Edenic from the human period, except

that the Bible record demands that man should

be associated with the sixth day. Is this done with the

view of leaving room for a lengthened period between

Eden's time of bliss and the expulsion from Eden ?

Some would save us all difficulty here, by proposing to

make the tertiary epoch synchronise with the duration

of the unfallen condition of man. A good deal has

been made of this, but on asking what light Scripture

throws on the question of time, the matter is very sum-

marily settled thus:—"All the days that Adam lived

were nine hundred and thirty years : and he died." If,

however, it be held that tertiary and post-tertiary make
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one flay, it must be held also that there was no break

between them. The one linked naturally and smoothly

into the other. But what says science here ? We should

expect to find the great majority of the tertiary forms

of life associated with recent ones. If it be, indeed,

affirmed that they had ceased to exist, then we have a

break. Two well-defined periods are introduced, and the

post-tertiary should embrace all the human period, just

as the tertiary takes in the whole group of strata which

stretches from the top of the chalk up to pleistocene.

If this inference be rejected, it is fair to ask, how do you

account for the marked difference between the great

majority of tertiary forms and the present, or why was

not man surrounded with the former and not by another

group ? Bear in mind that Sir Charles LyeU's classifi-

cation was based on the percentage of alleged recent

moUusca found in the tertiaries. Thus, in the lower

beds, dh out of 100 were held to resemble present mol-

luscs ; in the middle about 17 per cent. ; in the upper

about 35 or 40. Yet even as to these Sir Charles Lyell

is now forced to acknowledge, " that some conchologists

are unwilling to allow that any eocene species of shell

has really survived to our time so unaltered as to allow

of its specific identification with a living species." In-

deed this remark is more or less appropriate in regard

to shells found higher up. Even when generic forms

are compared, much uncertainty prevails, but this is

greatty increased when we deal with species. Then

where are such modern representatives of the carnivora,

as Ilachairodm ; of the non-ruminants, as Anfhroathcrliun

and Anoj^Iotherium; of the ruminants, as Siratherium ; of

the pachyderms, as Palmotherium ; of the Mastodon and

Megatherium ; or, indeed, of the forty or fifty genera
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of mammals wliicli came in with the tertiary, and

perished ere it closed ? If we look at species, we should

have above 350 of mammals and about 30 of birds. Yet

all these came and went, during a period which is here

linked with the Edenic as part of the sixth day!

They are easily satisfied who can receive this.

Looking at the mode in which Principal Dawson

attempts to collate the third and fifth days with the

geologic periods, we notice a wide divergence from

Hugh Miller's scheme, or rather from Cuvier's scheme

illustrated by him. The Palaeozoic and Mesozoic

periods are both associated with the fifth day, while

part of the former is held to synchronise with the third

day. Now, the forced and awkward character of this

attempt must at once strike the reader. 1. The impos-

sibility of finding a geologic period of vegetation to

answer the Biblical statement, that the third day was

distinguished by the creation of '' the green herb," is

acknowledged. The author does not name vegetation

at all in this tabular scheme of geologic periods. 2.

Had he done so, he must have made the creation of

vegetable forms precede that of marine invertebrates and

fishes. But palaeontology meets this by a positive

denial. 3. Taking a wider, and, at the same time, more

correct view of geologic phenomena than Hugh Miller

has done, he saw the necessity of bringing the geologic

features which would answer to the Biblical fifth day

together. But, in doing so, he dissents from the age

theory, as stated by Cuvier, as interpreted by the late

Professor Jameson, and as illustrated by the cunning

hand of Hugh Miller. Thus, again, doubt, uncertainty-,

contradiction, mar every attempt at harmony.

Both the third and fourth days are here associated,

o
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more or less, with the azoic period of geology. The

name Azoic was given by Sir Roderick Murchison to

all the rocks lying below the nj^permost beds of the

Upper Cambrian. This term is no longer appropriate to

this extent. The Laurentian beds, which lie between the

gneissose unfossiliferous rocks and many metamorphic

strata, and the Cambrian of Professor Sedgwick, are now
distinguished by what is appropriately named " the

reign of the foramenifera." In making this statement,

morepA^er, it is interesting to remember, that Principal

Dawson has had a large share in the very discoveries

which thus go against his attempts to collate the Biblical

and geologic periods.

As regards the first and second days, there is little

call for any lengthened statement. The hj^potheses of

a nebulous mass and of original incandescence are more

widely and strongly controverted than almost any other

general topics in natural philosophy and natural science

;

but their statement in this relation shows, that the

author means by the matter which was created at the

beginning, fire, air, and water. Given these elements,

it would puzzle even an experienced chemist to shed

light uj)on the next phase of their development

—

" the

land, namely, which furnished the materials of the

azoic rocks !

"

We may thus dismiss these theories, and ask if there

be not a better way ? The answer to this will leave the

ground cleared of many hindrances to a right estimate

of the question of the antiquity of man. It will take

us out of those cross lights which are far more painful,

uncertain, and distracting than can well be imagined

by any but those who have stood in the midst of them,

longing, above all things, to get at the truth. Such as
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have fouglit tlieir way towards tlie pure light of truth,

from the midst of the doubts and darkness associated

with these topics, know that it is as grateful as ice on a

fevered brain, or as cold water to a parched throat and

burning lips, to find truth in a fully inspired record,

and an infallible guide in Him of whom that record

testifies.

The position, then, which I wish now to make good

is this :—There is no reference to the geologic record in

the first chapter of Genesis. That chapter is not a history,

in any sort, of any ord.er of things but the present. If

this be true, we get quit of all those so-called schemes

of reconciliation between Genesis and science, which are

so fitted to puzzle and perplex multitudes, to whom the

Bible has been given as a spiritual guide, and not as a

source of controversy. Nor will the advantage be all

with them. Science will reap profit too. When con-

troversy arises, it ^vill be settled on scientific grounds.

It will be science against science, and not Scripture

against science. We shall see the advantage of this

position, when we get into the heart of the question of

the antiquity of man, just as we shall ever feel its

influence for good when, as disciples of the Lord Jesus

Christ, we go into the world which he has created, to

trace the workings of that same mind with which v/e

are brought into fellowship in his own Word.
The Bible alone can help us to right views on this

point. It is here, as in matters of doctrine, its o^vn

best interpreter. The candid and thoughtful will take

the following suggestions in this spirit. If, as science

advances, we are constrained to quit these schemes of

reconciliation, let ns not regret it ; we are but putting

ofi" the rags of human wisdom to put on the seamless robe
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of pure trutli ; we are but quitting the open sea, where

all is unrest, for the tranquil waters of a sure haven.

1st. Let us ascertain the meaning of the words

*' created'' and ''made." We are not entitled to con-

clude, that this verse is a protest against the materialistic

and atheistic heathen hj^othesis of the eternity of

matter. That hypothesis is met most distinctly in many
other passages of Scripture. N'or have we any question

here about primary and secondary meanings of words

—

whether, for example, on their first occurrence in Scrip-

ture they are always used in their primary signification.

All that we have to note, is the way in which these

words are used in this chapter, or in some other portion

of this book. " Create " is often used as interchangeable

with "make." Thus, at verse 21, it is said, " Grod

created great whales," and at verse 25th we have, "And
Grod made the beast of the earth," etc. In Exod. xxxiv.

it is used in the sense of " do "—" Marvels such as

have not been done." Again, " made " has both the

meaning of " create," as " let us make man," and of

" prepare," " form," " fashion," as in Gen. xviii. 7, 8 :

" Abraham ran unto the herd, and fetched a calf tender

and good, and gave it to a young man ; and he hasted

to dress it (literally, 'to make it')." And again, " the

calf which he had dressed (literally, 'made')." So

here : the existence of light previous to the second day's

work implied the existence of a firmament, but that was

to be prepared, brought fully out in lustrous beauty on

the second day. Accordingly we are told that on that

day " God made the firmament." There is nothing in

these words oj)posed to the conclusion to which we are

pointing.

2nd. The expression, "in the beginning," finds its
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true interpretation in the Mosaic writings. It is a

brief mode of intimating generally the particular

facts afterwards to be presented in a fuller narra-

tiye. Here it stands for the six creative days, and is

itself a part of the account of these days. '' This

month," said Moses, " shall be to you the beginning of

months;" an expression not only suggestive of the whole

year, and intended to direct the mind of the people

forward to its close, but one which intimates that the

month was a true part of the year. " In the beginnings

of your months," is also a Mosaic phrase for an act

which was to be repeated throughout the year. The

word is elsewhere used with a meaning bearing even

more closely on these remarks. Thus, men are repre-

sented as alive at the period which was the true begin-

ning ; as here :
" From the beginning of the world, men

have not heard." " Hath it not been told you from the

beginning ? " " Have ye not read," said Jesus, '' that

He which made them at the beginning, made them

male and female?" Thus, then, we see the harmony

between different passages of Scripture on this point.

The words "In the beginning" (Gen. i. 1) collate with

the word '' thus " of Gren. ii. 1, and with the expression

"in six days" of Exod. xx. 11,

—

" In the beginning God created the heaven and the

earth."

" Thus the heavens and the earth were finished."

" In six days the Lord made heaven and earth."

" It has been very positively contended," says Dr.

Kalisch, an accomplished Hebrew scholar, "that the

days mentioned in the Biblical record of creation

signify periods of a thousand years, or of indefinite

extent. But this imputed meaning is absolutely
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against tlie usage and genius of tlie Helorew language
;

and tlie days of creation are really and literally periods

of four-and-twenty liours." ISTor should tlie first verse

be separated from tliose "wliicli follo^y. It should be

regarded as a brief but comj)reliensiYe summar}^ of the

six days' work.

It is to be kept in view that we are looking at the

expression, ''In the beginning," only as it is used in

the Mosaic writings. We are not here called to do

more. Reference may, however, be made to an often

quoted passage in the Gosjiel according to John—

a

Gospel in which great and special prominence is given

to the godhead of our Lord Jesus Christ. In chapter i.

verse 1, this is very distinctly stated

—

" The Word was

God." Then follow such declarations as these :

—

" All

things were made by him ; and without him was not

anything made that was made. In him was life ; and

the life was the light of men" (ver. 3, 4). This

ascription to him of the work of the veritable God is

associated with the expression used in ver. 1,
—*'In the

beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God."

Now, even though we should understand the words,

"In the beginning," as suggestive of eternit}", they

may nevertheless be regarded as prefatory to the state-

ments which follow immediately ; for these have distinct

and direct reference to Christ's everlasting standing as

God. But there is nothing in the narrative in Genesis i.

which follows the use of the words, ''In the begin-

ning," that has any bearing on the eternity of God as

the Creator, and the head of life and power. All this

is, no doubt, implied, but still the account of creation

(ver. 2-31) makes no mention of it. We conclude,

then, that as in Genesis i., " In the beginning," is the
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preface to tlie record of creation wliich. follows, so, in

Jolin i. it is the preface to the account of Christ's

eternal Sonship, implied in ver. 1—4, and very fully

illustrated throughout the whole of this Gospel. The

narrative determines the scope and character of the

preface,

3rd. In this view of the passage, we regard the word
*' heaven " as the equivalent of air or atmosphere, and

the word " earth " as limited to the present order of

things, and as having no reference to the geologic

world. In the Scriptures " heaven " occurs in several

widely different significations. For example, in the

glowing description of Palestine (Deut. xi. 11) it is

described as '' a land of hills and valleys, and drinlteth

water of the rain of heaven." It is often spoken of as

the place of God's special dwelling and glorious mani-

festation. Thus the frequent references to him as " the

Father in heaven," etc. (Matt. v. 16 ; vi. 9 ;
Mark

xi. 26, etc.) In Psalm xix. it refers to the sun, moon,

and stars
—" The heavens declare the glory of God."

In Gen. i. 1, it may be taken in the first sense. Ac-

cordingly, in ver. 8, it is said, " God called the firma-

ment heaven." But this is even more evident from

ver. 26, 28, where our translators have rendered the

very word translated " heaven " in ver. 1, by *' air "

—

''Let them have dominion over the fowl of the air;"

literally, '' over the fowl of the heavens."

Then, as to the word "earth," we are told that

"God called the dry land 'earth'" (ver. 10). But

that the word is used here in a restricted sense is

evident from chap. ii. 1, " Thus the heavens and the

earth were finished, and all the hosts of them." In

this passage the sea is included, whereas, at ver. 10 it
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is specially mentioned—" tlie gathering together of the

waters called he seas." Sea, and lake, and river, are

all embraced in the still more general term, " waters"

—

"And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly

the moving creature that hath life " (ver. 20).

This line of remark might be followed throughout

the chapter, and at every point the appropriate cha-

racter of the words as descriptive of the present order

of things would be manifest. We are, however,

specially concerned with ver. 1, as what seems to us

the natural preface to the subsequent acQomit.

We do not see how we can resist the inference that

the narrative of Genesis i. is one ; in a word, that is, it

has nothing to do with the geologic record, but that it

is a true and literal history of the fact and order of

the creation of the present forms of animal life and

vegetation, and a record of arrangements, of adjust-

ments in the heavens and on the earth, suited to the

life with which the world was peopled. Getting to this

point, one breathes more freely ; the sky becomes clearer.

In dealing with the phenomena alleged in behalf of a

far higher antiquity for man, than we had been in the

habit of assigning to him, there ^^-ill be no occasion for

frequent reference to the Bible. Of course we take up

the question as believers in the accuracy of Biblical

history, yet not prejudiced on that account, nor bigoted,

nor indisposed to weigh facts and acknowledge their

value, but the contrary, as we believe.

We believe truth would gain much if this view of

the Biblical record were generally accepted. It is not

put forward as a "scheme of harmony;" it is simply

proposed to thoughtful readers of Holy Scripture as a

ground of rest amidst many distracting discussions
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touching tlie relations between tlie Bible and science.

These discussions are likely to increase with advancing

science. Notwithstanding the great progress of the

natural sciences during the last fifty years, every un-

biassed worker must feel that we have not yet got

much farther than the threshold. The remembrance

of this should make us cautious in theorising, and

tender in our dealing with the theories of others. In

each scheme of reconciliation glanced at above, some

earnest men may have found rest. Their weak points

have been referred to, in order that such as hold them
might not be taken by surprise, when scientific objec-

tions are urged against them in the literature of

unbelief.

The attitude of Christian thought to science insisted

on throughout this volume, was recently exceedingly

well stated by Dr. Pusey. At the " Norwich Con-

ference " (1865) he said, " There appeared to be two
opposite dangers which we had to beware in regard to

any science touching upon Holy Scrij)ture—first, an

incautious adoption of any such discoveries as might
seem to coincide with it ; and secondly, a misapj)lied

fear that any legitimate results to which any science

might come could be adverse to it. In the one case

we seemed, as it were, to be undermining our founda-

tion and substituting sand for rock ; in the other we
gave the impression that we were ill at ease, whether
our foundation were solid or not. . . . Truth seemed
to suffer when supported by wrong arguments, and
those not well grounded in the f\iith might say, ' Are
3^ou not mistaken in other cases also ? ' On our side

we must beware of bending the sacred text to confirm

the results of j^hysical science, or insisting on our inter-
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pretations as if they were certain to be true. People

made a byword of tliose who condemned Coj)ernicus,

and we should act the same if we were too positive

with regard to any given interpretation where the

meaning was not illustrated by the whole compass of

revelation. In faith, doctrine shed light upon doctrine.

All the rays were concentrated by turns on each spot,

and hence facts—although not always the main facts,

—such as agreed were received ; but statements, con-

nected with them, if the meaning of those statements

was not self evident, left us little whereby to give them
as precise, or to enable us to say, ' This meaning is as

certain as Scripture is true.'
"

Again, "As in the beautiful system of nerves, one

prick at the extremity ran through the whole and
might carry death, so it would be with the Gospel if

it were possible. Attack after attack had fastened

upon it, and people looked on wondering, as they did at

St. Paul at Melita when he had shaken off the beast

into the fire and received no harm. They who " were

of the truth" knew that it had an invulnerable life, and

could not be reached, for it was upheld by God. This

then was their attitude towards any researches of any

science—entire fearlessness as to the issue, awaiting it

undisturbed, whenever it should unfold itself. Few
things had been more mischievous than the attempt to

square God's word with facts imperfectly understood.

Some of them remembered the weariness which it was

to go through the attempts on historical grounds to

explain the enrolment under Cyrenius or the account of

Belshazzar ; they were unsatisfactory because they were

not true, and were said rather from the supposed neces-

sity of the case than from any conviction. People un-
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duly anxious about finding a solution took wliat came

to liand instead of waiting for the trutli, and owning

' I do not know.' Faith could afford this, for it was

its own separate sphere—the home of its being.

Physical science and faith were not commensurate.

Faith related to that which was supernatural ; science

to things natural. Faith rested upon what was super-

natural, science upon means natural, powers of observa-

tion, indication, combination, inference, deduction.

Faith liad to do chiefly with the invisible ; science with

this visible order of things. Science related to causes

and effects, the laws by which Grod upheld his material

creation. Faith related to God, his revelation, his

word. Faith had the certainty of the divine gift.

Science was the human certainty, the human reasoning.

Faith was one divine, God-given habit of mind ;
it was

one and the same in the well-instructed peasant and in

the intellectual philosopher."
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CHAPTER X.

man's place in nature.

Four aspects of the antiquity of man—" After their kind"—Origin of

species ; Bible view of Scripture chronology—Appeal to the Bible

—Speculations of M. de Maillet—Lamarck—Remark of Fonte-

nelle—"Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation "—Darwin's

" Origin of Species "—Huxley's " Man's Place in Nature"—Baden

Powell's " Essay on the Philosophy of Creation "—Zoological fea-

tures of man's place in natiu-e—Carl Vogt's " Lectures on Man"

—

Drift of Huxley's work—Embryonic peculiarities—Materialistic

character of Vogt's work—Man and the apes—Views of M. G-ra-

tiolet—Influence of recent views on national morality—Hypothesis

— Plurality of original simial stocks—Macacus and chimpanzee

—

Gibbon and orang—Mandrill and gorilla.

The question of the Antiquity of Man assumes four

aspects, according as we look at it from any one of four

points of view. It is either Biblical, zoological, archaeolo-

gical, or geological. After what has already been said,

we may, with a brief reference, dismiss the first aspect for

a time, and deal, from the scientific point of view, briefly

with the second, the zoological, argument for the higher

antiquity of the hmnan race. It is true that all these

run into each other, and must be dealt with as having

close relations, but it will give some clearness to the

summing up, if we look at each by itself.

We see from a glance at Genesis i. that the words

in which the creation of " the moving creature that

hath life in the waters, the fowls that fly above the

earth, the great whales, the cattle, the creej^ing things,
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and the beasts of the earth " are referred to, differ

wholly from those used in connexion with the creation

of man. In the case of the beasts, it is repeatedly said

that they ''were after their kind." This expression

implies, that while one group difi'ered very widely from

another, each group was made up of a number of species.

The existence of specific character, as something fixed

in the creative act, is clearly and most emphatically

recognised in the Bible. The Scriptures thus decide

the question of the origin of species. They do not,

however, enlighten us on the nature of species. That is

left for science to determine. The fact is stated, but

nothing is said of the elements which enter into the

fact. The naturalist is thus provoked to search, ex-

amine, observe, and classify, as the divinely endowed

interpreter of nature, in order to show us what scienti-

fically constitutes species. But when man is spoken of,

we no more have such words as '* after their kind." It

is simply, '
' God created man in his own image, in the

image of God created he him ; male and female created

he them." We cannot misunderstand this language.

It is plain, definite, unmistakable, and points to one

species. The word of God nowhere warrants the idea

of the existence of more than one species of man.

This theme is wide and, in the very highest degree,

interesting ; but we are not now dealing with the ques-

tion of the unity of the human race. Our theme is the

antiquity of man, and not the blood relationship of aU

the families of man.

Again, as regards the Biblical view of the time

during which man has been on the earth, we see that

while some latitude for difierence of opinion is admitted,

it is really so small as scarcely to warrant us to attach
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any importance to it. On this subject it matters

nothing whether we take the date, say, from Adam
to the birth of Abraham as 2,008, according to the

alleged chronology of the Hebrew text ; as 2,249, accord-

ing to that of the Samaritan ; or as 3,474, the period

deduced from the Alexandrian edition of the Septuagint.

We may take the last, as the longest, but we cannot

push the date of man's appearing much, if any, further

back, on the assumption that the book of Genesis is

historical. The lists of the ages of the immediate

descendants of Adam, and the period at which the Flood

was sent on the earth, shut us up to the conclusion, that

the early Biblical history supplies good foundation for

the belief, hitherto current and common, that no great

antiquity can be assigned to man. We put this con-

sideration on the front of the statement of the question.

Grood, you say ; but should you not have examined the

scientific fact first ? Would you not thus have come
to an impartial judgment ? x^ot more impartial than

Vie may reach after setting out from the Biblical

stand-point. If any hold, that belief in the historical

accuracy of the Bible unfits for the discussion of scien-

tific topics having Biblical relations, we do not now
reply to such. But we believe science gains when
its students work from this point of view. Is not her

cry ever, " Truth first, truth second, truth last, always

truth " ? The more earnestly her alleged findings are

searched into, the greater will be her advantage, for the

more evident will be the truth. On all questions about

which we are anxious to know the truth, we are in fair-

ness bound to take into account historical references to

them, even should these occur in a book whose history

is not specially directed thereto. If on this question
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I find strong and most distinct historic statements in

tlie Bible, and if I have found Biblical history right

and trustworthy on other topics, it would surely be

unphilosophical, if not absurd, to ask me to shake

myself free from Biblical impressions, in order to an

impartial discussion. Truth, rather, demands that I

should hold this ground until its insecurity is clearly

and triumphantly shown.

A brief glance at the history of the subject now under

notice is necessary. In 1750, M. de Maillet's " Telli-

amed " was translated into English, and for a season

made a great noise. An extract from the table of

contents will show its drift:— "Terrestrial plants

that grov/ in the sea—Origin of land animals—Their

resemblance to fishes—Easiness of their passage from

water to air—Sea calves—Sea dogs—Sea men—Wild

men—Men with tails—Men without beards—Men wdth

one leg and one hand—The passage of men from the

water into the air—Answer to some objections on this

subject

—

Gonformifjj of this system with the book of

Geiiesis."

M. Lamarck's work, "The Philosophy of Zoology,"

was published in 1809. The vagaries of De Maillet

were, in it, presented in a more scientific form, and

were illustrated with much power. Lamarck was one

of the most accomplished men of his day. He was

scarcely ever Avrong in his observations of nature, and

did almost as much as Cuvier himself to advance natural

science. Wise in recording phenomena, he was a mere

dreamer when he attempted to philosophise. His work

was long held to have been bowed out of court with a

broad grin by thoughtful readers. His speculations

were subjected to open ridicule, and biting, bitter
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irony, even by Sir Charles Lyell himself. But the

abiding vitality of error had been forgotten. " Errors,"

says Fontenelle, '' once broached among men, spread

deep and wide roots, and cling about everything that

supports them." The appearance of the '' Yestiges of

the Natural History of Creation," in 1844, in the very

heart of advanced British thought. Christian enterprise,

and broadly marked spiritual power, illustrated the

sagacity of this remark. We were cast back on the

crudities of De Maillet, and the wild hypotheses of

Lamarck. Many were content to be so. Many more

hailed the elements of discord thus cast into the midst of

a great company, who were really and cordially work-

ing from the truth-loving point of view. It is worth

while to note these things. But for the retrograde

step of 1844, it may be asserted, we should not, for

many years to come, if ever, have had Mr. Dar-

win's " Origin of Species," Professor Huxley's " Man's

Place in Nature," or Sir Charles Lyell's "An-

tiquity of Man :" and Baden Powell's " Essay on the

Philosophy of Creation" would have worked little

damage. It is true, however, that certain aspects of

the three first-named works had their germs in the

state of science at that period, but these aspects would

not have assumed the theological and Biblical bearings

which now so strongly mark them, had not "The

Yestiges " been published previously.

In dealing with the zoological features of this subject,

this should be kept in view. It makes the present state

ofthe question intelligible. It prepared the public mind

for recent announcements on this point. It produced in

society a taste for the discussion of such subjects, and

the shock to Christian thought is now not so violent as
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it would have been had this preparatory process not

been going on.

Without going into the scientific merits of Mr.

Darwin's book, we are justified in affirming, that its

whole tendency has been to create an impression, that

there is transmutation of species, and that man is but

the last link, as yet, of a chain, whose earlier links

clasped very different forms of life.

At this point, then, our subject assumes a well-defined

form. Several working naturalists of great eminence

and ability in the fields in which Lamarck was deservedly

famous, have left them for the bypaths in which the

fame of the Frenchman suffered damage and loss ; and

we are now called on to receive from them lessons in

the philosojDhy of the natural history of man, and gene-

ralisations built on the debris of one-sided observations,

partial knowledge, and isolated facts, as if all were past

gainsaying

!

Some, under the impressions now referred to, have

asked, Does not the structure of the, so-called, man-like

apes, exhibit so many points of resemblance to the physi-

cal structure of man as to warrant the inference that

they were the ancestors of the human family ? Others,

again, under the power of this suggestion, have very

eagerly caught at the discovery of skulls in pre-historic,

or, as they allege, pre-Adamic deposits, which exhibit

much divergence from the skulls of any of the families

of men now Kving. Is not, it is asked, the divergence

so great as to suggest, at least, the strong likelihood,

that we have here the transitional link between man and
the anthropoid apes ? JN'ow, while such questions, taken

by themselves, are, we acknowledge, fitted to provoke a

smile, yet, when regarded in the light of a cumulative

p
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argiiment for tlie immense antiqiiity of man, tlie matter

is much more serious and weighty. Professor Huxley's

work, '' Man's Place in Natvire," the recently (1865)

translated work of Carl Yogt, "Lectures on Man,"

and a number of articles in the same direction, in

scientific periodicals, thus demand much more attention

than they otherwise would. The drift of Professor

Huxley's work is to set aside the distinctions between the

orders himana and quadrumana, which most naturalists

accept, and to take us back to the Linnaean order ^^ri-

matcs, which included both of these. Arguing from

structural and morj)hological features, he alleges that

the embryo, ovum, or e^^, is the same in all mammalia
;

that the posterior extremities in the apes are not prehen-

sile organs, or hands, but true feet, as in man ; and that

there is nothing pecidiarly distinctive in ,the brain of

man when compared with that of the anthropoid apes.

These positions are very ably defended and illustrated,

as all who know anything of the author's great attain-

ments as a comparative anatomist were prepared to

expect. Having passed his facts in review, he says, " If

man be separated by no greater structural barrier from

the brutes than they are from one another, then it seems

to follow that, if any process of physical causation can

be discovered by which the genera and families of ordi-

iiaiy animals have been produced, that process of causa-

tion is ampty sufficient to account for the origin of man.

In other words, if it could be sho^Ti that the marmosets,

for example, have arisen by gradual modification of the

ordinary platyrhini, or that both marmosets and platy-

rhini are modified ramifications of a primitive stock,

then there would be no rational ground for doubting

that man might have originated, in the one case, by the
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gradual modification of a man-like a'pe, or, in the other

case, as a ramification of tlie same primitive stock, as

those apes." There can be no mistake as to the author's

meaning. Indeed, throughout he is ahnost needlessly

lavish of statements of a very free and highty-pro-

nounced kind, suggestive of his own honesty in braving

the ridicule and censure of men as honest as he is, how-

ever, but who hold such opinions to be both materialistic

and atheistic. Yet he does not leave us abruptly in the

dismal dark. He offers us grounds of comfort, which,

we imagine, few will be willing to take. " Thoughtful

man," he says, " once escaped from the blinding

influence of traditional prejudice, wdll find in the lowly

stock whence he sprung the best evidence of the splen-

dour of his capacities ; and will discern in his long

progress through the Past a reasonable ground of faith

in his attainment of a nobler Future." Alas, for this

hope ! One looks back over thousands of years, and finds

as noble, if not nobler, specimens of man than can be

found in the present. Then,, in all history there is not

a shadow of proof, that oiu^ pithecoid friends have got an

inch nearer us, or have been able to take even one step

up out of their sunken condition as brutes—dull, sense-

less, stupid, unthinking, unreasoning brutes. One fully

appreciates the tendency of all this, and we are not to

shrink from saying what we think of it, lest we should

be held as under " the blinding influences of traditional

prejudice."

But a word as to Professor Huxley's positions. He
compares the ovum of the dog and of man, and can find

no difference. This is denied by many able embryolo-

gists, and their testimony might with advantage be set

off against his. But it has often seemed to me, that many
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who have souglit to save themselves from what appears

to be the legitimate and necessary consequence of this

assertion, namely, the destruction of everything like

true specific differences in nature, by labouring to make

out broad distinctions between the ovum of the dog, say,

and that of the quadrumanous mammals, have missed

the position of true strength. The statement may be

held conditionally true, and yet its bearings fully con-

trolled and directed. Suppose we were to fall back on

the idea of plan, and to say, *' It has pleased the Creator

to associate the whole of the vertebrata by making them

spring from a like germ cell " ! The origin may be

acknowledged to be similar ; but how do you account

for the gradually increasing difference as development

proceeds? We see that with fish, reptile, mammal,

and the highest of all mammals, man, all which

you say result from the same beginning, the one never

becomes the other. This, moreover, is a result so im-

erring, that in all history there is no record of a mis-

take. The reptilian egg has never fallen short of its

end, and produced a fish ; that of the dog has never

risen higher, and produced a monkey. We lose nothing

if we let Mr. Huxley take his o-^ti way here, and follow

his own hj^othesis. If all be alike at the outset, each

is, nevertheless, put imder an undeviating law. It

must result ultimately in its development in a form
*' after its kind.'' This is all we care for ; though, in

making this admission, the question as to original

difference is not given up.

The views of Mr. Huxley in regard to the hind limbs

show how far a man may be carried in advocating fore-

gone conclusions. The so-called hind foot he holds is

not a true prehensile organ, yet it is notorious that the
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foot is habitually used as such, more so, indeed, than

the hands. The function it performs in these apes is to

seize branches as they move from tree to tree ; in this

case, if not in all others, the function should be held

to determine the nature of the organ. On this point,

asrain, some of the highest anatomists are at issue with

him. Indeed, even he is forward to acknowledge that

there are fundamental differences. He says that these

are " important enough in their way, the structure of

the foot being in strict correlation with that of the rest

of the organism in each case ; " and he adds, " but,

after all, regarded anatomically, the resemblance be-

tween the foot of man and the foot of the gorilla are

far more important and striking than the differences."

Before referring to the brain. Professor Huxley says,

" the differences between a gorilla's skidl and a man's

are truly immense." " No human cranium, belonging

to an adult man, has yet been observed with a less

cubical capacity than 62 cubic inches." "The most

capacious gorilla skull yet measured has a content of

not more than 34J cubic inches." These admissions

he seeks to set aside by adding, that '' the difference

in the volume of the cranial cavity of different races of

mankind is far greater, absolutely, than that between

the lowest man and the highest ape, while, relatively,

it is about the same." In like manner, when referring

to the great difference as to weight between the brain-

mass of man and that of the gorilla, he urges the

same consideration, and does away with the force of

the admission by suggesting, that as great differ-

ences obtain between one human brain and another as

between that of man and the gorilla. This mode of

dealing with organs and systems of organs is pursued
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throughout his work. But no one will care to deny

this. Does it, however, therefore follow that an anato-

mical case has been made out for the descent of man
from the anthropoid apes ? There would have been

some weight in it had it been made clear, on the one

hand, that as great differences of brain occur among
adult gorillas as among adult men ; and, on the other

hand, that, once introduced, these become permanent

and hereditary—new steps in the upward progress

towards man. In the case of man it is notoriously the

other way. Even in single families there are great

varieties in the forms of crania, and the transmitting

element often works backward, if one might so sa}^

The small cranium of a parent is often replaced by one

of maximum dimensions in his child.

Carl Yogt's work on man, just referred to, has

already begun to attract a good deal of attention. Carl

Yogt is known to all zoologists as a most enthusi-

astic and able naturalist. But so was Lamarck : so was

Oken. The character of the present work will be seen

when it is affirmed, that to the worst aspects of the specu-

lations of these wayward workers, it adds, on almost

every page, evidences of deep and intense hatred of

everything through which Christian thought influences

society. Perhaps it is better thus, than had it been

marked by that homage to religious views which

characterises some English works in the philosophy

of science whose tendencies, however, are equally

bad. The materialism is openly expressed here ; the

atheism is frankly avowed. Indeed, in the translator's

preface many apologies are made in ''excuse of the

attacks made by him on theological dogmas." " If

M. Yogt had been an Englishman," he says, "I
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should certainly have highly censured a man of such

profound and extensive views wasting his energies

in attacking the opinions of theologians." To dis-

tract the reader as little as possible, some of the most

filthy and blasphemous passages are kept out of the

text, and a novel method of saving the student from

them is had recourse to. They are brought together

and printed in an appendix! The book is being

widely circulated, and the eminent abilities of its

author as a man of science demand, that it should be

noticed by any one wishing to give a fair view of

the present aspects of the great question now under

review.

The translator says, " Yogt acknowledges that, to a

great extent, he is willing to accept the conclusions of

England's great modern naturalist, Charles Darwin;

but, unlike many of that profound observer's followers in

this country, he entirely repudiates the opinions respect-

ing man's unity of origin, which a section of Darwinites

in this country are now endeavouring to promulgate.

The author's views on this point I hold, in the present

state of science, to be especially sound and philosophical

;

and I hope that this work may help to coimteract the

inconsistent and antiquated doctrines now being taught

by one of our government professors respecting the small

distinction which exists between the members of the

genus homo.'" '' The ape-t3T3e," says Yogt, " does not

culminate in one, but in three anthropoid apes, which

belong to at least different genera. Two of these genera,

the orang and the gorilla, must at all events be divided

into difierent species ; there are, perhaps, some varieties

of them which form dispersive circles, like some around

certain races of man. Be this as it mav, this much is
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certain, tliat eacli of these antliropoid apes has its pecu-

liar characters by which it approaches man ; the

chimpanzee by the cranial and dental structure ; the

orang, by its cerebral structure ; the gorilla by the

structure of its extremities. None of these stand next

to man in all points ; the three forms approach man
from different sides without reaching him." In support

of this assumj)tion he quotes Gratiolet, whose name is

intimately associated with present zoological discussions

on this question :
— '' As heads of three different series,

these apes still preserve the character of the groups to

which they belong, although they possess, if I may so

express myself, common insignia of their high dignity."

*' No valid objection," continues Vogt, *' can be raised

to these deductions of Gratiolet, in the presence of the

facts ; but these facts prove our assertions, that the

higher developed forms of different parallel series of

apes approach man from different sides. Let iis imagine

the three anthropoid apes continued to the human type

—

which they do not reach, and, perhaps, never will reach

—

we shall then see developed from the three parallel

series of apes, three different j^rimary races of mankind,

two dolichocephalic races descended from the gorilla

and chimpanzee, and one brachycephalic descended from

the orang; that descended from the gorilla is, perhaps,

distinguished by the development of the teeth and
chest ; that descended from the orang by the length of

the arms and light-red hair; and that issued from the

chimpanzee by black colour, slender bones, and less

massive jaws." Again: ''It is just this plurality of

characters which confirms us in our view. If the

macaci in the Senegal, the baboons on the Gambia,

and the gibbons in Borneo, could become developed into
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anthropoid apes, we cannot see wliy the American apes

should not be capable of a similar development ! If

in different regions of the globe anthropoid apes may

issue from different stocks, we cannot see why these

different stocks should be denied the further develop-

ment into the human type, and that only one stock

should possess this privilege ; in short, we cannot s( e

why American races of men may not be derived from

American apes, negroes from African apes, or negritos,

perhaps, from Asiatic apes. On examining the species

of mankind and their history, we arrive at similar

results." " But if this plurality of races be a fact, as

well established as their constancy of characters, despite

of the many intermixtures through which the natural

primitive races had to pass—if this constancy be

another proof for the great antiquity of the various

types, for their occurrence in the diluvium, or even in

older strata, then all these facts do not lead us to one

common fundamental stock, to one intermediate form

between man and ape, but to many parallel series,

which, more or less locally confined, mi^ht have been

developed from the various parallel series of apes."

This, to say the least of it, is very offensive, and

woidd not have deserved to be noticed but for certain

ethical relations it assumes. When stated as if it were

the protest of science against antiquated theological,

mind-cramping dogmas, it possesses, to many minds,

some attractive features. Its early prevalence among

many continental men of science soon bore fruits.

Great numbers of .the working and middle classes,

on whom the prosperity and greatness of nations so

much depend, were brought under its influence. That

severance of the popular mind from the power of
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the highest truths, involved in the reception of such

degrading materialism, has worked sad havoc in some

continental states. Where it prevails, social morality

ceases to be regarded as having its foundations in eternal

truth. It becomes no more than a congeries of conven-

tionalisms, an explosive mass which the lightest sparks

of lust and lawlessness may fire at any time. In this

country the influence of the church of Christ is still

owned in the regulation of manners, in the domestic con-

stitution, and in the affairs of the state. Her testimony has

tended to beget a comparatively healthy public opinion

on the side of social morality. She has honoured the

word of Christ, and, to the extent to which she has done

so, an atmosphere of Christian thought has been thrown

over all social morality, all educational enterprise, all

active philanthropy, and all political effort. But let

views such as those indicated by Yogt, and needlessly

homologated by the Anthropological Society, prevail,

and soon all this would cease. The way, then, to stem

the tide which threatens to set in, is to look such specu-

lations in the face, examine them, and point out their

marked divergence from the path of true scientific

inquiry.

The first thing that strikes one in looking at them, is

the frequent repetition of the words "if" and " per-

haps"—words which in no department of thought are

so mischievous as in the philosophy of natural science.

Hypotheses are stated by one man, and another comes

to use them as if they were acknowledged facts,

unchallenged, unquestioned. But no sooner has this

been done, than a third, and generally a more numerous

company, assign to these the rank of absolute truth. On
the question now under consideration this is specially
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true. Some of our leading naturalists now work and

record their observations, as if the extreme antiquity of

man were settled for ever and beyond all question;

and many subordinate and second-rate workers seem to

have discovered that their calling is to do little else

than ring this in men's ears. Thus it has come to pass,

that many, from whom better things might have been

looked for, have fallen under the impression that what

has so often been repeated must of necessity be true.

They have not the skill to examine for themselves, nor

the patience to wait till others do it for them.

Let us look at M. Yogt's " if " and '' perhaps." The

whole fabric of assumption in the preceding extracts

hangs on them. These extracts, moreover, really con-

tain the substance of his sixteen elaborate lectures.

The point insisted on is a plurality of original stocks

from which man is held to have sprung. Some have

thought, that the Neanderthal remains should be re-

garded as traces of a primeval race which at one time

peopled Europe—a race, as Professor Huxley seems to

hold, which has survived, and is represented by the

aborigines of Australia. Indeed, this hypothesis has,

in part, been accepted by Yogt, to the great grief of

his translator, who says,
—" In Lecture X. it will be

seen that the author has unfortunately accepted the

wild speculation of Professor Huxley respecting the re-

semblance of the Neanderthal calvaria to that of the

Australian.'' But this is not allowed by Yogt to clash,

in any way, with his favourite theory of a variety

of pithecoid or simial original stocks for the human
race.

It will have been observed that Yogt's " if" and

"perhaps" indicate, in a very loose way, that he has
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come to believe tlie views of Gratiolet, on wtich the

inferences quoted have been based. " On comparing
the brain of the orang with that of other brains," says

Gratiolet, " we are bound, on account of the size of the

anterior lobe, the relative smallness of the posterior lobe,

and the development of the superficial transition convo-

lution, to place the orangs at the head of the gibbons

and the semnopitheci. The orang has a gibbon's brain,

only richer, more developed, in a word, brought nearer

perfection." '' On comparing the brain of the chim-

panzee with that of the true macacus, and specially of

the magot, it is impossible for us to reject the analogies

presented by this comparison. When, therefore, we put

aside every preconceived theory, we are irresistibly led

to the conclusion, that the chimpanzee brain is a perfected

macacus brain. In other words, the chimpanzee stands

in the same relation to the macacus and baboon, as the

orang to the gibbon and the semnopithecus." " The
gorilla is a mandrill, just as the orang is a gibbon, and
the chimpanzee is a macacus." These remarks will be

understood when it is remembered that the gibbons

{hylohates) are the long-armed apes of the East, and
the semnopitJieci are the long-tailed and cheek-pouched

monkeys of Asia. To this genus the sacred monkey
{S. enteUus) of the Hindoos belongs. Macacus, again, is

the genus represented in Europe, on the rock of Gib-

raltar, as the Barbary ape ; and the mandrill (Papio

mormon) is a very large baboon, one of the cynocepkaUy

or dog-headed, short-tailed quadrumana. Each of these

is distinguished by such well-marked and clearly defined

characteristics as to entitle it to the rank of a genus.

But these characteristics embrace many other pecu-

liarities of structure besides cerebral ones, which are all
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disregarded tere. Other genera are left out of sight,

through lying between the one chosen and the highest

form to which it is linked ; and we are invited to believe

that there has been a process of development from

African apes up to negroes, from American apes up to

certain American races, and from Asiatic apes up to

certain Eastern races, of the same kind, after the same

manner, and very much in the same degree, as what is

here gratuitously alleged to have taken place when the

mandrill, after various steps, became the gorilla, the

Barbary ape rose to the chimpanzee, and the sacred

monkey, " the metamorphosed prince" of the super-

stitious Hindoo, attained only the bulky dignity of the

orang-outan; for, in the upward march as to body and

bulk, there had been a downward one as to intelligence,

the lowest brains exhibiting the highest psychical at-

tainments ! Yet all this speculation has the ring of

true science, and its authors seem to cheat themselves

into the impression that, having come to believe in

their own theories, all other men will hasten to the

same conclusions. They are under a great mistake.

If the chimpanzee were once a macacus, the

gibbon the ancestor of the orang, and the mandrill

the original stock of the gorilla, how comes it that

each now fails in ever identifying itself with the

other? How comes it that the so-called lower forms

have in all historic time gone on repeating them-

selves by ordinary birth, and steadily refusing to pass

upward to the higher? In science, hypothesis is

nothing when it is directly contradicted by facts, and

theory is vain which cannot point to one well-authen-

ticated fact in its support. We might with just as

good warrant, if not with better, say, on comparing the
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brain of tlie rat and tlie mouse, of the Scotch, grouse

and the capsrcailzie, of the jackdaw and the raven, of

the European dipper and the blackbird, of the fresh-

water trout and the salmon, ''it is impossible for us to

reject the analogies presented to us by this comparison/'

In each case the analogy of brain would warrant the

conclusion that there is no generic distinctions between

these. The one was once the other ; the rat a mouse,

the capercailzie a brown grouse,, the rayen a daw, the

blackbird a water ousel, and the salmon the common
trout

!

But, further, we are given to understand that no one

anthropoid ajDC stands next to man in all points. The
chimpanzee approaches him by the form of the skull

and teeth, the orang by the characteristics of its brain,

and the gorilla by the structure of its arms and legs.

The geographical distribution of the first two might have

allowed them to come together, that the one might give

its skull and the other its brain as a contribution to the

structure of the man, thus in the act of growing up

somcJwir, but how the gorilla was to meet with them,

and add to their gifts arms and legs for man, is j^uzzling

enough, even from the geographical point of view. If

man is to have any other origin than the one assigned

to him in the Bible, let us not have the scheme of M.
Yogt. Give us development from nothing to a monad,

and from a monad to an oyster, or to anything else, far

rather than this.
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CHAPTER XI.

THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN.

Traces of man in ancient superficial deposits—Danish kitchen-refuse-

heaps, or kjokken-moddings—Quotation from Sir Charles Lyell

—

Alleged antiquity of refuse-heaps—Extinct forms—Great fAik

—

Lake or pile dwellings—Geologic aspects of the question—Cuvier's

theory of the earth—Contemporaneity of man and the great

extinct mammals—Review of facts bearing on the subject—Ox,

deer, elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, Irish deer, bear, hyaena,

cat—Quotation from Dr. Falconer.

It is not likely tliat the world would have been troubled

with Yogt's lectures, but for certain discoveries in

superficial deposits which have recently engrossed

the attention of scientific men, evoked sjTiipathy from a

numerous class, to whom everything opposed to Scrip-

ture seems ever welcome, and which have called forth the

earnest animadversions of some students of theology.

Few scientific subjects in modern times have taken such

a strong hold on ahnost every class in the community.

Nor is this interest confined to Britain. It is even more

keenly canvassed in Germany and France than here.

American theological and scientific reviews show that the

deadly struggle raging there has not kept them from

a strong interest on this subject. In India, even, the

subtile intellects of a race just quickened into power

by the reflex influence of western Christian thought,

are employed in discussing the question of the Antiquity

of Man. It is not unlikely that just where it may do
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least evil, it will be most sifted, weighed, and an intel-

ligent effort made to understand its bearings, wbile

many may little regard it, who stand where its ten-

dencies in unsettling old healthy beliefs, and in raising

doubts as to the historical veracity of the Bible, are

strongest. We have glanced at some of the zoological

aspects of the question ; others will come up as we
regard it from the points of view of archaeology and of

geology.

The archaeological aspects are highly important, and

present many difficulties to the inquirer. Let us in-

dicate the leading features of this branch of the subject.

It deals with what is now generally known as the

pre-historic era. Traces of man have been found in

" refuse-heaps," or lijokhen-uidddings, as the Danish an-

tiquaries have named them ; in the remains of pile or

lake dwellings, or crannoges, and in tombs or cromlechs,

never, as it has been alleged, used in historical times.

A very high antiquity has been claimed for the refuse-

heaps and the pile-dwellings. The former are held to

synchronise with the earliest part of the so-called stone

period ; the latter, rather with that of the early bronze and

the later bronze and iron periods. " Scattered through

the kitchen-refuse-heaps are flint knives, hatchets, and

other instruments of stone, horn, wood, and bone, with

fragments of coarse pottery, mixed with charcoal and

cmders, but never any implement of bronze, still less of

iron. The mounds vary in height from three to ten

feet, and in area are some of them 1,000 feet long, and

from 150 to 200 wide." The alleged great antiquity of

these mounds is deduced, first, from the rude instruments

found in them ; secondly, from the distance of some of

them from the sea-shore; thirdly, from their not having
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"been met witli on certain coasts ; and, fourtlily, from the

presence of remains of certain species of animals wliich

are known to have long disappeared from the districts

in which they have thus left their traces. On the first

of these arguments, Sir Charles Lyell remarks,—" The

heaps are rarely placed more than ten feet above the

level of the sea, and are confined to its immediate neigh-

bourhood ; or if not (and there are cases where they are

several miles from the shore), the distance is ascribable

to the entrance of a small stream, which has deposited

sediment, or to the growth of a peaty swamp, by which

the land has been made to advance on the Baltic, as it

is still doing in many places, aided, according to M.

Puggaard, by a very slow upheaval of the whole country,

at the rate of two or three inches in a centm-y."

The inference held to spring necessarily and naturally

from this fact, is, that these refuse-heaps were once close

to the shore, but that a peaty swamp has, since they were

formed, intervened between them and the sea. Think,

then, it is said, of the immense time which this swamp

must have been in forming, and then conclude that

the men who made the heaps had passed away

before the peat began to grow ! Some, who have no

pet theory to maintain, might, in their simplicity, be-

lieve that the presence of the peat determined where

these ancient men would make their dwelling, namely,

on the landward side of the bog.

But the shells ? Well, this is not the only difficulty
;

for one might reply in turn, '* But the bones?" The

answer to both would be the very natural one :—As the

bones of land animals present in these heaps, when on

the shore, show that the animals had been carried

thither by the hunters, so had the shell-bearing moUusca

Q
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been carried inland by the fishers. If an immense

antiquity is to be claimed for these, it must find a war-

rant somewhere else than in such facts.

" But/' continues Sir Charles, " there is also another

geographical fact in favour of the antiquity of the

mounds, viz., that they are wanting on those parts

of the coasts which border the Western Ocean, or ex-

actly where the waves are now slowly eating away the

land. There is every reason to presume that originally

there were stations along the coast of the German

Ocean, as well as that of the Baltic, but by the gradual

undermining of the cliffs they have all been swept

away." To this it might be answered, with equal fit-

ness and point,—There are large portions of northern

coast-line which have not been subjected to this wear of

ocean, on which none of these kitchen-refuse-heaps have

ever been found ; and is it not in the highest degree

likely, that they may have been likewise wanting in the

districts now referred to? The possibility of urging

such an argimient reveals the worthlessness and the

weakness of the hypothesis. Besides this consideration,

many most important matters connected mth the rate

of this alleged encroachment of the waters of the ocean

on the land, would require to be definitely determined

before any use could be made of the alleged fact on

such a question as that now noticed.

" Another striking proof"—we quote again from Sir

Charles Lyell,—" perhaps the most conclusive of all, that

the refuse-heaps are very old, is derived from the cha-

racter of their embedded shells. These consist entirely

of living species ; but, in the first place, the common
eatable oyster is among them, attaining its full size,

whereas the same Ostrea ediilis cannot live at present in
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the brackish waters of the Baltic, except near its en-

trance, where, whenever a north-westerly gale prevails,

a current setting in from the ocean pours in a great

body of salt water. Yet it seems that, during the whole
time of the accumulation of the shell mounds, the
oyster flourished in places from which it is now ex-
cluded. In like manner the eatable cockle, mussel, and
periwinkle (Gardium ediile, Mi/tihis edule, and Liforlna

Utforea) , which are met with in great numbers in the
refuse-heaps, are of the ordinary dimensions which
they acquire in the ocean, whereas the same species

now living in the adjoining parts of the Baltic only
attain a third of their natural size, being stunted and
dwarfed in their growth by the quantity of fresh water
poured by rivers into that inland sea. Hence we may
confidently infer that in the days of the aboriginal

hunters and fishers, the ocean had freer access than
now to the Baltic, communicating probably throuo-h

the peninsula of Jutland, Jutland having been, at no
remote period, an archipelago." In addition to the
mollusca, remains of the bones of the urus, or wild bidl

(Bos urns), of the beaver (Castor fiber), the seal (Phoca
gyyphus), of the dog, and among birds, of the great

auk (AJca wipennis) and of the capercailzie (Tdrao
urogallus) occur. Of these the urus and beaver are

extinct in Denmark ; the seal is extremely rare ; and
the great auk has perished within the last fifty years.

Now (1) as to the presence of the edible oyster, and
the heaps themselves. Professor C. H. Hitchcock has
pointed out, that '' similar heaps are scattered along the
Atlantic coast from Prince Edward's Island to Georo-ia.

In both continents these heaps indicate that the ovster
formerly flourished in abundance v/here it is now ex-
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tremely scarce. Tlie fact, however, does not necessitate

a very ancient date for the accnmulation of the rubbish-

heaps, since in Maine we can prove that the oyster

became thus nearly extinct within the time of the white

poj)ulation." At the present day there are tribes of

Indians in British North America who form such

refuse-heaps still ; while, contemporary with them, there

are others who have no such custom. "\Yoidd any one,

then, be warranted to conclude that these refuse-heap

makers are greatly more ancient than the others ?

As regards mammalia and birds, the whole question

is even more uncertain. The urus, whose bones occur

in great numbers, was alive in the time of Csesar ; and

the auk, as has been remarked, only lately ceased to be

met with. In 1828 Professor Fleming notes, in his

" British Animals," that it *' breeds occasionally in St.

Kilda ;'^ and adds, ** breast and belly white. In winter?

the brownish-black ofthe throat and pre-neck is replaced

by white, as I had an opportunity of observing in a

living bird, brought from St. Kilda in 1822." Again,

then, there is no resisting the impression that on this

point, also, nothing has been alleged, and no fact has

been stated, which necessitates the acknowledgment of

a very high antiquity for these heaps, and for the men
who raised them.

Before referring to the lake, or pile dwellings—houses

raised on stakes driven into the mud deposits at the bot-

tom of lakes, after the manner followed by certain tribes

in New Guinea at the present day—it must be asked,

Is the archa)ological generalisation warranted which

embraces all pre-historic time under the three divisions,

the Stone Period, the Bronze Period, and the Iron Pe-

riod? I think not. For working purposes it is con-
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venient and -useful, just as is the classification of tlie

great geologic ages, whicli gives us Palaeozoic, Mesozoic,

and Caenozoic. But tlie facts do not warrant us in sepa-

rating tlie one period from the other, so that they shall

in no case either interlace or overlap. As there are

tribes who even still use only weapons of stone for

purposes for which other tribes use instruments of iron,

so may it have been—indeed, so it was—in primeval

times. In the present case, no doubt, the distance

between the two is geographically great ; but in bygone

ages they may have lived so near as often to have rallied

to one place and under one leader. In the army of

Xerxes we know that this was so. Since the time

when Professor Worsae first proposed this scheme for

the acceptance of northern and British antiquaries, it

has undergone many modifications. Both bronze and

iron have been found much lower down, and under far

different associations, than had been expected when the

division was made.

The remains of lake dwellings have been discovered

in Switzerland, in Ireland, and in Scotland. In Switzer-

land the most important occur. Connected with them
have been fomid tools, such as hammers, axes, celts,

fragments of rude pottery, articles of bronze, fishing-

gear, and the like ; remains of wheat, barley, apples,

pears, plums, etc. ; and traces of fifty-four species of

animals, all of which, with the exception of the urus,

are still living. The very farthest point back to which
a survey of these would compel us to go, would be to the

time when the urus became extinct, a date, no doubt,

long subsequent to the time of Caesar.

With these notices we may now turn to the geologic

aspects of this great question. In doing so, it is frankly
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acknowledged, in tlie outset, tiiat this brancli of the

subject is surrounded with manj^ difficulties. This

arises from the extent of ground to be reviewed, and the

great number and variety of, so-called, facts adduced

to prove a far more remote date for the appearance of

man than has hitherto been granted, and the want of

anything like general unanimity among working

geologists, as regards the interpretation of quaternary

superficial deposits. But while these difficulties beset

the question, our way is now comparatively clear.

"SYe have got rid of many distracting topics associ-

ated with the physico-theological aspects of Genesis i.,

and also with the zoological bearing^s of the subject,

and may now turn to these leading branches:—(1) The

question of the contemj)oraiieity of man with certain

animals now long extinct
; (2) the remains found in

peat mosses
; (3) in silt ; and (4) in superficial gravels.

Cuvier's "Theory of the Earth" has already been

referred to. When reviewing what he calls " ex-

traneous fossils in loose strata," he says, " Every

circumstance, therefore, contributes to establish this

position, that the human race did not exist in the coun-

tries in which the fossil bones of animals have been

discovered at the epoch when these bones were covered

lip, as there cannot be a single reason assigned why
men should have entirely escaped from such general

catastrophes ; or, if they also had been destroyed and

covered over at the same time, why their remains

should not be now found along with those of the other

animals. I do not presume, however, to conclude that

man did not exist at all before these epochs. He may
have then inhabited some narrow regions whence he

went forth to re-people the earth after the cessation of
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these terrible reYoliitions and oYerwlielmings. Perhaps

even the places which he then inhabited may have

been sunk into the abyss, and the bones of that de-

stroyed race may yet remain buried under the bottom

of some actual seas; all except a small nmnber of

individuals who were destined to continue the species."

The words are weighty and suggestive, but they have

recently been set in lights which their author could

never have anticipated. Some, even of those who had

enjoyed the high privilege of listening to the words of

the great man who uttered them, have recently quoted ,

them as if they implied, that Cuvier did not believe it

possible there could have been contemporaneity between

man and these extinct animals. Others, again, have

read them as if Cuvier intended to affirm, that man

and these animals had lived together till the time of the

Flood. ^^Hien that awful judgment fell on the earth

they hold they were swept away along with the rebel

human race. It is impossible to see how such con-

structions can be put on these words. All that the

father of modern comparative anatomy wishes here to

be understood is, that when the words were written no

well-authenticated human remains had been discovered

along with those of the extinct animals. He virtually

says. If the bones of pachyderms or of carnivora have

been preserved, why have we not the bones of men,

especially seeioig that they have constituent peculiarities

as Kkety to secure their preservation as the bones of the

lower animals had ? He leaves the question here, and re-

fuses to retard the progress of discovery by any opinion

adverse to such progress. Man and these animals may

have been alive at the same time ; but we have no proof

that such was the case. This is all. He spoke from
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the point of view of tlie knowledge of his own day.

Since that period, science has been steadily advancing.

More attention has been given to the stratigraphical

relations and palseontological contents of superficial

strata, and many discoveries have thus been made which

could not have been anticipated when CuA^er wrote the

sentences now quoted. Traces of man have been abun-

dantly met with in the same deposits as those in which

many remains of extinct animals have been found.

Thus the question has been raised, Does the fact of

contiguity warrant the assiunption of contemporaneity ?

The question is surrounded with difficulties, connected

chiefly with theories as to the time of the deposition of

the quaternary beds in which the remains occur.

Without looking at all the forms of extinct animals,

or of animals which inhabit other zones than those in

which their remains are now to be met with, let us

limit our remarks to such as have been most frequently

referred to in discussions on the antiquity of man.

These are contained in the genera Bos (ox), Cercus

(deer), Elephas (elephant), Felis (cat), HijJj^opotamiis,

Hycenriy Rhinocey^os, Megaceros (Irish deer), and Ursus

(bear). Representatives of all these have been found

either in superficial or in cave-deposits.

Two well distinguished species of oxen, the marsh

cow {Bos hngifrons) and the wild bull {Bos primigenius),

both of which have been long extinct, can be traced

into the historical epoch. The former has left such

traces of its presence as do not permit us to doubt, that

it continued in this country long after the Roman
invasion. The latter, again, is the urus of Caesar. So

that, however many disputes may be raised as to their

specific characteristics, and the precise time of their
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extinction, they may be dismissed with one remark : If

in the stone period even traces, of their presence have

been found, we are not entitled to claim a very high

antiquity for that period, so far as they are concerned.

In the now noted Brixham cave (Devonshire), a

perfect antler of the reindeer {Ccrvus tarandm) was
discovered sticking in a layer of stalagmite ; and in

the second deposit, or bone-earth, bones of the same
animal were found associated with knives of flint. In
the Gower caves, again (Glamorganshire), not fewer

than 1,000 antlers have been gathered. " These," says

Sir Charles Lyell, "were mostly shed horns, and of

young animals, and had been washed into the rent with

other bones, and with angular fragments of limestone,

and all enveloped in the same ochreous mud. Among
other bones were those of the cave-bear, wolf, fox, ox,

stag, and field-mouse."

We think it wiU be difficult to escape the conclusion

that, here again, we have an animal, which no longer

inhabits middle and southern Europe, contemporaneous

with man. The reader of Sir Charles Lyell wiU notice

that he is inclined to assign a great antiquity to the

flint knives of the Brixham cave, from the mode in

which they are associated with the remains of the cave-

bear. But in the Gower caves we have the bones of

the cave-bear mingling with those of the fox, ox, stag,

and field-mouse ; a fact which brings the existence of

that animal much nearer to us than many seem to think.

It gives it a place among present fauna. But great

climatal changes, it is said, must have taken place since

then, and the period of the change must have been long

protracted. Here, however, we have evidence of such

animals as the fox and field-mouse having lived through
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these clianges, and continued to our day. There is

another fact which seems to tell in the same direction.

At Savigne, in the department of Yienne, France, re-

mains of the reindeer are associated with stone instru-

ments of a superior make, and even a stag's horn, on

which figures of two mammals are engraved in outline.

Pre-Raphaelite figures, of course ! In the Aurignac

cave (Haute Garonne), remains of the reindeer, and of

the Ilegaceros, or great Irish deer, are found with those

of the wild cat, the badger, the wolf, the fox, the

horse, the ass, and the stag, all of which still sur\dve

;

while associated with these are bones of the hysena,

the cave-lion, the mammoth, and the Siberian rhino-

ceros. If we should regard only the group whose re-

presentatives are still around us, no great antiquity

would be assigned to the Megaceros ; if the other and
extinct group, we might think ourselves warranted in

throwing the period of its extinction very far back.

The truth, however, lies between these alternatives.

The great Irish deer may have been contemporary with

the latter, and have Kved so much longer as to have

come near to our own time. The condition in which

its bones are met with warrant the suj^position. But
the association of these forms is highly suggestive.

Everything points to their contemporaneity with man.
Much has been made of the presence of bones of the

Jlippopotamns major in Britain, and in the lower gravel of

the Somme valley; in places, too, in which there are no

traces of such large pools of water as these animals delight

in. But the migratory habits of these animals are well

known ; and even Sir Charles Lyell is willing to allow

this. "Dr. Smith," he says, "relates, that in an expe-

dition which he made north of Port Natal, he found
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hippopotami swarming in all the rivers about the tropic

of Capricorn. Here the}' were often seen to have left

their footprints in the sands entering or coming out of

the salt water; and on one occasion Smith's party tried

in vain to intercept a female with her young as she was

making her way to the sea. Another female, which

they had wounded in her precipitate retreat to the sea,

was afterwards shot in that element. The geologist,

therefore, may freely sj)eculate on the time when herds

of hippopotami issued from North African rivers, such

as the Nile, and swam northwards in summer along the

coasts of the Mediterranean, or even occasionally visited

islands near the shore. Here and there they may have

landed to graze or browse, tarrying awhile, and after-

wards continuing their course northwards. Others may
have swam in a few summer days from rivers in the

south of S^^ain or France to the Somme, Thames, or

Severn, making timely retreat to the south before the

snow and ice set in."" Again, he says, " They may
have resembled in this respect the musk-buffalo, herds

of which pass for hundreds of miles over the ice to the

rich pastures of Melville Island—TO'IO N. lat. 110

W. long.—and then return again to southern latitudes

before the ice breaks up."

With such habits as these, characterising well-lvuown

living forms, it is not easy to see why the same facts

are not allowed to shed light on the presence of many
animals in pre-historic times, in quarters very far

removed from those which, from climatal considera-

tions, we assign to them as their proj^er habitats.

The likelihood here, also, is that the hippopotami of

the Somme, Thames, and Severn were contemporaneous

with man.
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But the form wliicli more than others has had
attention drawn to it, is that of the mammoth
{Elephas jynmigem'us). In 1799 the body of a mam-
moth was discovered in ''the frozen soil of a cliif

at the mouth of the river Lena, in Siberia. The skin

was clothed with a reddish wool, and with long black

hairs. It is now preserved at St. Petersburgh, to-

gether with the skeleton. It measures from the fore-

part of the skull to the end of the mutilated tail,

sixteen feet four inches ; the height to the toj) of the

dorsal spines, is nine feet four inches. The length of

the tusks along the curve is nine feet six inches. Parts

of the skin of the head, the eye-ball, and of the strong

ligament of the nape, which helped to sustain the

heavy head and teeth, together with the hoof, remain

attached to the skeleton." Before it attracted the

attention of a chief of a tribe inhabiting that region,

the wolves and wild dogs had preyed on this huge
carcass. The flesh of this animal is described as being

at the time " raw and bloody." A molar tooth of the

mammoth was found some time ago near Torquay, and
is placed in the museum there. In 1820, when the

Union Canal between Edinburgh and Glasgow was
being formed, the workmen in digging the course for

the canal came upon a mammoth's tusk. At the time

the late Mr. Bald described if, as having been foimd

in the boulder-clay, but grave doubts were afterwards

thrown on this by competent observers. *' A fissure in

the clay," says the late Professor Fleming, "may have
received the tooth, and the clay washed in along with

it, and hence the state of preservation may be satis-

factorily accounted for." This tusk is now deposited in

the museum of the New College, Edinburgh. Part of
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another tootli, preserved in the Edinburgh University

Museum, was found in surface clay overlying beds of

freestone, in a quarry near Kilmaurs, Ayrshire, in

1817.

We have thus evidence that the range of the mam-

moth was, in pre-historic times, very wide. Had we only

possessed the tusks and the bony skeleton, it might

have been affirmed that this huge mammal had perished

long before man appeared on the scene. But w^hat are

we to make of the fact that the muscular tissue of the

Lena specimen was actually " ratv and Uoodij''^ It is

not conceivable, that any conditions could have met of a

kind fitted to preserve for thousands of years a carcass

in such a fresh state. It is quite conceivable, however,

that the rude instruments and weapons of the native

Siberian, or of wandering tribes, might have been found

side by side with, or even sticking fast in, the bones or

tissue of the animal. But should we have been thereby

warranted, first, to throw back the age of the weapons a

thousand or two thousand years, and then to predicate

contemporaneity between the mammoth and the man
who used the weapons ? Yet this is virtually what, in

many cases, we are asked to do. The truth is, that as

animal forms, in becoming gradually extinct, throw

individual members forward into periods long posterior

to the time of their chief development and preva-

lence, so the rude weapons which, at some remote

period, were the only ones used by certain tribes,

linger among the people in districts remote from

the centres of influence and thought. At the pre-

sent time, for example, I have met with the

hand-mill, or quern, in use in some of the Western

Islands, while Lowland antiquaries are storing them
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away in museuins as interesting reliques of a bygone
age and a rude people.

The conclusion, then, to which we are com-
pelled to come in regard to these extinct animals

is, that man was contemporary with them. As he
wandered from the original seat of the human race,

or, as venturing on the deep, was driven on shores

inhabited by forms such as these, he had to do battle

with them. Already decreasing, the process was
hastened by his destructive propensities, and ultimately

they came to be reckoned among the forms which had
been. This, indeed, is the process in all quarters of the

world. Everywhere the words used by Sir Charles

Lyell, in his '' Second Yisit to the United States," with

reference to the extinct quadrupeds of that country,

are true :
'' They were exterminated by the arrows of

the Indian hunter."

While on this topic, reference may be made to the

]S[ewburg mastodon. The history of this specimen

seems to warrant the belief, that even it may have co-

existed with man. Some of the finest specimens ever

exhmned of the bones of this animal were dug out of

a peat moss in Newburg, N.Y., in 1845, and are now
exhibited in Dr. Warren's collection, Boston. The
bones were remarkably fresh when found, and even
the masticated twigs of which his last meal was com-
posed were preserved in the stomach. The animal had
become mired in a bog, doubtless when in quest of his

favourite food. His immense weight caused him to

sink so deep in the marl and peat that extrication was
impossible. The bones rested chiefly in a marl bed,

like those which are forming every day. Above this

was a bed of peat about three feet thick. We have no
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means of knoAving tlie rate of growth of peat in this

country ; but by assuming a rate rejected by Lyell as

too small for the valley of the Somme, a brief calcula-

tion shows that three or four thousand years would be

a sufficient time for its growth ; and even this would

seem to be an exaggerated estimate. It would not be

strange, indeed, if the gigantic animal had become

mired some time after the peat had begun to form, and

had sunk entirely through the higher stratum.

Such are the leading facts of this aspect of the

question. If a review of them forces us to acknow-

ledge the coexistence of man with these animals, it

must ever be borne in mind : First, That the ex-

tinction of specific forms says nothing about their

age. Examples of about forty species of birds and

mammals might be named which have all become ex-

tinct within the historic period—some of them, in-

deed, within the last thirty years. Second, That there

is proof that some of the oldest are younger than the

period of the boidder-clay. Third, That no data have

yet been discovered which warrant any conclusions as

to the age, by years, of the deposits in which some of

the forms, held to be oldest, have been found. In

reference to the Gower cave specimen, for example,

the late Dr. Falconer, one of the most accurate

observers of his day, says :

—

" 1. That the Gower caves have probably been filled

up with their mammalian remains since the deposition

of the boulder-clay.

"2. That there are no mammalian remains found

elsewhere in the ossiferous caves in England and Wales

referable to a faima of a more ancient geological date.

*'3. That I^lephas {Toxodon) meridionalis and PJiuiO'
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ceros Etniscus, which occur in, and are characteristic

of, the ' suhmarine forest hed ' that immediately

underlies the boulder-clay on the Norfolk coast, have

nowhere been met with in the British caverns.

" 4. That Elephas antiqiius with Rhinoceros hemitcBchuSy

and E. primigenius with Mh. tichorhiiius, though respec-

tivety characterising the earlier and later portions of

one period, were probably contemporary animals ; and
that they certainly were companions of the cave-bears,

cave-lions, cave-hysenas, etc., and of some at least of

the existing mammalia."

It will be seen, by referring to page 195, that the

theory stated there implies, that the forms held to

have coexisted with present mammalia did not belong

to true geological time.
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CHAPTEE XII.

ANTIQUITY OF MAN CONTINUED.

Superficial deposits—Peat—Stone, bronze, and iron periods of tlie

antiquary— Danish peat zones—American peat—Scottish peat

—

False conclusions— Dr. Dowler's calculations— Cypress swamps
of the Mississippi—Peat of the Outer Hebrides—Mud deposits

—

Mr. Horner on Nile mud—Plains of Bengal—Dr. Buist on the

formation of Lower Bengal—The loess—Cave-men—Discoveries

of Dr. Schmerling—Liege caverns—Engis skull—Valley of the

Neanderthal—The Neanderthal skull— Professors Huxley and
King's views of this skull—M. Lartet on the cave-men of Aurignac

—Gravels of the Somme valley—Mr. Prestwich's views—Excava-

tion of valleys—Influence of ice—Oscillations of level—Quotation

from Sir Koderick Murchison— Morlot on the study of high

antiquity—True science corroborates the Biblical account of the

recent ajDpearance of man.

AYe come now to the phenomena of superficial

deposits—the geological aspects of the question of the

antiquity of man. In dealing with these, it will give

definiteness to the argument if we classify, as has been

suggested, the deposits as j^eat, mud, and gravels,

taking the bone-caves with the last.

I. Peat. The state of the question is so clearly and
briefly stated by Sir Charles Lyell, that we may best

bring it out by quoting his words. He says, " The de-

posits of peat in Denmark, varying in depth from ten to

thirty feet, have been formed in hollows or depressions

in the northern drift, or boulder formation. The lowest

stratum, two or three feet thick, consists of swamp
peat, composed chiefly of moss or sphagnum, above

R
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wHcli lies another growth of peat, not made up exclu-

sively of aquatic or swamp plants. Around the borders

of the bogs, and at various depths in them, lie trunks

of trees, especially of the Scotch fir {Pimis sylvestris),

often three feet in diameter, which must have grown

on the margin of the peat mosses, and have frequently

fallen into them. This tree is not now, nor has ever

been in historical times, a native of the Danish islands,

and when introduced there has not thriven
;
yet it was

evidently indigenous in the human period, for Steen-

strup has taken out with his own hands a flint instru-

ment from below a buried trunk of one of these pines.

It appears clear that the same Scotch fir was afterwards

supplanted by the sessile variety of the common oak, of

which many prostrate trunks occur in the peat at

higher levels than the pines, and still higher the

pedunculated variety of the same oak (Quercus rohm'y

L.) occurs with the older birch {Betula verrucosa, Ehr.)

and hazel. The oak has now in its turn been almost

superseded in Denmark by the common beech. Other

trees, such as the white birch (Betk la alba), characterise

the lower part of the bogs, and disa23pear from the

higher; while others, again, like the aspen {Populm

tremiila), occur at all levels, and still flourish in Den-

mark. All the land and fresh water shells, and all the

mammalia as well as plants whose remains occur buried

in the Danish peat, are of recent species."

We have here, it is alleged, three ages distinctly

marked, and when the articles found in the refuse-

heaps and in other superficial deposits are taken

into account, it is said that we are warranted in

associating the three ages of the peat with three

well marked pre-historic periods. First, a stone
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period, in wliicli tlie inhabitants were bracliyceplialous,

or cliaracterised by short heads and small bodies, like

the modern Laplanders, and who used implements

manufactured chiefly from stone, never from metals.

During this period the Scotch fir {Pmiis sylvcstris)

predominated in the forests. Second, a bronze period,

in which the inhabitants were larger than in the stone

age, and used many implements of bronze (an alloy of

copper and tin) in addition to those made of stone.

The forests in this period were chiefly composed of the

oak [Quercus rohur). Third, an iron period, in which

implements manufactured from iron superseded those of

stone and bronze, and the forests were largely occuj)ied

by the beech-tree (Fagiis sylvatica).

A survey of these peat deposits necessitates, it is

held, the acknowledgment of a very high antiquity for

the men who have left traces of their presence in them.

Since the conclusions of the Danish antiquaries were

published, much more attention has been given to peat

deposits, both in this country and in America, than had

hitherto been the case. While much still remains to be

done, we are, notwithstanding, in circumstances to

show that the great age of the peat is not so clear as, at

a comparatively recent date, it was held to be. Let us

glance, then, at the strong points in the quotation from

Sir Charles Lyell's work.

First. Three zones, alleged to indicate three ages,

are named from the characteristic trees embedded in

them—the fir, the oak, and the beech zones. Toothing

lilve this has been found in Britain, but fortunately

America supplies illustrations of a kind suggestive

of conclusions widely different from those come to by
the Danish observers, and accepted by the British
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advocates for tlie high antiquity of man. The beech,

they say, is known to have flourished at the time of the

Eoman ascendency in Europe, and is likely to have

done so four or five hundred years before. It still

exists. The beech zone then may be taken as repre-

senting two thousand years. Giving the same to the

other two, we have six thousand years. But as Pro-

fessor Steenstrup fomid a flint knife under one of the

trees of the oldest zone, there must have been stone

implement makers alive in Denmark at the time

usually associated with the creation of Adam.
In a communication recently received from Prof. C.

Hitchcock relative to the American forests, he says :

"We cannot avoid allusion to facts respecting the growth

of peat and of forest trees, which do not seem to have

entered sufiiciently into the basis of the Danish calcula-

tions. The growth of peat is extremely variable, even

in contiguous swamps. It accumulates much more

rapidly in the primitive forest than after clearings

have been efiected ; chiefly, perhaps, because in a

wooded country rain is more common, as any one who
has travelled in a wild northern region cannot have

failed to notice. When aided by obstructions, such as

a windfall or a beaver-dam, its growth progresses

rapidly ; but when drainage has been established, and

the trees removed, it forms very slowly. The basis of

the calculation is founded upon the rate of growth

when much of the country has been cleared, and

must manifestly be much too small to indicate the

amount of peat deposited in the bronze and stone ages.

In relation to the rapidity of the succession of trees

in forests, we can judge better in America than in

Europe, because the primitive forest still flourishes
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with US in many localities, and we can also examine

several centuries of the subsequent growth. The
original Danish forest of Scotch fir may have been

destroyed by fire in a single season, as is often the

case in North America. The great blackened trunks

would have remained as monuments of the calamity

for half a century, when they would have been re-

placed essentially by the ' second growth,^ which, with

us, consists of birch, poj^lar, and similar trees. In two
or three centuries, the new forest would have become
thoroughly established, but for the most part composed

of different trees from our second growth. In Den-
mark, the second forest seems to have been of oak,

which must have flourished for a long period, and, if

not destroyed by human agency, could be replaced only

by another variety of tree, better adapted to the soil

and climate. The draft of the substances from the soil

fitted for the sustenance of one particular kind of tree

would, in the course of centuries, leave some other

inorganic element predominant, better suited for the

gi'owth of some other tree. In Denmark, oaks were

apparently succeeded by beeches, both of which extend

themselves very slowly. But it does not agree with

our observations to expect that the whole forest would

have been made up exclusively of either firs, oaks, or

beeches. Our primitive forests conmionly contain a

' mixed growth ;' it is generally very limited valleys

or hill-tops that are covered by only one kind of tree.

Pine, spruce, juniper, and maple are intermixed in equal

proportions in some regions, while oak, hickory, and

chestnut predominate elsewhere. Observation would

therefore indicate the probability of a mixed growth

in the stone and the bronze, as well as in the iron age.
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For this reason we must leaye a margin in onr calcula-

tions of time from the succession of forests ; certain

districts having the oaks predominating longer than

others, may have been those taken for the calculation.

Estimating from these new stand-points, we may say that

the minimum time required to produce the changes ob-

served in the Danish forests may be two thousand years.'*

But more ; this rash and hasty generalisation as to

well-marked periods, will at once be seen to be most
fallacious, when we take into account the fact that the

trees are stated to have grown on the edges of the moss
and to have fallen into it. Slips, which year after year

occur in this country on the edges of peat swamps
might bury Scotch firs growing on their borders, situa-

tions in which they flourish luxuriantly, but where
neither the oak nor the beech grows well. Thus laid

down, the swamp might reach the oaks farther removed,

and take them in too. I am acquainted with one

swamp of this kind (described at a meeting of the Eoyal
Society at Edinburgh, March, 1862), in which birches

(Betula alba) which had, at a comparatively recent

period, sent their roots into the cracks in the boulder-

clay, had been covered by peat from five to seven feet

deep. In 1861 a slip on a large scale occurred, and
great masses of peat, carrying the roots and stems of

birch in them, were pushed over a Scotch fir plantation

growing on the edge. Suppose a labourer had dropped
at the root of the Scotch firs one of those wooden spoons

still used in the district ! It would of course have been

covered by five feet of peat, 'in the middle layers of

which the silver birch roots and branches are found

resting. And now among the grass already beginning

to grow, a hoin spoon is dropped and falls into a ere-
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vice wliicli takes it witliin two feet of the wooden one,

while on the surface the iron spoon, now the staple

article of this kind in the district, is picked up by the

antiquary who has just made a section of the peat.

Here, surely, would be an opportunity for generalisa-

tion ! An age of Scotch firs synchronising with an age

of wooden spoons, an age of white birches answering to

the age of horn spoons, and as branches of the elms

to be met with not far off have found their way to the

moss, an age of elms synchronising with that of iron

spoons ! But the elm still flourishes, says the antiquary

of sixty years hence ; and in rude districts, the iron spoon

is used, while both the wooden and the horn ones are

only to be met with in museums. Therefore,—but we

may draw any conclusion which the phenomena clearly

warrant

!

It wiU thus be seen that very little weight is to be

attached to Professor Steenstrup's flint weapon. If this

kind of reasoning is to be allowed in a great question

like the present, there would be no limit to the absur-

dity of the conclusions. Let us take one illustration,

referred to by Sir Charles Lyell, who, however, is

sceptical as to its value; why he should be so, when

he is so ready to accept others as improbable, is not

very clear. He says, " In one part of the Modern

Delta (of the Mississippi) near New Orleans, a large ex-

cavation has been made for gas-works, where a succes-

sion of beds, almost wholly made up of vegetable matter,

has been passed through, such as we now see forming

in the c^q^ress swamps of the neighbourhood, where

the deciduous cypress (Taxodium distichum), with its

strong and spreading roots, plays a conspicuous part.

In this excavation, at the depth of sixteen feet from
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the surface, beneath four buried forests superimposed

one upon the other, the workmen are stated by Dr.

Dowler to have found some charcoal and a human
skeleton, the cranium of which is said to belong to the

aboriginal t}^e of the Red Indian race. As the dis-

covery in question had not been made when I saw the

excavation in progress at the gas-works in 1846, I can-

not form an opinion as to the value of the chronological

calculations which have led Dr. Dowler to ascribe to

this skeleton an antiquity of 50,000 years." The lead-

ing American geologists long ago pointed out the utter

uncertainty of this estimate. No weight is now attached

to Dr. Dowler' s discovery. The precise number of years

assumed was 57,600

!

Second. Does what we now know of the rate at which

peat grows forbid any conclusions, as to the necessarily

great age of articles which may be found at the bottom

of peat swamps ? The whole of this aspect of the sub-

ject turns on the answer to this question. We have

given much careful attention to peat deposits, and

examined many both in the north and south of Scot-

land. Other observers have gathered many facts, and

we may now with some certainty venture to calculate

the probable rate of growth. In 1862, Captain F. JN". L.

Thomas read a paper before the Eoyal Phj^sical Society

on the " Geologic Age of the Pagan Monuments of the

Outer Hebrides," in which many valuable facts are

stated as to the growth of peat. I have recently

examined with much care the phenomena alluded to in

this paper, and can confidently speak to the correctness

of the observations. Referring to some of the so-called

Druidical circles, he says, " One of these circles, the

far-famed stones of Callanish, occupies the flat of a
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ridge of Hilly ground, while two others are near together

on a wet and boggy moor at the distance of a mile to

the eastward of the first. If the circles situated on the

moor had been visited two or three years ago, nothing

but a few grey blocks, even with, or protruding two or

three feet above, the bog, would have been seen, and

many of the stones of the large circles of Callanish were

completely grown over and buried in peat." These three

circles were cleared, and it was found that the peat had

accumulated to the height of between five and six feet.

After a careful examination. Captain Thomas concluded

that the stones had been erected before the peat began

to grow. The stones stand in the boulder-clay, and the

peat was found to have risen uniformly all round them

;

showing that holes had not been dug in the peat to

receive them. Thus an approximation to a correct esti-

mate of the age of these monuments would be made, if

the annual increase of the peat were known. In 1863,

Captain Thomas continued his observations, and in

February (1865) he furnished me with the following

note :
—" The lamination of the weathered peat is very

imperfect (the fracture, in mineralogical terms, is imper-

fect slatey), but an average of many trials gave fifteen

lamina to the inch. If one inch represents a growth

of peat of fifteen years, six feet would have grown in

1,080 (say 1,000) years, and eight feet in 1,440. It is

probable that these numbers are approximate to truth.

When engaged in making these observations, I came

upon the ashes of a fire that had been made of sticks,

on the naked rock heloio all the peat. The peat bank

above the ashes was quite the same as the peat around

and about. I believe the fact to be very important."

One practical gentleman assured him that Lewes peat
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grew an inch a year. Another estimate is nine inches

in a century.

" A common tradition of the Lewis/' he says, " is

that the ground was once entirely covered with forest

trees, and that the wood was burned down by the

Northmen to deprive the aborigines of the shelter it

afforded." " I may mention that, to my surprise, one of

the Lewis bards has a tradition that at one time there

was no peat in the Lewis ; and it is also to be noted that

almost always, on excavating any of the Pictish dwell-

ings, pieces of burnt stick (charcoal) are found at the

fire-hearth." Now, it is impossible to look carefully at

these facts, and resist the impression that the peat of the

Lewis is comparatively recent. There seems to have

been a period when trees were somewhat common

—

a period antecedent to that of the peat era. This was

the time when the builders of the so-called Druidic

circles peopled the island ; and, if we take generally

Captain Thomas's data, the close of that period, as in-

dicated by the growth of the peat, answers remarkably

to what we know to have been its close from other

sources of history. Before leaving this, another point

may be mentioned, which, as it seems to us. Captain

Thomas has made good, namely, that there has been

of late in the peat-growing period, a subsidence of the

land to the extent of nearly nine feet. This conclusion

is come to after carefully examining peat banks which

are now submerged by the sea at high-water.

We may now pass from this branch of the subject,

cherishing a well-founded conviction, that conclusions as

to the slow growth of peat, which have been so much
made of and so often appealed to, are not based on trust-

worthy data.
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Third. In turning to tlie phenomena of mud deposits,

even more care is required in examining alleged facts.

The late Mr. LeonardHorner first gave special prominence

to this aspect of the question. In two Memoirs, commu-

nicated to the Eoyal Society in 1855 and 1858, the

result of ninety-five vertical borings through the allu-

vium formed in the Nile valley are recorded. In the

excavations near the colossus of Eameses ii. at Memphis,

there were nine feet four inches of Nile sediment

between eight inches below the present surface of

the ground and the lowest part of the platform on

which the statue had stood. Supposing the platform to

have been laid in the middle of the reign of that

monarch, viz., 1361 B.C., such date, added to a.d. 1754,

gives 3,215 years during which the above sediment was

accumulated ; or a mean rate of increase of three and a

half inches in a century. Below the platform there were

thirty-two feet of the total depth penetrated ; but the

lowest two feet consisted of sand, below which it is pos-

sible there may be no true Nile sediment in this locality,

thus leaving thirty feet of the latter. If that amount

has been deposited at the same rate of three and a half

inches in a century, it gives for the lowest part deposited

an age of 10,285 years before the middle 'of the reign

of Eameses ii., and 13,500 years before a.d. 1854.

The Nile sediment at the lowest depth reached is very

similar in composition to that of the present day.

In the lowest part of the boring of the sediment at

the colossal statue in Memphis, at a depth of thirty

nine feet from the surface of the ground, the instrument

is reported to have brought up a piece of pottery. This

therefore, Mr. Horner infers to be a record of the

existence of man 13,371 years before a.d. 1854.
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^Ir. Horner's conclusions are referred to by Sir

Charles Lyell, but lie does not now attach, the value to

themwhich he once did. Their weak points are indicated,

and, as far as the districts go, on the examination of

which Mr. Horner inferred that he had a record of the

existence of man for 13,000 years, the conclusions are

given up by Eg;yTtologists as not satisfactory. This has

resulted mainly from the keen way in which Mr. Hor-
ner's conclusions were canvassed. Here again we have
a full proof that in the present state of science, when so

many workers are in the field, and such a ready homage
is given to facts, by whomsoever stated, there is little

ground for concern lest the truth sufier, if only her

disciples will fit themselves for her defence. And what
those who are working have a right to claim is, that

on-lookers should not, '' in sheer indolence and uncon-

cern, diverge from the right path, because illustrious

men may have led the way."

But while the alleged facts of Mr. Horner have little

weight assigned to them, the very principles which he
applied, with the view of determining the thickness of

the sedimentary deposits of the Nile valley as a test of

the lapse of time, are held by Sir Charles Lyell and
others as sound when applied to other deposits, or indeed

to the Nile mud generally ;—exception being taken only

to inferences drawn as to the thickness of the sediment

near the temples or public buildings within reach of the

waters at their overflow. '' Herodotus tells us," says

Sir Charles, '' that in his time those spots from which
the Nile had for centuries been shut out, appeared sunk,

and could be looked down into from the surroundingo
grounds, which had been raised by the gradual accu-

midation over them of sediment annually thrown down.
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If tlie waters at length sliould break into such de-

pressions, they must at first carry with them into the

enclosure much sand washed from the steep surround-

ing banks, so that a greater quantity would be de230-

sited in a few years than perhaps in as many centuries

on the great plain outside the depressed area, where no

such disturbing causes intervened."

Now this is the point of view at which many observers

have arrived, in regard to the general question. They

hold that everywhere disturbing causes, irregular and

abnormal, have periodically acted over those large

areas for whose sedimentary deposits an immense anti-

quity is demanded and assumed, and have left behind

them appearances analogous to those alluded to by Sir

Charles Lj^ell. This, indeed, is now the topic of greatest

interest connected with these mud deposits. Let us

suppose that Dr. Dowler had convinced men of science

generall}^, as he did convince some, that the phenomena

of the superficial deposit at New Orleans were correctly

read, it would have been impossible to resist the

soundness of his reasoning, and there would have

been no way of meeting this, except by questioning

his mode of accounting for these phenomena. Or

suppose, that in the mud of the Nile, in quarters open

to no such objections as those examined by Mr. Horner,

bits of pottery, or knives of nephrite, or any traces

of hmnan art had been found, or should yet be found,

which is not at all unlikely, how could we meet the

claim for a date which would carry man back 20,000

or 30,000 years ? Only in one way—we have no

adequate proof that we are right either as to the mode

or the rate of deposit ? This is now the point at issue.

For a good while it was somewhat complacently taken
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for granted, that there could be no doubt here. But
let us be thankful, for the sake of science not less than

of Christian thought, that a conviction of the untrust-

worthiness of the supposed evidence is now beginning

to influence many who ouqc held a confident attitude

on the other side.

Passing from this, let us indicate one or two points

of much importance here. " The vast plains of

Bengal," says Sir Charles Lyell, "are overspread

with Himalayan mud, which, as we ascend the

Ganges, extends inland for 1,200 miles, continuing

very homogeneous on the whole, though becoming

more sandy as it nears the hills. . . . Borings

have been made at Calcutta, beginning not many feet

above the sea-level, to the depth of 300 and 400 feet

;

and wherever organic remains were found in the strata

pierced through, they were of a fluviatile or terrestrial

character, implying that during a long and gradual

subsidence of the country, the sediment thrown down
by the Ganges and Burrampooter had accumulated at

a sufficient rate to prevent the sea from invading that

region." Now let us set over against this statement,

so suggestive of an antiquity for the Gangetic mud
which few would venture to name, the following re-

marks of the late Dr. Buist, an able geologist, an
accomplished naturalist, and one who early dis-

tinguished himself in this country, before he went to

India, in connexion with the phenomena of superficial

deposits. "In the very admirable papers," sajs Dr.

Buist, " of Colonel Baird Smith and Dr. McClelland,

published in the ' Calcutta Joitrnal of JN^atural History,'

in 1840, on the delta of the Ganges, a deposit which
has been far more carefully and philosophically ex-
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aniincd tlian that of tlie Nile, the assumption, which

now seems ahnost self-evident, is started with, that

Lower Bengal, when the present silting uj) began, was

an arm of the sea, and that the mass of diluvimn, mea-

sured to the depth of 430 feet, or ten times that to

which the hill has been examined, was deposited

through a succession of depressions and upheavals in

comparatively tranquil waters. The time consumed in

this operation is estimated, on data as exact as the case

permits, at above 3,500 years. The bones and frag-

ments of wood found at this depth had not lost their

structure or even their sap ; their solid matter was

scarcely changed, and there is little reason to doubt

but they were at least as old as the bit of pottery to

which an antiquity of 13,000 years is assigned. The

mangrove wood found ten feet beneath the upper

surface of our Bombay raised beaches is fresh enough

to be turned on the lathe.
^'

^Yhen referring to other phenomena. Dr. Buist

incidentally answers the objection drawn from the

alleged absence of marine shells from the deposit,

though it is illogical for the advocates of the anti-

quity of man to make so much of negative evidence.

He says— "Herodotus, who flourished 440 years

before Christ, states that the learned men of Eg>^t

told him, that in the time of Menes, who founded

the Egyptian monarchy 2,200 years before Christ,

the land of Egypt, from the Theban pro^dnces north-

ward, was a marsh, and that from the lake Mooros,

about a hundred miles from the sea-shore at Alexan-

dria northward, was permanently under water. The

Greek historian concludes from this that the Delta

was a gift from the river, and the soundness of the
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conclusion seems unquestionable. No weight need be

attached to the note of the learned translator, Principal

Arnold, that the theory is disposed of by the absence of

marine remains to the depth of forty feet, seeing with

what rapidity these, under certain circumstances, are

destroyed, and how limited and imperfect is our infor-

mation on the subject. The whole alluvium of Bombay
is marine, yet ten thousand borings might be made in

our brown clay without discovering a shell ; they are

present only when preserved in nodules of kunker

(calcareovis concretions). The skeleton of a whale nearly

perfect was, some thirty years since, dug out of the

clay near Stirling in the valley of the Forth ; the bones

of a seal were in 1852 found near Falkland in Strath

Eden—not a sea shell having ever been detected within

twenty miles of them. On the other hand, a large bed

of cockles is found near Perth reposing ten feet under

the clay of the Carse of Gowrie above the roots of a land

forest—nothing of the like kind being discernible in the

vast expanse of cotemporaneous formations around."

A brief reference to the loess of the Phine will

conclude our review of this branch of the subject.

The loess is a very old alluvial deposit, reaching

from the mouth into the valley of the Phine.

It is a fine loam of a yellowish-grey colour, con-

sisting chiefly of argillaceous matter. It varies from

ten to thirty feet in thickness, and "near Brus-

sels caps some of the hills at an elevation of three

hundred feet above the sea level." In several places

it is met mth at an elevation of 1,500 feet. In it the

bones of the elej)hant, rhinoceros, deer, and ox have

been found. At Maestricht, on the banks of the Mouse,

a tributary of the Phine, a human lower-jaw Avith teeth
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was found, in 1820, at a deptli of sixty feet, and six

yards distant horizontally from an elephant's tusk.

But the fact that the loess occurs at such heights,

implies oscillations of level of a kind which forbid all

attempts to determine definitely the age of the deposit,

and especially to deduce the antiquity of the embedded

bones.

Fourth. The only other topics which now claim our

attention, are those of the so-called cave-men, and the

gravel deposits. When Dr. Buckland published his work,

Eeliquim Dilariance, he gave currency to the opinion,

which several men of science held, regarding the associa-

tion or intermixture of human remains with those of the

extinct animals. He believed that this had occurred,

because men had used the cave-dens of the animals as

places of sepulture. This view was very generally

accepted without much inquiry or investigation by

working naturalists. " After," says Sir Charles Lyell,

" giving no small weight to the arguments of M. Des-

noyers, and the writings of Dr. Buckland on this

subject, and myself visiting several caves in Germany,

I came to the opinion that the human bones mixed

with those of extinct animals, in osseous breccias and

cavern mud, in diflPerent parts of Europe, were probably

not coeval." With most inquirers, however, he has left

this ground. We have, however, already seen that to

grant the contemporaneity of man and the extinct ani-

mals, does not shut us up to the admission, that man must

necessarily have been far longer on the earth than the

time assigned to him in the Biblical record. Indeed, one

of the very ablest observers expresses an opinion upon

this point which suggests a ground of rest to inquirers,

and which, perhaps, possesses more \alue than many
s
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others wliicli liaye had a higher importance ascribed to

them. Speaking of some features in the post-glacial

beds of the Somme valley, Mr. Prestwich says (1863) :

" Although feeling that the period in question is one of

very remote antiquity, I still adhere to the opinion I

had before expressed, that the evidence does not carry

man back in past times more than it brings forward

the great extinct mammalia towards recent times."

In 1833 the late Dr. Schmerling, of Liege, Belgiimi,

undertook the examination of the numerous ossiferous

caverns which border the valleys of the Mouse and its

tributaries. The caves occur in the mountain lime-

stone. Most of the material in these caverns seems to

have been washed into them, through the numerous

fissures which occur in the rock. " Many of the

caverns had never before been entered by scientific

observers, and their floors were encrusted with un-

broken stalagmite. At a very early stage of his

investigations. Dr. Schmerling found the bones of

man so rolled and scattered as to preclude all idea of

their having been intentionally buried on the sjDot.

He also remarked that they were of the same colour,

and in the same condition, as to the amount of animal

matter contained in them, as those of the accompanying

animals, some of which, like the cave-bear, hyaena,

elephant, and rhinoceros, were extinct ; others, like the

wild cat, beaver, wild boar, roe-deer, wolf, and hedge-

hog, still extant. The fossils were lighter than fresh

bones, except such as had their pores filled with car-

bonate of lime, in which case they were much heavier.

The human remains of most frequent occurrence were

teeth detached from the jaw, and the carpal, meta-

carpal, tarsal, metatarsal, and phalangial bones sepa-
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rated from tTie rest of the skeleton. Tlie corresponding

bones of the cave-bear, the most abmidant of the

accompanying mammalia, were also foimd in the Liege

caverns more commonly than any others, and in the

same scattered condition. Occasionally some of the

long bones of mammalia were observed to have been

first broken across, and then remiited or cemented

again by stalagmite, as they lay on the floor of the

cavern." " In the Engis cavern, distant about eight

miles to the south-west of Liege, on the left bank of

the Mouse, the remains of at least three human indi-

viduals were disinterred. The skull of one of these,

that of a yomig person, was embedded by the side of a

mammoth tooth. It was entire, but so fragile that

nearly all of it fell to pieces during its extraction.

Another skidl, that of an adult individual, and the only

one preserved by Dr. Schmerling in a sufficient state

of integrity to enable the anatomist to speculate on the

race to which it belonged, was buried five feet deep in

breccia, in which the tooth of a rhinoceros, several

bones of a horse, and some of the reindeer, together

with other rimiinants, occurred."

The reader will not fail to notice, that Dr. Schmer-

ling' s discoveries, as thus described by Sir Charle.i

Lyell, afford no clue to the age of the remains foimd

in the Liege caves. The presence of so many frag-

ments of skeletons of animals still extant, with those of

forms long extinct, forbid any conclusions as to a very

high antiquity. Manifestly they had been washed into

the fissures, after long exposure to weathering influ-

ences. But some are evidently much more recent than

others, for they are not worn down or roimded,

but have many of their most delicate parts preserved
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with their sharp outlines. The proposed explanation

of this is more cmious than satisfactory. " This was
accounted for by supposing, that portions of carcasses

were sometimes floated in during floods while still

clothed with their flesh V As regards the association

of the mammoth's tooth with the skull of the young
person, many suppositions may be made to explain it.

It might have been washed into the cave, or, at a com-

paratively recent date, it might have been picked up,

when sej)arated from the trunk, and deposited there by
human hands. At any rate its worthlessness as to the

question of the contemporaneity of man with the extinct

mammoth is apparent.

For a time great stress was laid on the discovery

of the other skull mentioned—the Engis skull. JN'ot a

few still cling to the belief, that it must have belonged

to one of a great family which, in very remote, primeval

times, inhabited Europe, and which were very low in

the scale of intelligence. The answer to this cannot be

better put than has been done by Professor Huxley
himself. "Taking," he says "the evidence as it stands,

and turning first to the Engis skull, I confess I can

find no character in the remains of that cranium which,

if it were a recent skull, would give any trustworthy

clue as to the race to which it might ajDpertain. Its

contours and measurements agree very well with those

of some Australian skulls I have examined, and espe-

cially has it a tendency to that occipital flattening, to

the great extent of which, in some Australian skulls, I

have alluded. But all Australian skulls do not present

this flattening ; and the supraciliary ridge of the Engis

skull is quite unlike that of the typical Australian. On
the other hand, its measurements agree equally well
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witli those of some European skulls. And assuredly

there is no mark of degradation about any part of its

structure. It is, in fact, a fair average human skull,

which might have belonged to a philosopher, or might
have contained the thoughtless brain of a savage.''

Such an opinion, so expressed, should for ever shut

the Engis skull out of court, as a zoological witness to

man's alleged high antiquity.

In one of the fissures the bones of the cave-bear have
been found associated with sand, mud, angular and
roimded stones. The sand fills the cave to the top.

The detritus washed in has in time become consoli-

dated, and the whole may now be regarded as a com-
pact breccia or conglomerate. As a good deal has been

made of this fact, it may be useful to indicate the pro-

cess by which it is brought about. Rain-Avater falling on
decaying soil, evolves carbonic acid; when water charged

with this gas meets the limestone, a portion of the

stone is dissolved, and falls as carbonate of lime on the

floor in the form of stalagmite, or is deposited on the

walls and hung from the roof of the cave as stalactite.

While this has been going on, occasional floods have

deposited mud and sand in the caverns. Thus the

occurrence of bands of mud between laj^ers of stalag-

mite. No great stress is to be put on the fact, that

some of these caverns are now higher than the level of

the stream—in one cave nearly 200 feet—because the

whole district is not far from the cones of the extinct

volcanoes of the Eifel ; and many parts of it testify

to the action of disturbing forces at a comparatively

recent date. The existence of these old craters at a

distance of sixty miles, introduces elements of un-

certainty into any attempts to define the age of the
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caverns. The same considerations we shall find to

carry with them lessons of caution, when we come to

look at other closely-related phenomena.
" It will be desirable/' adds Sir Charles Lyell, " to

say something of the geological position of another

skull, or rather skeleton, which, on account of its pecu-

liar conformation, has excited no small sensation in the

ast few years. I allude to the skull found, in 1857, in

a cave situated in that part of the valley of the Diissel,

near Diisseldorf, which is called Neanderthal. The spot

is a deep and narrow ravine, about seventy English

miles north-east of the region of the Liege caverns, and

close to the village and railway station between Diissel-

dorf and Elberfeld. The cave occurs in the precipitous

southern or left side of the winding ravine, about sixty

feet above the stream, and a hundred feet below the top of

the cliff." The rock in which it occurs is also limestone,

which is pierced with many fissures. Loam coA^ered the

uneven bottom of the cave, in some parts to the depth of

five feet. It was in removing this that the skull and

other parts of a skeleton were found. Only the skull

was preserved.

The discussions which have gathered round the Nean-

derthal skull have assumed one of two forms. On the

one hand, the thickness of the loam has been pointed to

as an evidence of considerable antiquity. On the other

hand, and chiefly, it has been strongly urged by some

anatomists that we have here a link between man and

the anthropoid apes.

It resembles the skull of an ape more than is usual,

" not only in the prodigious development of the super-

ciliary prominences and the forward extension of the

orbits, but still more in the depressed form of the brain-
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case, in the straightness of tlie squamosal suture, and in

tlie complete retreat of the occi})ut forward and upward
for the superior occipital ridges." But its cranial

capacity, for which so much has been claimed by the

development school, falls entirely within the limits

even of the English skull, the greatest observed caj)acity

of which is 114 cubic inches, and the smallest 55, while

the minimmn capacity of the Neanderthal specimen is

estimated at 75 inches. Some Hindoo skidls have a

capacity of 46 cubic inches, and the very highest

capacity of the gorilla is 34.5 cubic inches. This skull

is of an elongated oval form, about an inch longer than

ordinary British skulls, and about the same width.

^' The forehead," says Professor W. King, who pleads

very strongly for the ape-like character of the skull, " is

uncommonly low and retreating, terminates in front by

enormously projecting brow or superciliary ridges,

which, besides being very thick, slightly rounded on

their anterior aspect, and rather strongly arched above the

eye-sockets, extend uninterruptedly across from one side

to the other. The outer orbital processes, or horns of

the brow-ridges, are also unduly developed, being

thick and projecting. On the w^hole, there is a remark-

able absence of those contours and proportions which

prevail in the forehead of our species ; and few can

refuse to admit that the deficiency more closely approxi-

mates the Neanderthal fossil to the anthropoid apes than

to homo sapiens.'' After having examined the differen-

tial features of the skull. Professor King adds, *' Not-

withstanding the strong simial tendencies displayed by

its general features, most of the writers who have

described this skull do not appear to think otherwise

than that it belonged to an individual of our species.
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There seems to be no doubt, whatever, on the part of

the honorary secretary of the Anthropological Society,

Mr. Carter Blake, that the Neanderthal fossil is speci-

fically identical with man. He considers it to be the

remains of some poor idiot or hermit, who died in the

cave where the bones were found. His reasons, how-
ever, are obviously unsatisfactory." " In reply to the

suggestion," observes Huxley, '' that the skull is that of

an idiot, it may be urged that the onus prohandi lies

with those who adopt the hypothesis. Idiotcy is com-
patible with very various forms and capacities of the

cranium, but I know of none which present the least

resemblance to the Neanderthal skidl." Blake admits

that its frontal peculiarities give the cranium an " appa-

rent ape-like character;" but if such peculiarities be

the result of mal-development producing idiotcy, one

would be equally justified in believing that the form

of the skull of the gorilla, or chimpanzee, is also pro-

duced by disease of the brain. Schaafi*hausen, seem-

ingly, would have no hesitation in repudiating the

idea that the frontal specialties of the fossil are the

result of individual pathological deformit}^ In case

it shoidd be suggested that this remarkable cranium

has received its form from artificial pressure, I may
observe that no one who has described it seems to

entertain such an opinion; indeed its symmetr}^ also

noticed by Schaaff*hausen, "is quite opposed to the

supposition that the skull has midergone any process

of artificial modification."

At the conclusion of his review of all the parts.

Professor King gives his own opinion :
'* I have now,

as it appears to me, satisfactorily shown that not only in

its general but equally so in its particidar characters
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lias the fossil under consideration the closest affinity to

tlie apes Moreover, tliere are considerations of

another kind which powerfidly tend to induce the belief

that a wider gap than a mere generic one separates the

human species from the Neanderthal fossil.

" The distinctive faculties ofman arc visibly expressed

in his elevated cranial dome—a feature which, though

much debased in certain savage races, essentially charac-

terises the himian species. But, considering that the

Neanderthal skull is eminently simial, both in its gene-

ral and particular characters, I feel myself constrained

to believe that the thoughts and desires which once

dwelt within it never soared beyond those of the brute.

The Andamaner, it is indisputable, possesses but the

diimnest conceptions of the existence of the Creator of

the universe ; his ideas on this subject, and on his own

moral obligations, place him very little above animals of

marked sagacity; nevertheless, viewed in connexion

with the strictly himian conformation of his craniimi,

they are such as to specifically identify him with homo

sapiens. Psychical endowments of a lower grade than

those characterising the Andamaner cannot be conceived

to exist : they stand next to brute benightedness.

"Applying the above argument to the Neanderthal

skull, and considering that it presents only an approxi-

mate resemblance to the cranium of man, that it more

closely conforms to the brain-case of the chimpanzee,

and, moreover, assuming, as we must, that the simial

faculties are imimprovable—incapable of moral and

theositic conceptions—there seems no reason to believe

otherwise than that similar darkness characterised the

being to which the fossil belonged."

The learned professor imagines that he has foimd
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the transitional link between Homo and Gorilla. But
had his examination been of much value, and warranted

by the anatomical features of the skull, it is not

likely that Professor Huxley would have discarded such

a witness to the theory of the simial origin of man as the

[N^eanderthal fossil would thus have supplied. He has,

however, another theory. '' The marked resemblances,'^

he says, " between the ancient skulls and their modern
Australian analogues, however, have a profound interest

when it is recollected that the stone axe is as much the

weapon and the implement of the modern as of the

ancient savage ; that the former turns the bones of the

kangaroo and of the emu to the same account as the

latter did the bones of the deer and the urus ; that the

Australian heaps up the shells of devoured shell-fish in

mounds, which rej)resent the refuse-heaps, or kjok-

ken-moddings, of Denmark ; and, finally, that, on the

other side of Torres Straits, a race akin to the Austra-

lians are among the few people who now build their

houses on pile-works, like those of the ancient Swiss

lakes. Finally, the comparatively large cranial capacity

of the Neanderthal skull, overlaid though it may be by

pithecoid bony walls, and the completely human propor-

tions of the accompanying limb-bones, together with

the very fair development of the Engis skull, clearly

indicate that the first traces of the primordial stock

whence man has proceeded need no longer be sought,

by those who entertain any form of the doctrine of

progressive development, in the newest tertiaries, but

that they may be looked for in an epoch more distant

from the age of the Elcphm priinigcnms than that is

from us."

I had recently an opportunity of comparing a cast
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of the Neanderthal skiill with several modern British

skulls. The comparison was suggestive enough, when

made in the knowledge of these laboured discus-

sions touching the affinities of this fossil. One of the

recent British crania, especially, presented features in

which the so-called abnormal characters are as fully-

developed as in that from the Neanderthal. It has the

projecting supraorbital bones, the retreating forehead,

and the flattened vertex, so characteristic of that now

noticed.

As regards the age of the bed in which it was found,

equal uncertainty prevails. The cavern has not only

an opening below, but above also ; so that, if we may

credit the statement that fragments of a complete

skeleton were found, its presence there is easily enough

accounted for in a variety of ways. It may have been

thrust in at the top by the hand of violence ; it may

represent some one who had taken refuge in the fissure

to escape from an enemy ; or the bones may have been

washed in by the winter rains.

Only one other important cave may be noticed as

directly connected with the cave-men. I refer to

that at Aurignac, south of France. A full account of

the discovery was written by M. Lartet, a considerable

time after it was made. In 1852 a labourer followed a

rabbit to its burrow on a steep hill-side. Thrusting his

arm into the hole, he laid hold of one of the long bones

of a hmnan skeleton. His curiosity being excited, he dug

away the talus, and discovered a cave, whose mouth

was closed by a large slab of rock. Having removed

the door, he found seventeen hmnan skeletons, which

had been buried aj^parently in a sitting posture.

Astonished to hear of the occurrence of so many hmnan
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relics in so lonely a place, the people of Aurignac

flocked to the spot, and the mayor ordered the bones to

be removed and reinterred in the parish cemetery.

Lartet explored this burial-place, and found, outside of

the vault, a layer of ashes and charcoal, containing many
human implements of stone and bone, and also the

broken and gnawed bones of both extinct and living

animals. Without doubt the ashes mark the occurrence

of burial feasts, so common among the early Europeans.

The bones of herbivorous animals outside the vault

were the most numerous ; and the bones and coprolites

of hyaenas being mingled abundantly with them led to

the inference, that the hyoenas used the herbivorous

animals for food, devouring them at this favourite place

of resort. Seventeen species of manmials were found

outside, and only three within the vault,—the cave-

bear, the lion, and the pig. Among those Avithout were

the remains of the elephant, rhinoceros, horse, Irish

stag, reindeer, aurochs, wild cat, hyoena, brown bear,

badger, wolf, and fox,—chiefly extinct animals. The
remains within were less injured than those without

;

but they all lay in the earth beneath the human relics.

The position and form of the cave, when a section was
made, showed that the cave proper had been closed by
an upright slab. The rabbit burrow was at the side of

this. In the direction of the slojje of the hill a talus of

material similar to the surface of the neighbourhood

was discovered, and underneath this were the bones of

the animals.

Now two suppositions may be made to account for

these appearances, either of which is fatal to the.

claims that have been urged on behalf of the immense
antiquity of these cave-men. The fissure may have
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been used as a dwellmg-]3lace by tliose wbose remains

were found in it. Its position rendered it liable to

bave tbe opening covered by a slip of the surface soil

lying bigber up. Sucb slips, we know, occur frequently

in similar localities. Tbe inbabitants migbt tbus in

one nigbt be entombed in tbeir cave-dwelling. Or, tbe

cave may bave originally been inbabited by tbe car-

nivorous animals wbose bones bave been found, by wbom
tbe prey may bave been dragged into it ; tben, at a

period long subsequent, tbe inbabitants of tbe district

may bave cleared out tbe rubbisb and used tbe cavern

for purposes of sepulture, near wbicb tbey may bave

cooked tbeir rude feasts or formed personal ornaments

from tbe bones of tbe animals lying outside. I attacb

very little value to M. Lartet's accomit for yet anotber

reason. JN^one of tbe bones of tbe cave-men were pre-

served. Wben M. Lartet visited tbe district, several

years after tbe first discovery, tbe place wbere tbe

bones bad been reinterred could not be identified.

It will be seen tbat tbe facts referred to by M. Lartet

admit of an explanation wbicb wbolly destroys tbeir

weigbt as witnesses to tbe antiquity of man.

Tbe last brancb of tbis subject relates to tbe age of

certain superficial gravels, in wbicb many flint imple-

ments bave been found at various deptbs. I bave

found mucb uncertainty and confusion of tbougbt

among non-scientific, but bigbly intelligent, men on

tbis point. Advantage bas been readily taken of tbis,

to press one-sided views on tbe attention of tbose wbo
take a lively interest in questions wbicb can be pre-

sented in tbeological relations, or wbicb bave Biblical

aspects associated witb tbem.

Taking tbe usual classification of tbe upper tertiary
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strata, tlie pliocene may be broken np into the coralline

crag, tbe red crag, and the mammaliferous or Norwich
crag. Overlying these, or, rather, newer than these, the

pleistocene beds occur. These, looked at generally, may
be classified as beds of sand, cave deposits in part, boul-

der-clays, glacial drifts, and some gravels. More recent

still, we have the post-glacial beds, as shell marls under

peat, cave deposits in part, and valley gravels ; while

nearest our time, and reaching into it, are the pre-his-

toric superficial beds, consisting of lake and river silts,

peat moss, cave deposits in part, and river gravels. It

will thus be seen that gravels occur in the pleistocene,

post-glacial, and pre-historic divisions. Hence one diffi-

culty in determining the age of gravels. Mr. Prest-

wich, the highest living authority on the question,

holds that the gravels of the Somme valley, to which

reference is most frequently made in this controversy,

are post-glacial in their origin. This mode of charac-

terising them is to be preferred to that which names

them as post-pliocene, because that term covers so

many divisions.

Flint implements have also been found in the valley

of the Thames, the Ouse, etc., but I confine my remarks

here to the phenomena of the valley of the Somme.
This river " empties into the English Channel,

after passing in a north-west direction through

Picardy. Abbeville is about twelve miles from the

sea, and Amiens is twenty-five miles farther up the

valley. St. Acheul is three or four miles below Amiens.

The valley is excavated out of chalk, and between

Abbeville and Amiens averages about a mile in

width, the average depth of the chalk being from

two to three hundred feet. The bottom of the valley,
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from its deboiicliure to a point far above Amiens, is

occupied by beds of peat ; and were thirty feet thick-

ness of tliis vegetable deposit now removed, the sea

would flow up, filling the valley for miles above Abbe-
ville. The twenty or thirty feet of peat at Abbeville

are underlaid by gravel, probably the same as that upon
the sides of the valley bordering the peat, containing

elephants' bones and flint tools, and overlaid by loam,

thus forming a terrace. Above this terrace is a second,

upon both sides of the valley, similarly constructed, and
holding the same kinds of fossils. The sum of the

thickness of the two beds of gravel is from fifty to

seventy feet. The remains found at St. Acheid are also

in a terrace, whose top is one hundred feet above the

Somme, and a hundred and fifty feet above the sea."

The higher terraces and banks of gravel are believed to

be the most ancient. In the peat, works of art of the

(so called) stone and iron periods have been found, and

also the remains of a few animals yet living. Three

human skeletons have been discovered in it. However
long the period may have been which the deposit of

the peat represents, it is no doubt recent.

Many flint implements have been discovered both in

the higher, or older, and the lower gravels. These

implements are of different forms, and bear witness to

different degrees of skill on the part of their makers.

Some of them are very rude, being little more than

fragments of flint scarcely chipped into a definite form.

Others indicate much skill, and have been used as

laiives, arrow-heads, and spear-heads, bearing a strong

resemblance to those still to be met with among certain

tribes of red Indians. These have been formed by
chij)ping, and not, as is the case with Australian stone
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weajDons, by grinding. In the gravel pits at Abbeville

the flint tools have been found associated with the bones

of the rhinoceros, the elephant, reindeer, hyaena, and

other mammals, and with land, fresh-water, and marine

shells. Fresh-water shells alone occur in the high level

parts. Since 1842 it is calculated that more than a

thousand flint implements have been taken from the

gravels of the Somme valley.

When their discovery began to have much attention

directed to it, a keen controversy was urged as to

whether the flints were natural or artificial. It seems

hard to believe, that any one could look at some of the

higher class of weapons, and entertain the least doubt

on this matter. When men of science became anxious

to possess specimens, a good deal of suspicion was

aroused in regard to the whole subject. It was found

that the demand created the supply, as if the tools of

the primeval tenants of the valley had come under a

well-known commercial law. There can be no doubt

that, to meet the demand, the w^orkmen in the neigh-

bourhood began to fabricate flint implements. A friend

told me that, accompanied by a workman, he began to

search for flints. The spade had not been used long,

when the point of a flint spear-head was exposed,

and he enjoyed the gratification of picking it from

the gravel with his own hand. To see is to believe.

Alas for his joy in a great treasure ! Looking at

it narrowly with his glass, he was interested in

noticing in the yellowish clay on its surface certain

minute strim of a peculiar kind ; but, to his extreme

disappointment, it began to dawn on him that the

markings had been made by folds of the skin of the

workman's fingers, as he had passed them over it to
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smootli away tlie yellow clay in wliicli it had been

coated, before being deposited in the gravel a few days

previously ! But tliougb there has been much imposi-

tion associated with these discoveries, there has been no

want of undeniable facts. The imitation implies the

existence of the reality.

The ground already surveyed, and the remarks made

on the growth of peat, and on certain features of the

loess and of estuary deposits, have anticipated much

that might have been said upon the phenomena of the

Somme valley, in regard to the bearing of these on the

theory of the immense antiquity of the human race.

Taking, then, the depths of the valley as given above,

are we warranted to conclude that the Somme once ran

at the level of the higher gravels, and that it has cut a

path for itself to its present depths ? I believe that

other and more powerful agencies than the erosive

power of running water, have been at work in that

part of France. Yet this question might be answered

in the affirmative, and its value as favoui^able to

Sir Charles Lyell's views of the antiquity of man

destroyed by an appeal to facts, for whose truth he

is himself the voucher. In the last edition of the

" Principles of Geology," when referring to the erosive

action of running water, he says,
—"The gradual erosion

of deep chasms through some of the hardest rocks

by the constant passage of running water, charged

with foreign matter, is another phenomena of which

striking examples may be adduced

But I shall at present confine myself to examples de-

rived from events which have happened since the time

of history. At the western base of Etna a current of

lava, descending from near the smnmit of the great

T
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volcano, has flowed to tlie distance of five or six miles,

and then reached the allu\T.al plain of the Simeto, the

largest of the Sicilian rivers, which skirts the base of

Etna, and falls into the sea a few miles south of Catania.

The lava entered the river about three miles above the

town of Aderno, and not only occupied its channel for

some distance, but crossing to the opposite side of the

valle}^ accmnulated there in a rocky mass. Gemmellaro

gives the year 1603 as the date of the eruption. . . .

In the course, therefore, of about two centm4es, the

Simeto has eroded a passage from fifty to several hun-

dred feet wide, and in some parts from forty to fifty feet

deep. The portion of lava cut through is in no part

porous or scoriaceous, but consists of a homogeneous

mass of hard blue rock, somew^hat inferior in weight to

ordinary basalt, and containing crystals of olivine and

glassy felspar. The general declivity of this part of

the bed of the Simeto is not considerable. . . . The

external forms of the hard blue lava are as massive as

any of the most ancient trap rocks of Scotland." From
this point of view, then, the question comes to be a very

simple one. If the Simeto has, in two hundred years,

cut a ravine through hard volcanic rock, a hundred feet

wide and fift}^ deej), how long would the Somme take

to excavate its present A^alley in the soft chalk rocks

over which it runs ? In the latter case we have not

hundreds but thousands of years at our disposal. It is,

however, most likely that the explanation of the forma-

tion of the Somme valley is to be fomid in connexion

with other natural forces.

In a paper read before the British Association, at

Newcastle, Professor Phillips pointed to the forces now
referred to. He said, " As there is reason to suppose
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that the valley had been subject to upheaval, we should

not be able to determine the question of age by the

mere excavation of the river. If we follow the sug-

gestion of Sir Charles Lyell, and take our measure

from Scandinavia, we might come to some determina-

tion as to time ; but this was the case of a local disturb-

ance of the earth's crust, affecting certain lines of

country in a given direction, and apparently ceasing

beyond that." The remark has turned out far more

important than Professor Phillips could have antici-

pated. Let us appl}^ it to the question now under

review. There is, on the one hand, a recognition of

the action of disturbing forces within the area, held to

supply very strong proof of the great antiquity of man.

On the other hand, inquirers are put on their guard

against Sir Charles Lyell' s favourite basis of calcula-

tion for almost all changes of level of the surface ; that,

namely, which is the rate of upward movement in

Scandinavia at present. It is worth while to look a little

more narrowly at these. When regarded from certain

points of view, they really help to lead us into rest on

this subject. Moreover, the importance of this will be

appreciated by all who are alive to the vital issues, which

hang on a right settlement of this great scientific and

scriptural question.

If it be true, that, within a comparatively recent

period, oscillations and ruptures of the earth's surface

have taken place, in the localities where the superficial

deposits are found which have supplied materials for the

controversy, the phenomena are involved in yet further

imcertainties. Yet this is iiow the case. The foremost

observers find unmistakable evidence of such surface

oscillations. In an able paper " On the Distribution of
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the Flint Drifts of the South-east of England, etc./' by-

Sir Roderick Miirchison, there are some very important

remarks on this subject. "To my mind/' he says,

*' the circumstances of the same drift being placed at

such diiferent levels at Folkestone, and of its sloping

up from the sea-board to a height of 222 feet inland,

are good evidences that these creatures were destroyed

by violent oscillations of the land, and were swept by

currents of water from their feeding-grounds into the

hollows in which we now find them, and where the

argillaceous materials which covered them have favoured

their conservation. Nothing can more strongly favour

this view than the manner in which frag-ments of chalk-

flints, often angular, are wedged together in the matrix

of loam, and enter into the cavities of some of the

vertebrae and broken bones of the large quadrupeds.

... No analogy of tidal or fluviatile action can ex-

plain either the condition or position of the debris and

unrolled flints and bones. On the contrary, by referring

their distribution to those great oscillations and rup-

tures by which the earth's suiiace has been so powerfully

afiected in former times, we may well imagine how the

large area under consideration was suddenly broken up

and submerged. This h}q^)othesis seems to me to be an

appeal to a tera causa commensurate with the results.

As respects the south-east of England, the operations

must have been modern in a geological sense ; for our

present line of sea-coast had then been formed, our lands,

including great longitudinal valleys in the "Weald, were

tenanted by herds of great quadrupeds : whilst, even

anterior to the catastrophe by which such land animals

were destroyed, sea-beaches of rolled pebbles, contain-

ing species of molluscs still living, had previously been
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acciuniilated on our southern shores, together with

some remains of extinct quadrupeds which had been
derived from the adjacent hinds ! In short, the cliffs

of Brighton afford distinct proofs, that a period of

perfect quiescence and ordinary shore action, very

modern in geological parlance, but very ancient as

respects history, was followed b}^ oscillations and violent

fractures of the crust, producing the tumultuous accu-

mulations to which attention has been drawn,"

Both Sir Charles Lyell and Mr. Prestwich frequently

fall back on the action of similar forces, to explain

certain appearances in the physical geology of the

districts in which flint implements have been disco-

vered. Thus, the expressions " certain oscillations in

the general level of the country," " the old river (Ouse),

aided perhaps b}'' the continued upheaval of the whole

country, or by oscillations in its level, went on widening

and deepening the valley, often shifting its channel."

" A valley or river channel was cut through them

(Mundesley fresh-water formations), probably during

the gradual upheaval of the comitry." Many such

sentences might be quoted. But if the operation of the

disturbing elements be thus clearly marked, we have

only to bring the period of their action farther down
than has hitherto been done, in order to see that they

also must cease to be held true witness to an immense

antiquity for the human race. It has been shown, that

the large extinct animals were most likely contempora-

neous with man, at a time not more remote than may
be brought within the period of Biblical history (pp.

225-233). And if it ^cannot be positively proved,

that the oscillations now referred to could not have

taken place about the time when these animals became
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extinct, or soon after, we are certainly not entitled to

build on the phenomena which resulted therefrom, any
hypothesis opposed to common belief as to the very

recent appearance of man.

In a most interesting paper read before the Royal

Society, March 27, 1862, by Mr. Prestwich, much which

is most striking in the present appearance of the

gravels of the Somnie is traced to the action of ice.

The paper is entitled, " Theoretical Considerations on

the Conditions imder wdiich the Drift Deposits contain-

ing the Remains of Extinct Mammalia and Flint Im-

plements have accumulated; and on theii' Geological

Age." Referring to the flint implements, the author

says :
—" These works of men are first discovered in beds

of the high-level gravel period. The most ordinary

shapes are the large spear-head form, either with a

sharp point or a flat rounded one, and with the butt end

sometimes blunt, and at other times chipped to an edge.

With regard to the manner in which they came to be

imbedded in the g-ravel, it can only be suimised from

their condition, from our present experience, and by
considering' the uses to which they could possibly have

been applied.^' These conditions are then reviewed, and

it is shown that the flint implements rarely or never

show indications of atmospheric weathering ; that they

are rarely worn, but are usually sharp and angular, like

some of the large unworn flints which have been attri-

buted to transjDort by ice ; also that they are most com-

mon where the evidence of ice-action is the greatest, as

at St. Acheul and Moulin Quignon. The climate of the

period having been severe, it is essential to keep in mind
the usages of tribes under like conditions at the present

day. The mode of life of the Chippeweyan Indians and
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tKe Esquimaux is then considered ; and it is sIiotnti that

a hatchet, an ice-chisel, a file and knives, of stone or

metal, are all tlie instruments they need or use. It is

further shown that when in winter the usually abmidant

supplies of reindeer fail, these people resort commonly

to fishing in the frozen rivers, and then use their

chisels for making holes in the ice. These implements

are also in daily use for keeping open the water-holes.

Analogous facts are quoted from Wrangel respecting

Siberia. The author suggests, therefore, that some of

the mysterious flint implements of St. Acheul may have

been used as ice- chisels. Reasons are then assigned

for their presence chiefly at particular spots, and refer-

ence is made to other forms of flint implements. '' The

melting of the winter snow would necessarily cause

spring-floods. Another cause of floods is the fall of rain

whilst the ground is still frozen. These causes, combined

possibly with a larger rainfall, must have afibrdcd to the

old rivers, either permanently or, at all events, during

spring-time, a volume of water far exceeding any pre-

sent supply, and given them more of a torrential cha-

racter." Instances are quoted from Sir R. Murchison's

"Paissia" and Wrangel's "Siberia," and others, to

show how this is still the case every spring in northern

countries, causing a rise in the rivers of from ten to

forty feet, and inundating the adjacent valleys.

Other forces, however, besides an increase in the

water-power, seem required to account for the exca-

vation" of the great val%s ; and the author thinks

that cold and ground-ice have performed a very

important part in the operation. In support of this

view, he adduces the opinion of Arago and the ob-

servations of M. Leclercq and Colonel Jackson, both
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of whom show how constantly this ice is formed in

cold climates in rivers with stony and gravelly bottoms,

such as the old post-pleiocene rivers must have been.

Amongst other observations given are those of M.Weitz,
who states that in the north of Siberia the formation

of ground-ice can be seen in the rivers at a depth

of fourteen feet and more, and that in '* rising from the

bottom the masses of ice bring up "wdth them sand and
stones, and let them down at places far distant from

whence they came ;
" and he concludes '* that not only

does the current occasion a change in the bed of the

river by its erosion of the looser soil, which it carries

from one place to deposit in another, but that the ice,

which forms at the bottom of rapid rivers in A^ery cold

countries, tends also to effect a change in the beds of

those rivers." Another agent would co-operate with

the last; this is the freezing of the ground and the

rending of rocks by frost. Taking extreme cases,

Crantz shows to how great an extent this operates in

Greenland ; Dr. Sutherland gives some still more
striking instances on the shores of Barrow Strait, and
Sir J. Eichardson on the Mackenzie River. Even in

our own country, the disintegration produced during one

severe winter on a fresh vertical section of chalk is very

striking. A remarkable instance is quoted from Sir E.

Murchison's " Eussia," of a long terrace of angular

blocks of limestone broken up and left by the winter-

ice thirty feet above the summer level of the Dwina,
near Archangel.

The reader has thus before him an outline of the

state of the question, and of the theories proposed to

account for the phenomena of the Somme Yalley. It

will be seen, that the point of interest again tm^ns on
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attempts to determine tlie time at wliicli certain great

elimatal changes and disturbances must have taken

place, and the period over which their action extended.

If, as I have shown, we may bring their action much

nearer true historical time than has generally been

imagined, the question of its intensity or force does not

present many difficulties. Alluding to geologists who

rank " all ancient geological phenomena in the category

of existing causation," Sir R. Murchison says :
—

" The

endeavour to refer all former fractures of the strata as

well as their overthrow on a great scale, as in the Alps,

to causes of no greater intensity of action than those

which now prevail, is in opposition to the observations

I have made in every mountain-chain, as well as in the

modest cliffs of Brighton and Dover." The unifor-

mitarian theory, so strongly condemned here, is that

which Sir Charles Lyell has applied throughout his

discussions on this question. He has assigned to

Norway " a mean rate of continuous vertical elevation

of two and a half feet in a century," and assumed this

as the standard rate of elevation in most other quarters.

But if anything is sure in physical geology the variable

intensity of these agencies is. Indeed, this theory of

uniform action is contradicted at every point. Many

circumstances, for example, influence the rate at which

mud is deposited in lakes, in river courses, and in

estuaries. The growth of peat depends much on

elimatal conditions, which vary in difl'erent degrees of

latitude. Then what so capricious and so variable in

its intensity as the force which makes itself known in

the rocking earthquake, or as that which finds expres-

sion in the volcanic eruption ? Even the introduction

and disappearance of zoological species, of which so
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mucli has recently been made, not only refuse to giye

that testimony in fayour of uniformitarian views, so

anxiously sought from them, but bear witness to facts

of an entirely different kind. When, then, we sum
up the strongest points in favour of an antiquity for

man far more remote than is assigned to him in the

word of God, I think the conclusion is warranted, if

not irresistible, that they signally fail to cast distrust

on the Biblical historical record.

In making this statement, I have fully in view not

only Sir Charles Lyeil's vv'ork, but the paj^ers of M.
Morlot, " On the Study of High Antiquity," and other

works on both sides of the question. M. Morlot

works from the imiformitarian point of view, and
arrives at any residts which an imagination, evidently

rather strong, had before fixed. Here is a specimen

of M. Moiiot's modest inductions :
—" We have re-

corded some observations on the cone or torrential

delta of the Tiniere as furnishing an estimate, in

number of years, of the date of a given moment of

the bronze age, of a given moment of the stone

age, and of the time which the whole delta took

to form—that is, the length of the modern geological

period. These observations, as we have seen, have

furnished—for a given moment of the bronze age, and

marking to all appearance its end, an antiquity of

from twenty-nine centuries at least to forty-two cen-

turies at most, the real date being about thirt}^-eight

centuries ; for a given moment of the stone age, j^ro-

bably also marking its end, an antiquity of from forty-

seven centuries at least to seventy centuries at most,

the real date not being far from sixty-four centuries

;

and for the age of the whole delta from seventy-four
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centuries at least to one liundred and ten centuries at

most, the real date being probably about one hundred

oenturies. . . . What has been said goes to establish

a duration of about one thousand centuries at least lor

the last geological epoch, which began immediately

after the retreat of the last great glaciers, which was

characterised by the presence of the JEkpha-s prihiifjouKs

and by the appearance of man, and which ended at the

beginning of the modern period, the latter having al-

ready lasted about one hundred centuries. . . . Let us

hope that these computations will be soon tested by

comparison, and, no doubt, be also more or less cor-

rected and improved by other observations." When
Sir Charles Lyell looked at some of the phenomena,

with which M. Morlot deals here, he saw^ that his theory,

if applied to them, would furnish astounding results,

but shrank from the task himself. " Some one," he

said, " must have the chivalry to begin," He has

found his knight !

But nothing is so well fitted to mark the danger of

the principles, whose application makes such demands

on imagination, than to have them carried out by

sanguine theoiists like M. Morlot. The fruits of such

guesses put even young observers on their guard.

Thus they are welcome. One cannot help returning

w^ith thankfulness and satisfaction to truer and safer

ground. Nothing has yet been done to shake our

confidence in that ground. Just as the literature of

Greece and Rome has shed much light on the latest

Biblical history, and the stone records of Egypt, Baby-

lon, and Assyria, have let in unlooked-for light on its

earlier and middle periods ; so all the lines of zoological

and geological science are seen, as the multitude of
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busy workers make known well-authenticated facts, to

converge to the one point, even to the corroboration of

the scriptural account of creation, and of the compara-

tively recent appearance of man on the earth.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE UNITY AND BROTHERHOOD OF THE HUMAN RACE.

Quotation from Sir William Hamilton^Man' 9 twofold nature—Eccles.

iii. 18-20—Christ's kingdom and man's—Views of modern mate-
rialists on man's nature—Instinct and reason—Human brother-

hood—Interactions between science and Scripture—Man's place

unique—Views of systematists and ethnologists—Two schools

—Place of the negro—Missionary effort—Christ "Lord of All."

'' What man liolds of matter/' says Sir William
Hamilton, " does not make up his personality. Man is

not an organism, lie is an intelligence served by organs
;

they are his—not he." This view strikes the point

at which Scripture and true science bear one testi-

mony as to man's place in nature. In one aspect of

his nature, man is linked with the lower animals ; in

another he has mental qualities which make a great

gulf between him and the beasts put under him—a gulf

which can never be bridged over. Regarding him from

the one point of view, there are features which at once

claim for him a place in that zoological scale, which

reaches from the humblest protozoan up to man. Look-

ing at him from the other, he is seen to be linked to God
himself, and characterised b}^ peculiarities of mental and

moral constitution, so many, so vital, so broadl}" nuirked

as differing from the mere animal nature, that, without

doing violence to science, you cannot find a place for

him in any scheme of systematic zoology. His bodily

structure, the composition of his blood, the build of his
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bones, the leading phases of his embryonic condition

and development, his organic growth, and the pheno-
mena of bodily decay and death, all demand that he
should be associated even with those irrational, irre-

sponsible animals, whose spirit " goeth downward to the

earth." It was this discovery which for a time clouded

the mind, and wrung the affections of David's wise

son :
" I said in mine heart concerning the estate of the

sons of men, that God might manifest them, and that

they might see that they themselves are beasts. For
that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts

;

even one thing befalleth them : as the one dieth, so

dieth the other
;

j^ea, they have all one breath ; so that

a man hath no pre-eminence above a beast : for all is

vanity. All go unto one place ; all are of the dust, and
all turn to dust again" (Eccles. iii. 18-20). Solomon
had before him the ruin which sin had wrought on
man. It had blinded him as to his true destiny, and
to the power of the spiritual nature to trimnph over the

purely animal nature. In this condition, thus sunken,

ignorant, and sensual, what better was he than the

beasts ? On all these points he required to be en-

lightened—he required a revelation. Thus, the desire

of the king, that " God might manifest them." "When,
however, we take into account man's rational nature,

his wiU, his affections, his imagination, his hopes, his

capacity of education, and the countless states and
frames of the true '' living soul," we meet with elements

which refuse to fit into any scheme of zoological classi-

fication that attempts to deal with man as if his place

were not unique in nature. When God sets the con-

sciousness of all this before us by Divine manifestation,

how great the change ! We look within and aroimd
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US. We become united to liim, as holding tlie conscious-

ness of a higher destiny than belongs to the lower

animals.

" Tliis dull chrysalis

Cracks into vshining- wing-s, and hope, ere death,

Spreads more and more and more."

" I die/' said one who had made great nations quake

before him, " I die before my time ; and my body will

be given back to the earth, to become the food of

worms. Such is the fate which so soon awaits the

great JS'apoleon !
" Then, remembering a system in

direct contrast with that one which he had toiled to

establish—a system in which God has manifested to

man not only what human nature is, but the cure,

relief, remedy, for all its ailings, ills, and deep de-

gradation—he exclaimed, "What an abyss between

my deep wretchedness and Christ's eternal kingdom,

proclaimed, loved, adored, and spreading through the

world !

"

The materialists of the present day seek to escape

from the influence of this view of man by alleging,

that brute instinct is not difterent from human mind.

Both, they say, are of the same nature. The}^ difi'er

only in intensity, in degree of strength, in adaptive

power of will and of concentrative purj^ose. har-

rowed to this point, the issue may be accepted by

thoughtful Christian men. Leaving discussions on

abstract points, they can appeal to facts. Take, for

example, the capacity of education. If the so-called

mind of the lower animals be generically the same

as the mind of man, why not manifest the identity

by its fruits ? Why not take one of the forms

which, in mere animal structure, approaches nearest
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to man, and educate it? The absence of the divine,

distinguishing gift of speech should not be a hindrance.

The soul may be reached, and it may find unmistakable

modes of manifestation in the absence of this. There

are a thousand other points which might be urged. I

would, however, be content to peril the whole question

on this one.

The recent introduction, by certain naturalists, of

grossly materialistic views into the natural history^of

man, could not but have a most distracting influence

in the present condition of the public mind. The wide-

spread intelligence which has resulted from increased

means of popular elementary education, from the

recent growth of cheap literature, and from the im-

mense power which the cheap newspaper has put within

the reach of the people, is at once ready to lay hold of,

and to use for purposes most in harmony with prevail-

ing tastes, the utterances of men of science on this and

kindred topics. That the effects of the materialistic

views, now referred to, have not been more influential

and mischievous, is mainly to be traced to the fact, that

now, more than at any other period in the history of

our land, the truth of Christ has brought under its power

the thought of the nation. The Church has entered

more deeply, than for centuries she had done, into the

mind of her living and exalted Head. She has learned,

as at his feet, the lesson of his life. His heart was set

on his Father's glory. His meat was to do the will of

his Father. He came to seek the lost, to save them.

Thus must it be with his Church. She has caught a

glimpse of her calling ; and in seeking to follow it has

not been unblest. But notwithstanding all this, the

influence of the imscientific conclusions, loudly ex-
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pressed by a small band of workers in the sphere of

natural science, has to some extent been successful in

diverting men's attention from what ought to be the

highest aims of life :

" Howe'er it "be, it seems to me
'Tis only noble to be good."

The direction in which this disturbing influence tends

is to separate man from man. It is a fact, which finds

its illustration in all history, that the lower the views are

which prevail regarding man's nature and destiny, the

deeper his selfishness becomes. If you separate between

the interests and the higher hopes of a people, you come

in time to destroy the hopes altogether, and to concen-

trate the afiections, the energies, the endeavours on

material interests alone. It is no doubt true, that the

Divine thought which, as an element of health, is met

with in the family compact—the domestic constitution

—

angel-like, keeps the social state in some measure sound,

even when its presence is not recognised ; but the

power of this is sadly weakened by everything which

tends to draw away man's mind from that tAvofold

association, his dependence on God, on the one hand,

and his bond of brotherhood uniting him to his feUow-

men, on the other.

Now here we meet with several most interesting

aspects of interaction between science and the word of

God. Science, we have seen, separates man from the

mere animal, and demands an independent and unique

place for him in virtue of his spiritual nature

—

reason, will, the power of introspection, self-con-

sciousness. This place is in the very presence of his

Maker, as one destined originally for childlike commu-

V
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nion with Him as a father. The word of God ratifies

this discovery, and shows that, in virtue of the nature

which science recognises, whether it will or no, man
is bound to discharge the duties of a child towards God,

and those of a brother towards his fellow-men. Hence

the provision for love; hence the call to action. Taking,

then, the views of the word of God and of the highest

workers in science, let me indicate their scope from this

standing point. I look at the scientific side of this

truth first.

The earKest systematic efibrt at true scientific classifi-

cation ismetwith in the works of Aristotle (Paris edition,

vol. i. 1619) . He excluded man from his scheme, and thus

regarded him as unique, and not to be classed among
animals proper. Aristotle accepted the views of those

whom he called " the older naturalists," and ethnologi-

cally classed man according to manners and appear-

ance. Thus, character was to be known according as

a man was found like to those nations who difier in this

way (oaa ^'lEcpEpE rag oxpBig Kai ra riOrj), as Eg}^Dtians,

Thracians, and Scythians. The British naturaKsts,

Eay and Willoughby, adopted Aristotle's view as to

man's non-animality proper. Linnocus associated the

genus Homo with Simia, or Ape, lying below in the same

scale, and united both under the order Primates, or the

highest group of true animals. Cuvier followed in the

same track, but felt the necessity of making the sepa-

ration more distinct and wide. This led him to deny

that the anterior limbs of the ape are true hands, a

characteristic which belongs only to those of man: hence

his orders Bimana, or two-handed, and Quadrumana,

or four-handed ; a name implying that the four limbs

are more or less prehensile organs, but not as the human
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hands are. Still a want was felt. Some characterisation

was looked for which would acknowledge psychological

features, even if it should not directly and distinctly

embrace them. Lamarck, himself the most accurate of

observers, but the most wajnvard and fanciful of sys-

tematists, had acknowledged the want and made an

effort to supply it. Thus his sub-group Intelligents, or

thinking animals. But, as with so many other happy

suggestions, he turned the ridicule of scientific workers

on this by ranking fishes, reptiles, birds, and mam-
mals equally among the intelligent animals ! He had

got hold of a truth, but he hastened to destroy its

power by setting it in false lights. In one sense it is

undoubtedly true, that gradation in complexity of struc-

ture is accompanied by gradation of mental facult}^, but

it is not true that structural peculiarities determine the

measure of what he called intelligence—a term which

embraced all the instincts of the lower vertebrates, as

well as the reason, imagination, and will of man.

Professor Owen, no doubt under the same feeling of

the defective character of every scheme which did not

give a place to the distinguishing features of man, has

assigned to him a division by himself, under the title

Archencejjhala, a term which has the merit of singling

out the organ through which mind acts. I think, too

much has been made, by some who object to this, of the

fact that he has designated a lower sub-class, in which

he includes the quadi^umana, or monkeys, by the

name Gyrencephala, or animals with convoluted brains.

Some of these, as the marmosets, have smooth brains,

and thus do not fall under this term ;
while man, who

is distinguished by a deep convoluted brain, is excluded

from it. Nevertheless the characterisation is a valuable
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one, were it on no other ground than as the evidence of

an effort on the part of our great comparative anatomist

to meet the want—to fill in the blank space. The whole

tendency of the, so-called, advanced school of working

naturalists, with Professor Huxley at their head, is, as

we have already seen, to take us back to the Linnsean

point of view, and to restore the name Primates, as

including both man and monkeys.

Side by side with these systematists, the ground is

occupied by ethnologists whose leanings to one party or

the other are well marked. Not, indeed, as if they took

either view as a starting point, but rather because their

systems seem the complement of the one or the other.

The two great ethnologists of the eighteenth centurj^.

Camper and Blumenbach, worked as earnestly from the

point of view of belief in the unity of the human race

as have their accomplished successors in the nineteenth

—Pritchard and Latham. But Gliddon, Knott, Morton,

Agassiz, and some others, have worked as earnestly and

with great, though varying ability, from an entirely

opposite and antagonistic point of view. They believe

that man has sprung from various original stocks, dif-

fering very widely in rank of mind and even moral

features. It was to be expected that these obser-

vers would assign a foremost place to the families to

which they themselves belong. They might, however,

have done this without attempting to un-soul others

farther removed from the early centres of civilisation,

and, especially, less in contact with that light from

Heaven which, even from the beginning, has shed its

influence over the favoured families of mankind.

The scientific discussion of the unity and brotherhood

of the human race raises many questions of great
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interest at tlie present time. These have reference to

anatomical structure, geographical distribution, the

earliest traces of a primeval race, language, and specific

difference of appearance. The chief anatomical diffi-

culties have been fully reviewed in chapters x. and xi.,

and those associated with archaeology have also been

examined in the chapter on the Antiquity of Man.

Throughout these chapters the positions stated in this

one have been constantly in view. The other ques-

tions now named claim some notice, before special

reference is made to the scriptural statements on this

subject.

We have been asked " if it is at all likely that the

men who have left traces of their presence over vride

geographical areas, in superficial gravels, in caves, in

cromlechs, in rude urns, and on ruder sculptured stones,

could have belonged to the Adamic race, whose history

is not older than six thousand years ?" The families to

whose existence all these point, are alleged to have had

firm footing in districts far remote from the original

seat of the Adamic race, long before the dawn of

traditional history. Underlying this question is the

impression, that, if it could be shown there must

have been an older race than that sprung of Adam,

the objections to the theory of a plurality of stocks,

to account for the present varieties of mankind,

would be much weakened, if not done away with alto-

gether. So much has been said in the preceding

chapter, with the view of showing how little weight is

to be attached to this aspect of the question, that we

need do no more than refer to it again.

If we turn to the only authentic written record we

possess of the earliest migrations of the human race, we
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cannot fail to observe how yery soon mankind wandered

far from tlie quarter where the sons of Noah first dwelt

after the subsidence of the Deluge. (Gen. x.) Some
found their way to regions far east of Euphrates and

Tigris ; others wandered into Southern Asia, and spread

along the shores of the Persian Gulf. Some sent out

colonies to territories north of the Caucasus ; others

struck off westward and began to people the shores of

the Mediterranean and Central Europe. Some followed

the eastern shores of the E-ed Sea, and no doubt crossed

into Africa at the straits on the south, and others took

possession of Egypt, and sent offshoots into Libya and

along the southern shores of the Mediterranean.

When Moses narrated these early migTations he lived

in the centre of a teeming and highly civilised population.

But the increase in the numbers of men, and the highly

advanced condition of the arts, say, in a country like

Egypt, present no difficulties as to the unity of man
and his comparatively recent origin. Whatever pro-

gress had been made in art, in the times before the

Flood, would, no doubt, be preserved in the family of

Noah. And with such facts before us as the peopling

of America in three generations, and Australia in one,

what need have we to fall back on the hypothesis of a

plurality of races to account for the presence of man
in remote districts at the dawn of the historical period ?

I have elsewhere remarked, that *' while the general

branches spread over certain well-marked geographical

tracts, colonies were frequently thrown off". Only in

this way can we account for the intermingling of traces

of each of the great divisions of language in the

dialects of particular districts. A good illustration

occurs in the case of the Phoenicians. Herodotus (i. 1)
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says of them ' that tliey had migrated from the shores

of the Red Sea to the Mediterranean, and settled in the

country which they now inhahit.' And, when describ-

ing the arrangements of Xerxes, he relates (vii. 89)

that ' the Phoenicians, with the Syrians of Palestine,

furnished three hundred, being thus equipped: on

their heads they had helmets, made very nearly after

the Grecian fashion ; and clothed in linen breastplates,

they carried shields without rims, and javelins. These

Phoenicians; as they themselves say, anciently dwelt on

the Red Sea; and having crossed over from thence,

they settled on the sea-coast of Syria; this part of

Syria, and the whole as far as Egypt, is called Pales-

tine.' ' By the Erythraean Sea,' says Mr. Gr. Ptawlin-

son, 'Herodotus intends, not our Ptcd Sea, which he

calls the Arabian Gulf, but the Indian Ocean, or rather

both the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf, which

latter he does not consider distinct from the ocean,

being ignorant of its shape.' Did the Phoenicians send

a colony from Phoenicia Proper to the shores of the

Persian Gulf, or was part of Syria colonised by emi-

grants from the shores of the Indian Ocean ? Even

to this day a very close resemblance can be traced

between names common to both regions.

In the cumulative argument in favour of the unity

of the human race, the question of language holds a

prominent place. The statement of Scripture on one

aspect of the subject is very plain and distinct
:

" The

whole earth was of one language, and of one speech"

(Gen. xi. 1). But many ask, "Is it possible that the

innumerable branches of language now in the earth can

be traced to one original stock? Is it likely that one

race could give rise to all these ?" In the answer to
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these there is mucli room for intricate philological dis-

cussion and illustration, but as this would lead us away
from the main purpose of this volume, we shall do no
more than appeal to two or three authorities on this

important subject. "Languages compared together

and considered as objects of the natural history of the

mind, and when separated into families according to

the analogies existing in their internal structure, have

become a rich source of historical knowledge ; and this

is probably one of the most brilKant results of modern
study in the last sixty or seventy years. From the

very fact of their being products of the intellectual

force of mankind, they lead us, by means of the

elements of their organism, into an obscure distance,

unreached by traditionary records. The comparative

study of languages shows us that races now sej)arated

by vast tracts of land are allied together, and have

migrated from one common primitive seat ; it indicates

the course and direction of all migrations, and, in

tracing the leading epochs of development, recognises,

by means of the more or less changed structure of the

language, in the permanence of certain forms, or in the

more or less advanced destruction of the formative

system, which race has retained most nearly the language

common to all who had emigrated from the general seat

of origin " [Hwmholdt). The raj)idity with which a com-

mon type of language assumes very many different forms

has been described by one of our greatest philologists :

—

"If we observe how Latin was changed into Italian,

Spanish, Portuguese, Provencal, French, etc.—how
Latin, again, together with Greek, and the Celtic, the

Teutonic, and the Sclavonic languages, together like-

wise with the ancient dialects of India and Persia, must
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have sprung from an earlier language, the motlier of

tlie whole Indo-European or Aryan family of speech

—

if we see how Hebrew, Arabic, and Syriac, with several

minor dialects, are but different impressions of one and

the same common type, and must all have flowed from

the same source, the original language of the Semetic

race—and if we add to these two at least one more

well established family of speech, the Turanian, com-

prising the dialects of the nomad races scattered over

Central and Northern Asia—if we watch this stream of

language rolling on through centuries in these three

mighty arms which, before they disappear from our

sight in the far distance, clearly show a convergence

towards one common source—it would seem, indeed, as

if there were an historical life inherent in language,

and as if both the will of man and the power of time

could tell, if not on its substance, at least on its form.

.... The historical changes of language may be

more or less rapid, but they take place in all times and

in all countries. They have reduced the rich and

powerful idiom of the poets of the Yeda to the meagre

and impure jargon of the modern Sepoy. They have

transformed the language of the Zend-Avesta, and of

the mountain records of Behistun, into that of Ferdusi

and the modern Persians ; the language of Virgil into

that of Dante ; the language of Uphilas into that of

Charlemagne ; the language of Charlemagne into that

of Goethe " [Max Muller). " Our historic researches,"

says the late Chevalier Bunsen, " respecting languages

have led us to facts which seem to oblige us to assume

the common historical origin into which we found the

nations of Asia and Europe to coalesce. The four

families of Turanians and Iranians, Khamites and
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Shemites, reduced themselves to two, and these again

possessed such mutual material affinities, as can neither

be explamed as accidental or as being so by a natural

external necessity, and therefore imply a common
descent." " Looking back," says Dr. Hincks, " to all

the most ancient languages, I find that although there

were marked diflPerences which rendered them utterly

unintelligible to one another, there were points in

common which, when fairly examined, proved that

those languages had all a common origin. The people

separated—were divided ; some parts of the ancient

language survived in one portion, some in another, and

so on. None of the languages retained even any large

part of the original, but each, probably, sufficient to

identify it as part of one original language." Many
more quotations might be made. Let these suffice.

The very highest authorities in the science of language

unite with the writers of Scripture in bearing testimony

to the original unity of language and the unity of

man.

It has been held that the doctrine of the unity of

the race is contradicted by the well marked difference

in the physical features, and, in many cases, mental

characteristics, of different families. This has raised

the vital question, '^What constitutes species?" I

have already pointed out that the origin of species

is definitely stated in the first chapter of Genesis.

Now it is worth noting that the weight of scientific

authority falls in with the Biblical view, even though,

in stating the natural history aspect of the subject,

science had no reference to the word of God. Specific

forms are such as have descended from common

parents ; in man's case from a single pair. This
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definition adniits of great variation in appearance,

and of considerable modifications even in structure.

If the circumstances and surrounding influences

associated with the first offspring had contiimed

with all the successive generations, the likelihood

is, that the physical features woidd have continued

the same. But geographical distribution, climatal

peculiarities, and the like, would everywhere bring

forces into play which tended to modifications in struc-

ture, and to great variety of appearance. So soon,

however, as the original conditions were realised, the

forms would hasten to revert to the normal type. This

is equally true when we take man's influence over the

lower animals into account. Whenever domesticated

animals return to a wild state, reversion to original type

begins, and in the course of a few generations is com-

plete. The domestic boar, widely unlike the wild boar

of the Pyrenees, was introduced by Spanish colonists

into St. Domingo, and some of them with the females

having been neglected and permitted to run wild, in a

short time a breed appeared closely resembling, in make
and colour, the wild varieties of Spain.

Looldng at the different families of man, in the light

of all the information which ethnology can furnisli, we
are warranted in asserting, (1) That the variation in

the human species is not greater than that met -svith

among the lower animals, whose descent from a single

pair is not questioned ; and (2) That individuals occur

differing as widely in appearance from the family to

which they belong, as does this family from another, for

which ethnologists, opposed to the doctrine of the unity

of man, demand an independent standing as a separate

race. For example, taking the horse, the dog, the rabbit,
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and tlie pigeon, what a difference there is between tlie

London dray-horse and the Highland pony ; between the

bulldog and the greyhound ; the common wild rabbit of

England and the large and pendulous-eared black and
white variety, the favourite of breeders ; or between
the wild rock-pigeon and the pouter, the ruff, the fantail,

or the carrier pigeon. If we look at oxen and sheep the

same facts meet us. Again, individuals of fair coun-

tenance and bright red hair have been met with among
the Papuans, and albinos are not uncommon in Central

Africa. In nature many instances might be given,

both from among beasts and birds, which have come
under our own notice.

If the human race, as it comes under the influence

of well marked, varying conditions, as to food and
climate, manifests a constant tendency to assume features

which constitute distinctive varieties, this is no more
than what we meet with among the animals put under
man. In horses great variety occurs. Those of Ice-

land and some parts of the north of Europe are, for the

most part, dun, with a black stripe along the spine
;

those of Corsica have a constant tendency to become
beautifully spotted

; and in the north-west part of India

the Kattywar breed is generally striped along the

spine, the legs barred, and the shoulder stripe often

double. The Eoman poets loved to celebrate the river

Clitumnus for its herds of snow-white oxen. " The ox
of the Roman Campagna is universally grey, while, in

some other parts of Italy, the breed is mostly red." In
this country we can point out, in a herd of cattle, those

that have been brought from the west Highlands, from
the south of Scotland, from Ireland, or from Holland.

The sheep and the dog show equally weU marked varia-
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tions, botli as regards form and colour. So with birds.

And even fishes, insects, and molluscs fall easily

under the same influences. How suggestive, fur

example, the blindness of the cave-fish, the cave-

crustacea, and the cave-insects of America. " In some

of the crabs the foot-stalk for the eye remains, though

the eye is gone ; the stand for the telescope is there,

though the telescope with its glasses has been lost." In

some of the cave-animals, as the rat, the organs of

sight are very large, as if, in the efibrt to preserve the

seeing eye, the organs had grown in size. A far

longer list of instances might be given illustrative of

the powder of habitat, climate, and the like, to produce

even a wide range of variation, both in colour and

structure.

If, then, we look at the great families of mankind

from this purely zoological point of view, do we meet

with anything difi'erent, as regards external appearance,

from the phenomena now referred to ? Is there

greater unlikeness between the head of the negro,

the aboriginal Australian, the European, and the

Hindoo, than there is between the head of the grey-

hound and that of the mastifi" or the bulldog ? Is the

difierence of colour greater in these widely separated

varieties than what is seen among men ? Does the hair

of the negro difier more from that of the most favoured

families, than the wool of the British sheep from that

of the sheep of Guinea ? " Here," says an old travel-

ler, writing of Guinea, " the world seems inverted, for

the sheep are hairy, and the men woolly." Does the

fact that the Jew of Malabar is pure black, lead ethno-

logists to disregard family features of a constant kind,

and deny to him a place among the descendants of
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Abraham ? In virtue of some of these more constant

cliaracteristics, the Arab of Nnbia is associated ^dth the

Arab of Yemen. Yet the former is absolutely black,

the latter is almost as fair as some of the Scandinavian

tribes. "The contrast," says Dr. Latham, "to the

Anamese must be sought in the Mincopie of the Anda-

man Islands. These are called blacks, without qualifi-

cation, by the few observers who have described them.

Nay, more, they have been ignored as members of the

class under notice (Mongol), and been placed amongst

the Papuans of New Guinea. Yet their language shows

them to belong to the same division with the Burmese

of the opposite continent." A review of mental and

moral features would also show us that individuals, or

even important sections, of the great divisions imder

which ethnology has classified the human race, difier

from the family or division to which they belong as

mdely as the division itself does from the others.

Again, then, both as regards physical and psychical

features, we find nothing, when they are fairly

estimated, opposed to the doctrine of the unity of

naankind.

The Biblical references to this subject present many

features of great interest. "And God said. Let us

make man in our image, after our likeness." " So

God created man in his own image, in the image of

God created he him ; male and female created he

them" (Gen. i. 26, 27). When the Creator made

woman, "and brought her imto the man," Adam said,

" This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh :

she shaU be calledWoman {isha), because she was taken

out of Man" (ish). The words are suggestive of interests

and sympathies in connexion, perhaps, with the mar-
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riage tie, closer and deeper tlian tliose indicated in the

terms Adam {formedfrom the ground) and Eve {mother

of all living). It was to this act of the creation of a

single pair, as the common parents of the wliole human
race, that our Lord referred whan he said, *' He which

made them at the beginning made them male and

female" (Matt. xix. 4). Such passages must ever be

held to protest against all theories as to a plurality of

original stocks in order to account for the leading

varieties of mankind. They point to that relationship,

in descent from a common stock, which everywhere

implies the privileges and responsibilities of brother-

hood. "God that made the world and all things

therein .... hath made of one blood all nations of

men for to dwell on all the face of the earth, and hath

determined the times before appointed, and the bounds

of their habitation ; that they should seek the Lord "

(Acts x^di. 24-31). Men, the apostle shows, are of

one blood. There is only one SaA^our, Jesus, of whom
he preached. But all men are equal as to the Gospel

offer, and therefore God " commandeth all men every-

where to repent." The time is pressing, the cause

urgent, the motive one of the most powerful that could

be presented to rational beings, " Because he hath

appointed a day, in which he will judge the world in

righteousness." We see then how closely these aspects

of truth hang together.

But there are some who refuse to look at the Biblical

aspects of this subject, and it is both curious and in-

structive to note the phase unbelief is here assuming.

Take, for example, the attitude of many to the

negro, as one of a race held to have sprung from

a stock different and inferior to that of the white
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man. He is first, on grounds which, would not

have heen held sufficient in determining the place

of beast or bird, set down as specifically distinct,

and then quietly set aside as radically defective in

mental gift and moral sense, and beyond the hope

of improvement. It is true, that many appeals

have been made to illustrations of as high intellectual

capacity and enlightened Christian principle in mem-

bers of this family, as have been met with in the so-

called higher races ; but all this is in vain. None are

so blind as those who refuse to see. The only admis-

sion which men of this stamp will make is, that there

are elements of mind and heart about the negro of a

very inferior kind, and that he may be left to any

religious system which will harmonise with these.

But on no account must you attempt to Christianise,

for you will only spoil what good there is about this

hopelessly sunken species of man. He is naturally

honest now, but your Christian teaching will make

him a thief ; naturally faithful, as a dog to its master,

your instruction will make him false, obstinate, head-

strong, and rebellious ; he is naturally trustful, you will

render him suspicious ; and as a climax, he is naturally

religious, but your attempts to Christianise him will

only end in begetting in him a hardened scepticism,

the degradation of the only quality about him which

had gained for him the compassion of the enlightened

races. We are asked to " leave him to Islamism, the

only religious system which in its wondrous pliability

gratifies the religious longings of the subtile Asiatic

equally with the degraded African, without interfering

with their personal tastes and their social habits."

This is the kind of talk, bordering on blasphemy, to
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wKicli the Britisli people are invited to listen, from the
lips of sciolists banded together as men of science. It
is enough to make intelligent men turn away with dis-

gust from anything bearing the name of science, wlicn
they see the prejudices and the tastes of scientific

observers hastening them into questions beyond tlioir

province, and leading them to conclusions as unworthy
of true science as they are of human nature itself. If

our students of anthropology have no better contribu-

tions to the literature of their favourite pursuits than
Yogt's work referred to above, and no better employ-
ment than to rail against Christian effort in behalf of a

people long and sinfully neglected, the less we hear of

them the better.

The practical direction, however, which this assumes
is one which could hardly have been expected. The
success of missionary efforts amongst the coloured races

of the world demonstrates their essential unity with the

white races. Only downright infidelity can question

the remarkable blessing which has attended the work
of British Christian missionaries in Africa. Yet
men do question it, just as the labours of Christian

missionaries in India, between thirty and fort}^ years

ago, were misrepresented and their success denied.

The men who had left their homes, with their lives

in their hands, to carry the tidings of the glorious

grace of Christ to the Hindoo, were set down as im-

postors ; as men who cheated a too credulous religious

public; as in the habit of describing conversions which

never occurred ; and as being actuated by the basest

and the meanest of motives. All this is now passed away

in regard to India ; but the same charges are brouglit

against African workers by travellers, moreover, who
X
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have visited the scenes of their labour. The Old Indian

in those days displayed hostility to the truth preached

by hostility to those who preached it. Ignorant of their

motives, it denounced the men whose words and example

witnessed against them. This is the explanation of the

opposition still.

The immediate effects of this spirit all tend to distract

Christian attention, to break in upon the thought which,

from this point of view, should above all others influence

man, even that of the common brotherhood of the race,

and of the responsibility of those who have received the

the Gospel of Christ to make it knoTVTi to all the world.

True science and Holy Scripture form one estimate of

man. Both recognise the unity of the human race
;

both acknowledge one origin for man; both bear testi-

mony to his nature as more than animal ; and both

own that this oneness of standing implies oneness of

responsibility. " No man liveth to himself." But a

fact of even deeper import and interest meets us. Christ

is seen to be the head of creation, as he is ^' head of his

body, the church"—the former by lordship as Creator

;

the latter by purchase, as Redeemer. By him all things

were created with which the student of science deals,

and to his headship in grace all Scripture testifies. If

I love him as creator and redeemer, I shall seek to

show forth his glory. Gazing on his eternal beauty as

revealed in the word, I come to be transformed by the

renewing of my mind, and thus the calling of my Kfe

is to bear witness to the power of his grace over me,

and to the influence of his truth and spirit in me. If,

again, I go into nature, loving the Creator not only as

God, wise, kind, good, or even almight}^ ; but as one

who has become to me Friend, Kinsman, and Brother,
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shall I not liave pleasure in unfolding the evidences of

his presence, the proofs of his wisdom and goodness

and love in his own works ? Will not Creation become,

in all its rich beauty, its manifold adjustments, and its

fine adaptations, that which, together with the inspired

written Word, makes the one great revelation which

God has made of himself to man? IsTever will the

student of science find his path clearer, or his work

more pleasant, than when his researches have in view

the glor}^ of Christ as " Loud of All."

LONDOK: ROBEUT K. BOBT, PiilNXKU, iiOLBOKN HILL.
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